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Abstract

Individual Differences In Psychological Adjustment To

Perceived Abnormalities Of Appearance

by Timothy Peter Moss

The aim of this programme of research was to investigate the

differences between individuals in their psychological adjustment to

perceived abnormalities of appearance. The first phase of the

research was to refine and validate a measure of distress and

dysfunction associated with having an appearance which is different

from normal. Over 500 patients in plastic reconstructive surgery

units were recruited as participants in a nationwide multi-centre trial.

The resulting measure, the Derriford Appearance Scale 24r was shown

to have good psychometric properties, and was used as a criterion

measure of adjustment. A series of clinical interviews were conducted

with contrasting groups of individuals identified as being either good

or poor adjusters. Three analyses were carried out. The first took a

grounded theory approach to the open ended section of the

interviews. This produced an integrated phenomenological account of

living with differences of appearance. It also demonstrated

differences between the two groups - poor adjustment was associated

with a more threatening and negative appraisal of situations and the

self. The negative self view was more salient to the poor adjusters.

The second analysis of the interview data was a hypothesis testing

content analysis, designed to eliminate competing candidate

hypotheses generated from the general psychology literature. From

this study, it was shown that poor adjusters have a greater degree of
111



negative appearance related thoughts, and a more negative appraisal

of situations. They were both more pessimistic, and experienced more

anticipatory anxiety. Using the interview sample, a third study was

conducted, based on self-discrepancy theory. Poor adjusters were

shown to place more value on their appearance, and have a greater

discrepancy between their 'actual' and 'ideal appearance' selves than

the good adjusters. On the basis of the interview studies, two further

main empirical studies were carried out. The first tested

comprehension of social cues. This did not differentiate the good and

poor adjustment groups. Methodological, as well as theoretical

reasons for this were proposed. The final study investigated the

organisation of self-knowledge, using a sample of 70 participants

recruited from a plastic and reconstructive surgery unit, and from two

support groups. It was found that there were important differences

between the adjustment groups. A high level of compartmentalisation

of specific appearance information, greater levels of complexity of the

self-concept, and an increased level of differential importance of

aspects of the self concept containing specific appearance information

were all related to poor adjustment. This set of findings was

integrated with the earlier work, and is theoretically interpreted

within a self-schema perspective.

The contribution of this thesis is to develop the understanding of

individual differences in adjustment from a relatively atheoretical

field to a position where future research and clinical practice can

progress in a theoretically integrated and meaningful way.
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Chapter one

General introduction
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Introduction

To have an appearance that is different from the norm is to be

vulnerable - to the evaluation and behaviour of others, as well as self-

critical thoughts and feelings. This thesis addresses the problem of

why some people with perceived abnormalities of appearance are able

to continue emotionally stable and functional lives despite this

apparent vulnerability, while others are crushed by the difficulties

they experience which are attributed to their appearance. In

investigating this area, it is hoped that a useful perspective can be

developed to guide both future treatment and research.

In this chapter, the first step will be to attempt to define the

population to be included within the thesis. The problem of the

subjective nature of disfigurement makes this more difficult than

might be anticipated. Secondly, the cultural and social context are

described, followed by a discussion of the literature on the behaviour

of other people towards those with abnormalities of appearance.

Finally, it is intended to discuss the nature of adjustment problems

that have been identified thus far. Theories which attempt to explain

the origin of differences between individuals in adjustment are

considered in chapter two.

Definition of the population

Being disfigured has been associated with intense interpersonal and

psychological problems (e.g., MacGregor, 1990). The aim of this
2



literature review is to examine in detail the claims made about the

problems faced by disfigured people, and explore the explanations

given for them. An initial problem in this area is defining the

population under consideration, which is potentially extremely

diverse. 'Disfigurement' can have many causes (trauma, congenital,

developmental, disease, et cetera), and can exist to varying degrees

from a barely noticeable blemish to extensive third degree burns.

Consequently, there are no simple objective criteria to draw on, and

the difficult problem of defining 'abnormality' is posed. The problem

of defining 'abnormality' has been discussed at length in the mental

health literature. Physical abnormality, including abnormality of

appearance, has been discussed less, but the same problems arise.

There area several possible ways of defining the population. The first

is to categorise people on common medical criteria - for example, to

investigate only the problems of people with burns. An alternative

would be to group people by the location of their 'abnormal' body site

- leading to an investigation into only those people with facial

disfigurements, for example. The problem with these methods is that

they pre-suppose that common physical criteria correspond to

psychological (adjustment) problems. There is no a priori reason for

believing this to be the case.

It is one of the themes of this thesis that it is the subjective

experience of disfigurement that is one of the most relevant factors in

understanding adjustment. This would suggest that the most

appropriate way of defining the population under discussion is 'those

who subjectively feel themselves to be disfigured'. Although

tempting, this would be flawed. If identification of oneself as either

being disfigured or not is at all relevant to the degree of adjustment to

abnormal appearance, (as it seems reasonable to consider it might be),



then this inclusion measure is confounded. On a spectrum of

adjustment, the poorest adjusters might also be the ones most likely

to identify themselves as being disfigured.

It seems that there is no adequate way to define the group of people

under discussion, if both objective medical criteria, and subjective

group membership are flawed. It must be accepted that under these

circumstances, any criteria are going to be arbitrary, and a definition

will produce a 'fuzzy' group. Therefore, before any theoretical

position has been shown to be valuable, it makes sense to make the

definition as broad as possible. Within this review, the description of

the population under consideration is those people who have some

reasonably identifiable objective characteristic of appearance, which

differs from the norm, whatever its cause, body site, or the cultural

value attached to it. In reality, the population is also defined on a

more pragmatic basis; studies have predominantly used burn, cleft

palate/lip, & other craniofacial patients, as well as a smaller number

of other patient groups treated for appearance problems.

In the review, the cultural context to disfigurement, and the actual

behaviour of other people towards the disfigured will be introduced

first. This will be followed by a description of the various problems of

psychological, social, and behavioural adjustment which have been

presented in the literature.



The Cultural Perspective

In an overview of the issues facing disfigured people, it is important

to recognise the cultural meaning of disfigurement. This is a vast

topic, and worthy of further study in its own right. The purpose of

this thesis is not to discuss in depth the various social meanings of

abnormal appearance, but to examine the reaction and adjustment of

individuals. However, it is neither meaningful nor possible to discuss

disfigurement without presenting this perspective.

Shaw (1981, 1988) has reviewed and investigated the view of the

disfigured by society. He identifies three themes in the literature.

Two of these - the work on stigma and on attractiveness - will be

developed later in this chapter. The other theme is the presentation

and explanation of disfigurement in folklore and popular mythology.

Shaw describes a study by Ballentine (1904), who identified several

patterns of explanation of congenital disfigurement. Several of these

pre-supposed supernatural causes. The first is that disfigurement is a

punishment by 'the Gods'. Particularly in Roman Mythology, specific

congenital disfigurements were associated with particular

punishments. Related to this is the explanation that 'evil spirits' are to

blame. In early European mythology, it was believed that babies

would be swapped for 'changelings'. As Christianity took hold, 'evil

spirits' became displaced by the devil as responsible for replacing the

'normal' baby Significantly, the focus of blame for the disfigurement

shifted from an external evil to the parents, who would be supposed

to have colluded with the devil. A further supernatural explanation is

astrological; children would have been born under an 'unlucky' star.



A second set of causes identified by Ballentine, and described by

Shaw, are physical and physiological. During the middle ages, the

congenitally disfigured have been sometimes assumed to be

human/animal hybrid. Explanations which assume some abnormality

during fertilisation can be traced back to the ancient Greeks. Maternal

influence during pregnancy was ascribed as a cause of both cleft

lip/palates, birthmarks, and other disfigurements. Within this type of

explanation, exposure of the mother to specific stimuli with a

superficial relationship to the related disfigurement was assumed to

be the cause. For example, seeing a hare (with its characteristic

mouth) was thought to be the cause of a cleft lip. This belief is

particularly widespread, versions of it having been identified in

cultures as separate as Africa, North America, and India. Witnessing

the bloody slaughter of animals, and craving of brightly coloured

foods have both been used to explain birthmarks. Pre-natal physical

causes have also been 'identified'. These include foetal thumb sucking

as responsible for cleft palates, and a scratch by a finger nail causing a

cleft lip.

Shaw (1981) interviewed 200 women regarding the cause of six

congenital disfigurements. He found that the causes and explanations

identified in 1904 by Ballentine were still proposed as viable causes

of abnormal appearance. He noted, however, that additional

categories of explanation had also appeared. These were a

combination of correct and incorrect medical explanations.

These cultural beliefs can have direct effects on the experience of

people with abnormalities of appearance. If it is believed that either

they or their parents are responsible for their disfigurement, they are



perhaps more likely to be rejected than people who are thought

simply to be unlucky. No study was found in the literature which has

investigated the relationship between causal beliefs about abnormal

appearance, and the treatment of disfigured people. The work which

has been done investigating the behaviour of others to disfigured

people is reviewed below.

Behaviour of other people towards disfigured people

The literature on disfigurement and abnormal appearance has many

first and second hand accounts of the experience of disfigurement, and

reports by disfigured people of their experiences at the hands of other

people. Far fewer studies have attempted to objectively examine the

claims made of discrimination and prejudice. It is important that

descriptions of behavioural avoidance and maltreatment by others be

examined carefully, in order to investigate and, if necessary, eliminate

the possibility that these reports are based upon interpretational bias

alone. It has been demonstrated that when experimental subjects are

erroneously led to believe that they have a cosmetically applied scar,

their interpretation of the social behaviour of others significantly

changes (Strenta and Kleck, 1985). This suggests that subjective

reports of discrimination should be interpreted with care.

Three themes can be developed in this section. The first describes the

development of differing attitudes to the disfigured. The second

describes the behaviour of adults to their babies, in the context of

attachment. The third describes the behaviour of adults to adult

strangers with disfigurements.



Attitude development towards the disfigured has been dominated by

a single paradigm. Pictures or photographs have been shown to

subjects, who make judgements about personality traits or liking for

the person in the pictures. Richardson (1970) showed nine to 12 year

olds' pictures of people with either functional or appearance based

disabilities. A significant trend emerged, for older subjects to

increasingly like functionally disabled people, but dislike disfigured

people. Weinberg (1978) found, using a similar paradigm, that at

aged three to four, children were able to distinguish disabled and non-

disabled people, and that by the age of four to five, had typically

started to express negative attitudes towards them. Similarly, Kleck

and Strenta (1985) found that the same age group were more likely to

reject handicapped children as friends. Rumsey, Bull, and Gahagan

(1986) showed children between the ages of five and 11 pictures of

people who underwent operations to correct asymmetries of their

jaws. Pictures were shown of the same patients, pre- and post-

operation. Two interesting findings emerged. Overall, by the age of

11, children rated the post-operation patients more positively. When

the childrens' own ratings of attractiveness of the patients was

included in the analysis, this became significant throughout the age

range, suggesting that the appearance based discrepancy existed for

all children, but the criterion for attractiveness was either different,

or at least more idiosyncratic, for younger children. Elliot, Bull, James,

and Lansdown (1986) required four age groups - six and seven year

olds, nine to 11 year olds, 13 to 15 year olds, and 25 to 35 year olds -

to make judgements about photographs of patients before and after

reconstructive surgery. No differences emerged before the age of 13.

The adolescent group rated post operative patients as happier and

more attractive. The adult group all rated the post operative patients

as more intelligent, and the women judged them as happier. Female

patients were judged by the adult subjects as more attractive.



Although the dependent variables - liking, personality traits, feeling

positive/negative towards the patients depicted in the photographs

are not identical, it is reasonable to assume that they are all strongly

related. What is not clear is firstly, the way in which judgements of

photographs within an experimental setting is similar to the way that

people actually make judgements and express attitudes in a non-

experimental context, and secondly the relationship between the

attitudes described above and the way that people actually behave in

social encounters.

It is perfectly possible that attitudes and preferences produced in the

kind of study described above are artefacts of the situation. An

alternative explanation for this type of result is that a subject in an

experiment, when presented with photographs of disfigured and non-

disfigured people, or pre- and post operative patients, might

reasonably be assumed to be aware of the experimental hypotheses

under investigation - that disfigured people would be judged more

harshly than non-disfigured people. In other words, this paradigm is

potentially prone to demand effects, in which subjects report

stereotyped attitudes, rather than their actual attitudes, to disfigured

people. A second criticism is that interactions with real people are

very different to careful judgements about photographs. Appearance

and disfigurement are far more salient properties of someone in a

decontextualised still photograph, compared to the reduced level of

salience that occurs in real social interaction, which is dynamic and in

which people's disfigurement becomes only one part of many factors

available to form the basis of a judgement of character. Both the

nature of attitudes, and the degree to which those observed in the



studies really exist, is therefore left open to question from these

studies.

However, even if the above criticisms are ignored, it must still be

demonstrated that negative attitudes to disfigurement are related to

behaviour. Social psychology has long recognised that the relationship

between attitude and behaviour is not simple, and has shown that one

cannot easily be predicted on the basis of the other (for example,

LaPiere, 1934).

Walters (1997) describes a series of studies which indicate that

mothers and carers of disfigured babies really do behave differently

towards such children. Langlois and Sawin (1981) observed that

facially disfigured babies are held less closely by their mothers during

the first two days after birth. Field and Vegha-Lahr (1984) reported

that mothers whose babies had a cleft lip/palate held them less

closely than mothers of non-cleft babies. Barden (1989) describes the

mothers of 4 month old disfigured babies as behaving in a less

nurturant manner (despite rating their parenting as more satisfactory

than mothers of non-disfigured children). Furthermore, at 24 months

old, Wasserman and Allen (1985) found that the mothers of facially

disfigured babies were more likely than mothers of non-facially

disfigured babies to ignore their children. The observational evidence

presented in these studies is far more convincing than the work

described above regarding the development of negative attitudes. It

would be very interesting to examine the longer term implications of

this early parent-child behaviour. However, it is currently not

possible to say whether it has any long term effects for the child.



Bull and Rumsey (1988) have reviewed the sparse literature on

behaviour of adults to adult strangers with disfigurements. Rumsey

(e.g., Rumsey and Bull, 1986; Rumsey, Bull and Gahagan, 1982) has

investigated the proximity to which strangers approach disfigured

people, in controlled, experimental settings. Greater proximity has

been associated with the ascription of more positive and less

stigmatising traits. Findings indicate that disfigured people are not

approached as closely as non-disfigured. Rumsey et al (1982)

observed a confederate in four conditions; one with no disfigurement,

and three with cosmetically applied disfigurements - scarring,

bruising, and a birthmark. Not only was the confederate in the

disfigured conditions more avoided, but permanent disfigurements

(i.e., birthmark and scarring) were avoided more than the temporary

one. These studies indicate a real behavioural difference. These have

been further explored through studies of helping behaviour, which

have produced more equivocal findings.

At least three studies are consistent with the findings described

above, of general negative feeling and behaviour towards disfigured

people. Bull and Stevens (1981) found that a confederate with a port

wine stain was given less money when making a charity collection

than the same confederate without the port wine stain. Piliavin,

Piliavin and Rodin (1975) found that after a 'fall', members of the

public were less likely to help someone with a port wine stain, and

would be slower to react, than they would to the same person without

the port wine stain. Dunn and Hermann (1982) reported that in

interactions with handicapped people, physiologically measured

anxiety was increased, as was motoric inhibition.



Bull and Stevens (1980) reported that having 'unsightly' or normal

teeth did not make any difference to the likelihood of people to agree

to be interviewed. In fact, people with unsightly teeth were talked to

40% longer.

Doob and Ecker (1970) found that there was a difference in the

helping behaviour of people towards a confederate with an eye patch,

depending on whether helping was likely to involve extended further

interaction. When asked for a face to face (market research type)

interview, it made no difference whether the eye patch was worn.

However, postal questionnaires were significantly more likely to be

returned if originally given by a person wearing an eye patch. In

other words, helping behaviour was increased towards the eye patch

wearer if further social interaction was not involved.

In a series of studies which examined the relation between the

amount of help offered, the presence or absence of a disfigurement,

and the degree of further interaction required, Rumsey (reported in

Bull and Rumsey, 1988) called into question the relationship proposed

by Doob and Ecker. In her first study, Rumsey elicited helping

behaviour from members of the public without requiring any further

social interaction with them, in three conditions (confederate scarred,

with a birthmark, or with no disfigurement), by giving them the

opportunity to post a letter 'lost' by the confederate. In the second

study, the same disfigurement/non-disfigurement conditions were

used, and the dependent measures were the amount of money

collected in a box for charity while standing on a busy City street, and

the number of donors. This involved a little more social interaction

with the confederate than the 'lost letter' paradigm. The third study
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involved asking people to help in an interview, in the street, with the

confederate. The confederate would again either be cosmetically

'disfigured', or non-disfigured. This study involved a great deal more

social interaction than either of the preceding two studies. In none of

the studies described above was a significant difference between the

disfigured and none-disfigured conditions observed However,

although not significant, Rumsey reports fewer donations in the

second study, in the 'disfigured' condition, and fewer interviewees in

the third study in this condition. Interestingly, those people who

were interviewed answered more questions from the disfigured

interviewer than from the non-disfigured interviewer.

What meaning can be taken from the above apparently contradictory

findings? Disfigured people are apparently avoided, in that they are

kept at a physically greater distance. They are helped less when they

fall, may receive fewer donations to charity, and may find potential

interviewees more reluctant to be interviewed. However, when

people do help them, they appear to help more than is normally

expected. Explanations have been two-factor theories. Bull and

Rumsey cite Doob and Ecker (1970) and Soble and Strickland (1974)

as presenting theories based on one hand, on the sympathetic desire

to help those less fortunate, and on the other, the desire to minimise

interaction with them. Kleck Ono, and Hastorf (1966) present a

similar theory, in which the desire to help is balanced against a desire

to avoid people in direct proportion to their decreasing attractiveness.

Bull and Rumsey's own suggestion is that anxiety is experienced,

which is balanced against the potential costs and benefits of helping.



The central problem in explaining these results is the increase in

helping behaviour in Bull and Stevens (1980), Doob and Eckers' (1970)

study and Rumsey's studies of helping behaviour. The above two

factor models to explain this imply that in each individual, there are

competing tendencies; if the tendency to avoid is overcome, then the

tendency to offer sympathetic help dominates. There may be a more

parsimonious explanation. It is possible that the general population

does not have a uniform approach to disfigured people. These studies

may successfully be identifying two categories of people. The first

group may be comprised of people who do not hold the negative

stereotypes about disfigured people, unlike the second group. The

group of people who are more open to questioning prejudice may also

be a group of people who are generally more liberal and likely to help

any stranger. The second group tend not to help disfigured people,

and if they did help non-disfigured people, would do so less then the

'liberal' group.

These studies have examined gross aspects of behaviour. It is

possible that other people will change the way in which they behave

towards disfigured people in far more subtle ways. Some studies

support this contention. Kleck and Strenta (1980) found that on a first

meeting with someone physically handicapped, people tended to

express very different non-verbal behaviours compared to normal.

They displayed different patterns of eye contact, gestures, use of

personal space, and emotional arousal. These cues, which form part of

the complex pattern of any interaction, and may be processed

consciously or pre-consciously, offer a confusing and ambiguous signal

to the physically handicapped person. The extrapolation of these

findings to the facially disfigured is supported by a study by Marinelli

(1974), who found increased levels of state anxiety in undergraduates
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interacting with a disfigured person, in comparison to a non-

disfigured person.

It is clear that people who have an appearance that is different from

normal are treated in a different way to other people. The next

section of this review discusses the psychological adjustment of

disfigured people.

Adjustment Problems 

'Adjustment' to the problems of living with a perceived abnormal

appearance is not a single state. There are many types of emotional

adjustment, including problems with anxiety, depression, self-esteem,

and shame. This level of adjustment is cognitive and affective, and

can be contrasted with problems involving social interaction,

behavioural problems, and family problems. That is not to say that

these issues are unrelated. However, as yet there has been no

complete theoretical integration of these forms of adjustment in

disfigured people. Within individual studies, researchers have tended

to measure one or more than one aspect of adjustment, but very few

have empirically evaluated all aspects of adjustment. With the

problems of measuring adjustment, this is not surprising. However, it

does mean that rather than reviewing individual models of

adjustment, it is more appropriate to consider the separate elements

of adjustment, and then attempt a theoretical integration. Any

breakdown and grouping of the types of adjustment is somewhat

arbitrary. However, based on the literature, the following categories
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have been devised; emotional adjustment (including anxiety and

depression), self-esteem, self-concept, shame, and social adjustment.

It is important to consider these independently as, clearly, they may

have separate causes and consequences.

Emotional Adjustment

The impact of abnormal appearance has been investigated using

anxiety and depression as outcome measures. Two populations, burns

victims and people with craniofacial abnormalities, form the basis of

this literature.

Kapp-Simon, Simon, and Kristovich (1992) investigated the

adjustment of 45 children (mean age 12.3 years) to craniofacial

abnormalities. They used a variety of measures, including the anxiety

- withdrawal scale. Kapp-Simon et al do not report whether the

observed anxiety scores were higher or lower than the normative

mean (although the implication is that they were lower). These data

were not examined for statistical significance. Unsurprisingly, they

did find that parental ratings of adjustment significantly correlated

with lower anxiety - that is, less anxious children were thought by

their parents to be better adjusted (Richman, 1976). Several studies

do suggest that anxiety about social acceptance may be a problem for

people with craniofacial abnormalities (Kapp-Simon, 1986; Harper and

Richman, 1978; Pillemer and Cook, 1989; Richman, 1983; Richman,

Holmes, and Elliason, 1985). However, these studies do not provide

strong evidence of anxiety. Richman, and Richman et al both used self

report methodologies, rather than standardised psychometric

measures. Pillemer and Cook did not include a direct anxiety measure

in their study, instead extrapolating from the results of self-concept
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scores. Harper and Richman used the MMPI, which again, is not a

direct measure of anxiety. Unfortunately, this study does not allow

firmer conclusions to be drawn as a control group was not used in this

study - rather, the results were compared to normative data. The

children's anxiety levels were within one standard deviation of the

normative scores.

Pertschuk and Whitaker (1982) also used an esoteric method of data

analysis in their study of pre-operative craniofacial patients. Two age

groups - under 14s (mean age 9 years), and a 14 years and older age

group (mean age 19)- were used. Various psychometric measures

were taken, including the State Trait Anxiety Inventory (Speilberger,

Gorsuch, and Lushene, 1970) in both age groups, and the Beck

Depression Inventory (Beck, Ward, and Mendleson, 1961) in the older

group only. The results were compared to normative means, rather

than either a control group or the other age group. An almost

idiographic approach was taken to the data analysis. Rather than

compare the group means to normative means, individual subjects

were compared to the normative means for the measures used. It is

thus evident that one of the 32 younger subjects experienced anxiety,

and that 3 of the 19 older patients experienced either anxiety or

depression, or both. However, it is not reported whether this is

characteristic of a normative sample - that is, whether these findings

exceed chance levels. It is thus impossible to comment from this

study whether anxiety and depression are characteristic of this

population.

A greater number of investigations have been made into the anxiety

and depression levels of burns victims. Most of these are reviewed in
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a very thorough and well organised review of the psychological effects

of burns by Patterson, Everett, Bombardier, Questad, Lee and Marvin

(1993).

One of the most cited studies was carried out by Knudson-Cooper

(1981). She sent written questionnaires to 89 men who had been

burned as children (mean age 20.6 years). The questionnaire included

open ended questions about emotional adjustment. These were

qualitatively analysed, although details of the rationale for this

analysis were not provided. No control group was included in the

study. Neither anxiety nor depression were identified as themes in

subjects accounts. This should be viewed cautiously, however, due to

the methodological weaknesses described above, and results of other

studies in burns populations.

Williams and Griffiths (1991) surveyed a sample of 23 burns patients,

using the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale. Of this sample, 3

were diagnosed as depressed, and 8 as anxious. No control group was

used, and no comparison with normative scores was attempted.

Andreasen, Norris, and Hartford (1971) and Andreasen and Norris

(1972), using interviews and the MMPI, reported anxiety levels at a

mild or moderate level in 30% of burns victims. Using the State Trait

Anxiety Inventory, Tucker (1987) found that after one year post

burn, patients still experienced anxiety, although this was less than at

the point of discharge. Using the Beck Depression Inventory, Ward,

Moss, Darko, Berry, Anderson, Kolman, Green, Neilson, Klauber,

Watchtel and Frank (1987) noted that 22.3% of patients were mildly

to severely depressed after a burn injury. The lack of control groups

in these studies is again a matter of concern. Additionally, when
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considering a burns population, anxiety and depression may be

present at greater levels for reasons other than disfigurement;

Patterson et al describe significant pre-burn morbidity to raise doubts

about post burn scores being the result of abnormal appearance.

Additionally, the physical discomfort of the burn and its treatment,

and the functional loss involved in some burns are potentially anxiety

and depression provoking.

To conclude, there is some evidence in burns samples, and less so in

craniofacial samples, that anxiety and depression may be present.

The extent to which this is due to abnormal appearance, rather than

the result of the physical condition is not clear. Neither are results

available from well controlled studies, using meaningful control or

comparison groups. Additionally, the studies have conceptualised

anxiety in a very general way. As most of the problems reported by

disfigured people involve social interaction, it would make more sense

to investigate social anxiety, rather than general trait anxiety. If

social anxiety was evident, it would suggest a wealth of relevant

theory regarding information processing about social situations and

the self. Currently, however, the most that can be said in regard to

anxiety and depression is that it remains an undemonstrated

possibility.

Self-esteem and self-concept

The idea of the self-concept is very similar to self-esteem. It could be

argued that self-esteem is the evaluative component of self-concept.

Theoretically, the self-concept represents the cognitive structure of

self relevant information (see Markus, 1977; Markus and Wurf, 1987).

It is conceptually similar to a self-schema, and is often used almost
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interchangeably with the term. However, while a schema is as much a

process as a direct representation, the self-concept is not active in the

same way. It is a body of knowledge about the self that is referred to

during other cognitive operations. The conscious self-concept, which

is tapped by psychometric testing, is only one aspect. It is a dynamic

phenomenon, and the self-concept available to consciousness at any

time is a product of the context, both internal and external, in which it

is active. Unfortunately, much of the literature does not adequately

make the distinction between self-concept and self-esteem. 'High' and

'low' self-concept scores are reported, when the concepts under

discussion are really high and low self-esteem. One aspect of the self-

concept is 'body image'. This is worthy of a separate discussion, and

will be returned to below in the section of this review dealing with

possible explanations for the adjustment of disfigured people.

Various studies have investigated the self-concept and self-esteem in

relation to abnormal appearance, revealing a less than straightforward

pattern of results.

Knudson-Cooper (1981), measured the self-esteem of the burn patient

participants, using one of the most recognised and well validated self-

esteem scales, the Cooper-Smith Self-esteem Inventory. As no control

group was used in this study, scores were compared to normative

means. The subject population was within one standard deviation of

the normative mean. Knudson-Cooper has interpreted this as

indicating no significant self-esteem problems. Additionally, she

administered a burns related supplement to the Self-esteem

Inventory. This included items focused on whether the subjects scars

bothered them, whether they liked their looks, et cetera.
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Unfortunately, the results of this are not informative without either

normative means or a control population.

This was investigated further in the study by Kapp-Simon, Simon, and

Kristovich (1992) The self-esteem of craniofacial child patients was

measured using the Self Perception Profile for Children (Harter, 1985),

a measure with adequate psychometric properties. Self-esteem was

found, in a correlational design, to be unrelated to parental ratings of

social skills, anxiety, or overall adjustment. This may be interpreted

as suggesting that either children with craniofacial abnormalities do

not experience self-esteem problems related to their adjustment,

social skills, and anxiety, or that their parents are not sensitive to self-

esteem problems. Again, it would have been very interesting to

compare the self-esteem scores of the subject population to a control

group.

Brantly and Clifford (1979) compared the self-esteem of normal,

obese, and cleft children aged 10 -18. Using the Self Description and

Self Rating Scales, they reported a better level of self-esteem in the

cleft group than in the other two groups. This is tentatively explained

as being due to successfully coping with the difficulties of having

clefts.

Leonard, Dwyer-Brust, Abrahams, and Sielaff (1991) investigated the

influence of gender and age on cleft-palate children and adolescents.

Using four groups with cleft lip and/or palate, comprising two age

groups, (8-11, And 12 to 18), and both sexes, self-concept was

measured with the Piers Harris scale. Most participants reported an
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average, or better than average self-concept score. However,

interaction effects were found between age and gender. Younger girls

had better self-concepts than older girls, with the opposite pattern

being true for boys, on global self-concept scores, and sub-scales

measuring behaviour, intellect and school status, appearance, and

happiness. All four groups were significantly below normative scores

for the popularity factor.

Pillemer and Cook (1989) examined the post surgical self-concepts of

25 child craniofacial patients. They used two established measures of

self-concept, the Missouri Childrens' Self-concept Scale (Sines, Paiker,

and Sines, 1974), and the Piers-Harris Childrens' Self-concept Scale

(Pirs, 1984). The former reveals maturity, masculinity and inhibition.

The latter, although older, is a more contemporary self-concept scale

in that it is directed more specifically at self description. Although no

control group was used, the authors transformed scores into

standardised normal (z) scores, allowing a test of significance from

normative data. On the Missouri Childrens' Self-concept Scale,

children with craniofacial abnormalities were demonstrated to be

within the normal range of maturity and masculinity/femininity; they

were significantly lower than the norm on the inhibition scale,

however. This method does not allow for discrepancy and bias to

exist between preference for activities, and the child's view of their

preferences. The Piers-Harris Childrens' Self-concept Scale scores

were not significantly different from the normative score.

Pertschuk and Whitaker (1982) measured self-concept in their study

of children and adolescents with craniofacial abnormalities. They

used the Piers-Harris Childrens' Self-concept Scale for the younger
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group, and the Tennessee Self-concept Scale with the older group.

Like Pillemer and Cook, they found no difference from normative

levels with the Piers Harris scale. However, in the older population,

eight of the 19 adolescent patients had significantly low self-concepts.

Contrary to this, in a well designed study, Broder and Strauss (1989)

found poor self-concept in cleft lip/palate children Their sample was

aged between 6 and 9 years old, comprising a no cleft matched control

group, cleft lip only, cleft palate only, and cleft lip and palate. They

compared the children using the Primary Self-concept Inventory

(PSCI - Muller and Leonetti, 1974). Six independent factors make up

this scale, grouped into three dimensions of personal (physical factor

and emotional factor), social (peer acceptance and helpfulness) and

intellectual self (success and student self). It was thus possible to

compare total scores, dimension scores and factor scores between

experimental groups, and against norms recommended by the test

authors. In comparison to normative scores, children with a cleft lip,

with or without a cleft palate, had low scores in the personal domain

(due to the 'physical' factor), the social domain, and the total scores.

Children with a cleft palate only had lower than normative scores for

the social domain, and the physical factor. When comparisons were

made between the groups, the control group scored significantly

better on the personal and social domains, as well as the total score.

Furthermore, the cleft lip and palate children scored worse than either

the cleft lip only and the cleft palate only groups on the social and

intellectual dimensions, and on total scores. These results have

several implications. They show that particular dimensions of self-

concept can be affected differently. It was notable that the

'emotional' dimension of self-concept did not differ between any of

the groups. It also demonstrated that the presence of a visible defect,
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a cleft lip, is not fundamentally different to a non-visible defect, a

cleft palate. However, the combined effects of having both cleft lip

and palate together produced a greater level of self-concept

discrepancy. The authors put forward several explanations for these

findings, (attractiveness, teachers' expectations, stigma, et cetera) but

this study itself does not permit more than speculation about the

causes of the poor self-concepts observed.

Bowden, Feller, Tholen, Davidson, and James, (1980), found a

relationship between self-concept and disfigurement in women who

had been burned, but not men. They measured the self-concept of

their sample of adults, burned between one and 20 years before the

study. Unfortunately, they used an unusual, and very esoteric method

of measuring self-esteem. They used 13 items from the Coopersmith

Self-esteem Inventory (Myhill and Lorr, 1978), selected on the basis

of internal reliability analyses in a pilot study. These were then coded

using a binary system, and averaged over each subject. A subject

could thus score between 1.0 and 2.0. A score above 1.5 was

considered to represent good self-concept. As no criterion validity

analyses were carried out on what was effectively a new scale, the

comment that 85% of the sample had adequate to high self-esteem

because they scored over 1.5 is meaningless. Their observation that it

appeared that women, not men, had lower scores as a result of

disfiguring burns is interesting, but unfortunately, it is not possible to

meaningfully say more than this.

Kapp (1979) found an interesting pattern of results in her comparison

of young adolescents with cleft lip and/or palates, and non-cleft

matched controls. She used the Piers-Harris Children's Self-concept
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Scale (PSCS; Piers, 1984). Two interesting findings emerged. Firstly,

there was a difference across the sub-scales of the Piers-Harris,

reflecting the finding of Broder and Strauss that the self-concept is not

unitary. Secondly, there was a strongly significant gender effect. On

the scales reflecting self-concept about anxiety, intellectual and school

status, and happiness and satisfaction, the boys did not significantly

differ between the cleft and non-cleft groups, whereas the girls in the

cleft groups had significantly poorer self-concepts than the non-cleft

groups. It is possible that this reflects a genuine difference, which has

not been followed up by other researchers. Kapp (1979), however,

suggests that either boys were more defensive in their responding or

girls were more sensitive than boys. A genuine difference between

boys and girls would suggest that either physical appearance in

general, or at least, non-cleft appearance, is more valued by girls and

as such has more value within their self-concepts.

Kapp-Simon (1986) further investigated the self-concept of cleft

children, aged 5-9 years old, using the PSCS. Unlike her earlier study,

she did not find any differences between boys and girls. However,

significantly more cleft children (in comparison to the matched control

group) obtained low scores for overall totals, social self-concept,

emotional and helpfulness sub-scales. This is a somewhat

idiosyncratic method of analysis. Kapp-Simon did not compare the

mean scores of each group, so although it is possible to compare the

numbers of children scoring below the norm for each factor, it is not

possible to say whether, on average, the cleft children scored lower on

any particular factor or dimension than the control group. This may

help to explain the discrepancies between her, and Broder and

Strauss' (1989) results using this measure.



Self-concept in children with various facial abnormalities (including

cleft lip, Aperts syndrome, Treacher-Collins syndrome, and others)

were compared with an Ear, Nose and Throat control group by

Lansdowne, Lloyd, and Hunter (1991). They particularly looked at the

relation between severity of the disfigurement, and the self-concept.

The Piers-Harris Childrens' Self-concept Scale was used.

Unfortunately, the control group and the experimental group were not

compared on the self-concept scale, so it is not possible to determine

whether the overall self-concept of the disfigured children was any

different to the norm. A non-significant trend relating to severity was

found, which will be returned to below, in the discussion of the impact

of severity.

Robin, Copas, Jack, Kaeser, and Thomas (1988) investigated the self-

concept of adult rhinoplasty patients. By measuring their 'actual,

'social' and 'ideal' self, using a repertory grid technique, the multi-

faceted nature of the self-concept was recognised. The patients' actual

self was significantly different from their ideal self, but not from their

social self. This suggests that patients are not how they would like to

be, either generally or, specifically, in social situations. This contrasts

with the control group, whose actual and ideal selves did not

significantly differ, although their actual and social selves did. This

suggests that non-rhinoplasty participants were essentially at ease

with themselves, although their social self did not reflect what they

considered their actual self.

On the basis of the literature above, which describes studies which

have investigated self-concept and self-esteem, (rather than body

image), it is not possible to say that the global self-concept is
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uniformly adversely affected by abnormal appearance. The studies

have, though, concentrated on the adjustment of children and

adolescents, and used a number of different measures. Also, many of

the studies are based on adjustment to cleft lip/palate. It would be

useful to have more studies of other groups with abnormal

appearance. However, it is reasonable to claim that specific aspects of

the self-concept are affected, that women (particularly adolescent

women) are at greater risk than men, and that this risk increases with

age. The specific elements which are affected relate to appearance,

and to social functioning. In order for this work to progress, more

diverse populations must be studied, including adult populations.

Also, a reduction in the reliance on comparison with normative data,

and the inclusion of control groups would help. Standardisation of the

measures, and more methodological rigour in general would help in

the understanding of adjustment in this area. Additionally, individual

differences in adjustment would be better understood by more

carefully applying the theoretical background relevant to the self-

concept.

Shame

The emotion of shame has largely been neglected by psychological

researchers, and in comparison to depression and anxiety, it is little

understood. However, there has recently been a resurgence of

interest in investigating the aetiology and phenomenology of shame.

As it is less well known than other emotional disorders, it is necessary

to describe it before relating it to the problems of people with

abnormal appearance. Gilbert, Pehl, and Allen (1994) describe the

following experiences as characteristic of shame - "[Self seen as] object

of scorn, disgust, ridicule, humiliation; paralysed, helpless, passive,

inhibited; inferior, smaller, weaker; [subject to] involuntary body
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responses; rage, blush, tears, gaze avoidance; functioning poorly, mind

going blank, desire to hide, conceal; self in focal awareness." (p.26). It

is clear that these phenomena are highly relevant to the adjustment of

people who are self conscious of their appearance.

The role of shame in adjustment to abnormal appearance, like other

aspects of affective adjustment, has not been theoretically developed

to any degree. Nevertheless, observations have been made regarding

shame in this population. MacGregor (1990) associates shame with

disfigurement, seeing shame as a consequence of stigma (see below).

MacGregor also claims that the "facially deviant" (sic) experience

threat in social situations, which then produces a sense of shame. This

is, to say the least, an unusual interpretation of the normal aetiology

of shame, being more associated with the onset of anxiety. Pruzinsky

(1992) also notes the relationship between appearance and shame,

again citing social pressure as a potential source of shame. It is

unfortunate that as yet, no empirical work has investigated the role of

shame in the adjustment of disfigured people.

Psychological distress, in terms of anxiety, depression, self-esteem and

self-concept, as well as shame, remains to be clearly demonstrated in

a properly designed study of the impact of abnormal appearance. Far

more evidence is available regarding social interactions and social

adjustment.



Social interaction/social adjustment

As noted above, there is a tendency for people to behave differently

towards others with disfigurements. There is evidence that this

matches the self reported perception of people with disfigurements,

and that this interferes with normal social functioning.

There is clear evidence that disfigured people themselves interpret

the world as more threatening and socially difficult. Andreasen and

Norris (1972) reported accounts of the experiences of 20 burns

patients. A theme that emerged was the perception of pity and

curiosity from strangers. Similarly, Aamot (1978) noted a claim by

his sample of 30 facially disfigured participants that they experienced

"negative reactions" by others, even without any verbal exchange.

Goldberg, Bernstein, and Crosby (1975) described accounts of burned

adolescents experiencing staring, feelings of pity, and revulsion. This

pattern was evident again in a study by Lefebvre and Monro (1978),

who reported that adolescents with craniofacial abnormalities claimed

to experience 'cold treatment' by opposite sex peers. Vitiligo patients

also reported this pattern of staring, as well as hurtful comments and

teasing (Porter, Beuf, Lerner, and Norlund, 1986). MacGregor (1990)

summarises the behaviour of other people towards people with

disfigurements as characterised by "visual and verbal assaults . . .

naked stares, startle reactions, 'double takes', whispering, remarks,

furtive looks, curiosity, personal questions, advice, manifestations of

pity or aversion, laughter, ridicule, or outright avoidance." (p.250)

As well as non-verbal behaviour of others, accounts of the difficulties

of disfigured people extends to difficulty in social environments.

Presumably, this is at least part due to the experience of the
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treatment at the hands (or eyes?) of other people. Abel (1952)

described the difficulties of many people within his sample of 74

general corrective surgery patients, who reported that they

experienced problems in everyday living due to their appearance.

Peter, Chinsky and Fisher (1975) examined the social adjustment of

195 people with cleft lip/palate, and 190 siblings as a control group.

They found that the cleft lip/palate subjects found it more difficult to

meet new people than the controls. Meeting new people was

identified as problematic also by people with vitiligo (Porter, Beuf,

Lerner, and Norlund, 1990) and people with port wine stains

(Lanigan and Cotterill, 1989). MacGregor (1990) used clinical

interviews to identify problem situations for people with craniofacial

abnormalities. She identified many common social situations - for

example, travelling to work, eating in public, greeting people - in

which her subjects experienced difficulty attributed to their

appearance.

Social difficulties often go beyond feelings of discomfort and difficulty,

and lead to avoidance of social situations. Hughes, Barraclough,

Hamblin and White (1983) found that 34% of their dermatology

sample avoided social situations. A similar finding was reported by

White (1982) with a sample of burns patients, of whom 21% avoided

social situations. Andreasen et al (1971), reported that people

disfigured by burns claimed to spend less time on social activities

which emphasised physical appearance, such as sport and dance.

Richman, Holmes and Eliason (1985) found that self reported

behavioural inhibition was related to satisfaction with appearance in

adolescents with cleft lip/palate. Social avoidance of peers has also

been identified in cleft palate children (Peter, Chinsky, and Fisher,

1975).
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It is possible that the social difficulties described above may play a

role in the educational development of children. Under achievement

has been observed in school by children with craniofacial

abnormalities (for example, Richman, 1976). It has not been

established whether this is due to low expectations by teachers, low

expectations by the children themselves, or whether it is a

consequence of poor social integration into the school environment.

Despite this wealth of evidence suggesting the existence of general

social difficulties, some evidence has been presented to the contrary.

Pertschuk and Whitaker, in their questionnaire based study described

above, (p.22) also investigated social difficulties of their child and

adolescent samples. In the younger group, no strong trend emerged,

although a minority of the children were socially isolated. The older

group also reported adequate same-sex peer relationships. As

described above (p.20), Knudson-Cooper (1981) send written

questionnaires to 89 men who had been burned as children. These

included questions about education, occupation, socio-economic status,

dating behaviour, and community and leisure time activities.

Knudson-Cooper used these to "assess the subjects' participation in

social networks such as the family, economic and social institutions in

the community and informal networks relating to friendships" (pp 34-

35). Social involvement was again reported without normative

comparison. However, 94% of the sample responded to questions

about social involvement by indicating that they were involved in

activities with friends and family. Six per cent indicated that they

spent most of their time in solitary activities. Although this may be

taken to suggest that social integration is not a problem ("In general,

they are active participants in numerous social networks . . . They
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are not isolated individuals", p. 38), this result seems more likely to be

a ceiling effect of measurement, In other words, the discriminatory

power of the questions asked by Knudson-Cooper was not sufficient to

differentiate between those who have limited social networks, and

those who have normal social functioning. It is quite possible that a

large proportion of the 94% experience some social difficulties,

although not to the extent that they spent most of their time in

solitary activities.

Sexual difficulties, and relationship problems have also been widely

reported. Knorr, Edgerton, and Hoopes (1967) surveyed 692 plastic

surgeons. One of the principal difficulties that the surgeons reported

that patients experienced was maintaining significant long term

relationships. Peter, Chinsky and Fisher (1975) found that their cleft

lip/palate sample were less likely to marry. Jacobson, Egerton, Meyer,

Canter and Slaughter (1961) noted that the majority of 31 male

cosmetic surgery patients had problems establishing heterosexual

relationships. This was also identified in the older sample by

Pertschuk and Whitaker (1982), who reported problems developing

heterosexual relationships - only a minority had had success in

forming relationships with the opposite sex. Anxiety about sexual

relationships was also described in reports by people with cleft

lip/palate (Noar, 1991) and cystic acne (Rubinow, Peck, Squillace, and

Gnatt, 1987).

Korloff (1966) interviewed 264 burns patients, at least four years

after their burn. He reports that 19% experienced marital difficulties

as a result of their burn. Chang and Herzog also reported burn related

marital difficulties (26% of their sample of 51) Patterson et al (1993)
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propose that this difference may be due to the age of the two samples;

Chang and Herzog used a younger sample, and Patterson et al

hypothesise on this basis that younger burns patients may be more at

risk. While this is possible, it must remain an extremely tentative

hypothesis.

The data on marital status described by Knudson-Cooper (1981)

indicated that 18-19 year olds (both men and women) were more

likely to be married than peers in the general population, although the

design of this study does not make it possible to assess the

significance of this observation; no other data were provided either on

marital status, educational achievements, or occupational status

alongside comparative data from the non-disfigured population.

Cohen and Corboda (1983) report that sexual activity is difficult for

patients disfigured through facial cancer. Dhillon, Palmer, Pittam and

Shaw (1982) report that they do not consider facial cancer to

normally be inhibitory to sexual activity, as they consider the typical

age of onset for facial cancer not to be at an age when individuals are

concerned with their sexuality. This is a bold claim to make without

empirical support. Sexual functioning has been highlighted as a

problem by burns patients, particularly women. Tudahl, Blades, and

Munster (1987) found that post burn, women claimed only 52% sexual

satisfaction, compared to men's 83% (ideal sexual satisfaction = 100%).

Without baseline data or a control group, it is difficult to attribute this

solely to burns on the basis of this study. It is quite possible that

there are other reasons why women would report less sexual

satisfaction than men. However, corroborating evidence is provided

by Andreasen et al, who report levels of satisfaction comparative to
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pre-burn levels, and also report that greater problems are

experienced by women.

There is enough evidence to be confident that people who perceive

that they have an abnormal appearance are likely to experience

negative reactions from other people, and that this can cause them

difficulties within their everyday social behaviour, as well as their

intimate relationships. This has been observed through the reports of

diverse populations, and it is reasonable to suggest that the difficulties

reported are based upon abnormal appearance, rather than any

specific medical condition. However, almost all of this evidence is

based upon self reports and questionnaires. A study by Strenta and

Kleck (1985) demonstrates that it is not only possible, but likely, that

this interpretation of the world is at least in part biased by disfigured

people's perception of themselves as disfigured. Strenta and Kleck

investigated the interpretation of feedback from a social interaction

partner in one of two conditions. Either, the subject appeared

normally during the interaction, or, he/she was given a cosmetically

applied facial scar. The 'scar' was removed before the interaction,

under the pretext of applying fixative make up. In both conditions,

subjects appeared normal to their interaction partner. In the 'scar'

condition, subjects interpreted the behaviour of the other person as

being affected by the scar, and felt themselves perceived more

negatively and stared at more in this condition, compared to the 'no

scar' condition. It is not possible to say to what extent the reports of

people with disfigurements are similarly biased in their reporting of

other people's behaviour in social encounters. It is very unlikely that

this bias could explain all the self reports away. It is also established

that people do behave differently in interactions with disfigured

people (Dunn and Hermann, 1982; Kleck and Strenta, 1980; Marinelli
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(1974). It is likely that this type of bias will have most effect when

abnormalities are relatively minor, and the behaviour of others is

ambiguous. What is clear is that, unsurprisingly, many disfigured

people do find social situations and close relationships difficult. This

is partly due to their own subjective view of the world.

Summary of adjustment problems

When considering the aspects of adjustment, it is clear that a

consistent pattern does not emerge. Evidence of strong problems with

emotional adjustment, (including anxiety, depression, self-esteem and

shame) has not been presented, and only limited evidence for a

change in self-concept exists. However, it is quite possible that there

are problems with emotional adjustment related to appearance, which

have not been identified due to the typically poor methodology used.

The absence of control groups is common. Additionally, the

measurement tools chosen often seem to be used atheoretically. The

evidence which does exist for social difficulties would suggest, for

example, that measures of social anxiety, rather than generalised trait

anxiety, would be more appropriate. Additionally, measures of shame

should be used, having been speculated upon.

Difficulties in social interaction and social avoidance have been

identified as common. However, problems with sexual relationships

demonstrate that problems are not simply about the prejudice of

strangers. To properly understand the adjustment of people with

abnormal appearance, it is important that in the future, proper

measurement instruments are used which probe all aspects of

adjustment.



It is also important to avoid ascribing problems to disfigured people

on the basis of psychological expectation, without evidence. It is quite

possible that depression and shame have not emerged from the

literature as factors because they genuinely do not form part of the

process of adjustment to abnormal appearance, rather than

methodological weaknesses. It is possible that disfigurement is not

associated with difficulties in psychological adjustment.

Some authors have argued for the essential normality of people with

abnormal appearance, and highlighted the fact that adjustment

problems are the exception, rather than the norm. Patterson et al

(1993) concluded that [long term adjustment] "showed the fewest

patients with burn related problem. For the majority of people

hospitalised, a burn represents a temporary, albeit painful, disruption

to life's routine." (p.371). Furthermore, they claim that "when the

burn outcome literature is carefully considered, the findings suggest

that major depression is the exception rather than the rule." (p.372).

This is also the case in the cleft lip/palate literature. Clifford (1983)

argues that "The weight of evidence is crystal clear. .. [There is] little

or no psychopathology associated with having a cleft" (p.83)

Reliance on clinical experience, rather than empirical evidence, may

be misleading. Bradbury (1993) reports that "the clinical experience

of the author. . . is that children with disfigurement. . .often show

signs of stress, anxiety, depression, and a sense of social isolation." (p.

2). However, evidence of this sort must be balanced against not only

the lack of evidence of anxiety and depression in the literature, but

also against a study by Cushman and Dijkers (1990). They found that
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staff working in rehabilitation typically overestimated the degree of

depression in patients. In other words, to rely on clinical judgement

alone is to risk pathologising otherwise healthy people.

It is also possible that the picture is far more complicated than

suggested above. The much stronger evidence on social dysfunction

strongly suggests that people really do experience difficulties

associated with their appearance. What is not yet understood are the

emotional and cognitive processes associated with these difficulties,

and why some people seem to be more at risk that others. Rather

than looking for uniform psychological consequences of abnormal

appearance, a better approach is to attempt to understand individual

differences in adjustment. Although, as Patterson et al and Clifford

argue, there may not be a consistent pattern of emotional problems

associated with abnormal appearance there is nevertheless a steady

minority of patients with abnormal appearance who do find it difficult

to adjust. It is likely that in the absence of specially designed

outcome measures, which are more sensitive to the issues of social

avoidance and distress related to abnormal appearance, that this

minority is an underestimate. This argument is sustained by Lanigan

and Cotterill (1989). When using standardised measures of anxiety

and depression with 71 patients with port wine stains, the population

did not differ from normal. However, a questionnaire directed at the

problems of people with port wine stains revealed feelings of guilt,

embarrassment, anxiety, and depression.

Some attempts at predicting adjustment to abnormal appearance have

been made in the literature. For the most part, they have experienced

many of the same methodological problems as already described in
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much of the literature above describing levels of adjustment. Before a

theory can be advanced within this thesis, it is necessary to review

the existing contributions to understanding adjustment. This is

attempted in the next chapter.



Chapter Two

Explanations and interpretations of adjustment
problems
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Chapter one presented some of the problems of adjustment which

have been reported in the literature. However, thus far, no attempt

has been made to distinguish between individuals in their experience

of living with differences of appearance. There have been a number

of attempts to explain adjustment problems, some more explicit than

others. This chapter will review the principal theories which have

been proposed. These can be considered in four categories. The first

is a set of 'intuitive' explanations. These are processes which are

claimed to explain adjustment from an atheoretical perspective.

Secondly, social explanations, specifically gender and attractiveness,

will be discussed. This will be followed by a review of the work

carried out investigating the impact of the physical criteria of

visibility and severity of the abnormality upon the level of

adjustment. Finally, a series of psychological approaches which have

been proposed will be discussed. At this point, relevant theoretical

issues which have not been explicitly covered in this literature will

not be addressed. The aim here is to 'set the scene' for a consideration

of the most useful theories emerging from the current work and to

give a context for discussion of the contribution of other general

psychological theory.

'Intuitive' explanations

Pre morbid characteristics

An obvious solution to understanding why part of the population of

people with abnormal appearance caused by trauma have poor

adjustment is to examine the pre-morbid characteristics of the poor

adjusters. It is possible that rather than the injury directly or

indirectly causing the poor adjustment, that factors associated with

poor adjustment led to the injury occurring in the first place. This
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hypothesis has been examined in burns patients, and has received

some support. For example, Williams and Griffiths (1991) reported

36.4% of their sample to have pre-morbid characteristics which could

pre-dispose them to personal injury, and would be identified as poor

adjusters. These included people with a history of psychiatric illness,

neurological illness, alcoholism, physical illness, and senile dementia.

These data were obtained from patients' medical records, and was not

written with the aim of indicating the presence or absence of pre-

morbid characteristics. It is not, therefore, an altogether reliable

guide. The estimates of pre-morbid characteristics range from 0.4%

(Maisels and Gosh, 1969) to 75% (Davidson and Brown, 1985).

Typically, a figure of 25% - 50% has been reported. Unfortunately, the

methodologies used are characteristic of the literature on abnormal

appearance as a whole, in that they are typically flawed by the

absence of control or comparison groups, fail to use standardised

instruments in measurement, use populations which are not random

samples, and have retrospective data collection. This explains the

range of estimates of the incidence of pre-morbid characteristics.

While logically, as well as anecdotally, it is reasonable to believe that

people who have a psychiatric history may be either less able to avoid

burns, or more likely to self inflict burns, overall, this literature

cannot be regarded as reliable. Wisely, Masur and Morgan (1983)

fairly summarise the state of the literature when they comment,

"Professionals who write about burned children routinely refer to

dispositional factors as a matter of fact. While these consistent

anecdotal observations should not be ignored, they do not constitute

scientific evidence." (p.50). Currently, pre-morbid characteristics have

not been demonstrated, but should be a matter for future research.

An obvious limitation to the notion that a higher rate of poor

adjustment to abnormal appearance is due to pre-morbid

characteristics is that for many causes of abnormal appearance, the



patient's psychiatric state would not influence the aetiology of the

abnormality. For example, there is no equivalent to a pre-morbid

state in people with congenital disfigurements.

Adolescence

Another possible explanation for levels of adjustment is the age at

which patients are included in a study. It is feasible that abnormal

appearance is a more significant issue at some ages than others.

Typically, researchers in this area have not compared age groups. One

exception is the study (discussed above) by Pertschuk and Whitaker.

They contrasted two age groups of young people with craniofacial

abnormalities, one group under 14 (mean age 9 years), and the other

14 years and older (mean age 19). As described above, the older

group reported greater social problems than the younger group. Long

and DeVault (1990) describe the period of adolescence as particularly

significant for people with a disfigurement. They argue that during

adolescence the need to conform to a peer group, and fear of rejection,

are at their height. This, they claim, leads to social avoidance in young

people, which means that social skills are not properly learned. This

has corresponding long term implications for adjustment. The validity

of the social skills explanation of adjustment will be returned to

below. Long and DeVault provide two case studies as evidence of

their hypothesis, neither of which disconfirm it. This is rather sparse

evidence. Although often referred to as a vulnerable time for

adjustment, evidence that disfigurement is more problematic at this

age remains, like pre-morbid risk factors, an anecdotal hypothesis

worthy of further investigation.
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Time as natural healer

It has been suggested that the passage of time since a traumatic

injury is related to adjustment to it. Again, this is not strictly relevant

for the whole range of abnormalities of appearance, but has been

investigated in respect of burns patients. Some contradictory

evidence has been presented, but overall, it is essentially supportive

of the suggestion. Blades, Jones and Munster (1979) found an

improved score in using the Quality of Life Index when following up

burns patients, which became evident only one year after the burn.

Andreason and Norris (1971), Chang and Herzog (1976), Love, Byrne,

Roberts, Browne and Brown (1987) found similar results. Familiar

methodological problems, of retrospective data collection and lack of

established measuring instruments once again are apparent. As

Robinson, (1997) writes, "Further longitudinal research is needed

before any conclusions can be reached regarding the 'healing effects'

of time, using a range of congenital and acquired disfigurement

samples." (p. 106).

Social Explanations

Gender

The issue of gender has largely been ignored in investigations into

factors which affect adjustment to abnormal appearance. Although

empirical work often describes the number of men and women in the

sample population, they are not compared in terms of their relative

adjustment. This is very surprising when viewed in light of the

problems reported above in sexual functioning. This work is typified

by Gamba, Romano, Grosso, Tamburini, Cantu, Molinari, and

Ventafridda (1992), who investigated patients treated for head and

neck cancer. They contrasted the adjustment of patients with
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extensive or minor disfigurement as a result of treatment. They found

that the extensively disfigured group more often reported reduced

sexuality (74%) in contrast to a moderately disfigured group (39%) as

measured by clinical interview. Although the studies which have

commented on sexuality have done so by describing the ability of the

patients to maintain sexual relationships, it is extremely difficult to

separate this from patients' gender identities. It is not clear to what

extent sex is difficult for these patients because of the real or

imagined reaction of partners, and to what extent it is to do with

individuals' own gender identity being affected by their appearance.

It is clear from this that gender identity needs to be properly

investigated in these people. Once this is accepted, it becomes obvious

that the relative adjustment of men and women needs to be

compared. At the very least, relative levels of adjustment for men

and women need to be reported in properly constructed empirical

studies.

Attractiveness

One of the most frequent hypothetical constructs cited in the

disfigurement literature is attractiveness. Dion, Berscheid, and

Walster (1972) were amongst the first to formally study the impact of

physical attractiveness. They quoted from Sappho, (fragments, no.

101) "What is beautiful is good", as a summary of the attractiveness

stereotype. They measured the impact of physical attractiveness, by

requiring judges to rate the social desirability and competence of

physically attractive and unattractive people, based on a still

photograph. Their rationale for doing this was that if attractive

people are rated differently to the unattractive, they would have

different social experience, and thus develop different self-concepts -

"Many have noted that one's self concept develops from observing

what others think about oneself. Thus, if a physically attractive
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person is consistently treated as a virtuous person, he (sic) may

become one." (p. 285). The validity of this idea will be returned to in

the section below reviewing social skills. Dion et al found in their

study evidence for the stereotype of beneficial qualities being

associated with physical attractiveness. Since that original study,

several hundred articles have been published on the attractiveness

stereotype and the impact of physical attractiveness (see Bull and

Rumsey, 1988, for a review).

Pruzinsky and Cash (1990) presented some evidence that self-rating

of attractiveness is related to self esteem. However, this cannot be

accepted as causal evidence; the design of their study allows for the

possibility that people with low self esteem are more likely to rate

their attractiveness as lower than they would if they had higher self

esteem.

The step from ascribing positive qualities (traits and behaviours) to

attractive people, to ascribing strongly negative ones for disfigured

people on the same basis, was not large. Many studies cite the

attractiveness literature within a general introduction to

disfigurement, without explicitly giving a rationale. It is largely

assumed that being disfigured is the same as being very unattractive

- in other words, that there is a continuum between highly attractive

and grossly disfigured. MacGregor (1982) is typical, in noting the

"profound effects of physical attractiveness and unattractiveness" (p.

285), citing studies which demonstrate the impact of attractiveness

upon socialisation, friendship choices, dating, and employability.

However, she does not question the relationship of attractiveness to

disfigurement. Pertschuk and Whitaker (1982) are rare in that they

do question the relevance of the attractiveness literature. They

suggest that it is possible that major deformity is categorically
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different from attractiveness. This is based on evidence from Watson

(1964) which describes an inverse relationship between severity of

disfigurement and adjustment. Whereas decreased attractiveness is

associated with poorer adjustment, increased severity of

disfigurement showed the reverse pattern - thus implying that they

are functionally separate constructs.

Recently, the validity of the attractiveness stereotype has also been

questioned. Eagly, Ashmore, Makijani and Longon (1991) conducted a

meta analysis of the physical attractiveness stereotype literature.

They found that the assumption that 'good' characteristics are

associated with beauty is not altogether correct. Although it was

demonstrated to be true for social competence, it was less so for

potency, adjustment, and intellectual competence, and not true for

integrity and concern for others. However, it is relevant that the area

in which the attractiveness stereotype was reliable, social competence,

is similar to the greatest areas of difficulty reported by people with

disfigurements. They also found that vanity is part of the

attractiveness stereotype. If this literature is transferable to people

with disfigurements, this would imply that more disfigured people are

more modest than mildly disfigured ones. Nowhere in the literature

has this been suggested. Furthermore, they noted that the effect size

of the attractiveness stereotype decreased as the amount of

individuating information available about targets in the studies

increased. That is, when targets were not viewed simply in a

photograph, but were either seen on video tape or had other personal

information about them conveyed to the perceiver, the stereotyping

effect was reduced.

As well as the strength of the attractiveness stereotype having been

overplayed in much of the literature, its applicability to disfigurement
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has also been questioned, most recently by Bennet and Stanton (1993)

They describe doubts on methodological as well as theoretical

grounds. Methodologically, they highlight again the limitations of the

standard paradigm of showing still photographs, rather than recording

real life interactions and impressions. They note that "field based,

rather than lab based physical attractiveness studies have produced

less clear results concerning the benefits of beauty" (p.408).

Theoretically, their criticism is that the experience of disfigurement is

different to that of being unattractive. Although their argument is

undeveloped, it makes intuitive sense that society would categorise

people differently who are qualitatively different in their appearance

(i.e., disfigured) rather than quantitatively different (unattractive).

Obviously, these categories are not clear cut, and the subjective

perception of an individual as being disfigured or unattractive may

not necessarily be agreed upon by society at large. However, it makes

sense that the experience of someone with facial burn scarring exists

in a different social category to someone with severe acne or a very

large nose. Reis and Hogkins (1993) have also questioned the

relationship between attractiveness and disfigurement, and argue that

they are socially different categories. They cite as evidence for this

that there is a Cleft-Palate craniofacial association, but no association

for "homely individuals or parents of homely babies" (p.21, cited in

Bennet and Stanton, 1993). What is less clear are the boundaries

between the categories, and the differences in the respective

stereotypes. The social and subjective categorisation of abnormalities

of appearance has been little researched, and could provide some

insight into individual differences in adjustment. One study which has

attempted this is that by Tobiasen and Heibert (1993).

They attempted to distinguish between severity and attractiveness in

cleft lip and palate adolescents. They obtained photographs of



adolescent males with cleft lip/palates, and airbrushed out the clefts.

A panel of consultant plastic surgeons also rated the uncorrected

photographs for severity of the clefts . On the basis of the plastic

surgeons' rating, the photographs were divided into a 'severe' and

'moderate' group. A large cohort of children and adolescents, aged 7

to 19 rated the corrected and uncorrected photographs for

attractiveness, in a between subjects design in which no rater saw the

same photograph in both conditions. For each photograph, therefore,

there was a level of severity, a rating of attractiveness with the cleft,

and a rating of attractiveness without the cleft.

Their analysis investigated the relationship between attractiveness

and severity. Most of their results indicated a link between the two

measures. The difference in attractiveness between uncorrected and

corrected photos was greater for severe than moderate cleft Also,

severe clefts were rated significantly less attractive than moderate

clefts. Further to this, all photographs were rated for social

desirability (a compound of friendliness, popularity, smartness, and

choice as friend). People with severe clefts were rated as less socially

desirable than people with moderate clefts. However, the

attractiveness of cleft photographs was not related to social

desirability. They conclude that attractiveness is a separate

dimension to severity of cleft, because severity, but not attractiveness

was related to social desirability. It is possible that attractiveness did

not feature because:-

• i It is a separate dimension, and severity really does act in a

separate way to attractiveness

If this is the case, an explanation would need to be made to account

for the greater increase in attractiveness for the correction of

severe cleft photographs, and the rating of severe clefts as less
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attractive. When the data are closely examined, it emerges that it

is possible that these results are artifactual. In the severe cleft

group, as many corrected photographs were rated as less

attractive than before the cleft. The size of the change in particular

photographs distorted the mean score, and produced an

unrepresentative result. The rating of the severe clefts as less

attractive is harder to explain away. However, an examination of

the range of the attractiveness scores for the severe and moderate

cleft groups shows that the effect size is very small.

• jilt is a related dimension, but severity is more salient

This would be an equally plausible explanation for the results.

• iii A separate 'scale' of attractiveness is used for the cleft people

that differentiates between them, but is not related to

attractiveness ratings of non-cleft people.

This seems less likely, as the strong overlap of the range of scores

shown above demonstrates.

• iv)The assessment of attractiveness is flawed. It produced scores

within a range of only 2.57 on a 9 point scale.

This is also possible, and may be due either to the choice of

measurement, or the subject sample rating the photographs, or the

photographs themselves. Further studies should manipulate these

variables more where possible.

Their conclusion, that "an individual with an oral-nasal impairment

may not necessarily be unattractive and may even be attractive"

(p.85) has yet to be demonstrated, particularly in light of the

significant differences between the severe and moderate cleft



photographs on attractiveness ratings. However, it has also not been

disproved, and remains an interesting hypothesis.

Bradbury (1993) agrees that "the attractiveness - ugliness dimension

is essentially unsatisfactory" (p.1). However, she claims that this is

because "the aversive social responses are generally stronger [towards

disfigured children] than those shown to ugly children"(p .1) .

Unfortunately, she does not cite any evidence that supports this claim.

Additionally, the argument she presents is a quantitative one, as she

seems to be suggesting that "ugly" children are like disfigured

children, but less so. The criticism suggested above is that the

dimension of attractiveness-unattractiveness may not apply in the

same way to disfigured people, and that they are judged in a

qualitatively different way to unattractive people.

Overall, it can be seen that the seemingly obvious relationship

between attractiveness, and the corresponding stereotype, and

disfigurement, is far from straight forward. Both the strength and

extent of the attractiveness stereotype itself, as well as its

applicability to the problems of disfigurement, are open to question.

In light of the frequency with which this area is described in the

literature, future research must build upon the work by Tobiasen and

Heibert (1993) and Reis and Hogkins (1993) and investigate this area

more fully.

Stigma

Above, it was suggested that the literature on attractiveness may not

be highly relevant, as disfigurement may fall into a different social

category to the unattractive. This is an assumption of stigma theory -

that the disfigured are in a social category which is discriminated

against. This is different to being unattractive, which may be
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associated with a negative stereotype, but is essentially seen as within

the boundaries of the 'normal'. An analogy can be drawn to help

explain this distinction. Racial prejudice can also be explained from

the perspective of stigma. It makes little difference whether a Black

person's skin is light or dark brown; it is the fact that it is different

from Caucasian which marks out the individual as a member of a

stigmatised group. Similarly, it is possible to argue that appearance

does not exist along a single continuum; rather, disfigured people are

in a separate category which may vary along its own dimension

(severity), but cannot remove them from this stigmatised group.

The concept of 'stigma' is an alternative hypothetical construct from

sociology, which has been used in the disfigurement literature, to

explain the treatment of disfigured people by society in general, and

their own adjustment to it. Stigma as a theoretical construct

developed from the work of Goffman, and was partly developed

within the context of examining the adjustment of people to abnormal

appearance (Goffman, 1963). Although theoretically well developed,

it has not been applied to disfigurement in a sophisticated way.

Stigma theorists have drawn the distinction between discredited

stigma (cannot be hidden - e.g., skin colour, confined to wheel-chair,

facial scarring) and discreditable stigma (can be hidden - e.g.,

Jewishness, epilepsy, scarring on areas of the body normally covered

by clothes). Another distinction is between stigmata which the person

is responsible for (e.g., scars from self mutilation), against blameless

stigmata (e.g., scars from a car accident). The distinctions have been

identified also in individual reactions to being stigmatised -

acceptance or rejection of the stigma, and management of the stigma

by 'passing' (those with discreditable stigmata attempting to 'pass' as

'normal') and 'covering' (adopting behaviours which reduce others'

anxiety in reaction to the stigma within an interaction). It is a shame
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that these ideas have not yet been empirically applied to the

problems of individual differences in adjustment to disfigurement.

Despite this, much of the work described above, about self concept

and self esteem of the disfigured, can be interpreted as the results of

tests of very general predictions from stigma theory. The equivocal

evidence is not strongly supportive of the predictive power of stigma

theory for individuals. The evidence on social behaviour of other

people is more consistent with the predictions of stigma theory. It is

reasonable to claim that stigma theory has had more success in

describing the behaviour of society, rather than that of the

stigmatised individual.

Knudson-Cooper (1981) cites Goffman, in her study of burned adults.

As described above, she did not find that the self-esteem of her

sample had been adversely affected, as would be expected from a

traditional understanding of the impact of stigma. However, two

findings from this study are germane to the discussion of stigma.

Firstly, over half the sample felt that they were treated differently

since their burn injury. This, like other evidence of the behaviour of

other people discussed above, is consistent with stigma. Secondly, a

large proportion (67%) reported difficulty in accepting themselves as

different, or coping with the fact that they were different. This

suggests that, although the effects of stigma did not, as predicted,

lower self esteem, they were internalised to some degree by two-

thirds of this sample. This would suggest that stigma theory is a valid

and useful concept, but the specific predictions made on the basis of

being stigmatised may need modifying.

Other authors also describe the stigmatising effect of abnormal

appearance (Bradbury, 1993; Pilemer and Cook, 1989; Pruzinsky,
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1992), without citing any direct evidence other than social

discrimination or social avoidance of the disfigured. If stigma is to be

a useful theoretical concept, it must be more than a synonym for

social discrimination - it must have some surplus meaning. Reis and

Hogkins (1993) have suggested that stigma is marked by social

ambivalence - that is, both strongly positive and strongly negative

social reactions. This is a significant departure from traditional

thought on the effect of stigma on disfigured people.

It is clear that, although the direct implications and mechanisms of

stigma are still open to debate, it is relevant to the way that other

people behave towards people with disfigurements.

As yet, there is not an adequate explanation relating stigma theory

and disfigurement which explains why individuals differ in their

reaction to social categorisation and the behaviour of others (although

the concepts of discreditable vs. discredited stigma, acceptance or

rejection, etc., described above, are worthy of exploration). Recently,

some work has begun to address this, and also goes some way to

explaining why uniform self esteem discrepancies, predicted by

stigma theory, are not observed in empirical studies. Crocker and

Major (1989) found that when Black Americans, a stigmatised racial

group, attributed negative feedback to racial prejudice, rather than an

accurate assessment of a personal failing, they maintained their levels

of self esteem. The implication is that if people who experience

negative reactions from other people are able to attribute this to

prejudice about their appearance, they may be able to maintain their

levels of self esteem.



'Medical' Criteria

Visibility

The theoretical standpoints suggested above are derived from the

social psychology/sociology literature and, as has been described,

have not been developed in such a way as to offer a convincing

explanation of individual differences in adjustment. Two themes from

the medical literature have explored more obvious candidate

explanations - visibility and severity of the abnormality. Of these

two, visibility has been less explored, despite the clear link from

stigma theory (discredited vs. discreditable stigma).

Several studies have suggested that there is not an effect of visibility.

Knudson-Cooper (1981) in the study described above examined in

particular the relationship between visibility and self esteem, and was

unable to find any impact of visibility of burns scars. Goldberg (1974)

demonstrated that facially disfigured children following burns were

less well adjusted with respect to vocational aspirations than a heart

disease control group. This study has limited validity, as it is

confounded by the social and economic status of the children (burns

children are likely to be of lower SES - Miller, Elliot, Funk and Pruitt,

1988). Additionally, the statistical analysis included unadjusted

multiple comparisons, which increased the probability of a type one

error. When this is accounted for, the result is no longer significant.

Bowden, Feller, Tholen, Davidson, and James, (1980) did not find that

visibility was a factor using the Cooper Smith Self Esteem Inventory,

in an investigation of burns victims for men, although it was a

significant factor for women. Similarly, Molinaro (1978), using a

series of semi-structured interviews, did not find that the visibility of

burn scarring was a factor in adjustment.
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Some studies are contrary to this, however. Chang and Herzog (1976)

studied the adjustment of burned children and adults, of whom 57%

had experienced burns to either their hands or face. The study used

a non-standard questionnaire to investigate various vocational and

social adjustment variables. Visible burns were associated with a

longer delay before returning to work after hospitalisation. However,

this finding is confounded by the severity of the burns, which co-

varied with the visibility. They also offered an anecdotal observation

that "depression . . . was noted particularly in those with involvement

with the hands or face" (p.37). Stoddard, Norman, Murphy, and

Beardslee (1989) also reported visible burns scarring associated with

poorer adjustment in children aged 7-19 years. However, this

interview-based design again confounded severity with visibility.

A more recent study which again, offers evidence from which it is

difficult to draw clear conclusions, is that of Williams and Griffiths

(1991). In their sample of adult burns patients, a regression using

visibility, severity, age, sex, and pre-morbid psychopathology was

carried out against dependent variables of anxiety and depression. As

has been discussed earlier, the choice of anxiety and depression as

outcome measures is not entirely consistent with the adjustment

problems of disfigured populations. Nevertheless, visibility of the

disfigurement (hands and face) was the only significant predictor of

adjustment. However, Williams and Griffiths go on to comment that

inspecting the descriptive data, facial disfigurement, rather than

visibility per se was revealed as more important. Additionally, other

culturally valued areas (particularly those of sexual significance) were

associated with difficulties in adjustment. This suggests that even if

the location of scarring is a significant predictor of adjustment, it may

be the meaning of the body site to the individual, rather than

visibility and other people's reactions, that causes the difficulties.



It is impossible to draw conclusions about the effect of the visibility of

scarring with such a limited set of studies, which are characterised by

pre-experimental and/or inadequately controlled designs.

Furthermore, little evidence outside the burns literature is available,

which means that we are not able to contrast the impact of

disfigurements of varying levels of visibility caused by disease,

congenital abnormalities, etc.

Seventy

One of the most common confounds of visibility is the severity of a

disfigurement. This has been commented on more often than

visibility. The literature again is equivocal but overall, does not

demonstrate a positive correlation between severity and poor

adjustment. In addition to the methodological problems inherent in

working with this population described earlier, an additional problem

is the measurement of severity. Objectively measured severity is not

necessarily related to an individual's subjective assessment. Cash

(1985) notes the minimal relationship between the 'outside view' of

appearance and the 'inside view'. Indeed, it is possible that this

discrepancy itself is related to adjustment. Before further discussion,

the relevant literature must be reviewed.

Albino and Tedesco (1988) discuss a number of issues related to the

measurement and impact of severity of abnormality of appearance in

orthodontic patients. They conclude that professionals and patients

use a different set of values to arrive at ratings of severity, which

mutually influence one another. The patients' judgements are based

on interactions, and peer and family assessments. On the other hand,

the professional's judgement is based upon knowledge of a broad



range of abnormalities and treatment possibilities. There is no reason

to suppose that this distinction cannot be extrapolated to other patient

populations.

Some authors make an assumption of the relationship between

adjustment and severity. For example, Bernstein (1982) has

suggested that the degree of disfiguration may determine more than

anything else how the child feels about his or her handicap (cited in

Bull and Rumsey, p.181). Thomas (1990) also seems to be influenced

by Bernstein, as he claims that "it is the degree of disfigurement that

determines how a child feels about his handicap, even though the

functional level of handicap may be relatively minor" (p.300) in his

discussion of children with cleft lip/palates.

Pruzinsky (1992) makes the association between severity and

adjustment. Rather than make the assumption of a direct correlation

between adjustment and severity, however, he sees severe facial

deformities as a risk factor for adjustment problems. He bases this on

three assumptions. Firstly, that there is little hope of full surgical

correction of severe craniofacial abnormalities. By noting this as a

risk factor, he is implicitly arguing that it is the categorical difference

of being disfigured, rather than the quantitative difference from the

norm, which is relevant. This is consistent with stigma theory.

Secondly, he notes that there is little hope of ever being completely

socially accepted. Finally, he claims a higher risk of psychological and

developmental problems. This third point seems tautological.

Although Pruzinsky's argument is subtly different from suggesting a

direct link between adjustment and severity, the same experimental

results should be able to test his prediction. A comparison of severe

and less severely disfigured groups should, according to Pruzinsky's

suggestion, demonstrate more adjustment problems in the severe



group. This would not be because the whole group were more poorly

adjusted, but with an adequate sample size, the group who were most

at risk would demonstrate the highest incidence of problems. It is

difficult to empirically separate the effects of a risk factor from a

direct effect.

Empirically, Stoddard et al (1989) did find that greater body surface

area burned was associated with poorer adjustment in terms of

anxiety and depression. However, this study was confounded, as

groups also varied in an uncontrolled way on visibility, and social and

economic status. Harper, Richman, and Snider (1980) found that

mildly disfigured children have greater inhibition than those more

severely impaired. Gamba, Romano, Grosso, Tamburini, Cantu,

Molinari and Ventafridda (1992) reported results of an interview

study with post operative head and neck cancer patients. They

divided the sixty six patients into a minor disfigurement group (MDG)

and an extensive disfigurement group (EDG), based on the location and

type of surgery. The degree of disfigurement was significant in the

whole population - none of the tumours removed were under 3cm.

The most significant finding was in regard to the relationship between

the interviewees and their partners; the EDG were significantly more

negatively affected (p<0.05), and things had more often worsened

sexually (p<0.01). Additionally, the EDG reported significantly more

often that friends visited less often than before their operation,

suggesting a greater degree of social avoidance of this group (p<0.05).

Baker (1992) investigated the predictors of rehabilitation from head

and neck cancer, as measured by the Sickness Impact Profile. She

included a measure of severity of disfigurement in her study, and did

not find an overall association between severity and adjustment. To

conclude that severity is not related to adjustment on the basis of this



study would be premature. The measure of severity used was an

ordinal rating scale, scored by the investigator, and based upon the

facial location and impact of the cancer treatment. This ranked scale

was analysed inappropriately, using a Pearson correlation (a

Spearman should have been used), inflating the possibility of a type

one error. An additional problem with extrapolating from this study

is that the range of severity of abnormality of appearance may not be

wide enough to regard the low severity participants in this study as

genuinely low severity - in other words, it is possible that there would

be a ceiling effect when comparing this group's severity to severity of

abnormality of appearance in general.

There is a greater amount of evidence against the correlation of

severity with adjustment than for it. MacGregor (1970) reports that

in her clinical experience, mild disfigurements may be more difficult

to cope with than more severe disfigurements. Like Lansdown, Lloyd,

and Hunter (1991), she ascribes this as due to the predictable nature

of social interaction for the more severely disfigured. Williams and

Griffiths (1991) in their study described above, included severity of

burns in their regression analysis of adjustment, and did not find it

related to anxiety or depression. No indication was given as to how

severity was assessed. Lansdown Lloyd, and Hunter (1991)

investigated the relationship between severity of disfigurement in

children with craniofacial abnormalities and psychological adjustment.

This was an interesting study, but difficult to interpret due to a rather

unorthodox classification of severity. Children were rated according to

how much they were stared at in public, as reported by their parents.

Lansdown et al assume that greater staring is associated with greater

severity, and thus divided the children into 'stared at', 'sometimes

stared at' and 'not stared at' groups, corresponding to severe,

moderate, and not severe disfigurement. To clarify this categorisation,



the children were rated from photographs on semantic differentials as

being (un)attractive, (un)happy, (not) clever, and (not) good at getting

along with people. Lansdown et al claim that the stared at/severely

disfigured children were also rated as less attractive, happy, clever,

friendly, and easy to get on with. They argued that this provided

evidence that a more negative stereotype exists for more severely

disfigured children. When the children themselves were tested, no

statistically significant differences were found between the self

concepts of children in the three experimental groups (using the Piers

Harris Children's Self Concept Scale) . When specific items related to

popularity and appearance were selected from the scale, a non-

significant trend emerged, suggesting the worst self concept for the

moderately, rather than mildly or severely disfigured children.

Lansdown et al explain these results by arguing that moderately

severely disfigured children live in a less predictable social

environment, and that this lack of predictability is associated with

poorer adjustment. It is possible that these results are due to other

factors, however. The rating of severity was dubious, to say the least,

and the reported trend was not significant, suggesting that any results

may be due to random error. Despite this, a convincing case is made

that there need not be a linear relationship between adjustment and

severity. It is relevant that many studies which include severity as a

factor have only high and low severity conditions. If the non-linear

trend suggested by Lansdown et al exists, these studies would miss it

altogether. It is crucial, therefore, that in future work, designs of

studies either include more that two comparison groups or examine

the pattern of results more closely.

Kapp-Simon et al (1992), as part of the study described earlier,

required children with cleft lip/palate to complete the Self Perception

Profile for Children (Harter, 1985). One of the sub-scales of this



measure is satisfaction with appearance. Children separated on a

parental report measure of adjustment into good and poor adjusters

did not differ on this variable (F(1,32)=0.25, ns).

Knudson-Cooper (1981) also investigated the impact of severity upon

self esteem, in adults who had been burned as children. Severity was

measured objectively, as total body surface area burned. Self esteem

was measured using the Coopersmith Self Esteem Inventory. Using

both a categorical comparison (chi square) and an unspecified

correlational method, no relationship was found relating severity of

the burns to self esteem.

It is not clear why there is contradictory evidence regarding the

impact of severity. Certainly, more evidence is against the

relationship than for it. Some authors (e.g., Robinson, 1997) have

suggested that this is because severity is not related to adjustment.

At this stage, that would appear to be a little premature. Current

failures to find a significant result could be, as Lansdown et al

discussed, because the relationship is not linear. Future studies must

take this into account, as well as using both objective and subjective

measures of severity, and report the methods used for rating it.

Psychological Explanations

Psychodynamic perspectives

Other attempts have been made to explain individual differences in

adjustment. One of the earliest theoretical explanations put forward

was psychodynamic.
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This standpoint, originally based on the Freudian theory, sees distress

about the body as symbolically related to underlying and hidden

conflicts, and has primarily been associated with requests for minor

('cosmetic') plastic and reconstructive surgery. Resolution of these

conflicts through psychoanalytic psychotherapy would ameliorate

their manifestation through dissatisfaction with the body. Bailey and

Edwards (1975), for example, see problems related to the mouth as

"directly or symbolically related to major human passions: self-

preservation, cognition, love and sexual mating, hate, and desire to

kill." It is clear that from this perspective, poor adjustment related to

appearance is a symptom of another problem. Psychodynamically

oriented theorists have traditionally been very wary of

recommending surgery, on the basis that symptom substitution would

occur - that is, when the 'defect' that was symptomatic of the

underlying problem was removed, another symptom would appear in

its place. Perhaps the most convincing criticism of this approach is the

absence of symptom substitution post operatively, and has resulted in

the loss of credibility for this approach. For example, Reich (1975)

reports successful outcomes for aesthetic plastic surgery procedures.

Klabunde and Falces (1964) found that 95.6% of rhinoplasty patients

were satisfied with their treatment. Even when operating on

psychologically disturbed patients, who may normally be considered

unsuitable for treatment, Edgerton, Langman, and Pruzinsky (1990)

reported only 3.4% negatively reacting to surgery, and 82.8% reacting

positively.

Psychodynamic theory has not only been applied to minor

abnormalities of appearance. Defence mechanisms (denial, reaction

formation, etc.) have also been suggested as coping mechanisms in

more severe disfigurements, resulting from burns. An implicit

problem in this type of theorising is that measures of adjustment and



measures of coping are confounded, as particular coping mechanisms

are viewed themselves as negative outcomes, rather than mediating

adjustment. Additionally, there are well established basic problems

with psychodynamic work. It is pre-scientific, as it has been framed

in terms which are difficult to disprove and evaluate. It also operates

at a high level of inference; therefore, interpretations are based on

untestable theory. Psychoanalytically based theorists generally do not

accept standard outcome measures used in psychology generally. To

conclude, despite having lay support (particularly in the cases of

cosmetic surgery) this approach is one of the weakest potential

theories to explain adjustment.

Aestheticality

Harris, (1982a, 1982b, 1983, 1989a, 1989b) a plastic surgeon, has

developed a systematic account of adjustment, which specifically

attempts to explain individual differences in adjustment to abnormal

appearance. This is possibly the only current theory which has been

developed particularly to address this problem; other theoretical ideas

are essentially extrapolations of other, more general theories.

The theory was developed from an anecdotal survey of 54 patients

presenting with a range of abnormalities of appearance (1982a), as

well as clinical observation. Fundamental to his theory is the ability

to appreciate differences in individuals' appearance. Harris suggests

that there is a continuum of appearance, from 'normal' through to

'grossly disfigured/abnormal'. There are individual differences in the

way that people classify others on this continuum, resulting in a 'grey

zone'. People classified at this point are sometimes considered normal,

and sometimes not. Harris argues that when rating the normality of

appearance, people use an ability he labels `aestheticality', the
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sensitivity to aesthetic perception', hypothesised as a genetic ability.

The existence of the 'grey zone' is due to individual differences in

aestheticality. He argues that the need for normality of appearance is

biologically determined, and of crucial importance for successful social

adjustment. Rather than objective measures of appearance, the

degree of abnormality as judged by the individual is most crucial.

Distress and dysfunction related to abnormal appearance are caused

by self consciousness. This arises from comparisons between self and

other, and the behaviour of others (covert looks and stares, to overt

teasing and name calling). The degree of self consciousness depends

on the circumstances in which people find themselves (for example,

someone working alone will have less risk of becoming self conscious

than someone working with other people), the behaviour of others in

those circumstances, and the degree of aestheticality in the individual.

Following the onset of self consciousness, camouflage behaviours will

be adopted to lessen the chance of the 'feature' of which the person is

feeling self conscious being noticed (for example, a large-breasted

woman rounding her shoulders, or a large nosed man avoiding

displaying his profile). Additionally, individuals will downgrade their

self concept - for example, considering themselves less attractive, less

masculine/feminine, and/or feeling unlovable. This leads to difficulty

in interpersonal relationships, and attempts at rationalisation which

are doomed to failure ("Typically, self conscious patients have tried to

rationalise themselves out of their feelings of self consciousness by

arguing that there are many others who are worse off. However, try

as they may, they are unable to do so" (Harris, 1989a, p.196).

1 In the published literature, aestheticality is refered to in perceptual terms. It determines the ability of
individuals to identify differences in appearance as abnormal. Recently, Harris has made it clear that he also
considers aestheticality to be related to the degree of affective response - for a given level of 'abnormality'
perceived by somone high in aestheticality and another person who is low in it, the person higher in
aestheticality will be more affectively moved.
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There are several reasons that this theory should be welcomed.

Firstly, it is the first attempt to develop and apply a theory

specifically to the problems of this population. Secondly, adjustment

is hypothesised to be based on subjective, rather than objective

medical criteria. Harris is almost unique in his 1982a study in

comparing adjustment across varying aetiologies of abnormality.

Despite these points, there are a number of points on which it can be

criticised. One of the difficulties posed is the definition of 'self

consciousness'. This has more than one possible meaning, including

awareness of thoughts and body through self directed attention,

awareness of oneself in existing in a public context, and the affective

state of embarrassment. Harris does not define his use of the term,

and seems to use it instead to describe a syndrome of distress and

dysfunction related to abnormal appearance. A second problem is the

hypothetical construct of `aestheticality', which has not previously

been identified or suggested within psychology. This is hypothesised

to be a characteristic of individuals which predisposes them to be

more able to discriminate between normal and abnormal appearance.

People low in aestheticality would not notice a hump on a nose, and

could not therefore become self conscious of it, whereas people with a

lot of aestheticality would very easily notice and identify the hump as

different from normal. It is quite possible that at some level, there is

a cognitive ability related to perception of colour, symmetry, etc.

However, it seems psychologically unlikely that such an ability could

account for the degree of difference in adjustment reported.

Aestheticality also presumes that individuals share the same value

system as to what is attractive and what is unattractive, the only

difference being that those high in aestheticality are able to make

finer distinctions along this continuum. While it is possible that this

may be the case in comparing, say, shades of a colour, judgements

about more complex visual stimuli, such as faces, will also be informed



by a learned value system, which will be subject to far more

differences between individuals. Only one study has been identified

which, although not originally designed to test the concept of

aestheticality, provides interesting evidence. Robin, Copas, Jack,

Kaeser, and Thomas (1988) administered the Facial Appearance

Sorting Task (an unpublished measure developed by Copas and Robin)

to 22 rhinoplasty patients and matched controls of patients admitted

for herniorraphies and meniscectomies. The task required the

subjects to rank a set of pictures of faces, and identify their own

position in the ranking. Both experimental and control subjects were

re-tested after 6 months. Both groups had highly significantly

correlated test-retest scores (r>0.97 in both groups), and placed

themselves in a similar position in the rank order to the position they

were placed in by their doctors. Robin et al conclude "patients

perceive faces similarly and employ a similar set of aesthetic values to

controls" (p.539). This seems to contradict the assumptions made

about aestheticality. A further criticism of the theory is the

assumption that patients will fail in their attempts at social

comparison ('rationalisation'). Normally, this is hypothesised to vary

between individuals, and be related to (un)successful adjustment. A

more general criticism of the theory as a whole is that it is based on

retrospective self reports and clinical observation, which although

interesting, are vulnerable to demand effects and selective forgetting

of information. Despite these criticisms, the theory has been adopted

in the literature, (e.g., Pruzinsky and Cash, 1990, Thomas, 1990), and

this is perhaps testimony to the fact that it is currently the most

thorough single theory in the area.

Idiosyncratic Approaches

Several other theories and perspectives have been adopted to try to

explain individual differences in adjustment, and the reasons for poor
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adjustment. Often, these have not become established in mainstream

thinking about abnormal appearance.

Burk, Zelen and Torino (1985) proposed a system based on the

discrepancy between general self esteem and the esteem individuals

have for their body and, more specifically, a particular body part.

They call this 'Self Consistency Theory'. This was evaluated

empirically by testing cosmetic surgery (mainly rhinoplasty,

mammoplasty, and face lift) patients before and after their operations,

using items from Osgood, Suci, and Tannembaum's (1957) Semantic

Differential Test, and the Tennessee Self Concept Scale (Fitts, 1965).

As predicted, they found that self esteem related to the body as a

whole was lower than general self esteem. Also, body parts to be

operated on were rated more negatively than the body as a whole.

They conclude from this that the desire for cosmetic surgery is not a

symptom of psychopathology. Although this may be true, the extent

to which this theory informs consideration of individual differences is

dubious, and no explanation as to the onset of dissatisfaction is

offered. Ultimately, the findings are unsurprising, almost to the point

of being tautological.

Lefebvre and Ardnt (1988) have noted a number of factors which

they believe moderate adjustment to abnormal appearance, based on

their clinical experience as members of a paediatric craniofacial team.

These are essentially buffering factors, acting against the negative

effects of the disfigurement on others. They identify intelligence as a

protective factor, in as much as it facilitates a sense of control and

academic success. Secondly, they identify 'a positive mood' and 'other

attractive physical attributes' and 'a sense of humour' as

compensatory factors in eliciting positive reactions from other people.

They also argue that social class is an important variable, as they



believe that working class parents are more likely to feel

"overwhelmed, . . ., helpless, . . .. react by denying the disability . . .

react by passive acceptance of discrimination . . . or barely disguised

rejection of the child" (p.455). No evidence is presented to support

this very contentious claim. It also stands seemingly in opposition to

another protective factor, strong family and community support,

which may be expected to be more extensive in working class

communities. A strong parental relationship and other healthy

children in the family are proposed as protective factors, also by

acting as a buffer. Finally, the individual 'personality strengths' of the

parents are identified. Although they do not integrate their findings

into a theory, they do suggest an integrated behavioural approach to

helping children with facial disfigurements on the basis of their

observations. This is based on early behavioural intervention with

the child, family, and school. They summarise their approach as

"developing and maintaining a sense of mastery or control over one's

environment and destiny." (p. 475). In evaluating this theory, two

main points need to be considered. The first is the absence of any

cognitive element in the theory. The interpretation of social

interactions by the children, or their understanding of their own

bodies and appearances, for example, are not considered. The second

principal point is that it is based on clinical observation with no means

of validating or replicating the findings presented. As such, it can be

no more than an interesting contribution to the understanding of

adjustment, but cannot be considered as strong, or even valid,

scientific evidence.

Koster and Bergsma (1990) have reviewed the literature of the coping

behaviour of facial cancer patients in the light of six types of threat

(to life, an unmarred body, the self concept, emotional balance, social

roles, and the medical setting). Their discussion is most relevant to



the problems of disfigured people in discussing the second to fourth of

these factors. In respect of coping with the disfigurement resulting

from the treatment for cancer, they suggest that four coping styles are

used, singly but in any order. These are resignation, opposition,

depression, and acceptance (the healthiest stage). They argue that a

process of social comparison helps mediate the transition through

these stages to good adjustment. Very little evidence is offered to

support this process of adjustment to disfigurement. The next of the

types of threat they discuss is threat to the self concept. This, it is

argued, results in shame and fear, which is coped with by avoidance,

aggression, or charm. The evidence for this is interviews with facial

cancer patients (cited in Quirijnen, 1984, "Kankeronderzoek: Kijk op

kanker in het aangezichy"). The next type of threat discussed is

threat to the emotional balance. To cope with this, they claim that

social support is "essential". In the final relevant section of the paper,

they discuss threats to social role. Essentially, they describe a similar

pattern of social difficulties as was described previously in the section

of this chapter reviewing social behaviour, and explain it in terms of

physical attractiveness (also evaluated above). Overall, this paper

contributes very little to the understanding of adjustment to abnormal

appearance. This is due to a reliance on a largely uncritical review of

the literature. The distinction of the problems of facial cancer patients

into six threat types does not add any theoretical clarity to the

discussion, because, as they admit, the categories are not distinct

enough. Also, rather than integrate the findings of other research into

a coherent whole, it simply relates them by proximity.

Although not exhaustive, this sample of idiosyncratic attempts at

theorising about adjustment is representative. Other, more

psychologically mainstream theories related to adjustment will be

discussed below.



Coping and social support

'Coping' has been used to describe a variety of phenomena associated

with emotional difficulties. It has been variously used to describe

outcomes ('she coped with her difficulty', equating coping with

adjusting well), general traits mediating between stressors and

affective outcome, which have been referred to as coping style ('he is

an effective coper') and specific behaviours, often referred to as

coping processes, particularly when discussing cognitive coping

mechanisms ('she coped with her loss by putting it in perspective').

Various coping mechanisms have been considered to be independent

of each other, and chosen (either consciously or pre-consciously) by

individuals, or as part of a hierarchical stage process, where one

'level' of coping succeeds another. Unfortunately, the wealth of

literature on coping and adjustment which exists in psychology has

not been used to help understand the problems of disfigured people.

Knudson -Cooper (1981), Hill (1985), Bernstein (1976) and Steiner and

Clark (1977) cite Kubler-Ross' (1969) model of grief as a stage theory

of coping. Although Kubler-Ross' work is principally concerned with

dying, the analogy is made between being bereaved, and the loss

associated with disfigurement. Kubler-Ross identified six stages of

adjustment to dying - shock, denial, anger, depression, bargaining, and

acceptance. A person may move through these stages several times.

Individual differences in coping would be dependent upon which

particular stage an individual was at at the time of measurement.

There are important problems with this approach. Firstly, there is not

good evidence that people move through these stages in a discrete

way. It is quite possible for someone to feel shocked and angry

simultaneously, for example. Secondly, it does not include factors of

adjustment such as shame and fear, or any social processes related to



disfigurement. Most importantly, it does not make the distinction

between the outcome of coping, and the act of coping itself. It is

neither a theory of mediating factors, nor of outcomes. It therefore

fails in its main aim, and cannot be supported as a strong explanation

for variation in adjustment.

Barden (1990) cites evidence from Wells and Schwebel (1987)

regarding positive factors which influence coping. They identify

family characteristics, such as a positive attitude towards the

anomaly, and the encouragement of compensatory skills (athletic,

musical, academic, etc.). However, this work was carried out in

relation to surgical stress and the stress of ongoing medical

intervention in children, and it is not clear to what extent these

factors are also related to positive adjustment to appearance.

Additionally, further work would be necessary to distinguish between

the role of these factors in coping with difficulties, and their role in

preventing difficulties arising in the first place.

Harris (1982a, 1982b, 1983, 1989a, 1989b) also discusses coping,

within his theory of adjustment outlined above. The coping he

identifies is at a behavioural level - behaviours such as rounding the

shoulders, avoiding profile views, etc., are given as examples. They

may be classified as avoidant coping behaviours, which reduce

distress by reducing the opportunity for situations in which self

consciousness develops to occur. The behaviours are very 'feature

specific', but function in the same way. Although these behaviours

undoubtedly occur, there is no evidence whether they help, or

perpetuate problems. Additionally, Harris does not describe any

individual differences in coping behaviour, whether coping is stable

over time or situationally variable, and the relation between the



behavioural coping identified, and cognitive processes related to it

(both as antecedents and consequences).

One aspect of coping which exists both in the general psychological

literature on coping, and within the disfigurement literature, is

seeking and using social support. It may seem almost unnecessary to

discuss the concept of social support as a predictor of differences in

how people adjust to disfigurement. Most studies demonstrate that

there is an association between good physical and mental health, and

social support. (e.g., Cohen and Willis, 1985; Wallstone Alagna, De

Vellis and De Vellis, 1983). There is some intuitive sense that

someone who is feeling anxious or depressed may benefit from the

support of other people. It is also seems unremarkable that people

will adopt healthier behaviours with support from other people.

However, for someone who is visibly different and whose focus of

anxiety is the opinion of other people, it may be that contact with

other people could have the opposite effect, and be negatively related

to their well being.

There has not been a great deal of evidence from which to draw

conclusions, but the studies which exist are essentially favourable to

the social support / adjustment link. The most usual subject

population in these studies are burns patients. Chang and Herzog

(1976) found that social support was a better predictor of post-burn

adjustment than the degree or location of burns. This conclusion has

been shown to be robust over several conceptually similar

investigations (Bowden, Feller, Tholen, Davidson, and James, 1980;

Browne, Byrne, Brown, Pennock, Streiner, Roberts, Eyles, Truscott, and

Dabbs, 1885; Davidson, Bowden, Tholen, James, and Feller, 1981;

Knudson-Cooper, 1981). One contrary study is that of Blumfield and

Reddish (1987). They found that some burns patients with good social
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support were not well adjusted, several years after the burn. The

idea that more social support is better is not adequate to explain the

degree of adjustment. What remains to be investigated is the features

of social support that are valuable, and in which situations. Carver,

Scheier, and Weintraub (1989) have demonstrated a difference

between the situations in which emotional social support (for example,

providing a shoulder to cry on) and practical social support (giving

advice, problem solving) are valuable. Additionally, it is not clear

whether the key feature is seeking social support, perceiving good

social support, or simply having access to a large social network which

is important.

Finally, Brewin, MacCarthy and Furnham (1989) consider the

possibility of low social support as a consequence, rather than a cause,

of poor adjustment. In regard to stigmatised individuals (including

the self-stigmatised), they argue that it is possible that stigma

produces anxiety which leads to social withdrawal. This then results

in low social support availability. This idea is supported by Folkman,

Lazarus, Dunkel-Shetter, De Longis, and Gruen (1987), who found that

situations in which self esteem is threatened are associated with less

social support seeking. Brewin et al (1989) went on to investigate the

relationship between perception of events, and social support seeking,

and concluded that cognitive appraisal of events is directly related to

support seeking from companions, but not from close confidants.

There is a need to investigate further the relationships between all

aspects of social support, and abnormal appearance. Brewin et al's

study makes it clear, though that simply considering the use and

availability of social support is not enough. Cognitive factors - i.e.,

appraisal - must also be taken into account.
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Body Image

Body image is a concept dating back at least to the early years of the

century, and made prominent by Paul Schilder (1950). It originated

from neurologists' observations of specific dissociations of body image,

related to localised brain damage. This paved the way for the

scientific investigation of body image. Unfortunately, as a concept, not

a great deal has changed since the early years of research and

theorising. Early neurologists assumed that body distortions were

based on an unconscious, organised schema of knowledge, a view

which would not be challenged today. Less emphasis is now placed on

the underlying neurological basis of body image, which is placed

instead in the cognitive realm. Additionally, the influence of

psychodynamic theorising has declined. It is important to realise,

though, that body image was, and is, recognised as a dynamic

phenomenon, influenced by psychological factors, as well as physical

and environmental ones (Thomas, 1990). Not only is it a knowledge

structure, it also has an affective component, related to the emotional

significance of body parts (Goin and Goin, 1981). It is perhaps best

understood as an aspect of the self concept. However, many writers

(see, for example, chapters in Salter, 1988) do not distinguish between

body image, as a cognitive/affective construct, and the evaluation of

body image, and the consequences of so doing.

Unsurprisingly, body image as a construct has been used in the

explanation of adjustment to disfigurement and abnormal appearance.

Thomas (1990) cites his own unpublished work, in which he claims to

demonstrate that the greatest dissatisfactions with appearance occur

when there is the greatest discrepancy between self rated appearance,

and appearance as rated by others. Presumably worse self ratings

compared to others' ratings are associated with more dissatisfaction.
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For Thomas, the main dimension of body image seems to be

attractiveness, a concept of dubious utility (see above). Without more

evidence, it is impossible to evaluate this interesting claim. Brantly

and Clifford (1979) contrasted normal, cleft, and obese adolescents,

using seven different body image measures. They examined

'resistance to perceived body distortion', a measure of how much an

image of the person could be distorted before they recognised the

distortion, 'reaction to viewing body parts', involving participants

choosing liked and disliked body parts from photographs, 'body height

and width estimation', in which self height/width estimation was

contrasted with that of estimations of non-human objects, 'body

comparisons for assumed norms', a psychometric test designed by

Brantly and Clifford to compare body functioning with norms, "self vs.

ideal self' body comparisons, "intrusiveness of physical problems", an

estimation of the degree to which a person believes that their physical

problem is affecting them, and finally, "sophistication of body

drawings". On these measures, normal and cleft adolescents

performed similarly to each other, and could be distinguished from

obese adolescents. This may suggest that there are not body image

issues for cleft adolescents. however, these results may also be an

artefact of the measures used. Although thorough in terms of

numbers, the measures of body image used tended to measure the

whole body. As has been noted elsewhere, (Burk et al, 1985), specific

body parts can be rated differently to the body as a whole. As the

cleft adolescents have an abnormality of appearance which affects

only one, relatively small part of their body, it is unlikely that

measures designed to detect "whole body" images would detect any

difference. This would not mean that there are not body image issues

for these people, but that they are localised.
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Bronheim, Strain, and Biller (1991) discuss body image within the

context of disfigurement caused by treatment for head or neck cancer.

They are typical of many authors in this area in that they discuss

body image as a general concept, note that, in this case, treatment for

cancer, has an effect on the body, and then describe adjustment

problems. The problem is that there is no theoretical link attempted

between body image and adjustment. It is assumed that poor body

image is the cause of other adjustment problems. Other clear examples

of this are evident in Salter (1988).

Knudson-Cooper (1981) uses body image in a more theoretically

advanced way. She notes that burns to the face involve a great deal

of alteration to the appearance, and that consequently, the body image

for the face is subject to change. Making this change involves

accepting the loss of the 'old' body image in place of the 'new' body

image. The particular significance of the face in everyday interaction

and communication makes this task even more difficult. Knudson-

Cooper invokes Kubler-Ross' stage theory of bereavement. Even

though Kubler-Ross may be criticised, the idea that the loss of the old

body image needs a period of grieving, and that this is in itself,

irrespective of the social consequences, a difficult time. Other theories

of bereavement may better explain this aspect of adjustment.

Pertschuk and Whitaker (1982) describe the difficulties in relating

'body image' to mood, conscious and pre-conscious thought, and

defence mechanisms (coping). It is hard to disagree that 'body image'

is all to often invoked without relating it to underlying cognitive and

affective functioning. They are right, and it follows that the

usefulness of the concept must be questioned. To be most relevant to

adjustment problems, body image must not be a simple impression of

the appearance or physical dimensions of one's body. Instead, it must
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be a much richer concept, which includes those factors, but also the

significance of the body in interactions, an estimation of the opinion of

other people and the significance of the body to others, its relation to

health and illness, and its relation to other aspects of everyday life.

In other words, the 'image' of the body is not itself enough. It is

simply part of a more complex structure of knowledge related to the

self.

Other problems exist with the use of 'body image'. Observations that

note associations between psychological distress and body image may

be mistaken in attributing the distress to the body image. Anderson

and Maksud (1994) cite evidence of a reciprocal relationship between

distress and body image. That is, distress can change evaluations of

the body. Presumed causal negative body images could just as well be

consequential.

Overall, although potentially fruitful, this concept is perhaps best

understood within the more general understanding of the functioning

of the self concept.

Social Skills

The social skill of an individual - the ability to manage social

situations - is, it has been suggested, at the root of differentiating

those people with abnormal appearance who adjust well, and those

who adjust poorly. Bull and Rumsey (1988) cite Snyder Tanke, and

Berscheid (1977), who carried out a study which demonstrates that

the perceptions of a 'perceiver', whether accurate or not, can alter the

behaviour of a 'target' in a way which makes the target's behaviour

more congruent with the perceiver's belief. The study involved male

perceivers conducting a telephone conversation with female targets.
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The males were led to believe that they were either talking to an

attractive, or an unattractive woman. The women who were believed

to be more attractive by the men (regardless of their actual level of

attractiveness), behaved in a way more associated with the

attractiveness stereotype of sociability and friendliness. The

extrapolation of this study is that by behaving in a socially unskilled

way, disfigured people elicit negative reactions from others, which are

then incorporated into the self concept. Unfortunately, not a great

deal of direct evidence can be brought to this discussion.

MacGregor (1990), although not empirically demonstrating the

importance of social skills, has suggested from clinical observation

that disfigured people with good social skills can manage social

encounters more successfully than those with poorer skills. Rumsey

(1983, cited in Bull and Rumsey, 1988) has suggested that disfigured

people behave in a more withdrawn way. Bull and Rumsey (1988)

describe "many disfigured people" as exhibiting "lower levels of eye

contact, using a more monotonous tone of voice, and initiat[ing]

conversation less often than non-disfigured people." (p.260).

Rumsey and colleagues have tested experimentally the hypothesis

that the social skill of a disfigured person can have more impact on

the success of an interaction than the disfigurement itself (Rumsey et

al, 1986). They found that the degree of social skill displayed by an

confederate/actor was more important than whether they appeared to

have a port wine stain. Furthermore, subjects interacting with the

actor themselves behaved in a more positive way when the actor was

behaving in a socially skilled way. The hypothesis has received some

equivocal empirical support from Rumsey, Robinson, and Partridge

(1994), who have reported preliminary findings from a social skills

training scheme for disfigured people. Although no measures of



baseline or final social skills were reported, overall anxiety levels

(using the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale - Zigmond and

Snaith, 1983) were significantly lower after six weeks. This reduction

in anxiety was not matched by a reduction in social avoidance and

distress. The distinction between these two measures, and their

relation to social skills needs to be explored further. One possible

explanation of these results is that although participants in the

workshop felt more able to cope, and were thus less anxious, the six

week follow up period was too short for effects to become manifest

behaviourally. It would also be interesting to evaluate separately the

behavioural/social skills elements of the programme from that part of

the programme addressing more cognitive aspects.

Kapp-Simon, Simon, and Kritovich (1992) reported that cleft lip/palate

children whose parents rated them as having better social skills also

were rated as being better adjusted. This can be interpreted in

several ways. Social skills may help children be better adjusted, by

changing the way that other people behave towards them, and thus,

according to the social mirror perspective, improving their self

concepts. Alternatively, better adjusted children may have more

positive reactions from other people, and thus be in a better position

to develop good social skills. Finally, it is possible that there is a halo

effect on parental ratings, and that parents do not distinguish strongly

between being socially skilled and being well adjusted. Although

interesting, this quasi experimental study would need replicating,

preferably with a design which eliminated the problems of assigning

causality which are apparent in this study.
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The Social Mirror

The majority of work relating to social skills and disfigurement is

based on one dominant theoretical perspective which emerges from

the literature, (which although it is often adopted, is not always

explicitly cited or described). It has also been used to explain or

justify the relevance of attractiveness stereotype and negative

behaviours towards disfigured people. It is the symbolic

interactionist model of the 'looking glass self', or the social mirror. It

has been developed from the work of Cooley (1912) and Mead (1934).

The 'self' is hypothesised to be understood primarily by imagining

how one is seen by others, and how others judge this perception.

Anticipation of the judgement of others upon one's appearance and

behaviour eventually leads to the development of a 'generalised

other', which is the basis of the self concept, and serves to guide

behaviour. Crucially, it is the individuals perception of others'

appraisal, rather than the appraisal itself, which affects the self

concept.

In the light of the negative social experiences of people with

abnormalities of appearance (see above), it is not surprising that the

social mirror approach has been applied to disfigured people. Long

and DeVault's (1990) study is also typical of the work on

disfigurement and abnormal appearance, which does this implicitly.

They describe how people (particularly adolescents) with

abnormalities of appearance are at risk of "developing a weak self

concept" (p.6), due to the negative behaviour of others towards them.

This assumption is often repeated in the literature, without any

experimental evidence.

Bennett and Stanton (1993) have questioned the applicability of the

reflected appraisal/social mirror theory of adjustment. They argue
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that stigmatised groups can use their stigma to protect their self

esteem in the face of negative feedback, by attributing it to prejudice

rather than a genuine failing. The reflected appraisals do not affect

self esteem or the self concept because they are not internalised as

valid judgements. Crocker and Major have, in 1989, demonstrated

this experimentally in a study using Black American participants.

When the participants were able to ascribe negative feedback from an

(unseen) judge to racial prejudice, their self esteem remained intact.

Further criticism for the approach can be made at a more theoretical

level. Recently, the argument that the self concept is dependent on

the metaperception of appraisal (i.e., appraisal of others' appraisal)

has been questioned. Kenny and DePaulo (1993) have presented a

strong case that rather than self perceptions being based on the

beliefs of others' perceptions of the self, the reverse is true. They

argue "the symbolic interactionists had the direction of causality

exactly wrong. . . people's self perceptions do not come from their

beliefs about how others view them (metaperceptions); instead, their

metaperceptions follow directly from their self perceptions." (p.159).

They provide two strands of evidence, from a quantitative review of

relevant literature, and their own work. Firstly, they have found that

although targets are perceived in many different ways by different

perceivers, they are largely oblivious of this, believing that they make

essentially the same impression on everyone. Secondly, social anxiety

and need for approval have been found to systematically determine

interpretations of other's behaviour, irrespective of the behaviour

itself. If the symbolic interactionist position was to be upheld, neither

of these findings could be explained. Ichiyama (1993) has also

questioned the symbolic interactionist approach. He evaluated the

actual appraisals, reflected appraisals (beliefs about others'

appraisals), and self appraisals from 99 adults participating in training
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programmes. From his analysis, he found that "the symbolic

interactionist formulation of reflected appraisal assumes an over

passive view of individual agency in the formation of the self concept"

(p.98). In other words, people base their interpretations of other

people's appraisals upon their own self appraisal as much as they base

their self appraisal on their views of other people's appraisals.

In relation to disfigurement, this means that the emphasis of research

needs to be directed towards understanding the self perceptions, and

interpretations of other's behaviours must be seen as based on these

self perceptions. It suggests that social skills training may have an

effect through altered self perception, rather than changing others

behaviour.

Theoretical and Methodological Issues 

A problem throughout this field is the establishment of a standardised

outcome measure. This is largely because of the absence of a theory

has precluded the dominance of any established standardised

measure. Although on many measures, no significant deviation from

the norm has been reported, this may be because the distress and

dysfunction related to abnormal appearance is rather specific, and

that the effects, although clinically significant, are diluted when

measured using non-appearance based scales and questionnaires.

Patterson et al (1993) have argued this point, claiming that "a person

with facial scarring will be defined in a study as 'not depressed' (by

virtue of not meeting full diagnostic criteria) even though he or she is

still bitter or unhappy about his or her appearance" (p.372). Lanigan

and Cotterill (1989) provide some evidence consistent with this, in

their study of port wine stain patients attending a dermatology clinic.

Although the General Health Questionnaire (Goldberg, 1988) and the
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Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (Zigmond and Snaith, 1983) did

not distinguish patients from norms, a specific port-wine related

questionnaire, containing such items as 'I have been hurt by what

people say about my birthmark', and 'My birthmark affects my self

confidence' did reveal significant levels of distress. Unfortunately,

this is a purely descriptive questionnaire, which has not been used to

develop theory, and has no psychometric properties reported. The

findings can thus only be considered as an interesting observation

about measurement and clinical need. Barden (1990) has highlighted

some of the theoretical and methodological flaws evident in the work

on abnormal appearance. One point which he notes is the

concentration of effort on the identification of pathology, and taking

an essentially dichotomous perspective. This point is well made and

forms part of the basis for this thesis. It is far more useful to consider

individual differences in adjustment, from a theoretical perspective,

than to classify the whole of a population as characteristically good or

bad. Barden also regrets the lack of theoretical development within

the field.

Clifford (1988) has strongly criticised the psychological research into

cleft palates, which he characterises as "sporadic" and "pedestrian"

(p.174). He suggests that the reason for this is the research culture

for this kind of work, which although placed in the clinician - scientist

model, is too heavily weighted towards the clinician and too little

towards the scientist. Wisely, Masur, and Morgan (1983) cite

evidence from Bowden, Jones, and Feller (1979), which demonstrates

Clifford's point. Of 159 articles they identified pertaining to the

psychological aspect of severe burns, only 17 were written by

psychologists. This has resulted in a body of research which is largely

the results of descriptive psychometric testing, rather than empirical

investigations developing and building theory. Clifford argues that in
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order to progress, it is necessary for theoretical ideas from the general

psychology literature to be integrated into the research with this

population - for example, rather than simply examine a 'snapshot' of

body image, investigate the way that the defect is incorporated into

the self-system. This is a fundamental and necessary change which

must be brought about for the field to progress.

Bull and Rumsey (1988), in response to the overall lack of theoretical

specificity within the field of research into appearance, have discussed

the value of taking a more explicitly theoretical position. They

suggest that psychologists should attempt to acquire knowledge on

specific issues, and apply it in an eclectic and practical way, 'mixing'

different theoretical approaches where necessary, rather than sticking

to a single perspective. In purely academic terms, at least, this can

prove problematic. It is impossible to adopt any position which does

not take some theoretical perspective, (whether the holder of the

position is aware of it or not). For example, much of the work on

attractiveness has implicitly adopted the basic symbolic interactionist

position on self concept formation. Different theoretical assumptions

can have very different, contradictory, implications for research and

treatment. It is argued here that it is important for academics and

clinicians to explore the plethora of relevant theory, and find a

meaningful and productive paradigm to investigate the issues

discussed thus far in this review of adjustment. This argument is

supported in a call for theory in cleft palate research by Bennet and

Stanton (1993), who consider the consequences of designing treatment

from an atheoretical approach. As they describe, the nature of a

planned treatment based on social skills deficits would centre around

improving the verbal and non-verbal behaviours of the participants.

However, if the reason that social problems are encountered is

hypothesised to be the inconsistent behaviour of others, an approach
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which centred around attributions for others' behaviour would be

more appropriate. Similarly, other treatments would be devised on

the basis of assumed self esteem or body image problems, or anxiety

and depression as the principal difficulties. Without theory, the

clinician must resort to general principals of psychotherapy, which

although sound, are likely to be less well directed towards the specific

problems of this group.

Patterson et al (1993) are also amongst those arguing for greater

theoretical sophistication in work on disfigurement (specifically,

burns). The lack of adequate theory is given as the cause of the poor

quality of much of the research. They relate this to over-reliance on

the medical model, which assumes a pathogen is responsible for

symptom development. Instead, they recommend the investigation of

the influence of moderator variables from health psychology, such as

hardiness, control, and coping, in mediating outcome. This call is

welcome, although careful thought must be given to the theoretical

perspective adopted. There is a danger of simply compiling a list of

factors which affect adjustment, rather than developing a single

coherent theory. Moss (1997) has reviewed some of the factors which

may predict adjustment, and concludes that "there is a wealth of

relevant psychological theory which has rarely been used" (p.128).

Rather than investigate the value of very specific moderator variables,

and build theory from the 'bottom up', Bull and Rumsey (1988)

consider some meta-theoretical perspectives - in other words,

perspectives in which more precise theories could be placed. They

describe "cognitive/attribution theory", "self fulfilling prophesy

explanations", "reinforcement theory", "equity theory", "symbolic

interaction theory" and "role theory". This is a welcome attempt to

add some structure to theorising. It also demonstrated the potential
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problems of combining existing theories. They represent different

levels of explanation, and explain different realms of psychology.

"Cognitive/attribution" theories are potentially far more complex than

ascribing causes, and using stereotypes - although these are useful

ideas from the general field of social cognition. Other "cognitive"

contributions not specified include memory and attentional biases,

schematic representations of the self, affect/behaviour/cognition

relationships, appraisal processes, et cetera, which will be outlined

more fully in the next chapter. "Self fulfilling prophesy explanations"

seem to be at a different level of description, being a specific

application of stereotyping research. "Reinforcement theory" is Bull

and Rumsey's term for a general behavioural approach, which seems

at odds with a cognitive approach. "Equity theory", or "Just world

hypotheses" are an explanation of why people have expectations and

beliefs about people, based upon their appearance. It is not in itself

an explanation of adjustment. "Symbolic interaction theory" has been

discussed above, where it was argued that it was inherently flawed in

its assumption that the self concept is based on reflected appraisals.

Finally, "role theory" is a perspective based on the relationship

between expectations of the self and others for the behaviour and

general impression conveyed by an individual. Bull and Rumsey

suggest that the expectations about disfigured people by others are

not clear, and that the expectations of the behaviour of others in the

presence of disfigured people is also not clear. This will create

confusion and interpersonal difficulty regarding the "roles" which both

parties are expected to adopt in an interaction between people with

and without disfigurements. This is an interesting approach, but not

one which has been well developed as a theory; consequently,

application to the problems of people with abnormal appearance is

difficult. To summarise, when the current approaches are categorised,

it is clear that there are a number of differing, and not entirely
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compatible points of view. These have arisen not from a strongly

argued case in opposition to other theories, but have grown

undisturbed alongside them in relative isolation. It is one of the aims

of this thesis to explore the utility of the various potential approaches

and argue for a profitable future direction.

Conclusions

As so much of the methodology and theoretical underpinning is

underdeveloped, conclusions drawn about this area are somewhat

tentative. In fact, the lack of reliable, well constructed theory is the

strongest theme throughout the literature. Nevertheless, some

conclusions can be drawn. Firstly, it is clear that the 'obvious'

explanations of severity and visibility, are not as useful as may be

intuitively thought. Furthermore, the 'social' explanations

(attractiveness, reflected appraisal) are either flawed themselves, or

underdeveloped in their application (stigma) . The psychological

criteria which have been included are typically simplistic, flawed, or

only address part of the problem. To progress, there are a number of

issues which must be properly addressed in future work. A balance

must be made between the use of survey designs and comparisons

with normative data, and experimental work which can build on these

foundations. Although much of the work which has been done thus

far is essentially survey based, it would be a mistake to move entirely

to experimental work. It is not yet clear what the major adjustment

problems are in this population. Social anxiety and shame have not

been studied. Self concept in adults and non-craniofacial patients is

not well understood. Crucially, it is important to attempt to compare

between patient categories using similar measures, to differentiate

between the effects of abnormality of appearance, and other, non-

appearance related problems which co-exist with some patient groups
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(functional and pain problems in burns patients, speech difficulties in

cleft patients, for example).

In the attempt to build good theory, two sources must be used. The

first is the general psychological theory relating to the cause and

maintenance of adjustment problems identified currently in the

literature reviewed above, and other psychological literature which

has not yet been applied to this problem. The second is the reports of

individual patients. Harris (1982) was both original and correct in

starting his work with an anecdotal survey of patients' own reporting

of their problems. However, to be able to move forwards, this needs

to be done more systematically, and analysed using a recognised

qualitative data analysis technique. The integration of these two

theory generating sources will enable the development of a

perspective which is both thorough in the depth of its psychological

content, and specific to this population.
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Chapter Three

Development of the Derriford Scale 5A
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Introduction

It is evident from the literature discussed thus far that that one of the

problems of working in this area is the definition and measurement of

'adjustment'. The aim of this chapter is to explore this issue through

the refinement and validation of the short form of the Derriford

Appearance Scale, a measure of distress and dysfunction related to

perceived abnormalities of appearance.

The nature of the 'adjustment' construct

The title of this thesis begs the question of the nature of adjustment.

Before theorising about adjustment, it is obviously necessary to

describe an operational definition. It is in this next section that this

will be discussed. The word 'adjustment' has been variously used

throughout clinical and health psychology to describe a number of

different constructs. Often, this relates to emotional state, but has also

been used to describe adequacy of coping techniques, as well as more

explicit behavioural measures. It will be argued towards the end of

this section that the definition of 'adjustment' depends both on the

purpose of measurement, and to an equal degree, the global

perspective of the person measuring. Before discussing the concept in

the abstract, it is useful to re-visit the ways in which academics and

clinicians have measured adjustment to differences of appearance thus

far.

Problem of measurement

The issue of what to measure has been determined by the presumed

effects of differences in appearance based on clinical observation,

anecdotal report, as well as the availability of measures.

Consequently, in terms of emotional adjustment, we have seen the

measurement of anxiety, depression, shame, and low self esteem (see
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chapter one for further details). The assumption implicit in using

these measures is that the basis of adjustment problems can be

defined within the framework of psychopathology, and that having a

different appearance can act as an aetiological risk factor. While it is

likely that psychological difficulties related to differences in

appearance will manifest themselves as anxiety or depression et

cetera, it is premature to assume that this will capture adequately the

diversity of problems of such a heterogeneous group. A step away

from the standardised psychopathology based measures are the

behavioural measures (e.g., social withdrawal, sexual difficulties -

again, see the literature review). These in vivo and self-report

measurements provide another dimension to the presumed

adjustment problems present in the psychometric psychopathology

measures. However, they are also subject to the same potential

problem, in that the measure chosen is, by its nature, governed by the

theory of the researcher. Naturally, researchers have intended to take

the most appropriate assessment methods for the population.

However, this choice is bound up in whatever pre-conceptions the

researchers have had about adjustment, derived from existing

literature and anecdotal reports, rather than on the basis of a theory.

The danger of this approach is that there will be important aspects of

adjustment that are not assessed because they are not included in the

standardised psychometric measures, or the behavioural measures

used are too limited to assess them. In summary, although existing

measures may have high levels of validity and reliability within their

own frames of reference, it may be a mistake to rely on such

standardised measures of specific types of emotional or behavioural

distress or dysfunction, as much of the current work in the field has

done thus far.



Interview techniques

An alternative to the methods described above and at more length in

the literature review (chapters one and two), is to conduct clinical

interviews with individuals. A global, holistic and patient centred

assessment of their level of adjustment can be provided. This may

take the form of a case report. If, as is also possible, it takes the form

of a more empirical assessment on pre-selected criteria, the danger of

excluding important areas of adjustment remains. However, Carr

(1997) has produced a guideline for clinical interviewing in such

circumstances, recommending a range of current difficulties (social

interaction, public exposure, self care, etc.), current state (usual

emotional state, self-concept, specific coping strategies, etc.), stable

factors (usual coping strategies, social support etc.), and

historical/developmental issues. In this way, it can be ensured that all

aspects of the individual's behaviour and emotional life are explored.

With this increased inclusiveness of the individual's own experience,

however, the interview brings its own problems. Primarily, the

assessment is more subject to bias. This is inevitable, given the

subjective nature of the interviewer's role. This can take effect by

determining what the interviewer feels should be included, the

interviewer's ability to elicit a representative account from the

interviewee, and the value that they put on what is said by the

interviewee. While interview techniques are useful, and the

impression they provide is far richer than that produced by

psychometric or behavioural methods, they does not provide

information which can easily be compared across individuals without a

great deal of work. The definition of 'adjustment' used within an

interview method is also idiosyncratic to the interviewer, and thus

takes us no nearer a useful operational definition.



Global psychometric methods of measurement

One response to the above criticism of existing measurement

techniques is the introduction of global measures of adjustment.

Measures of well-being and quality of life (QOL) have been produced

in health psychology and health econometrics.

Measures of well-being are superficially similar to the psychometric

measures of psychopathology which have been used thus far, in that

they are psychometric measures with known validity, reliability, etc.

However, they differs in their focus. 'Well-being' is usually assessed

in terms of global positive and negative affect, either as a 'snap-shot'

state measure, or a stable trait measure (e.g., Watson, Clark, and

Tellegen, 1988). It has the advantage of assessing generalised, sub-

clinical mood, rather than features of a specific disorder (anxiety,

depression, etc.). The ability to measure well-being in this way raises

an important question in understanding and defining adjustment.

There is a powerful argument that can be made which suggests that to

measure this is enough. Although well-being scales do not measure

relevant behavioural changes, perhaps this is not necessary? If what

we are interested in is the result of having a different appearance on

an individuals' well being, perhaps it is enough that they feel as much

positive affect and as little negative affect as anyone else. At one

level, this is true. However, it misses one of the purposes of

measuring adjustment. By ignoring the real social and behavioural

phenomena related to living with differences of appearance, it is not

possible to distinguish between the person who has successfully

adapted to self enforced social isolation to avoid encounters with other

people and the person who has come to accept the behaviour of other

people in reaction to their appearance. These two people may have

equivalent scores on positive and negative affect. However, in many

senses, the second of these people has adjusted more successfully -
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principally because the path of their lives is not being determined by

their appearance. If one simply wanted to measure the amount of

distress caused by the difference in appearance, a well-being scale

would be adequate. However, if dysfunction is also considered to be

part of adjustment, well-being measures are not enough.

Quality of Life

Quality of life (QOL) measures are, like well-being measures, intended

to be a global assessment of the level of general adjustment. They are

more sophisticated than well-being measures, as the measurement of

QOL has been multifaceted. Normally it has included domains of

physical status and function, psychological status and well-being,

social interaction, and economic status. These are then aggregated, to

produce a single measure of distress and dysfunction. Due to their

psychometric nature, validity and reliability can be assessed. Hyland

(1992) has argued that this aggregation process is problematic. This is

because by collapsing the scores across different domains, information

is lost. While this may be adequate for some purposes (economic

assessment of clinical need, for example), it presents problems for the

researcher interested in explaining the causal processes involved in

reaching that quality of life. QOL measures have an additional

advantage over measures of well-being or specific psychopathology, in

that they can be designed to reflect the needs of specific populations.

That is, the items within scales can be sufficiently inclusive to

encompass the range of emotional and behavioural problems reported

by the group being measured. The QOL measure can thus assess

'adjustment' in a way which is valid, reliable, and relevant.



Measurement method depends on purpose of measurement

The definition of 'adjustment' is not straight forward. To some extent,

the definition chosen should be determined by the purpose of those

making the definition. Contrasting problems across different

populations calls for generalisable scales. For example, to compare the

general adjustment of a plastic surgery patient against an oncology

patient, or bereaved person, a short well-being measure may be

adequate. However, if the purpose of considering adjustment is to

make decisions about a particular individual before proceeding with

reconstructive surgery, a clinical interview has the potential to explore

the highly personal meaning of having a different appearance.

Comparison with other people may not be needed.

For research purposes, it is necessary to have a measure of adjustment

which is empirical, rather than interview based, to allow flexibility in

the investigative paradigm. It is also necessary to have a

measurement which is standardised, valid, and reliable, in order to

have confidence in the conclusions. Most importantly, however, is the

need for a measure which genuinely reflects the concerns, emotional

difficulties and social and behavioural problems experienced by those

people with an appearance different from normal. This calls for a

specialist scale.

The Derriford Scale

The Derriford Scale 4A is a psychometric measure which has been

developed by Carr and Harris (personal communication) to meet the

above criteria. All the items were taken from a survey by Harris

(1982a), and selected initially on the basis of breadth, inclusiveness,

and clinical value to plastic surgery and clinical psychology. Two as

yet unpublished studies by Carr and Harris were carried out to refine
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this selection. In the first, administration of an initial 147 items was

to 50 plastic surgery patients and a group of patients matched for age

and sex with no appearance concerns. Patients were assessed pre-

operatively, as well as three and twelve months post-operatively,

using all 147 items and concurrent measures of psychological

adjustment. The second study sampled 115 plastic surgery waiting

list patients. Item-whole correlations, a factor analysis of the data set,

and clinical assessment of face validity were the basis of the reduction

of the number of items to 59. The scale produced (shown as part of

the patient survey booklet in appendix MCT 1) had internal validity of

alpha=0.98, and test-retest reliability of 0.87, and expected moderate

relationships with the other measures of adjustment included in the

study.

Essentially, the Derriford Scale 4A is a quality of life measure for

adjustment to living with abnormalities of appearance. One problem

with the Derriford Scale is its length. Although the scale is

psychometrically valid, the authors found a need for a shorter scale,

which would be even more acceptable to patients, and usable in a

wider variety of settings. The short form of the scale will provide a

criterion measure of adjustment for the remainder of the thesis. For

the purposes of the thesis, 'adjustment' to living with a different

appearance will be operationally defined as the resultant emotional

distress and behavioural dysfunction arising from the individual and

social consequences of having a different appearance.

Hypothetical construct or intervening variable?

Why not simply define 'adjustment' as the score on the Derriford

Scale? By doing so, adjustment would be reduced to the status of an

intervening variable, rather than a hypothetical construct. This would

be the equivalent of defining intelligence as the score on an
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intelligence test, rather than saying that intelligence is a quality that

intelligence tests strive to measure. In saying that the Derriford Scale

is the best available approximation to adjustment that we have, it is

implicit that there is surplus meaning to the definition. Aspects of

adjustment which are not explicitly measured (for example, the ease

or otherwise in the experience of meeting an old friend who had not

seen the individual before her/his appearance had been altered by an

accident, or feelings of emptiness) are not excluded from this

conception of adjustment. Neither are aspects of adjustment which

describe it at a different level (for example cognitive explanations).

(See Hyland, 1982 for a further discussion of intervening variables

and hypothetical constructs, and the importance of understanding the

difference between the two).

Aims of this chapter

The aim of this chapter of the thesis is to describe the development of

the short form of the scale. In doing so, the nature of adjustment

should become clearer through psychometric analysis of the scale.

Furthermore, in this investigation of differences between individuals

in the remainder of the thesis will be facilitated.

Summary of method

The short form of the scale (described henceforth as the Derriford

Appearance Scale 5A, or the DAS 5A) was developed in the following

broad stages. Firstly, items were selected from the longer version of

the scale to produce an initial short form. This was piloted on a clinical

sample, who provided both data from the scale itself, and feedback on

their experience of completing the scale. In the light of this pilot, the

scale was re-designed. This redesigned scale was then subject to a

national multi-centre trial on a large number of patients. The
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description of this trial and analysis and interpretation of the results

of this provides the large part of this section.

Pre trial preparation of the Derriford Scale 5A

1. Description of the existing scale

The development of the Derriford Scale 5A was a collaborative

exercise. The following section is to clarify the nature of this

collaboration, and identify the work which was carried out jointly, and

that work which was carried out as a postgraduate researcher.

The development of the Derriford Scale 4A was the result of work

carried out by Carr, Harris, and Barton. The initial selection of items

for the pilot DAS 5A scale was made by Carr and Harris, who also

made decisions about the front page, layout, and item response

categories in the pilot DAS 5A.

The development of the scale subsequently involved the author of this

thesis. The pilot study was carried out by the author, and the

conclusions are the author's. The decisions made about the scale on

the basis of the pilot study were discussed between the author, the

director of studies (Dr. A.T. Carr) and Mr. D.L. Harris (collaborating

plastic surgeon). Issues regarding the front sheet design, re-wording

of items, and number, design and layout of items were raised by the

author. The final solutions to these issues were the product of joint

discussion. It would not be possible at this stage for any of the above

people to take individual credit for the decisions made. In the later

stages of the development of the DAS 5A, the methodological steps

were again discussed between all three. The concept of a multi-centre

trial to develop the scale was not the author's - it was decided before

the author became involved in the work. The practicalities of the trial



- drafting of letters, contacting and negotiating with consultants,

designing the data collection spreadsheet, choosing the psychometric

scales to be included in the pack, collecting the data, choosing and

conducting the analysis, and all the related theoretical work reported

in this thesis are the product of work carried out by the author under

the normal supervision of the director of studies.



Pilot Study of the Derriford Scale 5A

Introduction

Measuring Adjustment to Disfigurement

The aim of the developers of the Derriford Scale 4A was to produce a

scale with face validity, which was simple to administer, and

psychometrically complex enough to measure adjustment to

disfigurement in a multi dimensional way. The Scale has been tested

on over 1000 patients in hospital trials, and been shown to meet the

above criteria. Findings using the Derriford Scale 4A have already

demonstrated its superiority over standard measures in clinical

evaluation of the surgical outcomes - for example, in differentiating

between the psychological impact of mastectomy verses lumpectomy

(Carr, Harris and Barton, personal communication).

Aspects of methodology to be investigated

The Scale is intended for use on a potentially wide population. It

should be suitable for disfigurements originating from congenital,

developmental, disease, and traumatic causes, as well as for people

requesting cosmetic surgery. Adjustment by people with visible or

non-obvious disfigurements should be equally measured. In addition

to the nature of the disfigurement, the method of accessing the

sampled population is also relevant. The 5A Scale should be able to be

administered in the range of settings in which it is intended with no

significant loss of validity. Postal responses, in-patient interviews, and

outpatient interviews are therefore all necessary within the

development of the scale, and this pilot study.



In addition to selection of participants and test materials, the

methodology for collecting and storing the data is also subject to test.

Analysis and storage of the data needs to be on a versatile

spreadsheet. It is important that data entry is simple, that all

calculations of totals/subtotals etc. are performed automatically, and

that the data is presented in a form in which it is easy to interpret and

further manipulate.

Understanding the validity of the 5A Scale is clearly crucial to its

development. Content validity, the extent to which the scale

accurately and inclusively measures the adjustment to disfigurement,

cannot be easily demonstrated in this pilot study. In a full factor

analysis of the 5A scores, content validity would be demonstrated by

the emergence of the four factors which make up the 4A Scale. An

examination of the items to ensure that behavioural, cognitive, and

affective components of adjustment are included is the nearest that a

study on this scale can achieve. Criterion validity is also difficult to

establish. In the development of the 5A Scale, the 4A Scale must be

considered the best comparison for criterion validity. A more

satisfactory test of construct validity would include behavioural

measures and clinical opinion, and measures of discriminant, as well as

convergent construct validity. The choice of measures against which to

test the construct validity of the 5A Scale is not cut and dried.

Measures of depression, generalised anxiety, and social anxiety are

clearly indicated. A measure of well-being, to test discriminant

validity, is also informative. Details of the specific tests used are given

below.

In a pilot study, the actual results of any analyses are relatively

unimportant. They may be indicative of a general trend, but the



sample size is likely to be so small as to make issues of statistical

significance irrelevant when making multiple comparisons.

Methodology

Subjects

Forty participants were recruited through the Plastic Surgery and

Burns Unit at Derriford Hospital, Plymouth. The criterion for inclusion

in the study was that participants must be adult patients, and that

they had not been involved in any previous research projects at the

Unit. Otherwise, the participants were a random sample of patients at

the Unit. The sample included 6 inpatients, and 15 outpatients. A

further 45 potential participants were identified from the patient

waiting list, and contacted by post, of whom, 19 responded within

three weeks without further prompting. Of the 40 participants, seven

had ongoing treatment, 10 were post-operative, and the remainder

were pre-operative. The range of reasons for referral was extensive,

both in terms of type and origin of the problem. They are summarised

in tables 3.1 and 3.2 below.



Treatment	 Frequency
Abdominoplasty	 12
Bat Ear correction	 1
Breast Augmentation	 3
Breast reduction	 1
Breast surgery (other) 	 3
Burn Treatment	 4
Cleft lip repair	 1
Dermabrasion	 2
Double chin correction	 1
Excess body hair removal	 1
Eye surgery	 3
Hand surgery	 2
Rhinoplasty	 7
Scar Revision	 5
Tattoo removal	 2
Ulcer Removal	 2

Origin	 Frequency
Cosmetic	 10
Disease	 7
Trauma (including	 7
burns)
Pregnancy	 1
Iatrogentic	 3
Congenital	 3
Developmental	 4
Fat storage	 2
Self inflicted	 3

Table 3.1 Relative frequency of treatments amongst pilot sample in
DAS SA validation

Table 3.2 Relative frequency of origin of problems in pilot sample in
DAS 5A validation

13 of the sample were men, and 27 women. Their ages ranged from

16 to 76 years old, the mean age being 37 years old.



Materials

The Derriford Scale 5A The Derriford Scale 4A is the progenitor of the

shorter Derriford Scale 5A. An example of the scale is shown in the

patient survey booklet in appendix MCT 1. The aim of developing a

shorter scale was to produce a version more suitable for everyday

clinical use, as an aid to practitioners' decision making. The 5A Scale is

a 28 item scale, employing items from the 4A Scale. Items were

selected on the basis of item-item and item-whole correlations

calculated when all the 4A scale items were included together. Items

are scored by a mixture of adjectival scales, containing either 4, 5, or 6

options. Sixteen of the items were 'reverse scored' - that is, the

response indicating most distress was the first option. Unlike the 4A

Scale, responses were indicated by a tick next to the chosen response.

The 4A Scale responses were indicated by circling a number

corresponding to the chosen response. Prior to the current

investigation, the Derriford Scale 5A had not been tested on any

sample. Full testing will necessitate a large scale trial.

A test booklet was prepared for all subjects. A pre-pilot investigation

demonstrated that it took approximately half an hour to complete. It

was comprised of six separate measures. The first was the Derriford

Scale 4A, for criterion validity. Other than the Derriford Scale 5A, the

remaining measures were included to examine construct validity. The

second measure was the Crown Crisp Experiential Inventory (Crown

and Crisp, 1979), comprising of general anxiety, phobic anxiety,

depression, hysteria, somatic symptomatology, and obsessionality sub-

scales. A shortened version of the Mitchigan Social Support Scale

(unpublished scale; personal communication), and the PANAS (Watson,

Clark, and Tellegen, 1988) well-being scale were also included. Two



alternative measures of social anxiety were used' Half the sample

were given the Buss measure of Public and Private Self Consciousness

(Fenigstein, Scheier and Buss, 1975) and the remainder were given the

Watson and Friend (1969) Social Anxiety Scale. Instructions for each

test were included within the booklet, as well as general instructions

on the introductory page. A copy of the booklet is included as

appendix MCT 1. All of the measures used had good reliability and

validity, which are reported below in the full multi-centre trial.

Procedure and Ethical Considerations

Inpatients The inpatients were introduced to the investigator by the

Ward Sister. After a brief introduction explaining that this study was

part of a larger research programme investigating the ways in which

treatment in plastic surgery and burns units could be improved, and

explaining their right not to take part and to unconditionally

withdraw, and assuring confidentiality, participants were left alone for

half an hour to complete the test booklet. After they had completed

the test booklet, any questions they had were answered. All

participants were given a contact telephone number and address

should they be disturbed by participation in the study and require

further support. The data from inpatients was collected in one

afternoon.

Outpatients The outpatients were introduced to the investigator by

their Consultant Plastic Surgeon. Otherwise, the methodology was

1 The Watson and Friend Measure was unavailable at the beginning of the study. Although changing the
measure of social anxiety half way through the pilot study invites problems in terms of the analysis, it was
important to test the Watson and Friend Scale in this context, as it is the preferred measure of social anxiety,
and will be used in the later validation studies.
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identical to that for inpatients. The data from the outpatients was

collected in three afternoons.

Postal Contacts A letter from the patients' Consultant Plastic

Surgeon, a Clinical Psychologist, and the current investigator was sent

to each patient introducing the study and asking for their co-operation.

A consent form, stamped addressed envelope, and test booklet were

also included. All ethical requirements of informed consent, the right

to withdraw, assurance of confidentiality, and a contact point for

support and de-briefing were included within the letter.

Coding The 5A Scale scoring was not simple. Twelve of the items are

forward scoring, and 16 reversed scoring. Seventeen of the items

include a 'not applicable' option, which is always located as the last

option of those available for the item. Fourteen of the items have four

options other than 'not applicable' and fourteen have five options

other than 'not applicable.' There are thus four different ways of

scoring forward scoring items; 0-4, 1-4, 0-5, and 1-5. This is further

complicated by those items which are reversed. Coding each item was

practical only with a template, and took longer than scoring the 4A

Scale.

Data Storage and Manipulation The raw data was presented on a

computer spreadsheet. Initial difficulties in data storage, due to

hardware and software limitations, were overcome by careful re-

design of the data entry and storage system Reliability of data entry

and of computations was assessed by randomly re-entering subjects'

data for comparison, and manually calculating totals.



Response rates

All of the inpatients and outpatients completed the study. None of

them contacted the investigator for follow up debriefing or support.

Nineteen (42%) of the patients contacted by post responded before

prompting; 25 (56%) did not. One person responded with a letter

actively withdrawing from the study. One person failed to complete

the Social Support scale and has thus been dropped for relevant

calculations. Non-respondents can be identified on the basis of original

diagnosis/reason for referral. These data are presented in table 3.3

below.

Reason for
referral

Number
responding

Number not
responding

Withdrew
from study

Abdominoplasty 2 3 0
Apocrine acne 0 2 0
Breast
augmentation

3 1 0

Breast reduction 2 3 0
Dermabrasion 1 0 1
Eye surgery 3 5 0
Facial palsy 0 1 0
Hand surgery 2 2 0
Rhinoplasty 2 3 0
Scar revision 2 3 0
Tattoo removal 2 3 0
TOTAL 19 25 1

Table 3.3 Postal responses by reason for referral amongst pilot sample
in DAS 5A validation

5A Scale Item Characteristics

Means and standard deviations were calculated for each item, and are

presented in table 3.4 below. The data have been corrected for

reverse-scoring items, and consequently, a low mean indicates a score

corresponding to less disturbance.



Item Mean St Dev Item Mean St Dev
1 3.08 1.10 15 1.75 1.13
2 2.65 1.41 16 0.95 1.24
3 1.73 1.18 17 4.85 1.79
4 2.58 1.34 18 1.80 0.94
5 3.28 1.80 19 4.75 1.63
6 2.03 1.89 20 1.03 1.59
7 2.93 1.64 21 2.70 1.32
8 2.83 1.20 22 0.45 0.96
9 3.08 1.27 23 3.20 1.64
10 2.50 1.18 24 1.53 0.99
11 1.70 1.18 25 2.90 1.96
12 1.98 0.95 26 2.95 1.74
13 3.60 1.60 27 1.53 1.47

,14 0.65 1.27 28 3.33 1.64

Table 3.4 Means and standard deviations of pilot DAS 5A items.

The statistics for the total 5A Scale were also calculated. The mean

was 60.25, and standard deviation was 17.09.

Item-whole correlations are not simply the correlation of the

individual item score with the total score, as the effects of the item in

question must be removed to avoid artificially inflating the correlation.

This can be done using a formula suggested by Nunnally (1978),

described thus in Streiner and Norman (1989) (pp. 49);"

rit st - si
r i(t-1)	 =

(5i2 +st2 - 2sistrit)1/2

ri(t-1) is the correlation of item i with the total, removing the effect of

item i. nit is the correlation of item i with the total score, si is the

standard deviation of item i and st is the standard deviation of the

total scores."



This formula for correcting item-whole correlations was applied

manually for the purposes of this pilot study. Corrected item-whole

correlations are presented in table 3.5 below.
5A Item Corrected

Correlation
5A Item Corrected

Correlation
21 .78 1 .63
8 .72 25 .60
3 .71 16 .59
19 .71 18 .57
2 .70 17 .56
6 .70 28 .55
15 .70 20 .54
26 .70 24 .54
4 .69 13 .53
23 .69 5 .48
10 .67 12 .48
14 .67 27 .36
7 .66 11 .20
9 .65 22 .10

Table 3.5 Correlations of items with total 5A Scale Scores in DAS 5A

pilot validation.

Histograms showing the distribution of scores within each item are

shown in appendix MCT 2. A distribution of the 5A Scale Scores is also

shown in appendix MCT2.

Internal Reliability

Cronbach's Alpha was calculated for the whole Derriford Scale 5A. The

calculation was repeated, systematically excluding each item once.

Any significant increase in the Cronbach's Alpha score would indicate

that an item was reducing the internal reliability, and should be

excluded from the scale. Cronbach's Alpha was calculated by hand

from the formula below.

n	 IcTi2

a =
	 x (1 	 )

n-1	 CYT2

a is Cronbach's alpha. ai 2 is the variance of item i. aT2 is the variance

of the scale total.
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Cronbach's Alpha for Derriford Scale 5A = 0.826. The overall

Cronbach's alpha and the scores excluding each item are presented in

table 3.6 below. The change in the homogeneity scores on exclusion of

items was not sufficient to cause concern.
Item
excluded

Cron. Alpha Item
excluded

Cron. Alpha

1 0.830 15 0.830
2 0.833 16 0.831
3 0.831 17 0.837
4 0.832 18 0.829
5 0.837 19 0.835
6 0.839 20 0.835
7 0.835 21 0.832
8 0.831 22 0.829
9 0.832 23 0.835
10 0.831 24 0.829
11 0.831 25 0.839
12 0.829 26 0.837
13 0.835 27 0.834
14 0.832 28 0.835

Table 3.6 Cronbach's Alpha for the Complete Scale and without each
single item in pilot study of validation of DAS 5A

Total 5A Scale Scores in relation to Other Scores

Correlations between the 5A Scale scores and the other variables are

calculated in order to investigate the validity of the scale. Although

there are too many comparisons with too few subjects to consider the

correlation coefficients seriously, an initial observation demonstrates

at least the direction, and approximates the effect size of a larger

sample. The correlations between the 5A total scores and other

measures is shown in table 3.7 below.



Measure Correlation Measure Correlation
4A Total 0.77 CCEI Depression 0.43
4A Appearance 0.65 CCEI Hyst 0.00
4A Soc
Avoidance

0.55 Social Support 0.20

4A Sexual 0.76 PA -0.37
4A Occupation 0.23 NA 0.50
CCEI Total 0.39 Priv. Self Consc* -0.15
CCEI Anxiety 0.35 Pub Self Consc* 0.02
CCEI Phobic 0.40 Social Anxiety* 0.10
CCEI Obsess 0.20 SAW' 0.49
CCEI Somatic 0.24 FNEA 0.58

Table 3.7 Correlations between Derriford Scale 5A Scores and other
measures

Discussion

The pilot study provides valuable information about the design of the

5A scale, and about the methodology for the full validation studies.

These aspects are most easily considered separately.

Methodology for the full validation studies

Administration Subject selection and methods of administration of the

test booklet is a crucial issue. This method is disadvantaged by the

time necessary for administration, and the limitation of the number of

people who can be simultaneously approached. It is possible,

(although an examination of the data suggests otherwise) that the

hospital situation, and worries and anxieties brought into the situation

by the patient could confound the scoring through this method of

administration. A more serious threat to validity of the tests is that

* 
n=17

A n=23
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after a face-to-face meeting with the investigator, participants are

more prone to demand effects. This possibility was reduced by

requiring the participants to complete their test booklets in privacy.

The alternative method of accessing participants, by postal contact,

had a low response rate in comparison with other postal studies with a

similar population. Three reasons are suggested. Firstly, the size of

the task is greater than in any previous study; the test booklet may

appear quite daunting. Secondly, the testing was carried out shortly

before Christmas. Barton (personal communication) has noted that

pre-Christmas studies with this population have had low response

rates previously. The size of the test booklet may be reduced by

reduction of the number of tests included. However, this should be

done only on psychometric grounds; increasing the response rate alone

would not be sufficient reason. The booklet itself was adequate. The

one person who missed the Social Support scale turned two pages at

once. This could perhaps be avoided by colour coding the individual

tests, although cost may preclude this.

A difficulty within this methodology is the absence of any defined way

of gathering clinical data. A more systematic categorisation of origins

and diagnoses is required, as well as a method for gathering this

information. In the current study, information was derived from

medical records. This is a very laborious task. It is possible that for a

postal sample, this is the only practical method. Information about in-

patient and out-patient samples could be gathered from a medic using

a multiple choice format, with a minimum of items (diagnosis,

treatment, body site, and origin).

Design and composition of the 5A Scale Three areas can be considered

in evaluating the utility of the 5A Scale. The design of the scale can be



considered, in terms of scoring and layout. The actual item

composition of the scale can be considered, and finally, the validity of

the scale in relation to the other measures can be examined.

The scoring of the scale was not straight forward, as indicated above.

Although in a scale with this many items in a relatively homogeneous

scale, the imbalance of weightings of the items should not be

significant (Nunnally, 1970; Streiner and Norman, 1989), it does

complicate scoring. Making all the items 5 option items would reduce

the chance of error. Reversing items is worthwhile, although it does

complicate scoring again. The variable use of 'not applicable' also

affects the weightings. Subtle rewording of items, and changing the

'Almost never' response category to 'Never/Almost never' could

eliminate the need for 'Not applicable.' The irregular layout of the 5A

Scale has been designed to promote active consideration of each item,

by avoiding the possibility of a respondent progressing down a vertical

column of numbers with little thought. The disadvantage of this

method is that it also prevents a scorer quickly progressing from item

to item, and makes a template necessary. An alternative method,

using reversed items, and words, rather than numbers as response

categories, but arranged in a more predictable format should both

reduce response bias and facilitate fast marking of the scale.

The correlations of the items with total scores did not cause great

overall concern. Three items did however correlate with a low

correlation coefficient. Item 27 (my feature causes me

pain/discomfort) (r=0.36) is included for clinical, rather than

psychometric purposes, and is not intended to be a scored item in the

final scale, and need not be further examined. The remaining two

items will need to be considered carefully. Item eleven (I avoid



getting my hair wet) and item twenty two (At present I avoid going to

work/school/college).

The relation of the 5A Scale to other measures was in the predicted

directions. The results suggest that the 4A Scale, the CCEI, the PANAS,

and the Watson and Friend Social Anxiety Scale be used in future for

criterion and content validity assessment. The very low correlation

between the Social Support Scale and the other measures suggests that

it does not relate to adjustment in the predicted way. This may be

because the theory of adjustment is wrong, that the Scale is unreliable,

or that the 5A Scale does not measure the aspects of adjustment

changed by social support. This problem is very interesting, and needs

to be investigated fully elsewhere. It is beyond the scope of this pilot

study to hypothesise or develop arguments further. A further point

which needs more detailed investigation is the degree of error

variance in the multiple regression. This is artificially inflated due to

the sample, but it does suggest that other significant factors are

influencing scores on the 5A Scale.

In conclusion, the methodology for both data collection and analysis

used in this pilot study was basically sound.. Minor adjustments and

modifications have been suggested.



Feedback on use of scale

Introduction

As part of piloting the scale, reaction was sought from the participants

as to their first hand experience of using it. This was important to

understand the level of face and content validity, as well as to explore

any difficulties with the completion of, or comprehension of the scale

itself.

There are two components to this sub-section quantitative and

qualitative, which are discussed separately below.

Method

Participants

Patients were the same population described in the pilot study.

Materials

A questionnaire was designed to collect information from patients

regarding the Derriford Scale 5A. It is included in appendix MCT 3.

Procedure

The questionnaire was included as the last page of the booklet used in

the pilot study. The instructions were written on the questionnaire.

Results

The purpose of this section is to demonstrate the overall impression of

the response of the patients to the scale. Descriptive, rather than

analytic statistics were appropriate for this phase.



Frequency

Suitable administration context

Patients were asked, using a Likert type item, whether they believed

the scale was appropriate for them. A score of 1 indicated 'very

appropriate,' and a score of 5 indicated 'very inappropriate. The mean

score of the subjects was 2.30, with a standard deviation of 1.1. This

suggests that on the whole, patients believed that the scale was an

appropriate measure for them. Figure 3.1 below describes the

distribution of scores.

Drop off in
frequency of the
number of people

choosing
1 5	 inappropriate

10
Frequency 5

0

01

Very Appropriate

Very innappropriate

Figure 3.1 Distribution of respondents on appropriateness of Derriford

Scale 5A



The subjects were also asked to report which of 6 different settings

they believed the scale would be suitable for. The total number of

responses for each category is given below in table 3.8.

Setting Frequency Percentage
of sample
5Not at all 2

In hospital after seeing the Doctor 11 27.5
Used in a one-to-one interview with a
Psychologist

12 30

Given in hospital while waiting to see
the Doctor

15 37.5

Used in a one-to-one interview with a
Nurse

16 40

Sent through the post 19 47.5
Used in a one-to-one interview with a
Doctor

23 57.5

NB - Column three does not add up to 100% as some participants selected
more than once response category

Table 3.8 Appropriate context for Derriford Scale Administration

It is clear from these results that most people (95%) think that the

scale is suitable in at least some contexts (that is, only 5% thought the

scale unsuitable in any context). One-to-one interviews are the

preferred method of administration, and medics are the preferred

interviewers. The patient status of this sample is the most probable

explanation for this.

Open ended questions

Four open ended questions were included. These are not formally

analysed with a qualitative methodology; rather they are discussed

individually.



1) What are the best items/questions that were included? Why were

they good?

Twenty seven patients responded to this question. Typically, patients

listed a number of items. The number of acknowledgements received

for each item is listed below. It is interesting to note that items 17

(Distressed by being unable to play games), 20 (Distressed by being

unable to go to social events), 22 (avoid work/school/college) and 24

(Avoid going out of the house) were not cited once. The first three of

these have already been selected on the basis of their psychometric

properties for revision. The most popular items were 1 (how confident

. . . ), 2 (distressed when you see yourself in a mirror), 6 (distressed at

the beach), 12 (adopt certain gestures) and 17 (pain/discomfort). Full

details are given in table 3.9 below.

5A Item
number

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Response
frequ.

3 5 2 1 1 4 1 2 2 1 2 3 1 1

5A Item
number

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

Response
frequ.

2 1 0 1 1 0 2 0 1 0 1 1 3 1

Table 3.9 Perceived best items on Derriford Scale 5A

Two themes emerged from the written comments. The first was the

relevance of items to patients everyday lives - e.g., 'These questions

apply to me and I identify myself with them'. The second was the fact

that the items directly referred to specific feelings about the self,

about self consciousness, and distress - e.g., ' . . . items that were

included to differentiate between confidence, self consciousness, and

distress .' Other positive comments included reference to the

directness of the items, and the use of an N/A category.
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2) What are the worst items/questions that were included? Why were

they bad?

Twenty one patients responded to this question. The responses were

more verbal than previously, offering more explanation. The items

specifically identified are shown in table 3.10 below.

5A	 Item 1
number

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Response	 1
frequ.

2 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 4 1 0 2

5A	 Item 15
number

16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

Response	 0
frequ.

0 1 0 1 2 1 0 2 1 1 2 1 1

Table 3.10 Perceived worst items on Derriford Scale 5A

The written comments in this section were not damning ones. Two

suggested that the writer had not properly understood the question,

and answered with reference to the whole psychometric test booklet

(7 scales) not just the Derriford Scale 5A. Other comments referred to

features of the scale that can be addressed as a result of the

psychometric refinement of the scale. Examples include reference to

ambiguous items, an issue which has been addressed by rewording

items, and objection to the use of the word 'spouse.'. A further

category of written comments in this section referred to items which

the patient had found difficult, but not in a way which implied

problems with the item. For example, on person wrote, "Items 1, 2, 3,

& 4 - not 'bad', but difficult because you have to examine your

feelings."



3) Does the Derriford Scale 5A miss out anything about how your

feature affects you - including the way you feel and the way you

behave?

Fifteen people responded to this question. Most of these referred to

were specific aspects of their lives which have been affected - for

example, one person reported their self consciousness in relation to

solo singing. Two answers seemed to demonstrate inattentive reading

of the scale - these were "In bedroom with your partner," and "doesn't

ask how you feel." Item 23 addresses the first point, and many items

address the second. Two people referred to positive aspects of their

feature, and both responses are quite revealing. The first respondent

wrote "Sometimes I wish people to notice my feature as then they will

not expect too much of me." The other answer about the positive

aspect their feature wrote, "Feature helped me get things of

importance in perspective and helps me laugh at myself around other

people even though inwardly I may be offended."

4) If you have any more thoughts or comments about the Derriford

Scale 5A which you have not had a chance to describe, please use the

space below to do so.

Twenty two patients did not answer this section. Of the answers that

were recorded two were positive about the scale. One remarked that

it was better than the 4A scale (a double edged compliment!) and the

other praised the idea of providing a way to demonstrate psychological

problems.



Three comments were constructive criticism. One noted that the scale

only takes into account one feature. This is not the aim of the scale,

and could be remedied in the instructions. Another commented that

the lengths that people go to to hide features was not represented

enough. This is a debatable point - it has been addressed in items 11,

12, and 19 regarding specific methods of hiding the feature (using

hair, gestures, and clothes. These methods are, however, specific

examples of hiding strategies, and an item could have been less

specific - for example, 'I attempt to hide/disguise my feature.' This

would have been an acceptable way of reducing down multiple items

to a single item, which is obviously desirable when producing a short

form of a linger scale. However, the vagueness which it introduces

may result in more error variance. This point was a valid, but not

crucial, criticism. The final constructive comment was that the age of

onset of self consciousness was not asked. As this is not a

psychologically knowable thing, an item like this would not have been

useful.

Two negative comments were received - one in comparison to the 4A

Scale, and one indicating that physical distress had not been included

enough. This was never the aim of the Scale, and can therefore be put

aside for the purposes of scale development.

Other miscellaneous comments were not relevant to the development

of the scale.

Conclusion

The responses confirmed the anecdotal reports of users of the

Derriford Scale 5A. The comments provided some evidence that the



wording of some items needed to be thought through carefully. The

face and content validity of the Scale were, however, confirmed.

Redesign of the Derriford Scale 5A

On the basis of the two aspects of the pilot study of the scale, (the pilot

study proper, and the feedback regarding the scale) it was decided by

the author, in collaboration initially with the director of studies, and

later with Mr. D.L. Harris, the medical collaborator, to make a number

of changes to the design of the scale. The changes were of the front

sheet of the scale, item scoring, item wording, and the presentation

and design of the response categories.

Front sheet

The front sheet comprises two sections. The first gathers demographic

data. The second gathers 'feature relevant' information and primes

the respondent to think about their feature. Both parts were revised.

Some of the changes were very minor. For example, for each of the

elements of the original Derriford Scale 5A, the word 'Your' was added

to clarify and soften the items (for example, the 'Name' item becomes

'Your name'). 'Sex M/F' was clarified to 'Sex Male/female'. The

'marital status' requirement was assessed as being too limited, and not

socially appropriate, as it made assumptions about the nature of close

relationships which are no longer applicable. It was changed to a more

relevant set of categories, indicating the living and family status of the

respondent. The 'occupation' element of the original scale was

intended as an indication of social class. This was changed to include

also spouses/partners occupation, in order to facilitate a more realistic

assessment. Finally, a measure of ethnicity was included. The choice

of categories for this element was based upon the Commission for
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Racial Equality guidelines, which have been broadly adopted across the

UK

The second part of the front sheet was designed to gather information

about any bodily features about which the respondent was self-

conscious, as well as to prime their thoughts about their physical

features prior to completing the scale. A number of changes were

made, primarily to simplify the process. The instruction sentence

originally read "Throughout the scale which follows, many of the

statements refer to your 'feature'. This first part of the scale is

designed to find out if you are sensitive about the appearance of any

feature of your body, arms, legs, face, etc. Please indicate which

statements apply to you by circling 'True', 'False', or 'N/A' (not

applicable) and complete where requested" The second part of this

(From 'Please . . .') was dropped, as the following questions made it

redundant. The expression 'sensitive or self conscious' replaced

'sensitive', in order to be more inclusive. A comparison of the

following questions shows that the six questions on the original were

replaced by four questions, which gathered more information in a

simpler way, without any loss in clarity or detail. In particular, the

new version gathered information on what the respondent does not

like about their identified 'feature', and required that any other

'features' are identified.

Item wording

The wording on four items was changed.

Item 14 was changed from 'How distressed are you by being unable to

shop in department stores?' to 'How distressed do you get by shopping

in department stores/supermarkets?' Two changes were made - most

importantly, the implicit assumption of disability present in the

original version (being unable to shop) was removed. Secondly, the



item was generalised by adding 'supermarkets', thus making it more

suitable across social classes and ages.

Item 16 was changed, replacing 'husband/wife' with 'partner',

recognising that sexual relationships are not limited to either married

and/or heterosexual people.

Items 17 and 20 were both changed in the same way as item 14, to

remove the implicit assumption of disability - thus 'How distressed are

you by not being able to play games' became 'How distressed do you

get while playing sports/games?', and 'How distressed are you by not

being able to go to social events' became 'How distressed do you get

when going to social events?'. In item 17, 'games' was replaced by

'sports/games', as a matter of clarification.

Item scoring and Response categories

The difficulty in scoring the items once the respondent had completed

the scale was reported in the pilot study. The item scoring was

simplified, so that all items scored either 0-4 (if 'N/A' was included in

the item, 'N/A' scored 0) or 1-4 (if 'N/A' was not included). This was

done by excluding the word 'Very' from the set of response categories

'Not at all/slightly/moderately/very/extremely'. On other items,

'Never' was replaced by 'never/almost never.' Finally, the location of

'N/A' was changed. In the original scale, it had always been the last

option. In the revised version, it was in the position next to the item

scoring 1.

A second issue with the response categories was the layout. It had

originally been intended by Carr and Harris to discourage answering

with a response set by staggering the response categories, and running
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the text of the response categories on from the wording of the

question. While this will have had the desired response, it also made

the items confusing to look at, (and thus less reliable), and harder to

score. In response to this, the non-linear arrangement of the response

categories was retained, but the layout was altered so each set of

response categories began on a new line. Also, they were

distinguished from the questions by emboldening the question print

type.

Items 11, 22, 27, and 28

These first two of these items were causes for concern in the pilot

study, due to their poor psychometric properties. The latter two were

originally included only from interest, rather than as serious

contenders for final inclusion in the scale, and it was thus decided that

they would be non-scoring items. In the clinical judgement of Carr and

Harris, item 11 CI avoid getting my hair wet') was of clinical value,

and should thus be retained at least for the multi-centre trial. Item

22 (`At present I try to avoid going to school/college/work') was not

considered to be of such value, particularly in light of its similarity to

item 5 (`At present, my self consciousness has an effect on my work')

and was thus moved towards the end of the scale along with items 27

and 28, to be included as an aid to clinical judgement only, and not for

statistical analysis or inclusion in the total scale score.



Multi-Centre Trial of the Derriford Scale 5A

Introduction

The purpose of the Multi Centre Trial has been explained above. It is

to explore and confirm the psychometric properties of the Derriford

Scale 5A on a large and diverse clinical population. The scale had been

modified after the initial pilot study and feedback from patients and

clinicians (Harris and colleagues at Derriford Hospital, Plymouth) using

the scale, and consequently, this was the first time it had been used in

this form. Validity and reliability of the scale as a whole, as well as

the characteristics of individual items, will be examined.

The method of collecting the data chosen is a national multi-centre

trial. This is appropriate as it allows sampling a more diverse

population than relying solely on local hospitals, and the data

collection should be faster. It will also demonstrate whether there are

any difficulties in using the scale when administered by health

professionals who, before the trial, were not familiar with it.



Method

Materials

Outpatient Clinic Booklet and About Your Appearance sheet.

Two methods were used to collect information about the patients'

appearance. For cases in which the data was collected through an out-

patient clinic, the plastic surgeon completed a page of the Outpatient

Clinic Booklet (OCB). If patients were contacted through waiting lists,

they themselves completed an insert to the booklet, the About Your

Appearance (AYA) sheet. These are both included in appendix MCT 4.

They are essentially the same; the language has been simplified a little

on the AYA.

The first part of the OCB or AYA is to identify the body area(s) of

concern. The second part is two measures of severity. The first

relates to the specific body site of main concern. The second relates to

overall appearance. The wording of the question, 'How different from

normal . . . 'was chosen as a more sensitive than the alternative 'How

abnormal ' Clearly, the objective measure of the surgeon (OCB)

and the subjective measure of the patient (AYA) are not identical, and

are worthy of investigation. The final part elicits information relating

to the cause of the difference in appearance. The categories for this,

and the classification of body parts used in the first part, were

developed by Mr. D. Harris on the basis of observed clinical utility.

Patient Survey Booklet

The Patient Survey Booklet (PSB) is included in appendix MGT 4. It

comprised an initial instruction page, which also served to collect

demographic information. The format of the demographic data

collection section was copied directly from the Derriford Scale 5A. The
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general instructions also re-iterated the ethical points included in the

covering letter regarding the right to withdraw, anonymity, and

directed the respondent to the authors address/telephone number

should further support be needed.

Each of the included scales was printed on different coloured paper to

the previous scale - either yellow or pale orange. This was done in

order to make it more obvious to participants if they accidentally

turned over two pages at once, and thus missed part of the booklet.

The details of each of the included scales are described below.

Derriford 5A

The measure under test, described fully earlier in this chapter.

Derriford Scale 4A

The longer version of the Derriford Scale. Its properties have been

described above.

Crown Crisp Experiential Inventoly

One thousand originals were paid for, and permission granted to copy

this copyright scale into the booklet. It is a general mental health

screening measure. It has six sub-scales free-floating anxiety, phobic

anxiety, obsessionality, somatic anxiety, depression, and hysteria.

Test-retest reliability has been clearly demonstrated, and is reported

in the test manual at over 0.68 for all six subscales (Crown and Crisp,

1979). Criterion validity with clinical observation is also reported in

the test manual.



Fear of Negative Evaluation (FNE)

This measure is one aspect of social anxiety, as measured by Watson

and Friend (1969). FNE was particularly chosen as it appears close to

some aspects of the self-reported problems of plastic and

reconstructive surgery patients. It is defined as 'apprehension about

others' evaluations, distress over their negative evaluations, avoidance

of evaluative situations, and the expectation that others would

evaluate oneself negatively' (p.449). Test - re-test reliability by

Pearson correlation was reported by Watson and Friend as 0.78.

Internal reliability (alpha) was 0.72. Criterion validity was acceptable

when the scale was assessed in experimental situations.

Social Avoidance and Distress (SAD)

This measure is the other aspect of social anxiety, as measured by

Watson and Friend (1969). SAD is defined as a combination of

'avoiding being with, talking to, or escaping from others for any

reason', and 'negative emotion, such as being upset, distressed, tense,

or anxious, in social interaction, or the reported lack of negative

emotion, such as being relaxed, calm, at ease, or comfortable' (p. 449).

Test - re-test reliability by Pearson correlation was reported by

Watson and Friend as 0.68. Internal reliability (alpha) was 0.77.

Criterion validity was acceptable when the scale was assessed in

experimental situations.

An additional reason for choosing the Watson and Friend measures of

social anxiety was the specific exclusion of items relating to physical

appearance, which the Watson and Friend argued would beg the

question of origins (p. 456).



Positive Affect Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS)

The PANAS was selected as a mood scale which separately measured

positive and negative affect. Inter-correlation of the two scales has

been reported by the authors, Watson, Clark, and Tellegen (1988) as

-0.17, implying orthogonality to all practical extent. The design of the

scale is such that it can be used as a trait or state scale, by altering the

wording of the initial question. For the purposes of this research, it

was used as a trait scale, requiring respondents to answer how they

generally felt.

Test - re-test reliability was reported as 0.68 for positive affect (PA),

and 0.71 for negative affect (0.71). Validity correlations with a

number of other positive and negative affect scales produces Pearson

correlations of 0.50 to 0.89 for PA, and 0.51 to 0.94 for NA.

Internalised Shame Scale

The affect of shame is highly relevant to the phenomenology of living

with a different appearance. The Internalised Shame Scale is a recent

scale designed to measure trait shame. Cook (1994) reports a very

high internal reliability (alpha of 0.95). Test - re-test reliability is

0.69. Various correlations with other measures are reported by Cook,

associating shame with poor self-esteem (r's range from -0.52 to

-0/77). Unfortunately, there are no reported studies describing more

meaningful criterion validity. As one of the few shame measures, it

has been assessed as adequate for inclusion. However, relying on the

theoretical perspective which generated the items to relate it to shame

limits claims for the validity of the scale, which must thus be judged

with some reservation.



For cases of data collection through out-patient clinics, (see below)

information sheets were provided for the patients. This is included in

appendix MCT 4 with the multi-centre trial materials.

Procedure

The protocol for the trial should be examined for details of the

practical arrangements for data collection. This document describes

the processes involved in arranging the implementation of the

protocol. Unless specified otherwise, the work was carried out by Tim

Moss under the supervision of A.T. Carr, with secretarial support from

Mrs. S. Foster. The original design of the Multi Centre Trial was by A.T.

Carr and D. Harris. The changes to the original plan were negotiated

between Carr, Harris and the author.

The original plan

The procedure originally planned was changed somewhat as the

practicalities of the data collection became clear. Originally, it was

anticipated that the bulk of the data collected would be by co-

operating plastic surgeons during routine outpatient clinics. It was

anticipated that the surgeons would give Patient Survey Booklets to

selected patients, who would complete their booklet, and return it to

the surgeon. At the end of a clinic, the surgeon would arrange for the

batch of booklets to be returned en bloc to the research office.

Ultimately, this was not a successful strategy, and instead,

approximately half the data was collected from pre-operative waiting-

list patients. The process of data collection is described below.



Initial contact

All members of the British Association of Aesthetic Plastic Surgery

were contacted by Mr. D Harris. All members were colleagues of Mr.

Harris, working as Consultant plastic surgeons in NHS and/or private

practice. The purpose of this contact was to briefly introduce the

research, and establish whether or not the surgeons felt that they may

be able to help. Of the membership of the BAAPS, 28 expressed an 'in

principle' agreement to participate. Eighteen declined. There was no

formal contact from the remainder. These responses were passed to

the author. The 28 were sent a copy of the full protocol for the trial

(appendix MCT 5) to enable them to more fully consider their

involvement.

The protocol explained that the basis of data collection would be

through out-patient clinics. Very clear criteria for inclusion of

appropriate patients were explained, together with details of how the

practicalities of handling the Patient Survey Booklets. Furthermore,

the rationale and purpose of the research was outlines. After sending

these protocols to the surgeons, a two week break was allowed to

enable the protocols to arrive and be read.

Follow up by phone

After four weeks of repeated attempts, 23 of the 28 surgeons who had

expressed an 'in principle' agreement, and who had received a copy of

the protocol had been reached by telephone. The purpose of these

phone calls was to discuss and clarify the protocol, in cases when the

consultant had read it, and describe the main features of the protocol

where it had not been read. Secondly, having discussed the project,

and the role of the consultant in the data collection exercise, a firm

agreement was reached to either participate in the trial, or to end the

potential collaboration. At this point, 15 agreed to continue. If the
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surgeon agreed to participate, a target number of patients to be

contacted was negotiated, based on the surgeons own estimates of

what would be possible given the local conditions and workload. This

number was typically between 40 and 70 patients per consultant. One

thousand and forty patients were agreed in total at this stage.

Delivery of research materials

The participating consultants were sent a copy of the short (bullet

pointed) protocol as a reminder of the practicalities of the work, (see

appendix MCT 5), and all the materials required to begin data

collection (Patient Survey Booklets and return envelopes). As with all

correspondence, the address and telephone contact of the author were

provided as a point of contact for the surgeon should any difficulties

arise.

Failure to thrive

No consultants contacted the research office to express any problem

with the arrangements or any difficulty collecting data. However, very

few completed Patient Survey Booklets were returned. When it

became clear that numbers were not what had been hoped or agreed,

telephone contact was attempted with the participating surgeons to

inquire as to difficulties. By the end of the trial, only 120 booklets had

been returned by consultants other than Mr Harris.

Shift of emphasis onto waiting lists

The failure of the attempt at data collection through out-patient clinics

necessitated a shift of emphasis onto data collection by direct contact

of patients identified on pre-operative waiting lists. This waiting list

phase of data collection was facilitated through personal visits to the

consultants.



Personal visits to hospitals

The explicit purpose of the visits was to collect patient names and

addresses for direct contact. Another motive was to raise the profile

of the trial in the minds of the consultants participating in out-patient

data collection, and convey a sense of the importance and

professionalism of the project. All the currently participating

consultants, as well as the consultants who had provisionally agreed to

help but not been contactable, along with new consultants initially

identified by Mr. Harris, were contacted by letter explaining the

waiting list phase of the trial. Further contact by telephone was

established to arrange a visit to the hospitals involved.

A revised protocol was sent to each consultant, emphasising the

waiting list phase of the trial.

The visits took place over a period of 3 months. The aim of each

meeting was to describe the need for the waiting list phase, and to

provide and clarify the background, psychological rationale, and

purposes of the work. Meetings were rehearsed (with the director of

studies and second supervisor) in preparation for these meetings to

ensure that all areas could be covered fully and concisely.

There were three requirements which needed to be met by the

consultants. Firstly, they had to ensure that the waiting list was

available. Secondly, they had to agree and sign the contact letter

ostensibly from them to the patients. Finally, they had to agree the

selection made from the waiting list. Although all of this had been

agreed in the correspondence between the researcher and the

consultant, and was also confirmed in telephone conversations on two

occasions prior to the visit, these three requirements were not always

met. In fact, the most basic requirement, that the consultant be
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present for the scheduled meeting, was not always met. In some

cases, it was possible after the visit to obtain the signed contact letter

to the patients, and agreement as to which patients were suitable to

contact, after the visit had taken place.

Unvisited consultants participating in the waiting list phase.

A minority of consultants agreed to participate at a later stage in the

multi centre trial, at a point when a visit was not possible. For these

people, the process was conducted by telephone and letter. This did

not appreciably slow down the data collection from this route in

comparison to those consultants who had received a visit. One

consultant who had agreed verbally with Mr. Harris to participate, did

not reply to any correspondence.

Selection of patients

Having secured access to the waiting lists either during a visit or by

post, the researcher endeavoured to select a sample of patients who

were characterised by a range of body sites and aetiologies involved.

As men are under-represented in this population, a deliberate attempt

was made to ensure that a large enough proportion of men was

sampled to allow meaningful multivariate analysis. A spread across

the age range of 18-75 was attempted where this did not detract from

the other criteria. The selection of patients from the waiting lists was

agreed by the consultants with very few objections. Where patients

were not deemed suitable, this was on the basis of either mental

illness or emotional instability as assessed by the consultant.

Contact patients on waiting lists

The patients on the waiting list were contacted by the research office

in Plymouth. The covering letter included was a copy of the letter

signed by their own consultant. This letter included a rationale for the
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patient's involvement and the study in general, as well as meeting the

ethical requirements for informed consent and right to withdraw. The

letter also included the telephone number of the research office as a

contact point for participants. In addition to the letter was the Patient

Survey Booklet, and a freepost envelope for returning the booklet.

Prompt consultants for out patient data

In order to attempt to increase the numbers of patients recruited to

the trial through out-patient clinics, Mr. Harris wrote to each of the

participating consultants to explain the need for more returns, in an

attempt to increase the number of booklets received back.

Unfortunately, even this had no appreciable long term effect.

Attempt at in-patient data - abortive

A second attempt to increase the number of completed booklets was

required. This took the form of a personal request by letter from Mr

Harris for consultants to ask their Senior House Officers to collect data

from inpatients. Again, against expectations, this step was not

sucessful in yielding any further booklets.

Prompt for non-responders

Consultants were approached for their agreement to re-contact the

patients. Patients identified from waiting lists who had not responded

within a month were contacted again by letter, gently prompting them

to return the booklets.

Second prompt for non-responders

If patients who had been prompted once had not responded within a

further month, a final prompt was sent, which included a checklist for
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reasons that they had not/could not/would not return the booklets.

The predominant reason emerging from this was that patients had lost

the booklets that had been sent to them.

End of trial

When the number of booklets returned had reached 500, and it

became clear that further returns from the waiting lists were unlikely,

all consultants were written to in order to inform them that the end of

the trial had been reached.

Ethics

For waiting list data collection, the patients received a letter ostensibly

from their consultant with the booklet. This letter had been written

by the author, and agreed and signed by each consultant. This

provided information necessary to offer informed consent. It also

clarified the right to withdraw, and the anonymity of the patients. It

offered a contact point (the author) should the participant wish to

discuss the booklet. Clinical support was available from Dr. A.T. Carr

by referral from the author. This did not prove necessary. In cases

where the data was collected through out-patient clinics, information

sheets were provided which covered all the relevant ethical points

discussed above.

For consultants participating from Oxford, Preston, Exeter, and

Edinburgh, it was necessary to seek and obtain ethical approval from

local ethical committees. This typically delayed the trial at these

centres by approximately two to three months, but was passed in all

cases.



Waiting list: 49.3%
Outpatient: 50.7%

Participants

From the out-patient clinic route, 271 usable booklets were returned.

To recruit patients through the waiting lists, 680 patients were

contacted. Of these, 263 returned usable booklets within four weeks,

or after a single prompt. Respondents were included if they had

completed at least the Derriford Scale 5A correctly. The total sample

size is therefore 534. The proportion of responders according to each

of the two methods of contact is shown in figure 3.2. A further 93

waiting list patients returned unusable booklets, thus demonstrating

an acceptable 52% response rate. A follow up of the patients that did

not respond to prompting was carried out to determine the reason for

their non-response. It is clear that the principal reason for non-

responding was an interpretation that the booklet was perceived as

inappropriate for them.

Patient Contact Method

Figure 3.2 Proportion of waiting list and out-patient responders in the

multi-centre trial sample



The criteria for selection were that the patient was adult, aged over 18

years old, not psychotic or dementing, and literate. Further to this,

they should have an objectively identifiable aspect of their appearance

which was different from normal.

It was intended during the data collection to aim for a balance of

clinical characteristics across the final sample. Additionally, it was

intended not to allow particular demographic groups to dominate the

sample. This was manifest in the instructions to the consultants

collecting the data through the out-patient clinics, and the selection of

patients from the waiting lists.

The characteristics of the final sample are shown below. In the

following analyses, totals are not always equal to the full sample total.

This is due to missing data, which has been excluded from this

breakdown.

Sex

Figure 3.3 below shows the distribution of men and women in the

sample. Just over a quarter of the sample were men, and almost three

quarters of the sample were women. Although women clearly

predominate, this is still an underestimation of the total proportion of

women attending plastic and reconstructive surgery clinics. An over-

representation of men has been a deliberate feature of the sample in

order to ensure that they formed a large enough group to

meaningfully analyse.

Family status

The sample was also broken down by family status of the respondent,

and is shown in figure 3.4. The majority of the sample (56.7%) lived
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with a partner or spouse. Twenty-one percent lived alone, slightly

more than the proportion (18.8%) of the sample that lived with

relatives. The small remainder, 3.2%, lived with friends.

SEX

IIII)FEMALE: 72.5%

MALE: 27.5%

Figure 3.3 The proportion of women and men in the multi centre trial

sample.



FAMILY STATUS

Friends: 3.2%

Relatives: 18.8%

41)

Alone: 21.4%

Partner/Spouse: 56.7%

Figure 3.4 Family status of respondents in the multi centre trial
sample.

Age

The sample was examined in terms of the age of the respondents. This

is shown in the histogram in figure 3.5. The bulk of the sample is

clearly in the age band of twenty to forty years old. There is a steady

decline after this point. This can be examined more closely by

inspecting the data in table 3.11. The cumulative frequency data in

the fourth column of the table show that this part of the sample make

up 60% of the total number of participants (i.e., 64.5% - 4.5%).
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Figure 3.5 Histogram of ages of people in the multi centre trial sample.



Minimum=15.75000	 Maximum=90.34000

Cumulatv	 Cumulatv
Age group category	 Freq.	 Percent	 I	 Freq.	 Percent

10.00000 <= - < 15.00000 0 .00 0 .00
15.00000 <= - < 20.00000 24 4.55 24 4.55
20.00000 <= - < 25.00000 78 14.80 102 19.35
25.00000 <= - < 30.00000 88 16.70 190 36.05
30.00000 <= - < 35.00000 71 13.47 261 49.53
35.00000 <= - < 40.00000 79 14.99 340 64.52
40.00000 <= - < 45.00000 42 7.97 382 72.49
45.00000 <= - < 50.00000 61 11.57 443 84.06
50.00000 <= - < 55.00000 28 5.31 471 89.37
55.00000 <= - < 60.00000 15 2.85 486 92.22
60.00000 <= - < 65.00000 16 3.04 502 95.26
65.00000 <= - < 70.00000 9 1.71 511 96.96
70.00000 <= - < 75.00000 8 1.52 519 98.48
75.00000 <= - < 80.00000 6 1.14 525 99.62
80.00000 <= - < 85.00000 0 .00 525 99.62
85.00000 <= - < 90.00000 1 .19 526 99.81
90.00000 <= - < 95.00000 1 .19 527 100.00
95.00000 <= - <=100.0000 0 .00 527 100.00

Table 3.11 Ages of participants in the multi centre trial sample.
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Other: 6.2% Unknown: 2.3% Congenital: 11.3%
Ageing: 2.4%

Trauma: 1 6.3%

Developmental Growth: 23.6%

Disease: 1 7.4%

Pregnancy/Breastfeeding: 9.8%

Fat/weight loss: 10.7%

It is also possible to examine the clinical characteristics of the sample,

and determine to what extent the goal of collecting a balanced sample

has been achieved.

Cause

It was hoped to achieve a sample with a range of aetiological factors

relating to their 'feature'. Figure 3.6 gives a clear breakdown of the

responses. Ageing was the only limited factor, perhaps relating to the

pressures on clinics to avoid carrying out what may be perceived as

demonstrably 'cosmetic' surgery.

CAUSE

Figure 3.6 Aetiological factors for physical features in the multi centre
trial sample.

Body Site

As with causal factors, it was intended that there would be large

enough groups within the final sample to be able to contrast the

adjustment of these groups. Two levels of descriptive analysis have
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Lower limb: 10.2% Head: 7.8%

been carried out. The first is a more general level of classification

(figure 3.7), and the second a more fine-grained description (table

3.12).

From figure 3.7, it can be seen that the relevant physical feature for

the overwhelming majority of the sample was either the face or trunk.

This was a direct reflection of the sample available through the out-

patient clinics and from the waiting lists. Only genitalia and neck form

categories too small for viability in further analysis, however.

Main body site

Upper limb:

Face: 34.6%

Neck: 1.5%

Figure 3.7 Relevant body sites in multi centre trial population

Genitalia: 0.6%

Trunk: 37.2%

The more detailed inspection of the data in table 3.12 shows that some

body sites are particularly heavily represented. In fact, approximately

half the sample came within one of the following four categories -

twenty four percent of the population were concerned about their

breasts; fourteen percent were having treatment for their nose; a tenth

of the population were having treatment on their abdomens. Ideally,

this sample would have been more distributed across the body site



categories. The unbalanced representation is a feature of the plastic

surgery population.

+ 	  	 +
Cumulatv	 Cumulatv

Category I	 Freq.	 I Percent	 I	 Freq.	 Percent
+ 	 	 	 +

SCALP	 I	 9	 I	 1.70	 9	 1.70
FOREHEAD I	 13	 I	 2.46	 I	 22	 4.16
EARS	 19	 I	 3.59	 I	 41	 I	 7.75

FACE 10 1.89 51 9.64
EYE 26 4.91 77 14.56
NOSE 74 13.99 151 28.54
MOUTH 28 5.29 179 33.84
CHEEK 44 8.32 223 42.16
CHIN 1 0.19 224 42.34

NECK	 8	 I	 1.51	 I	 232	 I	 43.86

TRUNK	 I	 1	 0.19	 I	 233	 44.05
CHEST	 7	 1.32	 I	 240	 I	 45.37
BREAST	 I	 125	 23.63	 I	 365	 I	 69.00
ABDOMEN	 J	 55	 J	 10.40	 I	 420	 79.40
BACK	 9	 I	 1.70	 I	 429	 I	 81.10
	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	
GENITALI	 1	 3	 1	 0.57	 1	 432	 1	 81.66
	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	
UPPER_LI	 I	 1	 0.19	 I	 433	 81.85
SHOULDER I	 3	 0.57	 436	 I	 82.42
UPPER_AR I	 6	 1.13	 I	 442	 I	 83.55
FOREARM	 I	 13	 I	 2.46	 455	 86.01
HAND	 I	 20	 I	 3.78	 475	 J	 89.79
	 + 	 + 	 + 	
LOWER_LI 2 0.38 477 90.17
HIP 2 0.38 479 90.55
BUTTOCK 5 0.95 484 91.49
THIGH 17 3.21 501 94.71
KNEE 4 0.76 505 95.46
LOWER LE 19 3.59 524 99.05
FOOT 5 0.95 529 100.00

Table 3.12 Details of relevant body sites in multi centre trial
population.

Cross tabulation of body locations and cause

It is also important to examine the relation between cause and

location, if only to give more insight into the meaning of the results.

Table 3.13 below demonstrates that the distribution is far from

random, with many of the cells empty. Some body sites were

particularly associated with particular causal categories. For example,

although 'trunk' is represented in most causal categories, it is more
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associated with developmental growth (38% of all 'trunk' causes) and

pregnancy/breast-feeding (26% of all 'trunk' causes) than any other

causal category. Similarly, some causal categories were particularly

associated with some body sites. For example, 'Fat' was particularly

associated with the trunk (56% of 'fat' body sites) and lower limb (22%

of 'fat' body sites). On the other hand, some causes were more evenly

distributed - for example, 'trauma' was represented in all body site

categories (except 'genitalia', n=3), albeit demonstrating a bias toward

facial body sites (44%).



I 	
+ 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 +

1 Cause	 'Head	 'Face	 'Neck	 'Trunk	 1GenitalialUp Limb 'Low Limb' Total 1

+ + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 +
1 Congenital	 1	 181	 261	 11	 51	 0 1	 11	 81	 601
1 Column %	 1	 43.90%1	 14.29%1	 12.50%1	 2.54%1	 0.00% 1	 2.33%1	 16.67%1	 ----	 1
1 Row %	 1	 30.00%1	 43.33%1	 1.67%1	 8.33%1	 0.00% 1	 1.67%1	 15.00%1 100.00%1
1 Total %	 1	 3.41%1	 4.92%1	 0.19%1	 0.95%1	 0.00% 1	 0.19%1	 1.70%1	 11.36%1

+ + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 +

1 Dev Growth 1	 41	 421	 21	 751	 0 1	 11	 21	 1261
1 Column %	 1	 9.76%1	 23.08%1	 25.00%1	 38.07%1	 0.00% 1	 2.33%1	 3.70%1	 ----	 1
1 Row %	 1	 3.17%1	 33.33%1	 1.59%1	 59.52%1	 0.00% 1	 0.79%1	 1.59%1 100.00%1

1 Total %	 1	 0.76%1	 7.95%1	 0.38%1	 14.20%1	 0.00% 1	 0.19%1	 0.38%1	 23.86%1
+ + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 +

1 Preg/Brfeed 1	 01	 01	 01	 511	 0 1	 01	 11	 521
1 Column %	 1	 0.00%1	 0.00%1	 0.00%1	 25.89%1	 0.00% 1	 0.00%1	 1.85%1	 ----	 1
1 Row %	 1	 0.00%1	 0.00%1	 0.00%1	 98.08%1	 0.00% 1	 0.00%1	 1.92%1 100.00%1
1 Total %	 1	 0.00%1	 0.00%1	 0.00%1	 9.66%1	 0.00% 1	 0.00%1	 0.19%1	 9.85%1

+ + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 +

1 Fat	 1	 11	 71	 01	 321	 0 1	 41	 131	 571
1 Column %	 1	 2.44%1	 3.85%1	 0.00%1	 16.24%1	 0.00% 1	 9.30%1	 24.07%1	 ----	 1
1 Row %	 1	 1.75%1	 12.28%1	 0.00%1	 56.14%1	 0.00% 1	 7.02%1	 22.81%1 100.00%1
1 Total %	 1	 0.19%1	 1.33%1	 0.00%1	 6.06%1	 0.00% 1	 0.76%1	 2.46%1	 10.80%1

+ + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 +
1 Disease	 1	 81	 521	 01	 161	 1 1	 81	 81	 931
1 Column %	 1	 19.51%1	 28.57%1	 0.00%1	 8.12%1	 33•33% 1	 18.60%1	 14.81%1	 ----	 1
1 Row %	 1	 8.60%1	 55.91%1	 0.00%1	 17.20%1	 1.08% 1	 8.60%1	 8.60%1 100.00%1
1 Total %	 1	 1.52%1	 9.85%1	 0.00%1	 3.03%1	 0.19% 1	 1.52%1	 1.52%1	 17.61%1

+ + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 +
1 Trauma	 1	 81	 381	 31	 41	 0 1	 201	 131	 871
1 Column %	 1	 19.51%1	 21.43%1	 37.50%1	 2.03%1	 0.00% 1	 46.51%1	 24.07%1	 ----	 1
1 Row %	 1	 9.20%1	 44.83%1	 3.45%1	 4.60%1	 0.00% 1	 22.99%1	 14.94%1 100.00%1
1 Total %	 1	 1.52%1	 7•39%1	 0.57%1	 0.76%1	 0.00% 1	 3•79%1	 2.46%1	 16.48%1

+ + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 +
1 Ageing	 1	 01	 71	 21	 11	 1 1	 21	 01	 131
1 Column %	 1	 0.00%1	 3.85%1	 25.00%1	 0.51%1	 33.33% 1	 4.65%1	 0.00%1	 ----	 1
1 Row %	 1	 0.00%1	 53.85%1	 15.38%1	 7.69%1	 7.69% 1	 15.38%1	 0.00%1 100.00%1
1 Total %	 1	 0.00%1	 1.33%1	 0.38%1	 0.19%1	 0.19% 1	 0.38%1	 0.00%1	 2.46%1

+ + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 +

1 Other	 1	 11	 51	 01	 121	 1 1	 71	 61	 321
1 Column %	 1	 2.44%1	 2.75%1	 0.00%1	 6.09%1	 33.33% 1	 16.28%1	 11.11%1	 ----	 1
1 Row %	 1	 3.12%1	 15.62%1	 0.00%1	 37.50%1	 3.12% 1	 21.88%1	 18.75%1 100.00%1
1 Total %	 1	 0.19%1	 0.95%1	 0.00%1	 2.27%1	 0.19% 1	 1.33%1	 1.14%1	 6.06%1

+ + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 +
1 Unknown	 1	 11	 41	 01	 11	 0 1	 01	 21	 81
1 Column %	 1	 2.44%1	 2.20%1	 0.00%1	 0.51%1	 0.00% 1	 0.00%1	 3.70%1	 ----	 1
1 Row %	 1	 12.50%1	 50.00%1	 0.00%1	 12.50%1	 0.00% 1	 0.00%1	 25.00%1 100.00%1
1 Total %	 1	 0.19%1	 0.76%1	 0.00%1	 0.19%1	 0.00% 1	 0.00%1	 0.38%1	 1.52%1

+ + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 +
1 Col.Tot.	 1	 411	 1821	 81	 1971	 3 1	 431	 541	 5281
1 Column %	 1 100.00%1 100.00%1 100.00%1 100.00%1 100.00% 1 100.00%1 100.00%1	 ----	 1

1 Row %	 1 ---- 1 ---- 1 ---- 1 ---- 1 ----	 1 ---- 1 ---- 1 ---- 1
1 Total %	 1	 7.77%1	 34.47%1	 1.52%1	 37.31%1	 0.57% 1	 8.14%1	 10.23%1 100.00%1

+ + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 +

Table 3.13 Crosstabulation of cause and body site in multi centre trial
population



Results

Item Analysis

The initial stages of item selection and analysis had already been

carried out. The early selection of items by Carr and Harris was the

first stage in ensuring that the items are unambiguous and

comprehensible. This was carried a stage further in the multi-centre

trial pilot study, in which the wording of some items was altered. The

final part of item selection is the psychometric analysis of the items -

that is, the statistical interpretation of the performance of the items as

they perform in isolation and in relation to the scale as a whole.

The properties of the items can be examined through frequency plots

of the response categories for each item. Appendix MCT 6 includes

distributions for each of the items. These plots visually reinforce the

information provided by the descriptive statistics in table 3.14

(below). An ideal distribution would show even use of all the response

categories available. This would imply maximum discrimination

amongst the respondents. It can be seen that the majority of items are

acceptable. However, three items - eleven CI avoid getting my hair

wet'), twenty-three CI avoid going out of the house') and twenty five

CI avoid going to pubs/restaurants'), demonstrated that almost all

respondents selected the lowest available response category. This is

an indication that these items may not be suitable.

The next stage of the psychometric analysis of the individual items is a

consideration of the mean and standard deviation of the scale. Ideally,

the mean for each item would be 2.5 for items with four response

categories (1-4), and 2 for items with five response categories (0-4).

From the data in table 3.14 below, it can be seen that this is typically
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an overestimate, and individual items score below this mark. The

means of items five ('At present my self consciousness has an adverse

effect on my work'), seven ('Other people misjudge me because of my

feature'), eleven CI avoid getting my hair wet'), twenty-three CI avoid

going out of the house') and twenty five CI avoid going to

pubs/restaurants') were all particularly low. Item eleven also had a

very low standard deviation. This limited and low scoring again raised

questions about the item's suitability.

Item Mean Std Dev

1 2.4153 0.8269
2 2.6492 1.1182
3 1.7742 1.0276
4 2.5040 1.1010
5 1.2339 1.1916
6 2.3004 1.5111
7 1.3730 1.1703
8 2.2379 0.9826
9 3.0060 1.1695
10 2.3710 0.9425
11 1.3770 0.8790
12 2.2823 1.0996
13 2.2520 1.5989
14 1.3629 1.1143
15 1.9738 1.0451
16 1.5343 1.4560
17 1.5121 1.4227
18 1.9254 0.9014
19 2.0141 1.6990
20 1.9839 1.1720
21 2.2399 0.9039
22 1.7097 1.4172
23 1.2923 0.6270
24 2.5625 1.3574
25 1.1895 1.0152

Table 3.14 Means and standard deviations of Derriford Scale 5A scores.

The second stage of item analysis is to examine the item-total

correlation. A strong item-total correlation reflects good

discrimination, providing that the scale as a whole is discriminating.

The item should of course be removed from the calculation of the total

scale score, to remove its artificial inflationary effect on the item-total

correlation. Related to this is the change in internal reliability score if

an item is removed. An increase in internal reliability without a
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specified item suggests that that item is not reflective of the scale as a

whole. Table 3.15 (below) describes both corrected item-total Pearson

correlations, and internal reliability (alpha) scores of the scale with

each item removed.

Corrected
Item-	 Alpha
Total	 if Item

Item	 Correlation	 Deleted

1 0.5108 0.9287
2 0.7265 0.9254
3 0.7262 0.9256
4 0.6765 0.9261
5 0.4613 0.9293
6 0.6029 0.9274
7 0.5039 0.9286
8 0.5701 0.9277
9 0.6691 0.9261
10 0.6364 0.9270
11 0.0620 0.9335
12 0.5621 0.9278
13 0.5952 0.9277
14 0.5028 0.9286
15 0.6618 0.9264
16 0.5748 0.9278
17 0.5270 0.9286
18 0.6282 0.9272
19 0.6358 0.9271
20 0.6846 0.9259
21 0.6377 0.9271
22 0.6504 0.9263
23 0.4794 0.9293
24 0.6135 0.9270
25 0.5337 0.9282

Table 3.15 Item-total and alpha effects of Derriford Scale 5A items.

The alpha scores do not change to any relevant degree when each item

is excluded - they do not particularly add to our understanding.

However, the item-total correlations are useful. Streiner and Norman

(1995) suggest that a corrected item-total correlation of under 0.20

implies that the item is not adequate. On this criterion, item 11 (I

avoid getting my hair wet') should be excluded from the final scale.

For further analysis involving the total scores on the scale, item 11 will

not be included. It will also be excluded from a final version of the

scale. To avoid confusion, the scale without item eleven included will

be referred to as the or DAS 24r version, 'r' standing for revised.
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Test-retest reliability

Sixty six respondents provided data at least six months after their

initial contact. Correlations were calculated for each item, as well as

for the total score. Scores are shown in table 3.16 below. The mean of

these correlations was 0.65. The standard deviation was 0.10. This is

an acceptable correlation after such a long test-retest interval. When

examined individually, the correlations for each item are acceptable.

Most reassuring however was the scale-total test-retest correlation, of

0.82. This shows a high level of reliability for the scale as a whole.

Item	 I	 Pearson correlation (n=66)

1 0.58161
2 0.74339
3 0.58826
4 0.58503
5 0.51703
6 0.72235
7 0.60909
8 0.67577
9 0.77157
10 0.54350
11 0.71025
12 0.56963
13 0.87356
14 0.65830
15 0.55945
16 0.72768
17 0.47241
18 0.54860
19 0.82181
20 0.75125
21 0.48141
22 0.69567
23 0.63789
24 0.70166
25 0.68924

Total	 I	 0.81735

Table 3.16 Test-retest correlations of DAS 5A scores



Correlations between 4A items and 5A Items

The items which make up the Derriford Scale 5A are taken from the

4A version, with some minor adjustments to the wording.

The format of the 5A scale is different to the 4A, in terms of layout,

response categories, and number of items. The purpose of this

analysis is to examine whether this causes the items to perform

significantly differently. Although the validity of the scale is not

adversely affected if the items themselves do not perform in an

identical way, so long as the scales as a whole perform similarly, it is

informative to examine the relation between supposedly similar items.

Pearson correlations were calculated for each of the items on the 5A

with their nearest equivalent on the 4A. The details are described in

table 3.17 below.

Twelve of the items scored below 0.70 on the correlation. Of these,

two can be rejected as they correspond with items that will not appear

on the final version of the Scale (11 and 26). Five of the others can be

attributed to a change in the item wording (items 5, 14, 17, 20, and

25). Of the remaining items, numbers 4, 10, 15, and 18 have moderate

correlations between 0.60 and 0.70, and are not a grave cause for

concern. It is, however, interesting that these items make up a sub-set

of items which refer to negative emotions, and do not refer to

avoidance or specifically appearance based behaviours or emotions.

Perhaps these are less stable, and more easily changed by situational

variance. Only item 23 has a very low correlation. As this has a very

low overall average item score without a normal distribution, it is

probable that this correlation is not meaningful.



5A
item

5A wording 4A item 4A wording
(if different)

Correlation
coefficient

1 How confident do you
feel

52 0.70

2 How distressed do you
get when you see
yourself in a
mirror/window

41 0.74

3 My self consciousness
makes me irritable at
home

17 0.70

4 How hurt do you feel 58 0.69
5 At present my self

consciousness has an
adverse effect on my
work

Similar
to 5

At present I try to
avoid school/
college/ work

0.40

6 How distressed do you
get when you go to the
beach

37 0.79

7 Other people misjudge
me because of my
feature

18 0.72

8 How feminine
/masculine do you feel?

57 0.74

9 I am self conscious of
my feature

1 0.82

10 How irritable do you
feel

53 0.63

11 I avoid getting my hair
wet

11 0.64

12 I adopt certain gestures
(e.g., folding my arms
in front of other people,
covering my mouth
with my hand)

Not on
4A

N/A

13 I avoid communal
changing rooms

9 0.84

14 How distressed do you
get in department
stores/ supermarkets?

Similar
to 13

I avoid shopping
in department
stores

0.56

15 How rejected do you feel 32 0.67
16 I avoid undressing in

front of my partner
4 0.87

17 How distressed do you
get when playing
sports/games

Similar
to 46

How distressed are
you by being
unable to play
games

0.57

18 I close into my shell 16 0.64
19 How distressed to you

get by being unable to
wear your favourite
clothes

43 0.88

(table continues on next page)



(table continued from previous page)

20 How distressed do you Similar How distressed are 0.44
get when going to social
events

to 47 you by not being
unable to go to
social events

21 How normal do you feel 56 0.72
22 At present my self

consciousness has an
effect on my sex life

23 0.74

23 I avoid going out of the 14 0.38
house_

24 How distressed do you
get when people make
remarks about your

35 0.79

_ feature
25 I avoid going to pubs/ Similar How distressed are 0.65

restaurants to 50 you by not being
unable to go to
pubs/ restaurants

26 At present I try to avoid Similar At present I try to 0.55
going to work/school/
college

to 5 avoid school/
college/ work

27 My feature causes me
physical pain/
discomfort

25 0.80

28 My feature limits my
physical ability to do
the things I want to do

26 0.72

Table 3.17 Correlations between similar items on 5A and 4A versions
of Derriford Scale

Description of DAS 24r properties

Having considered the properties of the individual items, it is now

appropriate to investigate the properties of the scale as a whole. The

distribution of total scores was very close to normal. This is shown in

figure 3.8, and also more objectively in the skewness and kurtosis

scores. The distribution shows a slight positive skew, and 'flattened'

distribution. Although the kurtosis is not the perfect psychometric

ideal, this flattening is actually of benefit when designing a scale to

discriminate amongst a population (as is the intention of this scale), as

those respondents in the second and third quartiles are more evenly

spread, rather than bunching around the mean. The total scores show
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a profile very close to that hoped for. The basic descriptive statistics

are shown in table 3.18 below.

N Min Max Mean Std.Err Std.Dev Skewness Kurtosis

535 11.0 92.0 47.70 .773 17.870 .156 -.719

Table 3.18 Descriptive statistics for DAS 24r.

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100

DAS 5Ar total score

Figure 3.8 Distribution of total scores of DAS 24r

Validity of DAS 24r

In scale construction, it is important to consider three types of validity.

The content validity, the degree to which the measure is a complete

assessment of the whole of the phenomena under question, has

already been determined. The method of item selection, using patient

statements, ensures that major areas of adjustment are not missed.

The principal component analysis (below) is also a measure of content

validity.



The concurrent validity is the comparison with the 'gold standard'

measure. In this case, the 'gold standard' is the Derriford Scale 4A. A

Pearson correlation of r = 0.88 demonstrates the excellent relationship

between the two measures. Table 3.19 shows the result of this

calculation. The closeness of the linear relationship between the two

measures is more easily appreciated from the scatterplot (figure 3.9)

Pearson's r Significance
0.88071
	

p<0001
	

535

Table 3.19 Concurrent validity of DAS 24r

Derriford Scale 5Ar
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Figure 3.9 Scatterplot showing relationship between versions of the
Derriford Scale

The convergent and discriminant construct validity of the whole DAS

24r Scale is assessed according to Pearson correlations with other

scales chosen a priori.



Measure	 Pearson's r	 n
CCEI Hyst
	

0.0755	 535
Positive Affect	 -0.2392	 535

It was hypothesised that there would be good (0.5-0.7) positive

correlations with the Crown Crisp Experiential Inventory (CCEI) total,

the CCEI Anxiety subscale, the CCEI depression subscale, the two

factors of social anxiety measured by Watson and Friend, (Social

Avoidance and Distress, and Fear of Negative Evaluation), negative

affect (Measured by the PANAS), and shame (measured by the

Internalised Shame Scale). Moderate correlations were found. It was

notable that shame was so closely related to the overall score (r =

0.65), accounting for more variance than the other factors more

frequently measured in relation to adjustment to differences in

appearance. Discriminant validity was tested by anticipated low

correlation with CCEI hysteria, and negative correlation with positive

affect (measured by the PANAS). The low correlation with hysteria (r

= 0.08) was as anticipated, as was the direction of the correlation with

positive affect. The positive affect correlation was smaller in

magnitude than expected. The tables of results below (table 3.20 and

table 3.21) summarise these findings.

Measure Pearson's r n
CCEI Tot 0.5109 535
CCEI Anx 0.4972 535
CCEI Depress 0.4455 535
Social Avoidance &
Distress

0.5345 535

Fear of Negative
Evaluation

0.5026 535

Negative Affect 0.4958 535
Shame 0.6589 535

Table 3.20 Convergent construct validity of DAS 24r

Table 3.21 Discriminant construct validity of DAS 24r



Principal components analysis of the DAS 24r

The following analysis has been carried out as an exploration of the

underlying structure of the scale. By identifying factors, it is possible

to confirm something about the nature of adjustment, and the content

validity of the scale. By producing factors representative of the factor

structure previously observed by the longer, 4A version of the scale, it

can be demonstrated that the same areas of adjustment are being

addressed. The results below show the same basic factor structure is

observed (Carr and Harris, personal communication) Three analyses

have been carried out- An unrotated principal components analysis, a

varimax rotation, and an oblimin (non-orthogonal) rotation were

calculated. For each of the three analyses detailed below, (tables 3.22,

3.23 and 3.24) only items which load at 0.5 or greater onto the factor

have been included2 . Other items which load on the factor, but not at

2 Note on significance levels offactor loadings offactor analysis of DAS 24r

Child (1970) describes three methods of deciding the significance level of factor loadings.
Thie first is to accept factor loadings accounding for more than 10% of the item variance
(loading is > ± 0.3). The problem with this is that it is a very arbitarary method, and takes
no account of the sample size.

A second method is simply to use Pearson correlation tables to examine significance levels.
For the DAS 5Ar data, with 535 subjects, a loading would be significant if it loaded at
±0.115.

The second method is also slightly flawed. The problem arises because lower order factors
have an increased amount of unique variance included. To account for this, significance
levels should be systematically increased for later factors. The Burt-Banks formula includes
this.

Corrected sig level = significance of loading (Pearson tables) x (V(n/n+l-r))

where n = number of test items and r = factor number.

From the pearson tables, we know that the significance level is 0.115. For the 5Ar scale,
n=24.

When applied to the formula, the significance levels required for each factor are as given in
the table 3.f1 below.



0.5, are listed below the main items. There were 4 factors with Eigen

values greater than one (see table 3.22 below), accounting for 61% of

the variance.

Factor Eigen value Pct of Var Cum Pct
1 9.91677 41.3 41.3
2 2.29738 9.6 50.9
3 1.34488 5.6 56.5
4 1.05683 4.4 60.9

Table 3.22 Variance of first four unrotated factors from principal

component analysis of the DAS 24r

Factor one Factor two Factor three Factor four
5Ar Scale 0.1 15 0.1 1 7 0.120 0.1 2 3

Table 3.f1 Actual level of "significance" of a loading for it to be included in the factors. 

A cut off point of 0.5 has been selected. This is the level which would be significant at 1%
with a sample size of 25 participants. The actual level of significance of this cut off point is
beyond most statistical tables which give this information.

It has been selected in order to construct a scale with items loading on no more than one
factor. Pragmatically, this is a sensible strategy, particularly as the scale will have to be used
clinically. However, it is important not to overlook the consequences of the high loadings of
items across factors when considering the underlying psychological constructs being
described by each factor.
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Unrotated solution

Factor Matrix
Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4

SConsc/Irritable
home

.77230

Mirror/Window .76295
Feel Hurt .73450
Social Events .72966
Feel Rejected .72499
Self conscious .71296
Close into Shell .69449
Feel normal .68855
Feel Irritable .68434
Remarks .67165
Sex Life .67046
Favourite clothes .63192 .52780
Fem/masculine .62089
Beach .59748 .57668
Undressing .59239 .52056
Gestures .58792
Communal .58618 .56351
Changing
Confident .57901
Avoid .57752
Pubs/Restaurants
Mis-judged .57117
Avoid shops .54759 .53048
Playing Sport .53096
Avoid	 leaving .53012
House
SConsc/Work .51694

Table 3.23 Unrotated solution of principal component analysis of DAS

24r



Varimax rotation

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4
Sexual/Body
Self
Consciousness

Shame
Negative
Affect

Self
Consciousness
Of Appearance

Social
Avoidance

Favourite clothes
Beach
Communal Changing
Undressing
Sex Life
Playing Sport

.79499

.78700

.78591

.75975

.66459

.62570

Confident
Fern/masculine
Feel normal
Close into Shell
Feel Hurt
Feel Rejected
SConsc/Irritable

- home
Feel Irritable

.69171

.66669

.64874

.59513

.57180

.54961

.54384

Remarks
Self conscious
Mirror/Window
Gestures
SConsc/Work

.77576

.68754

.57765

Avoid Pubs -
Restaurants

Avoid leaving House
Avoid shops
Mis-judged
Social Events

.75977

.69870

.68456

.55835

.54927

Table 3.24 Item loadings for varimax rotation from principal
components analysis of DAS 24r



Oblimin Rotation
Factor 1
Shame
Negative
Affect

Factor 2
Sexual/Body
Self
Consciousness

Factor 3
Social
Avoidance

Factor 4
Self
Consciousness
Of Appearance

Confident
Fern/masculine
Feel normal
Close into Shell
Feel Rejected

.63850

.60483

.54722

Favourite clothes
Communal changing
Undressing
Beach
Sex Life
Playing Sport

.81904

.81270

.80725

.79410

.67837

.59889

Avoid Pubs
Restaurants
Avoid leaving
house

Avoid shops
Mis-judged
Social Events

.79382

.75123

.69876

Remarks
Self conscious
Mirror/Window
Feel Hurt
SConsc/Irritable

- home
Feel Irritable
Self Consc - Work
Confident

-.84883
-.73783
-.59104

Table 3.25 Item loadings for oblimin rotation from principal

components analysis of DAS 24r

The oblimin solution is, by definition, non-orthogonal. The correlation

between the oblimin factors is shown in table 3.26 below.

Factor 1
Factor 2
Factor 3
Factor 4

Factor 1
1.00000
.25755
.30113
-.35052

Factor 2

1.00000
.27880
-.41183

Factor 3

1.00000
-.43920

Factor 4

1.00000

Table 3.26 Correlation between the factors identified by the oblimin
rotation from principal components analysis of DAS 24r



Principal components analysis conclusions

The rotated solutions both demonstrate four factors. One factor, made

up from items about undressing, avoiding changing rooms, etc., is

clearly a sexual/body self consciousness factor. Another, made up

from items about feeling confident/rejected, etc., is a shame/negative

affect factor. The third identifiable factor is made up from items about

avoiding pubs/shops, etc., and is a social avoidance factor. The fourth

factor is a general self consciousness of appearance factor, made up of

items about others' remarks, distress at seeing a reflection, etc.

The varimax solution is slightly 'cleaner', in that it includes more of the

scale's items. However, the oblimin solution is perhaps more realistic,

as it allows an examination of the intercorrelation of the factors. It

emerges that there are modest correlations between the factors, and

particularly, self consciousness of appearance underlies all three other

factors, as would be predicted theoretically.

Regression analysis

A further test of the construct validity comes from a multiple linear

regression of the scores. The key variables were entered into a

regression analysis. The regression weights are shown in table 3.27.

The beta weights, the standardised weights accounting for the

different scoring systems of each of the independent variables, show

the relative contribution made to DAS 24r scores by the other

variables included in the analysis. Like the correlation analysis, the

shame score once again shared the largest amount of variance with the

DAS 24r. Negative affect and social avoidance and distress were also

significantly loaded on the DAS 24r score.



.016298 I .1198865

.007791 I .0669815

.094075 I .0554244
-.081719 I .0615085
-.020944 I .0442229
.174647 I .0443148
.034587 I .0448882

-.069430 I .0393631
.138053 I .0482038
.423161 I .0547393

.019339 I .1422516 I .8919186

.035189 I .3025374 I .9073267

.447110 I .2634142 I .0902635
-.424508 I .3195202 I .1845995
-.114387 I .2415315 I .6360426
.390772 I .0991543 I .0000922
.069465 I .0901531 I .4413644

-.117816 I .0667955 I .0783417
.237553 I .0829460 I .0043521
.333959 I .0432003 I .0000000

535.0000 I
535.0000 I
534.0000 I
535.0000 I
535.0000 I
535.0000 I
534.0000 I
535.0000 I
535.0000 I
535.0000 I

I variable

I CCEI TOTAL
I CCEI ANXIETY
I CCEI SOMATIC
I CCEI DEPRESS'N
I CCEI HYSTYRIA
I SAD TOTAL
I FNE TOTAL
I POE AFFECT
I NEG AFFECT
I ISS SHAME

REGRESSION WEIGHTS

St. Err.
BETA I of BETA

St. Err. I	 I Valid
of B	 Ip-level

Table 3.27 Regression weights from regression analysis of DAS 24r

The analysis of variance carried out to determine the significance of

the prediction of DAS 24r scores from the regression (see table 3.28)

was highly significant, demonstrating the predictive power of the

regression equation (F=48.9;df=10,522,p<0.0001).

+ + 	 +
I	 I Sums of	 I	 I	 Mean	 I	 I	 I
I Effect I Squares I	 df	 I Square I	 F	 I p-level I
+ + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 +
I Regress. I	 82189.5 I	 10 I 8218.951 I 48.91880 I 	 .000000 I
I Residual I	 87702.3 I	 522 I	 168.012 I	 I	 I
I Total	 I 169891.8 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
+ + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 +

Table 3.28 Analysis of the regression equation from regression of DAS
24r



Analysis of DAS 24r total scores

The first analysis which must be carried out on the total scores is a

methodologically required analysis, to examine whether the use of the

two data collection methods - through out-patient clinics and from

waiting lists - produced equivalent data. This is crucial, as the

integrity of the data set depends upon them being so. An inspection of

the descriptive statistics (table 3.29) allays these concerns, as the

means and standard deviation are highly similar. This was consistent

with an analysis of the data. An analysis of variance was carried out

on the total scores; the data collection method was the between

subjects independent variable, the DAS 24r score was the dependent

variable. The result failed to disprove the null hypothesis - that is,

there was no evidence of difference between the two sets of scores

(F=0.46; df=1,532; p=0.496, ns.) The full ANOVA table is shown in

table 3.30 below.

+ + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 +
I	 I	 N	 I Min I Max I	 Mean	 I Std Err. I Std.Dev. I
I Variable	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
+ + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 +
I DAS 24r outpatient I 	 271 I 11 I 92 I 47.16605 I 1.118957 I 18.42035 I
I DAS 24r postal	 I	 263 I 11 I 89 I 48.22053 I 1.068444 I 17.32725 I
+ + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 +

Table 3.29 Descriptive Statistics for DAS 24r by data collection method



+ + 	 +
1	 1 Sums of

I1	 1 Squares	 df	
I	 Mean
1 Square	 F	 p-level

+ + 	  	 + 	 	 	 +
1 Effect	 1	 148.4 I	 1 1 148.4093 I 0 463684	 0.496203 I
I Error	 1 170274.7 I	 532 1 320.0653 I	 I	 I
+ + 	  	 + 	 	 	 +

Table 3.30 ANOVA table for data collection methods for multi-centre
trial.

Demographic characteristics

The first set of investigations relating to the overall DAS 24r score is

an exploration of the relation between the demographic characteristics

of the sample and their adjustment scores. That is, we can examine

the relation between age and sex of the participants and adjustment.

It would be possible in principle to include both of these factors within

a single analysis. However, to do so would necessitate converting 'age',

a continuous variable, into a categorical variable with a fixed number

of levels. To do so would be to reduce the power of the analysis. As

there is no a priori reason for believing that there would be an

interaction between age and sex in relation to adjustment, they have

been analysed separately.

Age

Both the total scores and age of participants were continuous interval

variables. It was therefore possible to investigate their relationship

with a Pearson correlation. The analysis found that there was a near

zero correlation, indicating that there is virtually no relationship

between age and adjustment (r=0.06, p>0.1, ns). The analysis is

summarised in table 3.31 below.



+ + 	 +
I	 I	 DAS 24r	 I
+ + 	 +
I AGE	 I	 r=0.06484	 I

I	 1	 p<0.145	 1

I	 I	 N=506	 I
+ + 	 +

Table 3.31 Correlation between DAS 24r total score, and age.

Sex

A one-way analysis of variance was carried out to determine whether

there were differences between women and men in their relative

adjustment. A highly significant result (F=44.7, df=1,532, p<0.0001)

disproved the null hypothesis of no difference between the sexes. The

full ANOVA table is shown in table 3.32 below. The table of

descriptive statistics for sex and adjustment (table 3.33) shows that

women scored higher than men, indicating more difficulty in

adjustment.

+ + 	 +
I	 I	 df	 I	 MS	 I	 df	 I	 MS	 I	 I	 I

I Effect	 I Effect I Effect I Error	 I Error	 I	 F	 I p-level 1

+ + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 +
I 1	 I	 1 I 13197.79 I	 532 I 295.5364 I 44.65708 I 0.000000 I

+ + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 +

Table 3.32 ANOVA table of sex and DAS 24r scores

+ + 	 +
I	 I	 N	 I	 Mean	 I Std.Dev. I

I DAS 24r	 I	 I	 I	 I
+ + 	 + 	 + 	 +
I Women	 I	 387 I 50.74935 I 17.22637 I

I Men	 I	 147 I 39.61905 I 17.09776 I

+ + 	 + 	 + 	 +

Table3.33 Descriptive statistics for sex and DAS 24r scores



Differences in the potential diagnostic categories across women and

men meant that the female and male samples were not directly

comparable. That is, the presence of predominantly female surgical

procedures (abdominoplasty and breast surgery) which may be

associated with greater adjustment problems in themselves (see the

section on body location and cause of perceived abnormality, below),

may add a source of variance to the data beyond whether the patient

was female or male. To determine whether this was the case, a

further analysis was carried out. It was identical to the previous

ANOVA, but excluded all participants who had identified any body

parts within the general category of 'trunk' (that is, primarily breasts

and abdomen). The analysis remained highly significant (F=24.1;

df=1,335; p<0.0001), and was consistent with the hypothesis of

differences in adjustment for men and women. The ANOVA table is

shown in table 3.34 below. From the mean scores (shown in table

3.35), it can be seen that although the mean score of the women is

lower when the female sample excludes 'trunk' as a diagnostic

category, it is still ten points higher than the males' mean score.

1	 1	
df	

1	
MS	

1	
df	

1	
MS	

I	 1	 1

1 Effect	 1 Effect 1 Effect 1 Error	 1 Error	 1	 F	 1 p-level 1

+	 +	 +

	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 +
1 1	 1	

1 1 6797.099 1	 335 1 282.2213 1 24.08429 10.0000014 
1

+	 4.	 +	 +	 +
	 + 	 + 	 +

Table 3.34 ANOVA table of sex and DAS 24r scores; excluding trunk.



+ 	 + 	 +
1	 I	 N	 Mean	 Std.Dev. I
I Variable	 II

+	 + 	

I Women
	

1
	

219 I 46.32420	 17.16808 I
I Men
	

1
	

120	 37.05000 I 16.10619 I
+ 	
	

+

	
	 +

Table 3.35 Descriptive statistics for sex and DAS 24r scores; excluding
trunk.

'Feature' characteristics

The next part of the data set open to analysis are the 'feature'

characteristics. The location, cause, and the perceived severity of the

'feature' can be examined against adjustment scores. An initial

examination of the data may suggest that a two way analysis of

variance, which includes both body locations and cause would be

possible. Were the design a true experiment, and the participants

allocated equally across each of these categories, this would be the

case. However, there is not an even distribution of cases across the

potential cells of this analysis, resulting in some completely empty

cells. Consequently, the body location and cause factors have been

analysed in two one-way analyses of variance.

Location of feature

The system of classification developed by D. Harris was used to classify

the body sites, as described above (see method section). The following

analysis explores differences between the major categories.

The means of the DAS 24r totals for the major categories are shown in

table 3.36 below. From this, it is anticipated that differences will be

found in the analysis. An analysis of variance with seven levels of the

between subjects factor was carried out, with the DAS 24r score as the

dependent variable. A highly significant result was found (see table

3.36 - F=13.6, df=6,522, p<0.0001).
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Means
Physical	 of
Location	 I DAS 24r

Head	 37.68293
Face	 43.27322
Neck	 39.37500
Trunk	 55.78173
Genitalia	 37.33333
Upper Limb	 43.18605
Lower Limb	 48.05556

Table 3.36 Means of DAS 24r by physical location of 'feature'

+ + 	 +
I	 I	

df	 1
1	

MS	 1

	

1	
df	 1

1	
MS	 1

1	 I	 I

1 Effect	
I 

Effect 
I 

Effect 1 Error	 1 Error	 1	 F	 1 p-level 1

+ + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 +
I 1	 I	

6 1 3718.080 1	 522 1 274.1278 1 13.56331 10.0000000 1

+ + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 +

Table 3.37 ANOVA table for physical location and DAS 24r scores.

Figure 3.10 shows a plot of the mean DAS 24r scores and standard
deviations for each of the seven body sites involved in this analysis.
From this figure, and the table of means, it is clear that the location of
the significant difference(s) is not obvious, and requires a follow up
analysis.

Standard deviation plot

HEAD
	

FACE
	

NECK
	

TRUNK
	

GENITALIA UPPER
	

LOWER

Body Site
	 LIMB

	
LIMB

Figure 3.10 Plot of means and standard deviations of DAS 24r scores

for each major physical location category



The appropriate follow up analysis for an ANOVA with seven

independent groups is Tukeys Honestly Significant Differences test

accounting for different group sizes, and is shown in table 3.38 below

(Howell, 1992). From this analysis, despite the highly significant result

of the original ANOVA, it can be seen that the differences across body

sites are limited. Essentially, the trunk is significantly higher than all

the other body sites except genitalia, neck, and lower limb. The lack of

difference with the genitalia and neck scores is due to the small

number of cases. None of the other comparisons were significant,

indicating a general equivalence of scores across body sites, excepting

the trunk.

Head	 Face	 Neck	 Trunk	 'Genitalia' Up. Limb' L. Limb
37.6829	 I	 43.2732	 I	 39.3750	 I	 55.7817	 I	 37.3333	 I	 43.1860	 I	 48.0555

Head 0.72750 0.999993 0.000039 1.00000 0.74205 0.068432
Face 0.72750 0.999192 0.000025 0.99945 1.00000 0.744487
Neck 0.99999 0.99919 0.426221 0.99999 0.99929 0.942585
Trunk 0.00003 0.00002 0.426221 0.82068 0.00767 0.188079
Genitalia 1.00000 0.99945 0.999999 0.820685 0.99950 0.985702
Up. Limb 0.74205 1.00000 0.999290 0.007674 0.99950 0.821167
Low. Limb 0.06843 0.74448 0.942585 0.188079 0.98570 0.82116

Table 3.38 Tukey HSD (unequal n) follow up analysis of 5Ar and
physical location analysis

Cause of perceived abnormality

A second feature of the data which is open to exploration is the cause

of the perceived abnormality. The means (see table 3.39) indicate that

there are differences between the various causes. A plot of the means

and standard deviations is shown in figure 3.11.



Means Of
Cause	 DAS 24r

Congenital 44.03333
Developmental Growth 50.18254
Pregnancy/Breast Feeding 59.65385
Fat 56.21053
Disease 41.67742
Trauma 43.43678
Ageing 38.76923
Other 46.42424
Unknown 39.33333

Table 3.39 Mean scores of DAS 24r across the nine identified causes.

Standard deviation plot
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Figure 3.11 Plot of means and standard deviations of DAS 24r across
'cause' categories

An analysis of variance was carried out across nine levels of the 'cause'

variable to determine the level of significance of these differences. A

highly significant result (F=8.7; df=8,524; p<0.0001) meant that the

null hypothesis of no difference between the causes was rejected.

Table 3.40 is the full ANOVA table.



Cause

1 Cause
-+ 	

Congenital
Dev. Growth
Preg/Breast Feed
Fat
Disease
Trauma
Ageing
Other
Unknown

+ +- +

I	 1	 df	 1	 MS	 1	 df	 1	 MS	 1	 I	 I
1 Effect	 1 Effect 1 Effect 1	 Error	 1 Error	 1	 F	 1 p-level 1

+ + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 +
1 1	 1	 8 1 2503.381 1	 524 1 286.4174 1 8.740323 10.0000000 1

+ + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 +

Table 3.40 ANOVA table for analysis of cause and DAS 24r scores.

	 +-
1CongenitallDev Growth1Preg/Br.Fdl Fat	 Disease
44.03333 I 50.18254 I 59.65385	 56.21053 I 41.67742

Congenital	 0.5502874 0.0001202 0.0039071 0.9977900
Dev. Growth	 0.5502874	 0.1002610 0.6127124 0.0177271
Preg/Breast Feed	 0.0001202 0.1002610	 0.9822751 0.0000121
Fat	 0.0039071 0.6127124 0.9822751 	 0.0001873
Disease	 0.9977900 0.0177271 0.0000121 0.0001873
Trauma	 0.9999999 0.1744941 0.0000445 0.0018460 0.9989686
Ageing	 0.9970844 0.7347416 0.0437496 0.1750773 0.9999642
Other	 0.9997223 0.9929206 0.0400229 0.3127386 0.9682649
Unknown	 0.9990260 0.8211721 0.0792265 0.2607061 0.9999951

(table
continues)

+ -

Trauma	 Ageing	 Other	 Unknown
43.43678 I 38.76923	 46.42424	 39.33333

	

0.9999999	 0.997084 0.9997223	 0.999026

	

0.1744941	 0.734742 0.9929206	 0.821172

	

0.0000445	 0.043750 0.0400229	 0.079226

	

0.0018460	 0.175077 0.3127386	 0.260706

	

0.9989686	 0.999964 0.9682649	 0.999995

	

0.998762 0.9985747	 0.999641

	

0.9987621	 0.9658578	 1.000000

	

0.9985747	 0.965858	 0.983455

	

0.9996412	 1.000000 0.9834551

Key Dev Growth= developmental growth. Preg/breast feed = pregnancy or breast feeding

Table 3.41 Tukey HSD (unequal n) test on cause and DAS 24r data

Interpreting these follow up analyses (table 3.41) reveals a similar

pattern to the body site analysis. 'Breast feeding and pregnancy' was

associated with significantly higher mean scores than all the categories

except developmental growth and fatness. Fatness scored higher than

all causes apart from breast feeding/pregnancy (obviously). This

failed to reach significance for the comparisons with ageing and

'unknown', perhaps due to the large standard deviations associated

with these causes, as well as developmental growth and 'other', which

were similar scores. Developmental growth scored significantly higher

than disease.
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The relation between high scores for the breast feeding/pregnancy

categories and fatness, with the body sites in the 'trunk' category is

self evident. The inflated scores associated with these body

sites/causes demands the question of causation be addressed. Is it the

body site, or the cause, which is most significant in raising the mean

scores in these overlapping categories?

It is very difficult to answer this question as all the pregnancy/breast

feeding causes are associated with body sites located on the trunk

-either the breast (breast feeding or pregnancy) or abdomen

(pregnancy). There are a sample of 'trunk' patients, however, who do

not fall into this causal category. These can be isolated and compared

to other body locations. If it is the location - the breasts and abdomen

- which are causing the inflated scores, rather than the cause, the

significant differences between trunk and other body locations will be

repeated. Reducing the group size in this way, however, does risk a

type two error, missing a real effect. Consequently, a repeat of the

pattern of results would suggest that it is the location rather than the

cause which is important. Failure to repeat the pattern of results

would mean the question must remain open.

A table of means (table 3.42) suggests that the same pattern, shows

high scores associated with 'trunk' even without the 'breast

feeding/pregnancy' and 'fat' causes.



Head	 Face I Neck	 Trunk 1GenitalialUp Limb 'Low limb
37.8750	 I	 43.1022	 I	 39.3750	 I	 53.3859	 I	 37.3333	 142.4871	 I	 43.8750

Head 0.555500 0.999988 0.00003 10.0000 0.88318 0.676810
Face 0.55550 0.996266 0.000030 0.99700 0.99999 0.999972
Neck 0.99998 0.996266 0.245513 0.99999 0.99909 0.992830
Trunk 0.00003 0.000030 0.245513 0.65268 0.00782 0.031585
Genitalia 1.00000 0.997005 0.999997 0.652683 0.99864 0.994860
Upper Limb 0.88318 0.999993 0.999091 0.007824 0.99864 0.999800
Lower Limb 0.67681 0.999972 0.992830 0.031585 0.99486 0.99980

Location	 I DAS 24r I Valid N

Head	 37.87500	 40
Face	 43.10227	 176
Neck	 39.37500	 8
Trunk	 53.38596	 114
Genitalia	 37.33333	 3
Upper Limb	 42.48718	 39
Lower Limb	 43.87500	 40

All Groups	 45.30000	 420

Table 3.42 Means of DAS 24r scores for locations of feature excluding

'breast feeding/ pregnancy' and 'fat' patients.

An analysis of variance (see table 3.43) demonstrates that the effect is

once again significant (F=6.81;df=6,413;p<0.0001).
+ + 	 +

I	 I	
df	 I,	 MS	 I

	

1	
df	 I,	 MS	 I1	 I	 I

1 Effect	 1 Effect I Effect I1 
Error	 I, Error	 1	 F	 1 p-level 1

+ + 	 + 	 + 	 +
1 1	

I	
6 1 1894.998 1	 413 1 278.2523 1 6.810358 10.0000007 1

+ + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 +

Table 3.43 ANOVA table for location of feature excluding 'breast

feeding/ pregnancy' and 'fat' patients.

The corresponding follow up analysis (see table 3.44 below) shows the

same pattern as the previous analysis. This suggests that the causes

removed from this analysis, breast feeding, pregnancy, and fatness,

are not responsible for the inflated scores of the 'trunk' scores. Rather,

it is the bodily locations themselves - the breasts and abdomens.

Table 3.44 Tukey HSD table (unequal n) for location, excluding

pregnancy, breast feeding, and fatness



I

In order to further test this hypothesis, it would be interesting to do a

further analysis similar to the one described above, but using 'cause'

as the independent variable, and removing all of the implicated body

site cases (that is, breast and abdomen cases). If a significant result

were found, it would suggest that it is not these body locations which

are important. A non-significant result would reinforce the suggestion

above, that these areas have particular significance. However, as the

'breast feeding/pregnancy' and 'fat' categories are subsets of the

breast and abdomen groups, removing the breast and abdomen groups

cannot tell us whether there is anything unique about these causes3

Perceived Severity

The next dependent variable which can be examined in relation to

adjustment, as measured by the DAS 24r, is the perceived severity of

3 An analysis can be done on the remaining cases. As expected, there is no significant result
(F=0.73; df=6,316;p=0.63), as detailed in the table 3.f2 below. This is consistent with an
examination of the mean scores (table 3.f3).

	 + 	 +
STATISTICAI summary of all effects; design: 	 1
GENERAL	 1 1-CAUSE	 1
MANOVA	 1	 1
	 + 	 + 	  	 + 	 + 	 +

1	 df	 1	 MS	 I

	

,	 df	 I,	 MS	 I1	 1	 1

1	 6 I 214.3511 1	 316 1 295.4082 I .7256098 1 . 6292609 I

11_ ID-level	 1Effect	 1 Effect 1 Effect 1 Error	 1 Error	 1	 F
	 + 	  	 + 	 + 	

+ 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 +
Table 3.f2: ANOVA of all cases by cause excluding breast and abdomen cases.

CAUSE	 I DAS 5Ar I Valid N

Preg/breast feed	 n/a	 0
Fat deposits	 n/a	 0
Dev. Growth	 44.51923	 52
Disease	 40.56790	 81
Trauma	 43.43678	 87
Ageing	 36.50000	 12
Other	 42.41666	 24
Unknown	 37.36364	 11
ALL GROUPS	 42.20743	 323

Table 3.f3: Means of all cases excluding breast and abdomen body sites.
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the 'feature'. As described above, this was measured in two ways. For

the out-patient clinic sample, the rating of 'difference from normal'

was an objective judgement by an experienced clinician. For the

waiting-list sample, the same judgement of difference from normal

was a subjective one by the participant themselves. In each case, two

judgements were made - one of the specific body site, and the other a

more global judgement of the general appearance. The judgements

were made on an interval scale with response categories ranging from

'not at all different from normal' to 'extremely different from normal.

In further research, it would be useful to include subjective and

objective measures for each patient, rather than produce two sets of

data in the manner of this trial. However, meaningful comparisons of

the judgements can be made.

In an examination of the sets of results, clear differences between the

judgements of the medics and that of the patients emerged. In figure

3.12, the plot of the medical practitioners' assessment of severity, the

'feature' severity has the anticipated normal distribution, and the

'overall' severity is positively skewed. This contrasts with the

patients' assessments.
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Figure 3.12 Objective assessment of severity by medics

The patients viewed themselves as more different from the norm than

did the medics (see figure 3.13). For the 'feature' assessment, after the

first category, each of the subsequent severity categories was selected

more often than the previous one. The 'overall' difference from

normal was not positively skewed as it was in the objective

assessment, again, indicating a more severe subjective assessment by

the patients.
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Figure 3.13 Subjective assessment of severity by patients

It is not clear from the figures above whether the subjective

assessment differs only by degree, or whether there is a more

systematic difference between the assessment of patients and medics.

To clarify this, the severity assessments were correlated with the DAS

24r scores. These Pearson correlations are detailed in table 3.45

below.

Correlation
coefficient

Significance level n

Feature - medics r = -0.00107 p<0.986, ns N=259
Feature -
patients

r = 0.45787 p<0.000 N=249

Overall - medics r = 0.07303 p<0.242, ns N= 259
Overall - patients r = 0.51655 p<0.000 N= 247

Key Feature Specific feature appearance assessments Overall Global appearance
assessment
Medics Assessment in out-patient clinic by medic. Patients Assessment by
patient.

Table 3.45 Correlations of severity assessments and adjustment

What may be a crucial pattern emerges from these correlations. The

objective severity of the difference from normal of the appearance is
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unrelated to levels of adjustment. That is, the medics' assessment was

unrelated to DAS 24r scores. In contrast to this, the patients'

assessment of difference from normal of the appearance of both the

feature, and the overall appearance, were highly significantly

correlated with the DAS 24r scores (r s = 0.46 and 0.52). This is level

of correlation is comparable with the item-whole correlations of the

Derriford Scale itself. It is the nature of correlation that causation

cannot be determined. Whether perceived severity precedes the level

of adjustment, adjustment changes the perception of severity, or a

third factor affects them both, is as yet unanswered.



Discussion

The development of the Derriford Scale 5A has been described within

this section. Within this discussion, there are several aspects of the

process which deserve attention. As well as the qualities of the final

scale and the method of developing the scale, the implications of the

results for our understanding of individual differences in adjustment

can also be considered. Finally, it is important to review the place of

this section within the progress of the PhD research programme.

Method and problems

The data collection exercise for the multi-centre trial did not proceed

as envisaged at the outset. The progress was characterised by

difficulty and delays in contacting and negotiating with plastic and

reconstructive surgery units, and abortive attempts to increase the

numbers of booklets returned through out-patient clinics. The use of

the waiting-list sample was still time consuming, but nevertheless, far

more efficient than the original alternative. The out-patient data

collection method was conceived as it was envisaged by the clinical

members of the research team that this would be the environment in

which the scale would be most used. It was, therefore, a sensible

decision to base the data-collection upon this. However, the problems

of ensuring co-operation from external plastic and reconstructive

surgery units was not anticipated. The task, which involved the

plastic surgeon completing the outpatient clinic details, giving the

booklet to the patient, and ensuring that the booklets were returned to

the research office, was clearly too demanding, and not comparable to

a plastic surgeon distributing a single scale for clinical use. The

progress of this trial demonstrates the difficulty of working in this

applied setting.	 Despite extremely careful planning and



implementation, it became clear that the original data collection

method was not going to be successful in achieving the numbers which

were anticipated at the outset. When it became clear that the planned

method was not producing the numbers of participants needed,

despite numerous attempts to increase the yield (detailed in the

method section) it was possible to produce the numbers needed by

designing and running the waiting list data collection method.

Ultimately, the final data combined collection approaches returned

over 500 booklets, which is far in excess of most clinical studies, and

affords a level of confidence in the data set, and in the conclusions

drawn from the analyses.

Diversity of the sample

The final sample, as well as being large, was also very diverse. Again,

this is an important and novel aspect in the field of research into

differences of appearance. It will be recalled from the literature

review that most studies are with a single patient population (for

example, people with post burn scarring). The results are therefore

open to question as to their generalisability. Any theory of

adjustment to differences of appearance must encompass the whole

spectrum of appearance related problems, from severe burn scarring

to minor blemishes. This sample means that the results have genuine

external validity.

Review of the results

Understanding the properties of the scale itself is one of the main

reasons for the running of the multi-centre trial. The psychometric

properties of the scale have been found to be very satisfactory. The

first set of analyses examined the properties of the individual items.

With the exception of item 11, which had already been identified as

suspect in the pilot study, the item-total correlations were all



acceptable, and the internal reliability was not meaningfully changed

by the contribution of any individual item. It was decided to exclude

item 11 from the scale, and the subsequent analyses for the total

scores. For clarity, the total without item 11 was referred to as the

5Ar scale, rather than the 5A scale.

The properties of the total scores were also investigated. The test-

retest reliability of the scale as a whole was very good (r=0.82),

particularly in light of the six month retest interval. The distribution

of total scores was near normal. The concurrent validity, assessed

against the Derriford Scale 4A was good (r=0.88), as were the results

regarding the convergent and discriminant construct validity. The

most unexpected element of this part of the analysis, evident from the

correlations and the regression analysis, was that the largest

contribution to the variance in the total score could be accounted for

by the internalised shame scale score, rather than depression, social

anxiety, or negative affect.

The factors which resulted from the principal components analysis are

informative in regard to the underlying constructs which comprise

adjustment, rather than being useful as sub-scales. The four factors,

(sexual/body self consciousness, shame/negative affect, appearance

self-consciousness, and social avoidance) reflect four complementary

elements of adjustment. It is important to remember that the original

set of items were not chosen to represent any particular factor

structure, but emerged as the most psychometrically useful items.

This factor structure is therefore not an artefact, but a genuine

reflection of the nature of adjustment. This in itself is more

informative than much of the work attempting to describe the

experience of having an appearance which is different from normal



-that is, approaches which use unstructured anecdotal accounts to

produce a phenomenological description.

The relation of the Derriford Scale scores to the other (non-

psychometric) data was also very enlightening. The first to be

examined was age. Age only accounted for 0.36% of the variance

(r=0.06) in the 5Ar scores. Two age-related proposals for explaining

individual differences in adjustment have been put forward. This first

is that there are sensitive periods in which one is more vulnerable to

adverse consequences of being disfigured. The second is that time is a

natural healer (see chapter two). As this sample were all over the age

of 18, the hypothesis that adolescence was a more difficult could not

be addressed properly. Also, the duration for which individuals had

experienced their 'abnormality' was not directly measured, although it

may be imagined to correlate to some degree with age. The current

data cannot disprove the notion of sensitive periods, or time as a

natural healer. However, in a random adult sample, age has been

shown to be unrelated to adjustment. Contrary to stereotyped

expectation, clinical need is just as great for the older part of the

sample.

Gender was also examined. Highly significant differences were found

on the scale between men and women, even when diagnostic

differences were taken into account. It was noted in the literature

review that gender has been largely ignored in the literature, despite

theorising and speculation relating to sexual functioning. If sexual

functioning is an aspect of adjustment to appearances different from

normal, it would be unlikely if gender and sexual identity were not

significant features. The current set of results is not detailed enough

to allow more than speculation as to the underlying cause of the

differences. There are several ways in which gender could be



implicated. The value which society places on the appearance of

women is greater and arguably qualitatively different from that

placed on the appearance of men. This could have two effects. It

could affect the way in which other people evaluate women whose

appearance is different from normal, and it could affect the way in

which the women themselves assess their appearance - the evaluation

by self or others could be either more punitive or more encompassing

than that for men. Although appealing, one would expect this

explanation also to apply to age - there are clearly different cultural

expectations and values placed on appearance according to age.

However, the lack of association between age and adjustment suggests

that societal value alone cannot be a strong mediating factor. In

addition to greater value being placed on the appearance of women by

society and the women themselves, it may also be that the standards

of acceptability are more restrictive for women. That is, that the

range of 'acceptable' appearances is less broad than it is for men.

Another alternative explanation is the range of social roles open to

men and women. It may be that the range of socially acceptable roles

for women is more limited and defined by appearance. All of these

hypotheses are worthy of further investigation.

The characteristics of the 'feature' were also examined. Two aspects

were open to investigation - the location of the 'feature' and the cause

of the 'abnormality'. The analysis of the adjustment across the

categories of location of the feature showed that the trunk scores -

principally, breast and abdomen scores - were significantly higher

than other body sites with sample sizes large enough to make

meaningful comparisons. The exception was, surprisingly, lower limb,

which although lower scoring than the trunk, was not significantly

different (p=0.19). The large standard deviation of the lower limb

category is contributory to this lack of effect.. The trunk category is



principally comprised of women. The elevated scores can, perhaps be

explained by the sexual significance of the breasts and abdomen for

women. In addition to the factors which are related to adjustment to

other differences in appearance, the sexual significance of the breasts

and abdomen adds additional meaning and importance to any

differences. As was speculated about gender differences on the total

scores, two aspects of this are potentially important. The first is the

effect that this has on the behaviour of other people. The second is

the effect that this has on the self perception of the women

themselves.

The analysis of cause of abnormality was equally interesting. In this

case, the greatest scores were associated with pregnancy/breast

feeding, or fatness. These are the causal categories most associated

with the breasts and abdomen, the body locations associated with the

highest scores. In order to determine whether it was the cause, or the

location, which was significant, the 'breast feeding/pregnancy' and 'fat'

causes were excluded from a repeat of the body site analysis. The

finding of elevated trunk scores was repeated, suggesting that location,

rather than cause, was the significant factor.

This finding relating body location to adjustment has important

implications for understanding the problems of this population. A

great deal of emphasis has been placed on visibility as an important

factor. The face and hands have received particular emphasis. A

recent book ( 'Visibly Different', Lansdown et al, 1997) was based

around the theme of explaining and treating socially visible

differences in appearance. The current results challenge the view that

hand and facial differences are the differences associated with the

most distress. It is not possible to argue that breasts and abdomens

are not visible - it is the social prominence of these features which is



the root of the problem for the individual. However, they are not

included in the usual discussion of 'visible' differences. In the

literature review, it was reported that ambiguous results had been

presented with regard to visibility as a factor. The current study

clearly argues that visibility in itself is not the most crucial factor.

Individuals whose appearance is not visible score equally well or

poorly on the scale as those for whom their disfigurement is visible.

How can this be explained? It argues against the view that the

reaction of other people is at the root of generalised adjustment

problems, as in cases where the 'feature' is not visible, other people

will behave similarly. It is possible that for those who manage to keep

their 'feature' hidden, this continual act of concealment is itself a

contributor to problems, and that the anticipation of others finding out

about the difference of appearance is as hard as coping with the

behaviour of other people in cases where the 'feature' is visible.

Alternatively, it is possible that the most important element of

adjustment is the subjective meaning of the different body site to the

individual. In these circumstances, it would not matter whether the

body site was visible or not.

Finally, the results tell us about the relationship between objectively

and subjectively assessed severity (where severity is defined as the

degree of difference from 'normal' appearance). The literature review

concluded that the evidence regarding the impact of severity was

mixed. It was noted that various methods, both objective and

subjective, have been used in previous work. However, there have not

been any studies found which used both methods within the same

work. Had the multi-centre trial progressed as originally intended,

only the objective measure would have been assessed, by the clinician

using the outpatient clinic assessment booklet. With the introduction

of the waiting list recruitment, the 'about your appearance' included a
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subjective assessment of how different from normal the respondent

viewed their appearance. Furthermore, previous attempts to assess

severity have not clearly differentiated the severity of the specific

feature, and the severity of the impact on the overall appearance.

Both subjective and objective measures in this study included this

differentiation. Consequently, four correlations were able to be

calculated on the relationship between severity and adjustment. An

interesting and important pattern emerged from this. The objective

assessment of severity showed that there was effectively no relation

between the degree of difference from normal and the degree of

adjustment (correlation coefficients were 0.001 and 0.07 for the

specific and general assessments). In contrast, the assessment made

by the patients themselves was highly significantly correlated with

the level of adjustment. Although the objective and subjective

assessment were two different samples, they were highly similar, and

the size of the differences effectively rules out a chance explanation

for the effect. Unfortunately, with a correlational design, the causal

sequence is not revealed. It is possible that a subjective assessment of

greater severity causes adjustment problems - the individual feels

that they have more to cope with. This is consistent with Harris'

theory of aestheticality. It is also consistent with a self-concept view

of adjustment. From this perspective, a negative view of the self

would include a judgement of increased severity. It would also act as

a guide to the processing and interpretation of social information. It is

equally possible that those who have the most difficulty adjusting to

their difference in appearance rate the severity as greater. This would

be an indirect implication of the social learning and social skills based

models of adjustment. The difficulties in adjustment, related to the

behaviour and feedback provided by others, would colour the

individuals' perception of themselves. Finally, a third variable

explanation is possible. A third factor may cause both the assessment



of severity to be greater, and also cause the increased level of

difficulty in adjustment. A general level of increased negative affect,

for example, might act as an interpretational bias on the assessment of

both the self and the social world, leading to inflated severity scores as

well as difficulties in adjustment. These explanations are not mutually

exclusive - they could comfortably co-exist as cognitive processes. At

this stage, the data are simply not in place to meaningfully speculate

any further as to the best candidate(s) to explain the

adjustment/severity association.

Review of the nature of adjustment

Having considered the results of the multi-centre trial, it is possible to

return to the original problem presented at the outset of this section.

What is adjustment, and how can it be measured? The second part of

this question is more easily answered. The DAS 24r has shown itself

to be a valid and reliable measure of adjustment. This was accepted

as a working definition of adjustment before the trial began. The

underlying nature of adjustment has been clarified within the

development of the scale. The factor structure, showing sexual/body

self consciousness, negative affect/shame, social avoidance, and self

consciousness of appearance as the prime elements of adjustment,

demonstrate the main areas which must be investigated in further

developments of this research.

Conclusion

This section has taken the research a large step forward towards

understanding individual differences in adjustment to differences of

appearance. As well as providing a good measuring instrument to

assess adjustment, it has also been possible to speculatively theorise

as to the difference between individuals. No differences based on age



have been identified within this adult sample. Highly significant

differences between women and men were shown, regardless of body

location of the abnormality. The location has also been shown to be

meaningful as to the level of adjustment - sexually significant body

sites are more associated with poor adjustment even than face or

hands. The most interesting empirical finding came from the analysis

of severity, where it was demonstrated that subjective assessment of

greater severity was associated with poor adjustment.

Although some areas of potential explanation have been discussed,

that is not really the main role of this section. The problem of

understanding why some people are more psychologically needy than

others, and have more difficulties related to their appearances than

others, has not been answered yet. It is clear that there are still any

number of candidate hypotheses from general psychology, as well as

hypotheses arising from this section, which could explain individual

differences. It now makes sense to evaluate some of those hypotheses,

and use the criterion measure of adjustment to contrast good and poor

adjusters in an exploratory analysis. That will be the role of the next

section of this thesis.



Chapter four, five and six

Interview Studies
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General introduction to chapters four, five and six

Role of this section

The first section of this thesis has considered the measurement of

adjustment to abnormalities of appearance. The development of a

psychometric measure to assess adjustment was an essential step in

the process of understanding individual differences. In itself,

however, it can only describe, rather than explain the differences

between individuals. The literature reviews (chapters one and two)

demonstrated that there is little in the current work in the field to

take us forward. The purpose of this second major section of the

thesis is to take a step towards this stage. The lack of either a

currently established theoretical basis or dominant methodological

paradigm is both a weakness and a strength at this stage in the

research. There is a danger in prematurely adopting a particular

theoretical or methodological stance. In doing so, progress would

certainly be easier. However, it would mean that the research would

not necessarily focus on the most important source of differences

between good and poor adjusters. Consequently, there is a very

crucial issue to which the whole of this section is devoted -

establishing a meaningful perspective on the problem which is based

in both the particular issues of appearance problems and

disfigurement, and the main available approaches in general

psychology.



Use of interviews

Within most social science research, progress is made though discrete

studies, each following the hypothetico-deductive method. That is, a

hypothesis is generated on the basis of previous research and creative

thinking on the part of the researcher, which is then formally tested

and analysed within the study, and the hypothesis either rejected or

held to be viable. The consequences of the choice of hypotheses to be

tested are clearly crucial in determining the perspective and direction

which is taken to the problem in subsequent research. Conducting

research in the larger context of a thesis provides an almost unique

opportunity to dissect the hypothetico-deductive process. Within

single-study research, the hypothesis generation element of the

process is largely glossed over. It is assumed to arise from the results

of previous research. In reality, however, the generation of

hypotheses is determined by a number of factors which are rarely

clearly described. They include, of course, previous studies, but also

the individual preferences of the researcher involved, and other

pragmatic factors.

One of the purposes of this section of the thesis is to address the

problem of hypothesis generation. The area of abnormalities of

appearance has not produced any dominant theoretical models, and

the choice of hypotheses to test is consequently not obvious. It was

therefore decided in this thesis to have a wide ranging, hypothesis

building study. The way that it was decided to operate this was as

follows. Three studies were proposed within a singe data collection

exercise based on interviews with a selected sample of good and poor

adjusters, using the Derriford Appearance Scale as a criterion measure

of adjustment.



The first part of the interview was the basis for a qualitative study,

using grounded theory, to generate a theory on the basis of

interviewees' responses to open ended questions based on the

problems of living with an appearance perceived as different from

normal. The open-ended questions provide an opportunity to elicit

areas and processes which may be missed by adopting only a limited

set of a priori hypotheses. The use of interviews means that this

section should be theory building as much as theory testing. The

second part was a more structured phase of the interview, designed to

test candidate hypotheses from general psychology, and develop

hypotheses from the particular perspective of individuals with

perceived abnormalities of appearance. The third section was chosen

to test an area which was demonstrated to be relevant from the factor

analysis of the Derriford Scales, (chapter three). Evaluative self-

concept emerged as an important part of adjustment. Although it

would be possible to make an assessment of this through interview

techniques, it is both easier and quicker to asses this using a more

simple traditional empirical technique.

The three studies which comprise this section are presented

separately, despite being part of the same data collection exercise.



Chapter four

Grounded theory analysis of interviews
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Introduction

Purpose of this section

This chapter of the thesis has a clear aim. It is to produce a theory

relating to the adjustment of individuals to perceived abnormalities of

appearance based on the explanations and accounts of a sample of

'good' adjusters and a sample of 'poor' adjusters. This apparently

simple purpose presents a number of theoretical problems relating to

the way in which scientific research is conducted and the

epistemological basis of any theory generated this way. It also

presents methodological problems - how can a large corpus of

unstructured interview data be worked with in such a way as to

produce a coherent, unitary theory? This introduction will tackle both

the philosophy of science problems and the methodological issues. It

will be argued that an approach based on a non-constructivist

interpretation of grounded theory is the most appropriate perspective.

The epistemological basis of this methodology

Traditional psychological research is modelled on the natural sciences,

characterised nominally as being based on the falsificationism of

Popper (e.g., Popper, 1968) and more latterly, the research

programmes of Imre Lakatos (e.g., Lakatos and Musgrave, 1974).

Grounded theory approach does not sit easily within these traditions.

It appears to be essentially inductivist. That is, it is a means of

generating theory on the basis of observations, rather than using

observations to attempt to falsify a theory or hypothesis. Inductivism

is a clearly flawed and fallacious way in which to develop scientific

theory (see Chalmers, 1990 for a detailed discussion of the inherent

errors of an inductivist approach). The response of researchers

engaged in grounded theory research has been to either ignore the

issue, or more recently, take on the position of critical social
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psychologists in objection to the scientific method. There is little

doubt that the originators of grounded theory were essentially

inductivist. They spoke of "discovering" a theory from data (Glaser

and Strauss, 1967). The constructivist response to this (for example,

Pigeon, 1996) has argued for a re-interpretation of grounded theory.

From a constructivist perspective, the status of the theory emergent

from the analysis is questioned. It is no longer seen as an account

which represents something which pre-existed the analysis, and

directly represent participants' experiences. It is instead viewed as a

"result of constant interplay between the data and the researcher's

developing conceptualisations" (Pigeon, 1996, p. 82). This awareness

of the role of the researcher limits claims of the generalisability of the

theory. It is in error in that it attempts to play both a constructivist

position and that of a natural scientist at once. It is constructivist in

that it accepts the subjective nature of the theory. It is 'scientific' in

that it claims a degree of independent existential status for the theory

developed. In constructivist and discourse approaches, issues of

validity and reliability are not at issue. They are viewed as

inappropriate to the kind of knowledge being described, in the same

way as it would be inappropriate to discuss the validity and reliability

of the kind of knowledge in a poem (philosophers of science would

describe these two different kinds of knowledge as incommensurate).

However, grounded theory becomes pointless if the theory does not

have the ontological status of a scientific theory.

If the approach as originally envisaged is flawed due to inductivism,

and the constructivist re-conceptualisations of grounded theory are

also flawed, the question of the value of a grounded theory approach

is rather stark. The approach has been used within this thesis in an

original way. Normally, a grounded theory analysis is intended to

stand alone, and therefore stands open to the criticisms of
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inductionism. Here, it is seen as part of a larger process of theory

generation. No claims will be made for the validity or external

reliability of this process. It is intended as a method to foster creative

thinking in a systematic way, to be viewed alongside the results of the

existing literature, and the other studies within the interview section

of the thesis. The study should more correctly be said to take a

grounded hypothesis, rather than a grounded theory, approach.

In taking this unusual position, the investigator is stepping outside the

normal procedure within psychology for both scientific progress in

general, and the method of preparing a thesis, taking a relativistic

pragmatist position. In consciously doing this, he is adopting the

philosophical position which could be supported by Paul Feyarabend,

(1975) who wrote, "The idea that science can, and should, be run

according to fixed and universal rules, is both unrealistic and

pernicious. It is unrealistic, for it takes too simple a view of the talents

of man (sic) and of the circumstances which encourage, or cause, their

development. And it is pernicious for the attempt to force the rules

is bound to increase our professional qualifications at the expense of

our humanity. In addition, the idea is detrimental to science for it

negates the complex physical and historical conditions which influence

scientific change. It makes science less adaptable and more dogmatic.

. . . All methodologies have their limitations and the only 'rule' is that

'anything goes'." (pp.295-6).

To summarise this position still further, it is argued that to exclude

this approach because it does not fit into the expected hypothetico-

deductive single study approach is to limit artificially and arbitrarily

the progress of understanding the nature of adjustment to differences

in appearance. A grounded theory approach is justified as a grounded

hypothesis method.
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Grounded theory: a beginners guide - the nature of analysis

Having described the rationale for using a grounded theory approach,

it is now appropriate to clarify the procedures involved in using it.

The principal source for grounded theory analysts is Strauss and

Corbin (1990), the nearest thing to a handbook for the method which

exists. One of the most important messages which grounded theorists

stress is that the general approach is not rule bound. That is, there is

no single set of criteria which defines the grounded theory method.

Below is a description of the interpretation of grounded theory used in

this analysis.

After the initial data collection, (described fully in the procedure

section, below), all data were transcribed, and printed. Each line of

text on the transcription was numbered. This set of transcriptions

provided the raw data for the analysis.

Before beginning the analysis, there were a number of issues to be

considered. One is theoretical sensitivity (Glaser, 1978). This

describes the qualities that the analyst brings to the data. To have

greater theoretical sensitivity is to be able to more thoroughly

demonstrate awareness of the subtleties within the interview. It is

developed through a degree of a priori understanding of the content

of the interview, developed by awareness of the nature of the

participants, familiarity with relevant literature, personal experience,

and most importantly, the way in which the researcher approaches

the data. Of course, these factors are true of researchers in every

paradigm. However, grounded theory is unique in formally

acknowledging them and using this as part of the analysis.
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Falsificationism, and all philosophies of science that arise from it,

clearly agree that observation is theory laden. However, this is seen

as an unfortunate logical necessity, rather than a way in which

creative thinking can be developed. In practical terms, theoretical

sensitivity in grounded theory means that the researcher should

attempt to be aware of their theoretical perspective, and use it to

develop questions to ask of the data. It also means having an

awareness of potential 'blind spots' in the analysis, and the necessity

of 'stepping back' from close examination of the data occasionally to

consciously take a larger scale perspective on the ongoing analysis. It

also serves to remind the researcher that the analysis needs to be

approached with a degree of scepticism. It is likely that poor

theoretical sensitivity will also suggest false directions within the

data. These will be picked up by constant referral back to the data

itself.

The second issue to make clear before the analysis begins is, "what is

the general question that I am asking of these data"? In other words,

what is the theory about ? In this case, the general question to be

asked of the data was, "What are the experiences of living with an

appearance that is different, and what affects those experiences?" It

was anticipated that by understanding that, a framework would

emerge that could be used as a basis for explaining differences

between good and poor adjusters.

The main part of a grounded theory analysis is the coding of the text

data. This is done by identifying what Strauss and Corbin rather

unhelpfully and somewhat inaccurately call concepts (p.61), but are

actually the discrete events to be coded. Each 'concept' may be a

single word, a phrase, or a whole paragraph of text. Assessment of

what constitutes a 'concept' is part of the theoretical sensitivity of the
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researcher. One of the most difficult, and creative tasks within

grounded theory coding is the development of categories. Categories

are a named abstract classification of 'concepts'. The development of

categories is dynamic and iterative. That is, initially, a large number

of categories will be formed. As the researcher reviews and assesses

these in the light of new transcripts and re-examination of the text,

commonalities between categories will allow some to be collapsed into

a single larger category. Similarly, what initially appeared to be a set

of 'concepts' within the same category will emerge as needing several

categories to properly describe them. One aspect of category

development is the emergence of properties of the categories. That

is, if two people both provided evidence of an occurrence of something

in a similar category, the dimension on which they would differ would

be a property of that category. For example, if two people both had

instances of 'being teased' (a category), they may differ on the

perceived intentionality (a property of teasing) of the teaser. Within

this analysis, there has not been formal identification of properties of

categories. This is not because the idea is without merit. It is

considered, however, that 'properties' are simply a lower level of

categorisation. Using 'properties' limits the hierarchical development

of categories to two levels, which is arbitrary and does not necessarily

reflect the reality of the data. It is perhaps best thought of as a tool to

ask questions of the data to reveal further categories. To properly

describe and explore the data, the researcher must be prepared to

work with a number of levels of category. A final set of categories

may be multi-layered.

Another procedural point in traditional grounded theory is the use of

a number of methods of data interregation designed to increase

creativity and facilitate the asking of better questions of the data.

They include methods such as the 'flip flop' technique. Basically this
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means imagining the opposite of what the data show were the case.

What difference would it make? A second method is systematic

comparison of two phenomena. The point here is to take imaginary

examples of people from the same category, but differing on a

property of that dimension. For example, two people might each have

discussed the visibility of a scar. By comparing cases where a scar is

visible, compared to not visible, questions should be produced (for

example, how is it hidden? Who is it hidden from? What happens if

something hidden is revealed?). Another method has been named

"waving the red flag'. This refers to identifying absolutes in

descriptions (always, never, should, etc.). The presence of absolutes

suggests limited perspective. In response to these, questions

exploring potential circumstances under which the supposed absolutes

do not hold true are identified. These methods, while being

interesting, are a little trite and over prescriptive. It is enough for a

creatively minded researcher to be aware of the issues that they raise,

and the limitations of their own perspective.

Having developed a set of categories, by whatever method, the next

part of the process in grounded theory is axial coding. That is, to link

the categories together in an overall framework. Strauss and Corbin

suggest a paradigm for doing this. It comprises the following parts.

The phenomenon is the idea which is being explained. This occurs in a

context and under intervening conditions - that is, with a certain set

of properties, and under conditions which affect the action taken in

response. Action and consequences are included as strategies to

respond to phenomena, and consequences of the action.

It is clear from this structure that the origins of grounded theory are

in organisational and sociological investigations. The paradigm they

present is interesting, but does not necessarily map onto psychological
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phenomena. A great weakness in grounded theory is the lack of

specificity in moving from the lowest level of coding, described above,

to axial coding. The current project operated by considering the

categories produced in the light of both the paradigm described above,

and the nature of the data itself to put them together into a

framework.



Method

Participants

Selecting a target sample

Subjects were selected from the sample of patients who had

participated in the multi-centre trial. To make practicalities easier, no

patients outside Devon or Cornwall were approached. This sample

was made up of 36 patients who had completed "Patient Survey

Booklets". They represented a range of adjustment, from very good to

very poor. A wide range of body sites and severities of abnormality

were present in this sample. As the purpose of the study was to

contrast good and poor adjusters, two subsamples were selected from

this group, representing the tails of the distribution of Derriford Scale

4A scores from this population. In other words, the Derriford Scale

4A was used as a criterion measure of adjustment. It was used in

preference to the Derriford Scale 5A, as the latter was still undergoing

validation at the time of selection. The range of DAS 4A scores, the

mean, and standard deviation can be seen for the Devon and Cornwall

population in table 4.1 below. Subjects were selected if their DAS

scores were either at least one standard deviation above or below the

mean.

Poor	 Good
Adjusters Adjusters

Mean 176.2 59.2

Minimum 146 33

Maximum 214 ao

Standard 24.5 16.3
Deviation

Table 4.1: Derriford Scale scores of initial target sample



They were also matched in terms of the physical characteristics of

their disfigurement (that is, body site, and severity) as well as the

cause of the disfigurement. A descriptive summary of these patients

is shown in table 4.2 below.

Good
adjusters
(n = 18)

Poor
adjusters
(n = 18)

Cause:
Burn/Trauma 3 5
Congenital 4 1
Disease 6 2
Pregnancy 2 1
Developmental Growth 1 4
Weight loss/obesity 0 2
Other 2 3

Body Site
Arm/Hand 3 3
Nose 4 4
Mouth 1 1
Back 1 0
Abdomen 2 2
Cheeks/forehead 2 2
Eyes 1 1
Foot/leg 1 2
Breasts 3 3

Age in years:	 Mean 39.2 30.0
Standard Deviation 18.8 7.4

Severity	 Mean 3.6 3.7
Standard Deviation 1.2 1.2

Table 4.2 Descriptive characteristics of the target sample

This group of 36 patients comprised the target sample for inclusion in

the interview study.

Recruiting from the target sample

Having made this selection, the next process was recruitment of these

patients into the study. It was important to bear in mind that all of

these patients had already helped in this work by completing a

lengthy series of psychometric measures, and that reluctance to

participate further would be quite reasonable. A letter to each patient
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was drafted by the author of this thesis, which was agreed and signed

by the patients' own consultant. The purpose of the letter was to

invite the patients to participate, to explain to them the reasons that

we were conducting the research, make them feel valued as potential

helpers in this work, and to inform them fully of their relevant ethical

rights.

Twenty consent forms were received back (56%), agreeing to be

interviewed. Telephone appointments were made to interview these

patients either at Derriford Hospital, or, where this was not possible,

in their own homes. Two letters were received declining an interview.

In one occasion, the consent form was returned, but all attempts to

contact the patient again were unsuccessful, as she had moved house

without leaving a new telephone number, or forwarding address at

the hospital or her General Practitioner's Surgery.

The "non-responders" were followed up with a telephone call where

possible (which re-iterated the points made in the earlier letter).

Three people who had not responded to the original letter were able

to be contacted this way, and had appointments made. The

remainder, who had not responded to the letter, and were not able to

be contacted by telephone, were sent another letter by the thesis

author, which repeated the same points regarding participation. This

method did not succeed in attracting any further patients into the

study, and no further methods were attempted at that point.

Overall, twenty-three patients agreed to be interviewed. Of these, six

either did not attend their interview, and could not re-arrange any

other time, or cancelled the interview before it took place.



Eventually, nine good and eight poor adjusters were interviewed.

Clearly, this sub-set of the target group was not quite as well balanced

as the original sample in terms of demographic and disfigurement

related characteristics. Nevertheless, there was still a suitable range

within each sample. Table 4.3 is a description of the sample in these

terms.

Good
adjusters
(n=9)

Poor
adjusters
(n=8)

Cause:
Burn/Trauma 1 3
Congenital 2 0
Disease 4 1
Pregnancy 0 0
Developmental Growth 1 3
Weight loss/obesity 0 1
Other 1 0

Body Site
Arm/Hand 2 1
Nose 3 2
Mouth 1 1
Back 1 0
Abdomen 0 1
Cheeks/forehead

_
0 1

Eyes 0 1
Foot/leg 0 1
Breasts 2 1

Adjustment:
Derriford Scale 4A mean

65.7 183.5

standard deviation 12.1 27.3

Age in years:	 Mean 35.9 30.1
Standard Deviation 17.2 7.8

Severity	 Mean 4.0 3.8
Standard Deviation 1.1 1.0

Gender - females/males 5/4 0/8

Table 4.3 : Recruited participants from the target sample

Design

The analysis, a qualitative content analysis, was essentially hypothesis

generating rather than hypothesis testing. The design is therefore

best considered to be exploratory. Although the existence of the two
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groups, the good and the poor adjusters will form part of the analysis,

it will be used to inform the analysis, rather than divide subjects into

two groups for comparison.

The hypothesis in this analysis is that themes would emerge from the

data, which would be guided by the data itself and the interviewer

and coder's knowledge of the relevant literature. These themes would

be able to be integrated to facilitate the development of a further

hypothesis or hypotheses regarding the process of adjustment to

abnormal appearance, which are open to future empirical analysis.

Materials

Interview Schedule

A semi-structured interview schedule was developed for the guidance

of the interviewer (interview appendix 1). It was comprised of

several distinct sections, the first three of which are outlined below.

Section one - Introduction

These notes were included to remind the interviewer of the relevant

ethical and procedural points to be discussed with the patient before

the interview began.

Section two - Introductory questions

The first section was to confirm basic circumstantial and demographic

information. "Easy" questions were included at this stage to help

'break the ice', and facilitate the subsequent, more difficult

questioning.



Section three - Principal story telling questions.

These were designed to prompt the interviewees to discuss the

problems they did and did not have related to their appearance, and

to trace the development of these problems from their onset to the

present day. It was therefore more appropriate to have a series of

themes noted down within the interview schedule, than set questions.

These themes were centred around the various domains of problems

of living with a different appearance.

Tape recording

Interviews were tape recorded with the interviewees' permission

using a Panasonic RQ:L500 recorder with external microphone.

Procedure

Piloting

Once the initial interview schedule had been developed, the author

was trained in clinical interviewing. Micro skills (empathising,

reflection, continuing responses, et cetera) were practised first in

isolation from each other, and then in role plays of interviews. These

were videotaped, and used as learning material for further rehearsal.

This skills learning element of the interview study was carried out

with a Dr. A. T. Carr, course director of the postgraduate professional

qualification in clinical psychology at the University of Plymouth.

Following this initial stage, a series of pilot interviews were conducted

with four postgraduate colleagues in the department of psychology,

who role played interviewees. Finally, a practice interview was

conducted with an inpatient of the Plastic Surgery and Burns Unit at

Derriford Hospital, Plymouth. The result of this piloting was increased
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skill and confidence of the interviewer, as well as consolidation of, and

increased consistency within the interview schedule itself

Interviews were carried out individually over a period of six weeks.

Interviews were either carried out in the patient's own home, or in a

consulting room in the Clinical Psychology Department of Derriford

Hospital, Plymouth.

The interview was always begun by the interviewer introducing

himself, and attempting to establish a friendly rapport with the

interviewee, before starting the formal part of the interview. This

would involve small talk about trivial and everyday matters (the

weather, the journey to the hospital, etcetera). The interviewer would

then explain the purpose of the interviews, typically saying that they

were "to get an understanding of the problems that people passing

through the Plastic Surgery and Burns Unit have - or don't have - and

how their appearance affects their lives, if at all. The aim of that is to

be able to devise better treatments in the future, to help other

patients." The right to withdraw, an assurance of confidentiality, and

the independence of the interview from any future medical treatment

was then explained. Patients were then told that they had been

selected "because you were one of the people who was kind enough to

help us by completing a patient survey booklet, and we are now

following up a random group of those people in a bit more depth, to

try and explore some things that cannot really be put across in a

written booklet". At this point, interviewees were asked whether

they had any questions about the interview, or the research in

general. Once they were satisfied, they were asked whether they had

any objection to the interview being tape-recorded, reassuring them

that the tapes would be destroyed when the work was completed.



At this point, the interview began, using the interview schedule

described above. Often, the interview would deviate from this

schedule, as questions in sections four - ten had been covered in

section one. The written questions were used as a guide, and answers

often followed up with supplementary questions, probes, and

prompts. Occasionally, the schedule would be temporarily abandoned

altogether if the interviewee was attempting to make a point which

was particularly significant for them, but was not covered in the

interview schedule.

At the end of the interview, the interviewer thanked the interviewee,

and repeated the usefulness and purpose of the exercise, and

answered any further questions from the interviewee. The interview

finished with the interviewer attempting to "plug the interviewee

back into their day" - that is, return their thoughts to the immediate

environment and imminent plans, rather than assessing their life in

terms of their appearance. All patients were left with the telephone

number of the interviewer, who they were told would be available if

they needed to discuss the way that they were feeling about their

appearance after the interview. The interviewer had arranged with

the Clinical Psychologist providing a service to the Plastic Surgery and

Burns Unit to refer any appropriate patients on for further help. This

did not prove necessary.



Results

Method of analysis

The purpose of this analysis should be reiterated. This part of the

interview study is not designed to be part of the normal hypothetico-

deductive model of scientific research. Instead, the aim is to generate

hypotheses about the nature of the experiences of living with an

abnormality or difference of appearance, and the differences between

those individuals who can be considered as being good adjusters, and

those who can be considered poor adjusters. This results of this study

should be a set of findings which can be tested in a more traditional

empirical way at a subsequent stage in the research programme.

The method of analysis does not follow a traditional pattern. It is

based on grounded theory, as described in the introduction and

method.

Results of analysis

Emergence of categories

The inductive open coding process was carried out on all of the

interview transcripts apart from one, which was randomly selected

and held back in order to conduct a reliability check on the final

emergent categories. Initially, the interviews were read through

several times in order to familiarise the coder with the material, and

to be able to informally identify themes and patterns in the

interviews. The interviews were then examined in a more systematic

manner. Each was analysed in turn, at a low level of categorisation.

Each meaningful unit within the interview was treated as a whole.

That is, rather than code the interviews by individual words, sentence,

paragraph, or whole interview, the unit of analysis was what the
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coder considered a unitary meaningful element. In many cases, this

corresponded to what would be a paragraph if written. However, the

meaningful units were often smaller than this. In some cases, a single

sentence could have several units. For example, if the interviewee

said, "When I go to the pub, other people make insulting comments to

me and it makes me feel embarrassed", in the final coding scheme, the

situation (the pub), the problem behaviour (the comments), the

motivation for the behaviour (to insult) and the emotional reaction

(embarrassment) would all be coded. Initially, it was not clear what

the categories would be. Using the techniques described in the

description of grounded theory in the introduction, a first attempt at

coding was achieved. Inevitably, many of these early categories were

later rejected as being uninteresting, repetitions of similar categories,

or inaccurate when compared again against the interview transcripts.

The second step in the analysis assisted in untangling this. This

involved grouping the first level of categories at a higher and more

abstract level. For example, "feeling anxious", "being nervous"

"becoming worried" would all be categorised as "anxiety feelings". The

process of recoding at more abstract levels was repeated until it was

no longer productive. It was then possible to work back from the

most removed and abstract level of description to a more specific

level of description with an approximated idea as to the structure of

the categorical scheme which would finally describe the interviews.

By moving to a more specific level, some categories emerged which

had not been produced during the original coding, and the move from

specific to abstract categories. For some categories, five levels

emerged. Having produced a very complex description of the

interviews, the categories were carefully compared with each other, in

order to combine and simplify where possible, to eliminate categories

which had single membership, or were clearly irrelevant to the

adjustment process. This greatly simplified the overall category
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scheme. The practice described above, of moving between the

abstract and the specific, with continual reference to the original

transcripts, gradually shaped the final category solution in an

iterative, evolutionary way.

Figure 4.1 is a representation of the highest level categories, and

represents a schematic view of the nature of living with a perceived

difference of appearance.
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Definitions of categories

The categories have been described below. These are intended as a

guide to the way in which this set of interviews was categorised,

rather than a strict coding scheme for future interviews. In this way,

they are different from a set of content analysis categories. In

grounded theory, it is not claimed that the concepts and categories

which emerge have external reliability. The category descriptions

need to be understood as part of the results in themselves, not just a

preliminary step in which non-category variables (e.g., level of

adjustment) are compared to the categories.

The categories which emerged in this analysis are numerous. That is

due to the hierarchical nature of the category structure used by this

investigator. The result of this is a more complex, but also a more

complete, interpretation of the data. The next section of the results

describes the categories which emerged. The main sets of categories

which emerged were coping, conditions for difficulty, self-concept and

emotional reaction to difficulty. Other categories which also emerged

at this level of the analysis include degree of difficulty, physical

implications, origin of abnormality, onset of difficulties, and life

context. Each of these nine categories can be seen as the starting node

for a tree diagram, with sub-categories below them. In order to

illustrate the nature of these categories, 'self-concept' will be used as

an example below. The remainder of the categories are included in

interview appendix 2. In the descriptions below, the general category

will be described, before the sub-categories, then the sub-categories

of the sub-categories, etc. are covered. It can be seen that within the

general category of 'self-concept', there are principal sub-categories of

perceived coping efficacy, appearance self concept, 'other' (i.e., non-

appearance) self-concept evaluation, appearance self-concept
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evaluation, and self-concept process. They are described in more

detail below.

Self-concept category

The category of self-concept refers to the way in which individuals

perceives themselves, or aspects of themselves. There are a number

of sub-categories within it.

Perceived coping efficacy - high/low

This describes the degree to which the individual believes that

his/her attempts to cope are successful.

Appearance self-concept

This is comprised of subcategories describing the role and

appearance of the aspect of the self that is perceived as the

bodily 'feature'.

Identity of abnormality

The name given to the abnormality by the individual.

Meaning of abnormality

This is a difficult category, as in some senses, many of the

categories are about the meaning of the abnormality. In this

category, the concern is the subjective relation of the

abnormality to life in general - its importance and symbolic

meaning (fatness as being laziness, tattoo as being a

demonstration of 'hardness', skin colour anomalies as being

signs of "disease", etcetera).

Change in meaning

This sub-category is used when the meaning of an

abnormality changes over time. An example would be a

scar demonstrating toughness at one stage in life, but

stupidity later.
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Function of abnormality

This category is used when the appearance is directly

blamed for major life changes - for example, the end of a

marriage.

Importance of abnormality

This is an indication of the perceived importance or

unimportance of the abnormality in the life of the

individual.

Other

This category includes the various meanings given to

abnormalities of appearance described in the

introduction to this ('meaning of abnormality') category

which are not covered above.

Physical appearance self-concept

Encompasses the dimensions in which the physical nature of

the abnormality is described. They are all self explanatory.

Change

Colour

Consistency

Location

Multiple sites

Other

Physical vulnerability

Severity

Size

Tidiness

Treatability

Visibility



Other self-concept evaluation

This describes other aspects of self-concept, and is comprised of

several sub categories.

Abnormal

Being abnormal or different from normal.

Gender identity

The degree of masculinity/femininity

Negative self evaluation

General negative beliefs about the self.

Other general self-concept

Other beliefs about the self.

Perceived self efficacy high/low

Belief about the ability of the individual to act effectively.

Worthy/ unworthy

General sense of self worth

Appearance self-concept evaluation

This category relates to specific evaluation of the appearance of

the individual.

Negative

Seeing the appearance as bad, ugly, unpleasant, etc.

Positive

Seeing the appearance as good, attractive, etc.

Other

Neutral evaluations about the appearance (for example,

novelty of appearance).

Self-concept Process

Describes change in self-concept, or the way in which the self-

concept is involved in the vulnerability of the individual.



Identity change

Describes any instance of the change of self perception over

time.

Self-concept threat

These sub-categories all describe processes in which the self-

concept is involved in the vulnerability of the individual.

Incongruity of self-concept

Describes a clash between the appearance self-concept and

the general self-concept, in other words, occurrences when

there is a discrepancy between how the people see

themselves generally with how they feel about their

appearance. The self-concept is threatened by this

incongruity.

Integration of the 'abnormality' into self-concept

The self-concept is threatened because the appearance self-

concept is so tied in with the general self-concept that a

challenge to the appearance self-concept is a challenge to the

whole self-concept.

Learned worthlessness

A process by which systematic teasing or comments have

persuaded the individual of their worthlessness. It is

possible for the individual to have learned worthlessness as

part of their self-concept, and be to able to intellectually

accept that this is not the case.

Self-concept evidence

Searching for, or finding evidence to confirm beliefs about

the self, but not evidence to disprove them.

Other

Other self-concept processes.



Salience

Salience is the degree of conscious awareness of the difference of

appearance.

Salience to self

Reporting the degree to which the 'feature' is brought to

mind.

Salience to others

This refers to the perceived salience of the appearance to

other people.

Reliability of coding into categories

It is necessary to investigate the extent to which the categories

described above were produced and interpreted in a consistent,

reproducible way. To this end, a reliability analysis was carried out.

Krippendorff (1980) identifies two types of reliability analysis which

could be carried out on these data. Reproducibility, or inter-coder

reliability, involves a second person re-classifying the data using the

categories previously derived and applied. This highlights any

problems with both the definition and application of the categories.

The second method, stability, involves the same coder re-classifying

the data after the original coding, when the details of the specifics of

the text have been forgotten. This is a weaker analysis, as ambiguities

in the coding scheme may not be uncovered if the author of the coding

scheme re-applies the codes him/herself.

For the purposes of this analysis, it was necessary to employ the

second of these two methods. Practicalities determined that a second

coder was not available, and consequently, the original coder re-coded



a randomly selected tape at least four months after the previous

coding.

For each segment of text identified, the category scheme was re-

applied. Two options in the analysis of these data were then possible.

Cohen's kappa (Cohen, 1960, cited in Howell, 1992) is a measure of

categorical agreement. This is a somewhat cumbersome method

which is applicable in cases where there are a small number of

categories, and the chance of random 'accurate' coding is therefore

considerable. In this analysis, the vary large number of categories

makes this so unlikely that the use of kappa is not necessary, and the

simpler alternative, percentage agreement, is appropriate.

In this analysis, tape 7 was used. Of the 92 identified segments, 62

were in agreement on re-coding, indicating a 67% agreement.

Examination of the errors suggested that the re-coding included an

over-representation of the most common categories, and a

corresponding under-representation of the less frequent categories.

This can be interpreted in two ways. It is possible that some of the

less frequent categories in the coding scheme could be incorporated

into larger, more frequently occurring categories. Alternatively, it

could demonstrate that the coder was more familiar with the more

common categories, and favoured them for that reason.

The categories described above emerged from the set of interview

transcripts. It is possible to view them as an end point in themselves,

giving a taxonomy of adjustment, or a phenomenological account of

the problems of living with abnormalities of appearance. To this end,

they have been combined in a suggested format (see figure 4.1).



Distribution of categories across the two groups of

good/poor adjusters

The purpose of this thesis is also to go beyond phenomenological

description and consider where individual differences in adjustment

relate to these categories. The next section describes these

differences. To make this kind of analysis is to consider the categories

described above as analogous to content analysis coding categories.

This must be seen as a way of asking questions of the data to generate

hypotheses, rather than hypothesis testing per se. This is consistent

with a grounded theory approach, whereas a content analysis would

not be justifiable. It must nevertheless be viewed as a highly

tentative and exploratory process.

Two types of comparisons can be made when comparing the good and

poor adjusters' responses. Firstly, the total number of utterances by

good and poor adjusters for each category can be compared. This

gives an indication of the relative importance and salience of the

category. This measure is made more meaningful if it is considered in

the light of the number of good and poor adjusters who use the

category in the interview. This is for several reasons. Most

importantly, one interviewee talking a lot about a specific category

could unreasonably exaggerate the measure if other members of the

group of good/poor adjusters did not behave in a similar way.

Secondly, one of the assumptions of this type of content analysis - that

frequency of occurrence is equivalent to importance - is not

necessarily true. Chomsky (1959, cited in Krippendorff, 1980)

compares the responses of two people receiving a bouquet of flowers.

The first one immediately shouts "beautiful, beautiful, beautiful,

beautiful." The second says nothing for a few seconds, then whispers,

"beautiful". It is hard to argue that the first person finds the flowers
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more beautiful than the second, despite the repetition. A further point

which undermines the use of frequency counts as an index of

importance is the issue of first utterances. It is arguably harder to

raise a difficult issue for the first time than it is to repeat it on

subsequent occasions. This indicates that there is not a linear

relationship between frequency and importance. In order to

overcome some of the difficulties described above, it is useful to

compare the number of representatives of each of the two groups

(good/poor adjusters) who use each of the categories, regardless of the

individual frequency of use. These two measures - frequency counts

and group proportions - must be seen in the light of each other for the

most valid conclusions to be drawn.

In comparing groups in a content analysis across non-content

variables, it is common to examine the statistical significance of any

differences. This would not be appropriate in this analysis. The large

number of categories, and low number of participants would reduce

the power of any analysis to such an extent that the chances of a type

one error occurring would outweigh the benefits of conducting the

analysis. Statistical analysis is inappropriate for the hypothesis

generating nature of this study.

Summary tables for the counts for poor and good adjusters across the

categories, which are described below, are given in interview

appendix 3.

Coping

The sub categories of coping did differentiate between the good and

poor adjusters. Monitoring was reported by seven of the poor

adjusters, but only one of the good adjusters. Although this was not a



strong category (most participants who did mention it referred to it

only once) the size of the difference makes it interesting.

Threat devaluation and cognitive avoidance was a strategy reported

by more than half (five) of the poor adjusters, and only two of the

good adjusters. Both wishful thinking and "brazening it out" were

reported by three poor adjusters but no good adjusters. Similarly,

four of the poor adjusters confronted others as a coping strategy,

whereas none of the good adjusters did. For each of the exposure

avoidance categories, more poor adjusters were recorded than good

adjusters. The poor adjusters who used avoidant strategies also

talked about each strategy more frequently than the good adjusters.

Escape from situations was more frequent for poor adjusters, and this

category was also used more often. Overall, it appeared that poor

adjusters did more coping (corresponding to the more circumstances

in which they felt the need to tope').

More poor adjusters described highly socially supportive contacts.

However, more poor adjusters also described a lack of social support.

Crucially, no good adjusters reported no social support.

More good adjusters referred to high perceived coping efficacy, and

the use of treatment as a means of coping. More poor adjusters

referred to low coping efficacy. It is not possible to determine the

extent to which the perception of coping efficacy was accurate.

Overall, all interviewees described some elements of coping. Poor

adjusters use a wider range of coping strategies and talked more

about coping than good adjusters. It is possible that this is because

they adopt different coping patterns to the good adjusters. It is



equally possibly that it is because they have more, or feel that they

have more, to cope with.

Conditions for difficulty categories

Other - characteristics of others

Five of the eight poor adjusters referred to the empathy of the other

person, whereas only two of the nine good adjusters did. This was

also reflected in the total utterances for empathy. More of the poor

adjusters than good adjusters were concerned with the

motivations/intentions of others' behaviour (seven compared to four).

The main source of difference is in ascription of the motivations of

others to be accidental. Six poor, compared to two good adjusters

ascribed others' behaviour to non-deliberate, accidental intentions.

Other - evaluation by others

The type of evaluation by others seems to be evenly distributed

amongst the good and poor adjusters. Overall, poor adjusters talked

more about the "overshadowed self", but a similar proportion of good

and poor adjusters used the concept. As this concept was widely used

amongst the interviewees, a difference was less likely in terms of

absolute numbers using the concept in comparison to the relative

emphasis placed upon it by the two groups.

Other - problem behaviour by others

The distribution of types of comments indicated more instances of

each type of comments amongst poor adjusters, and a greater

proportion of poor adjusters than good adjusters reported each

category, for all types of comment by others. The same is true for the

other "problem behaviours by others".



Other - all three above

Overall, the category of other based conditions for difficulty was

saturated, in that all interviewees at some point used elements of this

general category. The most striking feature of the total comparison is

the number of references for all the categories. The poor adjusters

made almost twice as many references to other based conditions for

difficulty.

Self - anticipation

Five members of each adjustment group referred to anticipation of

difficulties. Despite this even distribution, poor adjusters referred to

anticipation twice as much as good adjusters. This was most evident

in anticipation of others' behaviour.

Self - mediating factors

All the poor adjusters, and six of the good adjusters discussed factors

which mediate their reaction or the difficulty of the situation.

Self - perceived control

The trend which emerged was slight, but in the direction which may

be predicted. Good adjusters were more likely to report feelings of

being in control, and poor adjusters were more likely to report

feelings of lack of control. The number of instances of low-control

amongst the poor adjusters was greater than the good adjusters.

Self - all of the self conditions for difficulty categories

Overall, the category of self based conditions for difficulty was

saturated, in that all interviewees at some point used elements of this

general category. Like other based conditions for difficulty, the poor

adjusters made approximately twice as many contributions in this

category as good adjusters.
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Situation based conditions for difficulty

The same number of good and poor adjusters described situations in

which they experienced difficulties. There was no systematic

difference in the type of problematic situations. However, the poor

adjusters again made almost twice as many references as the good

adjusters, indicating more situations as aversive. This may imply a

lower 'threshold' for classification of aversiveness.

Self-concept categories

Self-concept (appearance) evaluation

It is hard to separate confidently the two groups on appearance self-

concept evaluation. There remained an impression that the poor

adjusters reported more negative content than the good adjusters.

Seven of the eight poor adjusters, compared to five of the nine good

adjusters, reported negative evaluations of their appearance.

Self-concept general evaluation

The multi-faceted general self-concept category revealed both

similarities and differences between the two groups. Although a

similar number of poor and good adjusters included "abnormal" as

part of their self-concept, this was three times more salient in the

poor adjusters group. The general negative self-concept was also a

sub-category which differentiated the groups. More poor than good

adjusters reported elements of negative self-concept. Additionally,

they talked more extensively about this (average of 4.5 times for each

of the six poor adjusters, in comparison to 1.5 times for each of the

two good adjusters). This finding is perhaps one of the most

interesting in this analysis, as it amongst the clearest distinctions
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between the groups. The gender identity, perceived self efficacy, and

other general self-concept evaluation sub categories did not provide

any further evidence for differences between the groups.

Self-concept process

The self-concept threat process is clearly more inclusive of poor than

good adjusters. As well as including more of the poor than good

adjusters, the poor adjusters spoke far more frequently than the good

adjusters (an average of six times each, compared to once each for the

good adjusters). The non-specific "other self-concept process" clearly

reflected more good adjusters' concerns than poor adjusters.

Appearance self-concept - meaning of abnormality

This category did not strongly differentiate the two groups, and the

categories barely reached the criteria for inclusion. It is of note that

three of the good adjusters, unlike any of the poor adjusters,

described the importance of their abnormality.

Appearance self-concept - physical nature

The two groups were not strongly split on most of this set of

categories. However, the poor adjusters were more concerned with

the severity of their features. The good adjusters remarked more on

the tidiness and treatability of their features.

Appearance self-concept - salience

Salience of the feature to others was more significant than salience of

the feature to the self. Thirteen of the seventeen interviewees

discussed the salience of their feature to others, whereas only six

described the salience of their feature to themselves. There was not a

demonstrable difference between the two groups.



Emotional reaction to difficulty categories

A diverse set of emotional reactions to difficult situations and to living

with an abnormality of appearance were reported. Of these, none

were overtly positive, but two were neutral. The "calm acceptance"

category, and the "no emotional reaction" category (which arguably

should be subsumed within the former) were dominated by the good

adjusters, with five of this group, compared to only one of the poor

group, registering here. Of the negative emotional reactions, anger,

anxiety, general negative reaction, hurt, and self consciousness were

the most widespread categories. Within these emotion categories,

only anxiety could be argued to clearly differentiate the good and

poor adjusters, as five poor, compared to one good adjuster reported

this reaction. Although anger was reported almost universally by the

sample, the frequency counts suggest that this was far more salient to

the poor adjusters. It is also possible that "general emotional distress"

was greater amongst the poor adjusters, as four of the eight in this

group, compared to only two of the nine good adjusters, described

emotions which were classified here. Furthermore, "hurt" was

reported by similar proportions to "general emotional distress", and

additionally, was more frequently talked about amongst those poor

adjusters who did mention this compared to the good adjusters who

mentioned it. Other emotional reaction categories were not used

widely enough to justify further speculation.

Origin of difficulties

No clear differences emerged on this set of categories.

Origin of abnormalities

No clear differences emerged on this set of categories.



Degree of difficulty

The degree of difficulty experienced was mentioned by seven of the

eight poor adjusters, and one of the good adjusters. One of the poor

adjusters reported a low degree of difficulty. The remainder

(including the one good adjuster) reported a high degree of difficulty.

This is broadly in line with the expectations about the groups. It is not

surprising that the low degree of difficulty category was not used

more than once, as lack of difficulty is by its nature, not a salient

concept.

Physical difficulties

No clear differences emerged for this set of categories.

Life context

No clear differences emerged on this set of categories.

Summary of Results

Figure 4.1 is a reflection of the phenomenological, category generating

part of the results section. The pattern which emerged in the second

part of the results section is summarised here. The most

overwhelming factor was the degree to which the poor adjusters

talked, compared to the good adjusters. Their verbosity was a

reflection of greater dissatisfaction to living with a different

appearance. Some differences were observed, and may serve as the

basis for hypotheses in subsequent investigations. This issue will be

elaborated upon in the discussion section below.



Discussion

At the outset of this study, the interviews were designed with the

assumption that there would be differences in the content of the

interviews between the good and poor adjusters, and that a

systematic analysis of the interviews would enlighten the researchers

as to the specific nature of those differences. Furthermore, it was

anticipated that these observations would reflect factors which

produced or maintained the differences in the adjustment of the

individuals. To some extent, this has been achieved. In the absence

of a strong guiding literature, the results of this study may be

interpreted in such a way as to facilitate further, more specific

empirical investigation. As a theory building exercise, it has had a

measure of success.

The first part of the analysis was interesting in itself. The

development of categories allowed a meaningful phenomenological

account of the common aspects of living with an appearance which is

different from normal. Although simplified from a case-by-case

analysis, the level of specificity and detail which was produced

provides a strong framework for further investigation of new

individual cases in the future. The degree of commonality amongst

the interviewees demonstrated, perhaps unsurprisingly, that there

are a great many shared experiences between the good and poor

adjusters. Rather than being seen as factors which cloud the issue of

the central purpose of the thesis, it is more productively seen as a

reminder of the similar stigmatising social context which the

interviewees share.

To progress to the next phase of the research, the hypothesis

generating properties of the analysis need to be examined.
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The emotional reactions to difficulty were in line with predictions as

to the adjustment of the two groups. The poor adjusters clearly had a

worse emotional reaction than the good adjusters. The three facets of

this which appeared most worthy of further investigation were anger,

anxiety, and hurt.

The method of dividing the two groups would suggest that there may

be differences in coping style. The Derriford Scale makes frequent

references to avoidant coping, and social avoidance appears as a main

factor of the scale. It is not possible to predict from the Derriford

Scale whether the poor adjusters cope differently, or simply do more

of the same type of coping in comparison to the good adjusters. The

interview analysis would seem to suggest the latter. Rather than a

systematic difference, the poor adjusters did more of the coping styles

identified (monitoring, threat devaluation, wishful thinking,

"brazening it out", confronting, and avoidance). That is, the good

adjusters did adopt coping strategies which the poor adjusters

avoided, suggesting that the greater proportion of poor adjusters in

some categories was a reflection of more, rather than different, coping.

An interesting finding appeared to emerge from the social support

category. The poor adjusters discussed more often high and low social

support. None of the good adjusters reported having "no social

support". This may indicate either a varying perception of support, or

a pre-occupation with support amongst the poor adjusters. This

finding must be reconsidered in the light of the analysis of the second

part of the interviews. When considering perceived coping efficacy,

the good adjusters typically had positive perceptions of their ability to

cope, unlike the poor adjusters.



The 'conditions of difficulty relating to others' revealed interesting

distinctions between the good and poor adjusters. The poor adjusters

assessed other people as having less empathy for them. This is

consistent with the greater number of incidents of other people

accidentally behaving in a hurtful way. Generally, more negative

incidents and 'problem behaviours' were reported by the poor

adjusters. These did not systematically differ in their nature,

suggesting that in objective terms, the behaviour of other people was

not qualitatively different towards the more poorly adjusted group.

The consistency between the types of situations reported as difficult

by the good and poor adjusters, but greater frequency of description

of situations, is also consistent with this interpretation. This suggests

that it is the interpretation of the behaviour which is, at least in part,

the distinguishing characteristic between the groups. The 'conditions

of difficulty relating to the self' bear this out. Overall, the picture of

these is of an anxiety-prone appraisal of situations. Poor adjusters

seemed slightly more likely to have anticipatory concerns. Poor

adjusters reported more feelings of being out of control of the

situation. Furthermore, the mediating factors described were more

frequently reported by poor adjusters, and were factors rarely outside

the control of the individual.

The final set of categories which facilitate theory building are the self-

concept categories. The data arguably demonstrate that more poor

adjusters had negative appearance self-concepts, and more poor

adjusters had unspecified general negative self-concepts. One of the

important observations was that the sense of abnormality and

difference was more salient for the poor adjusters, both appearance

and non-appearance specific. This suggests that this aspect of the

self-concept is more important (and therefore accessible) for the poor

adjusters, and/or more negative in content. The fact that other self-
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concept sub-categories did not show this strong effect (namely 'gender

identification', 'perceived self efficacy', and "other' self-concept') is

evidence that this is a phenomenon due to the content or organisation

of self-relevant information, rather than an epiphenomenal product of

more self-referent talk by the poor adjusters. The subcategory of

self-concept labelled 'self-concept threat' also demonstrates potential

differences between good and poor adjusters. The implication of this

is that the latter are more vulnerable to self-concept damage, as the

way that they process appearance information related to the self is

essentially more threatening.

There was some evidence that the good and poor adjusters thought

about their bodily feature in a different way. Within the category

'appearance self-concept', it is interesting that the sub-categories in

which the good adjusters placed more emphasis than the poor

adjusters were 'tidiness' and `treatability'. Otherwise, the poor

adjusters showed more concern with the physical nature of their body

sites. Consistent with the findings described above about self-concept

evaluation, it may of course be not that poor adjusters think of the

body sites in a different way, but that they think of them more often,

or that the physical nature of the abnormality is more salient.

The seemingly disparate conclusions above must be integrated into a

single set of findings to enable a tentative hypothetical model to be

developed.

From the above, the following may be hypothesised. Good and poor

adjusters have similar experiences, if assessed from an objective point

of view. This is supported by the similarities between the groups in

the situations categorised as 'conditions of difficulty - others -

problem behaviour of others,' and 'conditions of difficulty - situation
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based.' However, there is evidence that these events are interpreted

or attended to in a different way, and that the psychological

significance of the events is different for each group. By considering

that the main difference between the groups is a difference in the

psychological consequences of the events, we can speculate further as

to the reasons behind these differences.

Evidence of appraisal differences comes from 'Conditions of difficulty -

other - characteristics of others' and 'Conditions of difficulty - self -

anticipation' categories. The former demonstrates that in the eyes of

poor adjusters, events are caused by normal, non-intentional

behaviour of other people. This suggests both that distressing

episodes are likely to occur across situations, and that the causal

responsibility lies to some extent with the person with the

abnormality of appearance, rather than the 'other'. These together

make the world a more subjectively threatening place, as under these

conditions, aversive appearance related events seem harder to avoid.

The increased incidence of poor adjusters in the 'Conditions of

difficulty - self - anticipation' category is a reflection of this.

Secondly, and more speculatively, it is possible that the difference in

the 'Conditions for difficulty - self - mediating factors' and 'Conditions

for difficulty - self - perceived control' demonstrate that the poor

adjusters perceive events as being less under their control. This is

once again consistent with a hypothesis of more threatening appraisal

by poor adjusters. Furthermore, this is supported by the 'Conditions

of difficulty - self - anticipation' category. Poor adjusters anticipate

negative consequences more of the time than good adjusters.

The findings described above suggest that the potential negative

consequences and interpretations of social events and encounters are
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cognitively primed more of the time in the poorly adjusted group,

facilitating negative appearance related interpretations of ambiguous

events. The greater amount of similar types of 'Coping' by the two

groups suggest that when an event is appraised as aversive, the poor

and good adjusters behave in similar ways. The fact that more coping

is done by the poor adjusters is consistent with more events being

initially appraised as threatening.

The data also demonstrate that social events, including negative social

events, have different consequences for each of the two groups. The

clearest and most fundamental aspect of this is the difference in

emotional reaction suggested by the data. The greater levels of

anxiety are consistent with greater anticipation of aversive

consequences of social encounters. The increased levels of hurt and

anger suggest that events have had a more profound effect on the

poor adjusters. The greater emphasis on the 'overshadowed self'

concept amongst the poor adjusters, despite similar proportions of

each group reporting the phenomenon, indicates that this matters

more to them (i.e. has more aversive consequences).

Having suggested that objectively similar events are more likely to be

negatively appraised by poor adjusters, and having been so appraised,

to have more aversive consequences, it is now important to attempt to

hypothesise why this occurs. The clues to this are provided by the

self-concept and the appearance self-concept categories.

More of the poor adjusters reported negative evaluations of their

appearance, and the idea of themselves as abnormal was more salient.

General negative self evaluation was also more salient in the poorly

adjusted group. The relevance of this was partly suggested by the

'self-concept threat' category. This category, again more in evidence
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in the poor adjusters, includes the categories where the relation

between the non-appearance self-concept and the appearance self-

concept are included. It is possible to hypothesise that one of the key

differences between the two groups is this relationship.

It is possible to identify two types of threat within the transcripts.

These are hypothetical processes, and are discussed as possible, rather

than demonstrable explanations. The first occurrs when there is a

discrepancy between a negative view of the appearance (negative

appearance self-concept) and an otherwise healthy non-appearance

self-concept. It is possible that at the onset of an aversive event, this

discrepancy is highlighted, and it is the discrepancy between these

elements of the self-concept which causes distress. The second

hypothesised mechanism for self-concept threat occurs when again

there is a negative appearance self-concept, but this is more closely

tied in with a negative view of the non-appearance self-concept.

When the appearance self-concept is made salient, this acts as a

prime for the general negative views of the self, which then become

salient. The negative views of the self then exacerbate the distress.

The hypothesised operation of the self-concept is made clearer by the

'nature of abnormality - salience' category. The salience of the

appearance to others was a more widely used category than the

salience of the appearance to the self. The previous emergence of the

appearance self-concept as a category suggests that this is a difference

in ease of access rather than in the existence of the self awareness of

the abnormality. It is reasonable to hypothesise, therefore, that

private self consciousness of the abnormality of appearance is

'triggered' in conditions of exposure, scrutiny, or when it is clear that

others are aware of the person's appearance. That is, others'

awareness of the different appearance serves as a trigger to prime the
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appearance self-concept in the individual. The consequences of this

then depend on the content of the self-concept, and its organisation.

Specific hypotheses at this stage would be to go beyond the data.

However, it is clear that the relationship between the various

elements of the self-concept, and their evaluation, is worthy of further

investigation.

The process can be summarised as follows. The poor adjusters and

good adjusters differ on their appearance, and possibly also on their

non-appearance self-concepts. The more negative view of the self or

the appearance in the poor adjusted group may take many different

forms. In a social context, the poor adjuster is already primed by

previous experiences to view events as more threatening, leading to

more threatening interpretations made in ambiguous situations. The

state of anticipatory anxiety is itself a cause of distress. Within a

negative encounter, the public or 'outside' view of the abnormality is

first made salient to the individual. This appearance specific public

self consciousness then activates the already primed negative

appearance self-concept. When this is made internally salient, a

process of private self consciousness occurs. It is possible that the

poor adjuster either experiences the discrepancy between appearance

and non-appearance self-concept elements, or alternatively, a

negative non-appearance self-concept becomes salient, because it is

closely associated with the negative appearance self-concept

Whichever of these two possible processes occur, the resulting

negative affect is the manifestation of the adjustment problem. The

interpretation of the event then reinforces future interpretation of

ambiguous situations, and feeds the process of anticipatory anxiety.

The theory is of course highly speculative, and made without, at this

stage, resort to guiding relevant literature. To re-frame the
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hypothesis in this way is the function of the introduction of the final

section of the thesis. As this stage, it is possible to make several

empirically testable predictions.

Assumptions and claims made include the following;

* poor adjusters experience more anticipatory anxiety about

situations

* similar situations shown to good and poor adjusters will be judged

as more threatening by poor adjusters.

* similar situations experienced by poor and good adjusters will have

a greater emotional impact on the poor adjusters.

* public self consciousness (awareness of the self as a social object)

primes private self consciousness (introspective self-focussed

attention) in poor adjusters

* poor adjusters have more negative appearance self-concepts than

good adjusters



Chapter five

Hypothesis testing analysis from interviews
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Introduction

As described in the general introduction to this section, the purpose of

this study is to test a number of candidate hypotheses generated from

a knowledge of relevant general psychology. The aim of testing this

wide range of candidate hypotheses is to determine the most fruitful

way of proceeding in later empirical stages, and avoid arbitrary

selection of a theoretical perspective. In an ideal world, a full

experimental study would be carried out on samples of good and poor

adjusters for each hypothesis. This is beyond the bounds of practical

research. An analysis of semi-structured interview responses allows

the breadth necessary.

Methodological approach

Essentially, this study is a content analysis. The basic idea in content

analysis is to reduce or classify text to comparable categories. There

are no strict rules as to the methods in content analysis. The raw data

is normally a frequency count of target occurrences of specific words

or phrases. Alternatively, the whole text is analysed by breaking it

into units, and each unit is then categorised. The frequency of these

category counts then form the raw data. These have been analysed in

various ways from simple descriptive statistics, to complex

multivariate and factor analytic techniques (Weber, 1990). Within

this study, the candidate hypotheses are well formed in advance. This

means that the responses given by interviewees can be categorised in

relation to these hypotheses. Frequency counts of answers either

consistent or inconsistent with the hypothesis across the good and

poor adjuster groups in the sample will be compared.



Relevant psychological theory

The hypotheses selected for this study have been chosen on the basis

of a review of relevant psychological literature. It is inevitable that

this will not be completely exhaustive. It would always be possible to

demonstrate that other areas of psychology could be brought to bear

on the problem of adjustment to abnormalities of appearance. The

decision as to which theoretical approach to use in psychology is not

normally described, let alone tested. It is hoped that this section is a

step further forward to theoretical accountability. Below are a series

of summaries of the literature relevant to the areas selected for

hypothesis testing.

First thoughts

Part of the interview asks participants their first thoughts in response

to a situation in which their appearance is potentially an issue. The

purpose of this is to determine whether there is a pattern in the most

available cognitive responses, and importantly, whether there is any

distinction in the type of pattern between the good and poor

adjusters. This is important, as these initial responses are liable to

reflect the most accessible schematic style of processing and the

cognitive responses which most often guide processing of this kind of

event (see Higgins and King, 1981). Identification of the dominant

(most chronically accessible) schema is particularly important as it is

liable to be used in interpreting and giving meaning to ambiguous

situations (Bargh, Lombardi, and Higgins, 1988). The initial responses

are therefore a valuable guide to the way in which the participants

construct their social world, in circumstances where their appearance

is potentially under scrutiny.



Attribution

Certain styles of explaining events have been associated with

depressed mood, and poor emotional adjustment. Explaining the cause

of a negative event as global, that is, applicable across a range of

situations, is one factor. Another is the tendency to attribute causes of

negative events as stable over time, rather than short lived. The final

dimension which has been associated with poorer adjustment is

internal attribution for causality. The internal/stable/global

combination has been implicated in a number of settings, having been

first proposed by Abramson, Seligman, and Teasdale in 1978. In

particular, lonely and shy people tend to use this type of attributional

style to explain interpersonal failures (Anderson, Horowitz, and

French, 1983). The 'internal' dimension of attribution particularly

bears closer examination. The internal attribution dimension is highly

associated with control, but is more complex than that. It is possible

to internally attribute an event to oneself, without having personal

control over it - for example, the results of genetic inheritance. The

isolation and negative affect reported as associated with abnormalities

of appearance suggests that this is one line of questioning which must,

therefore, be pursued in the interview. Questions must be framed to

describe the way that people make attributions about the difficulties

that they face.

It has been suggested that attributions themselves do not necessarily

cause negative mood, and there is some empirical support for this;

however, the success of re-attribution training - teaching people to

use less depressive attributions (Forsterling, 1985) suggests that

understanding the attributions which disfigured people make for their

social difficulties will be fruitful.



Some relevant work has been carried out investigating the

attributions of people who are stigmatised. It is clear that biases exist

in the way these people make attributions as to the cause of their

difficulties. Essentially, stigmatised people tend to attribute the

behaviour of other people to the stigmatising condition, often

incorrectly. Crocker, Voelkl, Testa, and Major (1991) investigated the

effects of the stigmatising effects of race in attributions about

negative feedback. In a controlled experiment, they found that Black

Americans over-attributed negative feedback to racial prejudice.

They hypothesised that this bias serves to protect the self esteem of a

stigmatised group. In the case of those stigmatised by abnormal

appearance, similar attributional errors also arise. Kleck and Strenta

(1980) found that subjects in an experiment who were led to believe

that they had a false facial scar visible to others (when in fact, the

false scar had been surreptitiously removed) attributed much of an

interactant's behaviour to prejudice due to their 'abnormal'

appearance. McArthur (1982) found that 'physical distinctiveness' is

associated more with self attributions for negative social events. In

summary, then, those stigmatised by abnormal appearance are at risk

of over-attributing other people's behaviour as due to their

appearance. This over emphasis on the effects of their appearance

can potentially distort people's ability to understand alternative

explanations for events. By blaming their appearance, they are

relinquishing control of their ability to change the course of negative

social situations, and engage in problem focused coping strategies.

However, it is also true that, as Crocker et al (1991) point out, these

attributions also have a self serving function; by blaming other

people's prejudice about their appearance for social failures, the

people are able to maintain their self esteem.



In an examination of self-blame, an internal attribution for a negative

event, the difference has been revealed between characterological

and behavioural self blame ( Janoff-Bulman, 1979) In the former, a

failure is blamed on a personality trait or characteristic - such as

being clumsy, selfish, etc. The latter is failure blamed on a specific

behaviour. Of these two, characterological self-blame is associated

with more negative consequences than behavioural self blame. This

has been supported in a study of failure in social behaviour by

Anderson (1983). A strong analogy to this which is worth following

up is the extent to which internal attributions are associated with

appearance (analogous to characterological self blame) rather than

behaviour..

Recently, problems have been identified with the traditional way of

investigating attributions. Typical paradigms involve contrived

situations which take no account of the social processes involved in

the production of the attributional account required by the

investigating psychologist. In criticisms of traditional attribution

theory, Antaki (e.g., Antaki, 1994) says that the metacognitions about

the shared social world of the psychologist and subject should be the

subject of investigation. In solving the problem arising from typical

attribution paradigms, he also shifts the focus of interest. While this

is a valid response, it is (deliberately) moving away from the

information processing model favoured in the current research. It is

necessary to produce an alternative response to the problems Antaki

raises. A start will be to change the way in which subjects give

attributional accounts - to allow them more control in the construction

of the vignettes used, rather than use strictly controlled pre-defined

vignettes. The imposition of a specific perspective on the world, at

least, has thus been removed.



Social skills

An area related to the use of social-support is the level of social skills

possessed by an individual. It has been well demonstrated that good

social skills are related to better adjustment in disfigured populations

(Kapp-Simon, Simon, and Kristovich, 1992; MacGregor, 1990; Rumsey,

Bull, and Gahagan, 1986; Rumsey, Robinson and Partridge, 1993). The

last of these studies has demonstrated prospectively that social skills

training can improve adjustment. A well-argued case has been made

for a reciprocal relationship between poor social skills and poor

adjustment (see, for example, Bull and Rumsey, 1988). People with

poor social skills elicit negative reactions from other people. This

feedback contributes to a worse self-image, and consequently, they

find it even harder to function in a socially skilled way. This process

can operate with people who are aware of their 'abnormal'

appearance. Self-consciousness, social anxiety, or anticipation of

negative reactions from other people leads them to behave in a less

socially skilled way (initiating fewer conversations, making less eye-

contact, etc.) Other people interacting with these people react both to

their unskilled behaviour, and their appearance. It is the poor social

skills that are responsible for much of the negative reaction they

receive from other people, and these negative reactions that are

amongst the causes of difficulties in adjustment. These negative

emotional consequences increase, or maintain, the poor self image,

leading to further future social skills problems.

A recent and thorough review of the way people use this type of

interpersonal feedback has, however, questioned the assumption that

people use feedback from others to develop their self image (Kenny

and DePaulo, 1993). Rather, they claim, the reverse is true - people

interpret feedback on the basis of their existing own self image. This

suggests a far more stable self image than that proposed by advocates



of social skills training. In actuality, it is most likely that self image is

affected by feedback, and feedback is interpreted in line with the

expectations built up by the person's self image. Social skills training

may need to be assessed over a longer term to properly assess this

reciprocal relationship.

It is also possible that poor social skills have negative effects other

than relating to the self image. It may be that they operate in a far

simpler way. Poor social skills elicit negative reactions from other

people. Rather than mediating the effect through self-image, it is

possible that people simply find this experience unpleasant enough to

motivate them to avoid similar situations in the future, albeit with

their self image intact.

It is clearly important to investigate the level of social skill possessed

by interviewees. The psychological literature on impression

management is relevant to this task. Arkin (1987) described the self

protective impression management strategies employed by people

high in social anxiety/depression/shyness. This group are likely to be

associated with the poorly adjusted population under consideration.

Their behaviours include less participation in social interaction, fewer

initiated conversations, talking less frequently, avoiding unknown

topics, minimal self disclosure, modest self descriptions, and 'pleasant'

behaviours (smiling, not disagreeing). It is possible that these

impression management techniques are associated with a

maintenance of social anxiety and shyness, as these behaviours are

not associated with social success. The extent to which a person

spontaneously engages in these behaviours is again, not easy to

establish simply by asking them.



Optimism

Carver and Scheier (1985) define optimism as a generalised

expectancy for a good outcome. There is strong evidence that this

trait is associated with good physical and mental health (e.g., Carver

and Gaines, 1987; Schemer, Matthews, Owens, Macgovern, Lefebvre,

Abbott, and Carver, 1989). There is evidence that optimism and

pessimism predict distress related to surgery for breast cancer, up to

12 months post operatively (Pozo, Carver, Wellens, and Scheier 1993).

It is reasonable to predict, therefore, that a disfigured patient

appearing positive about the future, and expecting a good outcome, is

more likely to adjust well. It is important, however, to realise that the

association between optimism and positive outcomes does not mean

that optimism causes the good results. It is more likely that

optimism reflects a person's understanding of their own coping

abilities. Unless these underlying abilities are changed, increasing

someone's optimism would not bring about a resulting improvement

in their adjustment. Several studies demonstrate that this is the case;

optimists behave and think differently when faced with threatening

circumstances (e.g., Aspinwall and Taylor, 1992). More specifically,

they tend to actively think about and attempt to deal with difficulties,

rather than denying them or giving up. Carver, Pozo, Harris, Noriega,

Scheier, Robinson, Ketcham, Moffat Jr., and Clark(1993) describe the

characteristic reaction of the optimist to be consistent with the

'serenity prayer' - attempting to change the things they can, accepting

the things that they cannot, and having the wisdom to know the

difference. The findings of a beneficial effect of optimism, mediated

by coping methods, are strongest in studies where people can

realistically use their knowledge of how they have coped in

comparable situations in the past when they make predictions

(optimistic or pessimistic) about how well they are likely to do in the

future. The studies which have found the evidence associating



optimism with better outcome are those which have examined

generalised stressful circumstances, such as life transition, or dealing

with a self-selected recent stressful event. Unusual circumstances,

where previous coping tactics may not be relevant (such as waiting

for the results of a biopsy; Stanton and Snider, 1993) have not

demonstrated the beneficial effects of optimism. This suggests that

while optimism can be a predictor of better adjustment, this is more

likely if awareness of one's own ability to cope is relevant to the

stressful circumstances encountered. In the case of people who are

distressed by the way they look, the literature on optimism suggests

that helping them recognise situations in which they have managed in

the past, and teaching them skills with which to be able to tackle new

situations, should be beneficial. It is not possible to say that

encouraging optimism would in itself result in better adjustment.

Social support

The principal question regarding the beneficial effects of social

support is why some people seem able to make better use of it than

others. The perception of availability of support, and the ability to

make use of what support is available may be important individual

difference variables differentiating good/poor adjusters. Five

different types of social-support can be offered, by the professional

worker or by family, friends, and colleagues. These are 'cognitive

support' (advice, information), 'social sanctioning'

(approval/disapproval), 'material help' (financial or practical

assistance), 'companionship' (support of doing things with others), and

finally, 'emotional support' (providing a shoulder to cry on) (Kleber

and Brom, 1992). Each of these types of support has different

characteristics, and it is possible to see that they will have different

roles in adjustment. A lot of social contact alone does not necessarily

equate to useful social-support. In order to assess whether the social-



support a person receives is useful, the subjective needs of the person

must be compared with the type of support received. It will not be

helpful to someone in need of emotional support or companionship, if

the 'support' of people around them consists of practical advice and

assistance.

Brewin, MacCarthy and Furnham (1989) consider the possibility of

low social-support as a consequence, as well as a cause, of poor

adjustment. In regard to stigmatised individuals (including the

disfigured), they argue that it is possible that stigma produces anxiety,

which leads to social withdrawal. This then results in low social-

support availability. This idea is supported by Folkman, Lazarus,

Dunkel-Schetter, DeLongis, and Gruen (1986), who found that

situations in which self esteem is threatened (as it is when stigma

produces anxiety) are associated with less social-support seeking.

Brewin et al have investigated the relationship between cognitive

appraisal of events, and perception of the amount of social-support

available. They found that low consensus judgements as well as

stable and global causal attributions were associated with a perception

of lower amounts of social-support available.

Within the interview study, simply assessing the amount of social

support available is not adequate. The range of social support, and

the degree to which social support needs are met must also be

assessed.

Worry

Eysenck (1992) has described worry as the cognitive component of

anxiety. Although this may be a little too inclusive, worry is certainly

very important. The degree of dysfunction and distress related to

adjustment to disfigurement cannot be seen only as reactions to



threatening events; something is happening at a cognitive and

emotional level when these people are avoiding their threatened

event. Worry is a clear candidate for a cognitive process which leads

to behavioural avoidance, and acts as an inhibitor to coping.

One factor which determines the degree of worry includes the

judgement of probability of negative events occurring. It has been

noted in clinical observations (Carr, personal communication) that

judgements of probability of aversive events occurring will be far

higher in the situation where the event may occur, compared to a

judgement made in the relative safety of an interviewing room.

Within the interviews, this factor can be considered by making this

explicit to the interviewee, and asking for different judgements.

Mow likely does it seem now when you assess it objectively. . . how

likely does it feel that it is when you are actually there?').

The underlying reasons for the supposed differences in these

probability judgements should also be addressed. MacLeod Williams,

and Bekerian (1991) have supposed that a difference between

worriers and non-worriers may be in the perception by a 'worrier' of

the number of reasons a threatened event may happen to them,

versus why it should not. One consequence of this is a perceived

greater probability of aversive events occurring which contributes to

the onset of worry, and avoidance of aversive events arising from

worry. In other words, this theory predicts that an increased

perception of high probability of aversive events will, through the

mediation of worry, produce greater avoidance of the events. There is

therefore reduced opportunity to disprove the unrealistic assumptions

of greater probability of the avoided event occurring - thus, worry is

maintained.



Rumination

Rumination is the habitual re-playing of events. There is evidence

that depression and anxiety are associated with increased rumination

over negative events (e.g., Blagden and Craske, 1996). It is possible

that a differentiating factor between the good and poor adjusters is

the degree to which they ruminate over the social difficulties they

encounter.

Positive events

One assumption which has been made about having a different

appearance is that there will only be negative consequences. Two

factors need to be considered. Firstly, it is conceivable that there may

be as yet unidentified positive consequences. Secondly, it may be that

the impact of negative consequences may be offset to some degree by

any association between any positive consequences and different

appearance. In essence, this section was included to investigate a

potential moderating factor on adjustment, and to emphasise the

importance of avoiding 'giving' problems to people who may not have

them.

There is relevant psychological literature to support the contentions

above. The first point made was that there may be unidentified

positive consequences. In literature examining the implications of

physical illness, which may be seen as analogous to having a

disfiguring appearance, positive consequences have been identified.

Lxrum, Johnson, Smith and Larsen (1988) found that around 50% of

eighty-four post-myocardial infarction (heart attack) patients

reported a new 'joy of life'. Hamera and Shontz (1978) also identified

positive as well as negative impact of life threatening illness,

particularly in social, family, and emotional domains of adjustment.



Collins, Taylor, and Skokan (1990) have further investigated what at

first sight may appear to be anomalous positive consequences of

negative events. In a study of responses to victimisation, they found

that positive consequences resulted in the social domain, but were

mixed in relation to self-perception. Taylor and Brown (1988) have

attempted to explain the finding of positive effects from a social

cognition perspective. They argue that when negative events cannot

be denied, people are able to offset the impact by interpreting results

as having a positive consequence. Typically, this will be by finding

meaning in the event.

The 'life-events' literature, the body of work arising from attempts to

measure stress by self-reports of significant personal events (e.g.,

Holmes and Rahe, 1967) has demonstrated the worth of positive

events in a way that is consistent with Taylor and Brown's

explanation. It has been demonstrated that in the face of negative life

events, the co-occurrence of positive events can serve to ameliorate

the impact of negative events. This has been described as a 'buffer'

hypothesis, and has been demonstrated in a true experiment by Reich

and Zautra (1981), and in a quasi-experiment by Cohen and Hoberman

(1983).

In relation to adjustment to differences in appearance, it is therefore

argued that it is important to consider the hypothesis that positive

interpretations of living with a different appearance may be made by

some individuals, and that this may be related to better overall

adjustment.



Social comparison

One form of cognitive response which arises from either perception of

the self as a victim, or belief that others perceive one as a victim, is

social comparison. A theory of social comparison was proposed

originally by Festinger (1954), which has since been somewhat

elaborated. Essentially, social comparison is a technique which some

people employ, to reduce their sense of being a victim. The theory

has specifically included stigmatised groups, such as the disfigured,

during its development. Taylor, Wood, and Lichtman (1983)

identified five different types of social comparison. The first of these,

downward comparison, has received the most attention. Downward

comparison involves comparison between the self and a person who is

even more of a victim than the self, along the dimension subject to

self-evaluation (such as appearance). For example, a person may

quote specific examples of people who look similar, or even less

disfigured than themselves, but are more depressed/anxious about

their appearance.

Other forms of social comparison are comparison along different

dimensions ("I may have a scarred face, but it is not as bad for me as

for someone in their teens"), creation of hypothetical worse worlds ("I

may have lost part of my face through cancer, but I am lucky that it

didn't kill me."), finding meaning from the event ("The way I look may

cause me problems, but I have learned what is important in life."),

and invention of a normative level of adjustment, which the person

can exceed ("yes, I am a victim, but I am managing very well.").

The above methods are not equally effective in all circumstances.

Research has suggested that for downward social comparison at least,

the circumstances in which it will be most beneficial involve people

who have low self esteem, and are experiencing the threat of



victimisation (Aspinwall and Taylor, 1993). It is important to note

that although social comparison has been associated with improved

adjustment, this has only been the case when the comparison has

been spontaneous; there is no evidence regarding the effectiveness of

suggested comparisons.

Post traumatic stress disorder

A further potential reason why some people may adapt well, and

other badly, is the onset of post traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) in

some disfigured people. PTSD is an anxiety disorder which has been

described in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual III - Revised (1987)

and is comprised of five diagnostic criteria. These may be

summarised as firstly, having experienced a markedly distressing

event, secondly, persistent recollection of the event (in bad dreams,

similar events, etc.), thirdly, persistent avoidance of things associated

with the event, fourthly, increased arousal (sleeping difficulties,

irritability, etc.), and finally, presence of the symptoms described

above for at least a month after the trauma. PTSD has been observed

most notably in war veterans, rape victims, and disaster victims. It

has also been observed in burn victims, (Perry Difede, Musngi,

Frances, and Jacobsberg, 1992; Williams and Griffiths, 1991). Perry et

al found that up to 40% of burn patients had developed PTSD, when

assessed 6 months after the burn. The predictors of whether an

individual would develop the disorder were social support, total body

surface burned, and the level of emotional distress. Interestingly, the

degree of disfigurement associated with the burn was not a predictor

of PTSD development. A recent article has suggested that the concept

of PTSD could be extended beyond circumstances following a

particular traumatic event. Scott and Stradling (1994) suggest that

similar symptomatology can be observed in people who have



undergone prolonged duress - hence, prolonged duress stress disorder

(PDSD). This is even more applicable to the daily problems

encountered by people with disfigurements. An interesting future

research project would be to investigate the incidence and predictors

of PTSD/PDSD symptoms in a disfigured population.

Summary

The aim in this study is to view the above areas of general psychology

as providing candidate hypotheses to test, in order to ensure that the

direction of the research is determined on a meaningful basis. One

way to approach this would be to run a series of laboratory based

studies for each of the perspectives. Rather more efficiently, within

this study a set of hypotheses has been developed based on the

literature described above. The hypotheses will be related to semi-

structured interview questions. Each question, with its associated

probes, will test hypotheses related to the areas described. Specific

hypotheses are detailed in the method (below).



Method

Participants

The participants were those recruited for the grounded theory study,

described above (chapter four).

Design

This is a hypothesis testing exercises. The design is properly

described as quasi-experimental, the two 'naturally occurring' groups

being the good and poor adjusters.

Dependent variables were frequency counts of the categories

described below in the hypotheses. The counts were scored 'blind' -

that is, they were rated without the scorer being aware of whether

the transcript was from a participant who was a member of the good

or poor adjustment group.

Hypothesis one:

H 1 : Good adjusters and poor adjusters will differ in their beliefs about

the thoughts of others when being observed.

Hypothesis two:

H2 Good adjusters will differ from poor adjusters in their beliefs about

other people's emotional reactions to observing them.

Hypothesis three:

H3: Good adjusters will differ from poor adjusters in their own

thoughts when being observed.



Hypothesis four:

H4: Good adjusters will differ from poor adjusters in their emotional

reactions to being observed.

Hypothesis five:

Hs: The two groups of adjusters will differ in their immediate coping

after the incident, and in their coping after the incident has passed.

Hypothesis six

H6: Poor adjusters would have a smaller coping repertoire than good

adjusters. This would be represented by describing fewer coping

options than the good adjusters.

Hypothesis seven

11 7 : Poor adjusters would make more internal attributions for the

scenario than the good adjusters.

Hypothesis eight

Hg: Good adjusters would make more specific attributions than global

attributions. Poor adjusters would make more global attributions than

specific attributions.

Hypothesis nine

H9: Poor adjusters would make more stable attributions for the

scenario than the good adjusters. This would be reflected by more

'often' and fewer 'rare' responses.

Hypothesis ten

H10: Poor adjusters would have less perceived control over the

situation in the scenario. This would be represented by fewer 'no'



responses and more coping mechanisms described in the good

adjusters group.

Hypothesis eleven

H11:More good adjusters will find it easy to get on with others,

compared to the number of poor adjusters. More poor adjusters will

be reserved with others compared to good adjusters.

Hypothesis twelve

H12:Poor adjusters will have a more pessimistic/less optimistic view

of the future than the good adjusters. This would be demonstrated by

more 'better' and less 'worse' responses amongst the good adjusters.

Hypothesis thirteen

H13:Poor adjusters would consider their future to be more dependent

on their appearance.

Hypothesis fourteen

H14: The good adjusters will have greater perceived coping efficacy

than the poor adjusters.

Hypothesis fifteen

H15:Good adjusters would have more sources of social support than

the poor adjusters.

Hypothesis sixteen

H16:The good adjusters would have access to a greater range of social

support.



Hypothesis seventeen

H17:Poor adjusters will have a greater sense of anticipation of the

occurrence of aversive appearance related events than the good

adjusters.

Hypothesis eighteen

H18:Poor adjusters will ruminate more on negative appearance related

events than the good adjusters.

Hypothesis nineteen

H19:Poor adjusters will believe more that negative events are more

likely the good adjusters.

Hypothesis twenty

H20:Poor adjusters will differ more in their subjective (in situ) and

objective (post hoc) ratings of likelihood of an aversive appearance

related event than the good adjusters. Poor adjusters will over

estimate the likelihood in situ.

Hypothesis twenty one

H21:More good adjusters than poor adjusters will experience some

positive benefit from having an appearance different from normal.

Materials

The interview schedule (interview appendix 1) was used. The

relevant parts for this study are described below.

Sections four to 13 of the interview schedule are more structured than

sections one-three, (which were described in chapter three). Once

again, they were designed as a guide for the interviewer, rather than



a rigid protocol. If issues had been covered elsewhere, or were

inappropriate in the light of information gathered already within the

interview setting, sections could be omitted or altered appropriately.

Each set of questions within this section had been designed to

investigate a particular candidate hypothesis in the explanation of

adjustment.

Section four

The aim of this section was to explore automatic thoughts, emotional

reactions, and behaviours of interviewees in a 'critical situation' - that

is, a situation in which they find themselves experiencing potential

difficulty associated with his/her appearance. In addition to their

own thoughts, the interviewees' views of the 'other person's'

perspective was also explored. A shop situation was chosen as a

standardised familiar context, and a stare at the feature about which

the person is self conscious a typical 'difficult' situation. A

standardised situation was chosen in order to be able to meaningfully

compare responses from interviewees. Non-self explanatory elements

of section four are elaborated upon below.

Four (a). This question is included to check the validity of the

standardised situation.

Four (b). If the situation was not shown to be valid, another non-

standardised situation was negotiated at this point.

Four (c) Was an attempt to elicit beliefs about the thoughts and

emotional reactions of other people.

Four (d) The purpose here was to elicit automatic thoughts.

Four (e) To determine the emotional reaction

Four (f - h) Investigated coping responses and repertoire of the

interviewee.



The next sub-section four (i-m) was designed to investigate

attributions about the standardised situation described in section four.

Five (a) is a very general attributional question. Following Antaki

(1994), the phrasing of the question is in the pattern 'why x rather

than y'. This format enables meaningful comparisons of answers to

the question. The internal/external attributions, perceived control

over the situation, global/ specific dimension of attribution and the

stability/instability dimension of attribution.

Section five

The purpose of this section is to determine social competence and

social skill. Where relevant, social skill in dealing with direct

questioning about appearance was also discussed (six (a) - six (d)).

Section six

This section investigates optimism/pessimism, and the extent to which

appearance plays a part in the way that the interviewee views the

future. (six (a) and (b)).

Six (c) was designed to investigate generalised self - efficacy.

Section seven

This section was designed to prompt an explanation of two dimensions

of perceived social support, breadth (seven a and b) and

quality/range (seven c).



Section eight

This section was concerned with worry, rumination, and perceived

likelihood. Eight (a - c) are self explanatory. Eight (d) and (e) are

included to allow a comparison between objective and subjective

likelihood of an aversive event occurring.

Section nine

Four questions based upon items from the Impact of Events Scale

(Horowitz, Wilner, and Alvarez, 1979) were selected to be used to

indicate whether further investigation into whether post-traumatic

stress disorder was present was warranted.

Section ten

This section had two purposes. Firstly, it was included to allow

discussion of any possible buffering effects and positive

interpretations which had resulted from having an appearance

different to normal. Secondly, as a concluding section, it was included

to attempt to finish on a 'higher' note, to reduce the chance of the

interviewee ending the interview feeling unhappy or uncomfortable,

having talked through a number of difficult personal issues.

Section eleven

Section eleven was included because it allowed the interviewee the

opportunity to bring forward relevant experiences or information

which had not been covered by the interview protocol. It was also

included to reassure that the interviewee was satisfied that the



investigation genuinely was concerned with hearing their own

experiences.

The final points, after section eleven, were included as reminders to

the interviewer the best way of concluding the interview.

Procedure

The procedure was described fully in the previous chapter.



Results

Twenty one hypotheses were analysed. The full results are shown in

interview appendix 4. In table 5.1 below, they are summarised.

Three methods of analysis were used. Visual inspection of the results

was used for hypotheses one, two, three, four, and five. A clear

qualitative difference between the responses of the good and poor

adjusters would reject the null hypothesis in each case. The second

method, t-tests, were used to test hypotheses six, fifteen, sixteen,

seventeen, eighteen, nineteen, and twenty. These hypotheses were

associated with measurable scores. Finally, the remaining hypotheses,

(seven to fourteen, and hypothesis twenty one), produced categorical

data, and were analysed with chi-square tests. Of the 21 hypotheses

presented in the method section, five were retained. The first two of

these, relating to hypotheses one and three, are only moderately

supported as they arise from a visual inspection of the data. Clearly, a

significance level cannot be reported in table 5.1 for hypotheses

tested in this way.



Hypoth
-e s is

number

test
method

Hypothesis (summary) Ho
rejected
?

1 obs Beliefs about the thoughts of others yes
2 obs Others emotional reactions no
3 obs Own thoughts while being observed yes
4 obs Own emotional reaction to being

observed
no

5 obs Coping no
7 X2 Poor adjusters more internal

attributions
ns

8 X2 Poor adjusters more global attributions ns
9 X2 Poor adjusters make more stable

attributions
ns

10 x2 Poor adjusters have less perceived
control

ns

11 X2 Perceived social skill worse in poor
adjusters

ns

12 X2 Poor adjusters more pessimistic p<0.05
13 X2 Poor adjusters future more appearance

dependent
ns

14 X2 Perceived coping efficacy poorer in
poor adjusters

ns

21 X2 Poor adjusters will experience less
positive benefit from having a different
appearance.

ns

6 t-test Coping repertoire worse in poorer
adjusters

ns

15 t-test Poor adjusters have fewer sources of
social support

ns

16 t-test Poor adjusters have fewer types of
social support available

ns

17 t-test Poor adjusters have greater
anticipation of negative appearance
related events

p<0.01

19 t-test Poor adjusters will believe negative
appearance events are more likely

ns

20 t-test Poor adjusters will over-estimate the in
situ likelihood of an aversive event
occurring

ns

18 t-test Poor adjusters will ruminate more on
negative events

p<0.01

Key: obs = observation of data - no formal test. x 2 = Chi-square test. t-test =
independent samples t-test. ns=not significant at p<0.05

Table 5.1: Summary of results of content analysis



Discussion

Of the twenty one hypotheses tested in this part of the interview

study, six questioned or disproved the null hypothesis, and the

remainder failed to do so. It is possible to consider the implications of

this in relation to the theory suggested at the end of the previous

section. Five of the six experimental hypotheses which remained

intact are consistent with the earlier theory. Hypothesis one, that

poor adjusters believed other people had more negative thoughts

about their appearance, is consistent with a more negative appraisal

of the situation by poor adjusters. Hypothesis three, that the poor

adjusters' initial thoughts were more dominated by thoughts of public

self consciousness is consistent with the idea that public self

consciousness is initially activated, before priming and activating

private self consciousness. In the introduction, it was suggested that

initial thoughts are related to schematic processing. The thoughts

evinced are too limited to consider as representative of a schema in

themselves. However, they are consistent with a systematic

processing of self-referent social information.

Hypotheses twelve and seventeen, that poor adjusters are more

pessimistic about the future, and have greater anticipation of negative

consequences, is in line with the predictions arising from the

literature on worry, discussed in the introduction, and also the

hypotheses generated in the grounded theory study that anticipatory

anxiety is a feature of poor adjusters. Hypothesis eighteen, that poor

adjusters ruminate more on negative events, is supportive of the

notion that the events have a greater impact on the poor adjusters. It

is also possible that this finding could be extrapolated further.



Only one of the experimental hypotheses left standing, H 10, the

perceived control hypothesis, is initially not explicable by the

hypotheses developed earlier. The finding that more poor adjusters

reported controlling strategies does not necessarily sit easily with the

notion that poor adjusters find events more aversive and less easy to

control. However, it is possible that this finding reflects coping rather

than control, and that the attempts at control reported are actually

coping strategies. The earlier findings showed that poor adjusters did

more coping, although not in a qualitatively different way, than the

good adjusters.

The null hypotheses which were not rejected are also worthy of

discussion. Three of these are difficult to explain in the light of the

theory under discussion. H4, that there would be a different emotional

reaction between the groups, was not significant. However, this may

be due to the complexity of the responses; of all the answers, this was

perhaps the hardest to meaningfully reduce into a single word

category for each individual. Certainly, when this is seen in the light

of the grounded theory analysis in the previous chapter, the null

finding here suggests a methodological, rather than a theoretical

problem. H13, that the future was dependent on appearance, did not

differentiate between the groups. It is possible that this reflects the

idea that for some respondents, problems in their lives associated

with their appearance were not the most overwhelming life difficulty

anticipated. There are two possible explanations for this finding. The

first is that there genuinely was no effect. The second is that it is a

product of unspecific questioning. Had the question been phrased in a

way which cued specifically social and interactional aspects of the

participants' future, the answer may have been different.



H19 does not demonstrate the predicted difference between

perceptions of likelihood of events. This seems inconsistent with data

elsewhere that demonstrates increased anticipatory anxiety amongst

poor adjusters. It is also inconsistent with the hypothesis put forward

by Carr (1979) and MacLeod et al (1991), which proposes that the

reason for increased anticipatory anxiety is caused by increased

subjective likelihood of an aversive event occurring. An alternative

explanation is therefore proposed - that the anticipatory anxiety

reported stems not from a belief that events are more likely, but from

a concern about the events when they do occur. It is the

aversiveness, rather than the frequency of occurrence, that leads to

the anxiety. Failure to reject H20 (aversive event frequency) is

consistent with the suggestion made above that the anticipatory

anxiety is centred more on the aversive character of the negative

encounters, than the frequency of the events themselves.

Failure to reject the null hypotheses of H5, (coping), H6, (coping

repertoire), H14, (coping efficacy), H15, (social support availability

perception), H16, (social support range perception), and H21 (positive

implications) is consistent with similar coping patterns across the two

groups. Despite an increased overall level of coping observed in the

previous chapter, no systematic differences in the type of coping were

observed. H3 (first thoughts) is ambiguous, and although consistent

with the main source of difficulty arising from salient aspects of the

self concept, rather than the view of the other person, no clear

statement can be made from this.

H7-9 were included as a test of attribution theory. The anticipated

global, stable, internal attributions were not made more by the poor

adjusters. This may reflect the method of assessing the attribution, or

may suggest that the generalisable cognitive attributional style



characteristic of depression is not behind the adjustment problems. It

is more likely that the robust finding of attribution differences

reported in the literature was also in effect here. However, the effect

size may have been too small to demonstrate any difference between

the two groups in the face of larger effects. The over attribution of

appearance as the cause of negative events has not been properly

tested within this questioning.

Failure to reject hypothesis eleven suggests that the difference is not

one of perceived social skills. This does not of course mean that social

skills are not implicated, only that the poor adjusters do not appear to

report this in a different way to good adjusters.

To summarise these results, they have been largely negative, and

characterised by a failure to reject the literature based candidate null

hypotheses. This is not surprising given the circumstances under

which they were tested. In order to consider the large number of

candidate hypotheses, they were not tested in the same laboratory or

clinical environments which produced the theories in the first place.

In order to survive the content analysis testing of these hypotheses,

any one would have to be a very strong case for further discussion.

The absence of contradictory strong candidate hypotheses serves to

strengthen the argument for pursuing the hypothetical model which

was proposed in the discussion of the grounded theory analysis

Consequently, it must be ensured that the hypotheses which did

survive are consistent with any eventual model produced. The

evidence for increased pessimism, anticipation of negative

consequences and rumination on events must be considered

significant contributions to theory development. The evidence

regarding the beliefs about their own appearance, and the perception
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other people's beliefs is less strong but, like the other survivor

hypotheses, is consistent with the position put forward in the previous

chapter. The triangulation of results allows us to have more

confidence than examination of them in isolation, and it can be argued

that they too should be carried forward.



Chapter six

Do poor and good adjusters differ in the degree of
self-discrepancy?



Introduction

Purpose of study

This chapter is part of a section which, along with the interview

studies, tests a range of candidate hypotheses to explain the

differences between good and poor adjusters to perceived

abnormality of appearance. This chapter tests hypotheses that there

are differences in the self-concepts of good and poor adjusters. One of

the reasons for choosing this as an area to investigate in relation to

adjustment is the factor analysis of the Derriford Appearance Scales

(chapter three). It became clear that when fully factorised, both

versions of the scale produced factors which I argued were self-

concept factors, or, more specifically, positive and negative self-

evaluation factors. It was not clear, though, from the multi-centre

trial data alone what role self-concept played in adjustment to

abnormalities of appearance, or whether self concept differences

would distinguish the two groups. While the other hypotheses

generated from the general psychological and disfigurement literature

were tested though grounded theory analysis and content analysis of

the interviews, the self-concept is tested in this chapter with a more

traditional empirical approach. This is for two reasons. The most

important is that it allows the standardisation of the self-concept

measure, in what is an extremely amorphous construct. Secondly, it

can be assessed in a far quicker and more simple way using a paper

and pencil task, which is of benefit to both participant and researcher.

In this introduction, the rationale for investigating self-concept

differences will be made clear by firstly, reviewing the self-concept

literature from general social psychology, and secondly, briefly

reviewing the self-concept literature as it has been applied to

disfigurement. As with all of the candidate hypotheses in this section

of the thesis, the summary of the relevant background material is not
275



intended to be exhaustive. Rather, it is intended to demonstrate the

viability of considering the area as of theoretical relevance to the

central question of adjustment to abnormalities of appearance.

Background from the self-concept literature

The study of the self is almost implicit within the definition of

psychology, and naturally, has been a focus for research since the

origins of the discipline (e.g., James, 1907). Attention has focused on

the content and structure of the self-concept, as well as the relation

between self-concept, emotional adjustment and behaviour. Despite a

wealth of work investigating the self-concept, it is only within the

past 10-15 years that it has been fruitful. This is due to two principal

factors. The first is the development of social cognition within social

psychology. This has facilitated new and more productive ways of

theorising about the self. Secondly, the questions asked about the role

of the self-concept have changed. As Markus and Wurf (1987)

describe, earlier self-concept work attempted unsuccessfully to link

complex behaviours to the global view of the self. Advances came

when the monolithic self-concept was abandoned in favour of a multi-

faceted, multi-dimensional self-concept, and elements of the self-

concept, rather than a general sense of self, were considered. This

was paralleled by investigation of more subtle dependent variables -

for example, mood, self-presentational strategies, and situational

appraisals, rather than the global behaviours previously studied. The

key area in which self-concept is relevant to adjustment is the

relationship between self-concept and emotion.

One of the advances in understanding the self-concept has been the

notion of hypothetical selves. That is, that in addition to thinking of

ourselves in terms of concrete aspects of our lives, we are also able to

think of ourselves in terms of potential, or imaginary aspects of our



lives, and that there exists a discrete aspect of self-concept for each

'hypothetical self'. Markus and Nurius (1986) have, for example,

investigated the role of possible selves in the self-concept. They have

found possible selves contain information about goals, and goal-

related self knowledge. They are therefore influential in the direction

of behaviour, as well as in goal related information processing.

Another area of self-concept research using the notion of hypothetical

selves is more relevant to emotional adjustment. Higgins (1987,

1989) has investigated the role of three dimensions of the self. These

are the 'actual self (Tow I really am'), the 'ideal self (Tow I would

ideally like to be') and the 'ought self (Tow I really should be'). The

latter two are clearly hypothetical selves. Higgins has examined the

consequences of discrepancy between the actual self and the other

two self aspects. Two functions of discrepancy have been identified.

The first is its relation to behavioural self-regulation. The ideal and

ought selves act as guides for goal setting in a similar way to Markus

and Nurius' possible selves. The second function relates to affect. A

discrepancy between the actual and ideal self had been found to

relate to depressive mood. A discrepancy between the actual and

ought self is related to anxiety. Moreover, the extent of the

discrepancy is positively correlated with the extent of the affect

(Higgins, Klein, and Stauman, 1987). Sanchez-Bernados and Sanz

(1992) have examined actual self - ideal self, and actual self (own

perspective) - actual self (perceived others' perspective) in a student

population. They found that, as Higgins and colleagues had done

before, that an actual - ideal discrepancy predicted depressive

symptomatology. They also found that the ideal self (own

perspective) - actual self (perceived others' perspective) discrepancy

predicted social anxiety. In other words, social anxiety occurred when

there was a discrepancy between how an individual would like to



present themselves (ideal self) and how they imagine that they do

present themself (actual self - others' perspective).

Within the literature on disfigurement, the self-concept has not been

studied in a manner which reflects modern psychology. From chapter

one, it will be recalled that Robin, Copas, Jack, Kaeser, and Thomas

(1988) investigated the self concept of adult rhinoplasty patients.

They found ideal-actual self discrepancies. However, they did not

assess patients in terms of psychological adjustment. It has not been

demonstrated, therefore, whether the adjustment of the patients was

related to the discrepancy. Furthermore, the self-aspects chosen were

not related to appearance or being observed. Although promising, the

Robin et al study is only a beginning for self-concept research in this

area.

The purpose of this study

The aim of this study is to investigate whether self concept

differences exist between the good and poor adjusters. Rather than

address global self concept, the aim will be to build on the self

discrepancy work of Higgins by comparing actual and ideal selves. It

will also address the social nature of self-consciousness of appearance

by asking participants to take on two perspectives - their own, and an

abstract 'other'. This will produce data from four self aspects - self

actual, self ideal, other actual, and other ideal. However, rather than

look only at general self concept issues, this study will be directed

towards appearance. Consequently, the 'ideal' selves will be 'me as I

would ideally look'.

Traditional self discrepancy work calculates the magnitude of

differences between each pair of self aspects. For the purposes of this

study, however, raw scores for each of the four self aspects will be



retained in order to investigate whether there are baseline differences

in the self aspect scores in addition to any discrepancies. It is

hypothesised that good adjusters will have less discrepancy between

actual-ideal aspects, and that they will also have more positive actual

self aspects.



Method

Participants

The participants used were the same as those used in the previous

two studies.

Design

The analysis is also a hypothesis testing exercise. It is a comparison

between good and poor adjusters on quantitative measures of self

concept. The design is again properly described as quasi-

experimental, utilising the two 'naturally occurring' groups of the good

and poor adjusters.

The dependent variables will be scores on the 'describing yourself

measure (interview appendix 5). A full account of this measure is

given in materials below. Item scores for 'actual self as I see me',

'actual self as others see me', 'how I would see myself with an ideal

appearance' and 'how others would see me with an ideal appearance'

will be calculated. Three hypotheses are considered.

Hi - The discrepancy between 'actual self as I see me' and 'ideal self

as I see me' will be greater for the poor adjusters than the good

adjusters.

H2 - The discrepancy between 'actual self as others see me' and 'ideal

self as others see me' will be greater for the poor adjusters than the

good adjusters.



H3 - 'Actual self' scores (both 'as I see me' and 'as other people see

me') will be worse for poor adjusters.

Materials

The Describing Yourself booklet (see interview appendix 5) comprised

four sets of 16 semantic differential adjective pairs. The only

difference between each set was the instructions at the beginning.

Respondents were asked to put a cross on the line between the words

closest to 'the way you see yourself', (the first set), 'the way other

people see you', (the second set), 'the way you would see yourself if

you had your ideal appearance' (the third set) and 'the way that other

people would see you if you had your ideal appearance' (the final set).

Twelve of the words were taken from Osgood, Suci and Tannembaum's

(1957) semantic differentials evaluated in their 'Measurement of

Meaning'. It is worth clarifying the origins of these words. Initially,

Osgood et al produced the adjectives by taking the most common

responses from a word association task. He added sensory adjective

pairs (e.g., fragrant - foul) to produce 50 word pairs. These were

subjected to two different analyses, using data from two different

testing sessions. The first analysis, Thurstones Centroid Factor

Method, produced four orthogonal factors. The second, using Osgood's

D-Scale method, produced five orthogonal dimensions. He looked at

the similarities between the two sets of factor loadings and co-

ordinates, and concluded that three dimensions best explained the

results - 'evaluation', 'potency', and 'activity'.



A new analysis was carried out on 76 adjective pairs, selected by

clustering methods from 289 adjective pairs found in Roget's

Thesaurus. A centroid factor analysis with square root factorisation

produced the same three factors - 'evaluation', 'potency', and 'activity'

that had been found in the earlier two analyses. Osgood et al

concluded that these were the three basic dimensions of meaning.

For the construction of the word list for the 'Describing Yourself'

booklet, words were taken from the 'evaluation' factor. These were

judged to be the most appropriate for self evaluation, and were also

representative of the strongest and most stable factor in Osgood et al's

analyses. A sub-set of the full factor word list was chosen for two

reasons. Firstly, some of the adjective pairs were inappropriate for

the task (e.g., light-dark). Secondly, it was important to keep the

word list to a manageable length within the context of the interview

study. A list of the words included, and their factor loadings on

Osgood et al's 'evaluative' factor is shown in table 6.1 below.

Item Loading
good - bad 1.0
selfless - selfish' .31
sociable - unsociable .42
kind - cruel .52
clean - dirty .45
grateful - ungrateful .49
beautiful - ugly .52
successful - unsuccessful .51
important - unimportant .38
reputable - disreputable .68
wise - foolish .57
healthy - sick .33

Table 6.1: Item loadings on Osgood et al's Evaluative Factor

l Osgood originally phrased this as altruistic - egotistic. It was re-worded for this study with more easily
understood equivalents.
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Additionally, word pairs were chosen which related specifically to the

problems of adjustment to abnormal appearance - anxiety (anxious -

relaxed) , depression (happy - unhappy), shame (unashamed -

ashamed), and self consciousness (unselfconscious - self conscious)

were all included as potentially relevant dimensions.

Procedure

The procedure for the interviews has been fully described in chapter

four.



Results

Each set of 16 items produced one self description. In order to assess

the homogeneity of the items, Cronbach's alpha was calculated for

each self description across all respondents. The alpha scores are

summarised in table 6.2 below, and were between 0.862 and 0.931.

This was sufficient to justify summing the sets of scores within each

self description, to reduce the 64 items to four self descriptions.

These were self-actual, self-ideal, other-actual, and other-ideal,

corresponding to the self aspect relating to the actual view of the self,

the view of the ideal-appearance self, the perceived perspective of

others, and the hypothesised perspective of others if the appearance

was ideal.

Self Description Cronbach's alpha
Self-actual 0.879
Other-actual 0.862
Self-Ideal 0.898
Other-Ideal 0.931

Table 6.2: Cronbach's alpha scores for the four self descriptions.



64.75000
81.75000
69.90000
90.12500
46.20000
39.87500
48.40000
41.50000

GOOD	 Self-Actual
POOR	 Self-Actual
GOOD	 Other-Actual
POOR	 Other-Actual
GOOD	 Self-Ideal
POOR	 Self-Ideal
GOOD	 Other-Ideal
POOR	 Other-Ideal

Before conducting an analysis of the data, descriptive statistics were

calculated for the self descriptions of the poor and good adjusters.

From the 100 mm visual analogue scales, each item produced a score

between 0-100, representing the distance from the left anchor point

on the item. Consequently, the higher the resulting score, the more

negative the overall response. The mean scores (mean of all the items

within each scale) are summarised in table 6.3 and the standard

deviations are in table 6.4.

ADJUSTMENT Self Asp	 Means

Table 6.3: Mean scores for self descriptions

I	 I Standard Deviations	 I

1	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 +
I	 I SELF	 I OTHER	 I SELF	 I OTHER	 I	 I
I ADJUSTMENT I ACTUAL	 I ACTUAL I IDEAL	 I IDEAL	 I Valid N I

	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 +
I GOOD	 I 19.53949 I 15.12687 I 18.65803 I 21.92132 I	 10 I

I POOR	 I 22.21968 I 22.58595 I 15.20984 I 16.53568 I	 8 I

+ 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 +

Table 6.4: Standard deviations for self descriptions

The means have been plotted in figure 6.1.
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	 2-way interaction
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Figure 6.1 Means of each self description for good and poor adjusters

There are several notable observations to be made from the table and

plot of mean scores. The first is that as expected, the 'actual selves'

were perceived as worse than the ideal selves. The second is that

poor adjusters have a worse actual self concept - both as perceived by

the self and by others - than the good adjusters. Furthermore, they

also have higher expectations of their ideal selves, both as perceived

by themselves and others. Across both groups, it appears that others

are perceived as more harsh judges than the self. In other word, self-

actual was lower than other-actual, and self-ideal lower than other

ideal. However, all of these initial observations require formal testing.

To this end, a 2 x 4 ANOVA was carried out with the good-poor

variable as a between subjects factor, and the four self descriptions as

a within subjects factor. The ANOVA table is table 6.5 below.



ADJUSTMENT

I summary of all effects; design: 	 1
I 1-Adjustment (good/poor), 2-Self descriptions 	 1

1	 1

	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	

1	 df	 I
1	 MS	 I

	

1	 df	 I
1	

ms	 I
1	 1	 1

Effect	 I Effect I Effect I Error	 I
1 

Error	 I
1	

F	 I p-level I

	 + 	  	 + 	 + 	 + 	 +
1	 1	 1 I	 640.000 I	 16 I 659.9238 I	 .96981 I .3393865 I

2	 1	 3 I 6458.672 I	 48 I 269.8957 I 23.93025 I .0000000 I

12	 1	 3 I	 950.617 I	 48 I 269.8957 I	 3.52216 I .0218165 I

	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 +

Table 6.5: 2 x 4 ANOVA of self descriptions.

From the analysis. no overall main effect was observed for a

difference between good and poor adjusters. From figure 6.1 it is easy

to understand that this could be either because of genuine closeness of

the scores, or because of an interaction between adjustment and the

self descriptions. A highly significant main effect was observed for

the four different self descriptions (F=23.93, df =3, p<0.00000005). A

follow up analysis described below was required to clarify the source

of this difference across the four conditions. Finally, the interaction

also proved to be significant (F=3.522, df = 3, p<0.05).

Main effect of self descriptions follow up: A Tukey HSD test was

carried out on the self descriptions factor to locate the source of

difference. The results are presented in table 6.6. It should be noted

that the comparisons for this within subjects factor were based on an

error term for the overall effect. This amplified the chance of a type-

1 error.

+ 	 +
I Tukey HSD test; variable Var.1 	 1
I Probabilities for Post-hoc Tests	 1
I MAIN EFFECT: Self descriptions 	 1
+ 	 + 	 + 	 + 	 +

1	 (1)	 I	 (2)	 I	 (3)	 1	 (4)	 I
I 73.25000 I 80.01250 I 43.03750 I 44.95000 I

Self Actual	 (1)	 I	 I .6081734 I .0001723 I .0001876 I

Other Actual	 (2)	 I .6081734 I	 I .0001671 I .0001672 I

Self Ideal	 (3)	 I .0001723 I .0001671 I	 I .9852766 I

Other Ideal	 (4)	 I .0001876 I .0001672 I .9852766 I	 1

Table 6.6: Follow up analysis on Self Description factor.



There were no significant differences between the self-actual and

other-actual self description scores. Self-actual was greater than self-

ideal, and other-actual was greater than other-ideal. The remaining

comparisons are theoretically meaningless. This suggests the

unsurprising finding that overall, the actual self was perceived as

worse than the ideal appearance self.

Interaction follow up: Six pairs of self descriptions with each of the

two levels of the adjustment (good/poor) potential interactions were

possible, not all of which were meaningful. The self-actual - other-

actual, self-ideal - other-ideal, self-actual - self-ideal, and other-actual

- other-ideal interactions with good/poor adjustment were all worthy

of consideration. To determine which of these were significant, the

mean square for each interaction was calculated separately. This was

then used with the mean square error from the 2 x 4 ANOVA to

calculate the appropriate F value for each interaction. These are

summarised in table 6.7 below.

Interaction -

adjustment and

df MS effect F P

Actual - self/other 1, 48 23.112 0.0856 ns

Self - actual/ideal 1, 48 1209.12 4.494 <0.05

Ideal - self/other 1, 48 0.7347 0.0027 ns

Other - Actual/ideal 1, 48 1635.03 6.058 <0.025

Table 6.7: Follow up interactions

From this table, it can be seen that two interactions are significant. In

comparison to the poor adjusters, the good adjusters demonstrate

significantly less change between their own view of themselves as

they actually are, and their own view of their ideal selves. That is, the

good adjusters perceive themselves as being more like their ideal

selves.



An identical pattern was observed for the perceived view of other

people. The good adjusters demonstrated less discrepancy between

their perception of how other people actually saw them, and how

other people would see them if they had their ideal appearance, in

comparison to the poor adjusters. These produced a much greater

discrepancy between how other people saw them and how they

believed that other people would see them if they had their ideal

appearance.



Discussion

The results of this study demonstrate that there were important

differences between the group of good adjusters and the group of poor

adjusters. The poor adjusters viewed themselves more poorly than

the good adjusters viewed themselves, and demonstrated a greater

discrepancy between their view of themselves as they are now and

their view of themselves with their ideal appearance. This was the

same whether the view of the self in question was the participants'

own, or the point of view of hypothesised others.

This pattern of results has several implications. Firstly, it strongly

suggests that further investigation of self-concept differences may

prove fruitful. It can be argued from this that simply examining

global self-esteem, or some other single aspect of the self-concept will

overlook the differences between good and poor adjusters. It is worth

re-iterating the finding of no main effect of adjustment in this study

when the four measures of self-concept were not isolated. That is, the

average scores of the actual and ideal selves considered together were

very similar across the good and poor adjusters. Unless they had been

measured separately and separated within the analysis, it may have

appeared that there were no significant differences between the

groups. It is therefore necessary that any further development of this

work strives to clarify and investigate the structure of the self-

concept for the good and poor adjusters.

This difference, between 'ideal' and 'actual' elements of the self

concept is consistent with Higgins' (1987, 1989) predicting depressive

symptomatology as a result of this discrepancy. The poor adjusters

have been shown to be higher in negative affect than the good



adjusters (see chapter three). The more extreme 'ideal self' scores for

the poor adjusters suggest that the poor adjusters rate their

appearance as being more important than do the good adjusters. If

this was the case, it would suggest by implication that the appearance

self-concept is more accessible to the poor adjusters, and

consequently, more likely to form part of the working self-concept. If

this is so, the appearance self-concept will have a greater role in

everyday functioning in the poor adjusters than it will in the good

adjusters.

It is important to consider the shortcomings of this study. Potential

flaws surround the choice of dependent variables. It is possible that

the measure was, to some extent, confounded with the Derriford Scale,

the measure used to identify the two groups. The inclusion of a small

number of appearance specific items alongside the abstract items

from the Osgood scale will have increased the size of the effect.

However, were these items having an undue influence, it is unlikely

that the internal reliabilities described at the beginning of the results

section would have been so high. A more important criticism is that

the differences observed may not have been to do with sensitivity

about appearance, but related to a common negative affect which is

also picked up by the Derriford Appearance Scale. This design cannot

offer information which will enable us to decide whether this is the

case or not. The inclusion of appearance elements within the

assessment, as well a method for separating the variance due to

negative affect and variance due to appearance assessment will be

necessary in further work.

The differences which emerged within this study were from a

relatively crude instrument, and the hypotheses considered simple.

The self-concept literature offers more sophisticated theories and



paradigms for further investigation. The role of affect within the self,

as well as more explicit appearance elements will need to be

considered alongside the structure of the self-concepts. The relative

importance of self aspects also demands further investigation.

However, despite its limitations, this study has successfully tested a

candidate hypothesis, that the pattern of self-knowledge relating to

appearance would differentiate the good and poor adjusters, and

found it to be worth further investigation.



General discussion of interview studies

In drawing conclusions, there are a number of issues which must be

considered. The most obvious is the way in which the 'good' and

'poor' adjusters have been defined, using the Derriford Appearance

Scale. It is fundamental that this measure is a valid measure of

adjustment in order for the analysis to have internal validity. The

Scale itself has been discussed at length earlier in this thesis, and can

be considered valid. However, there remains an issue as to whether

the make up of the Scale would pre-dispose certain types of responses

from the 'good' and 'poor' adjusters in this study. In other words,

does this analysis do more than re-iterate the findings of the multi-

centre trial? Some issues are obviously better suited to examination

using the large sample than to this study - questions related to social

class, age, gender, et cetera. The remaining categories which emerged

in this study are more informative than the Derriford Appearance

Scale, simply because they allow more specificity. Whereas the

psychometric scale allows an individual or group to be contrasted

against a known norm, and thus be placed on a scale of relative

adjustment, the nature of the information from the interviews is far

richer. For example, the finding that the diversity of situations in

which difficulties are experienced is similar, yet the reporting of

occurrences of problematic comments in situations is different

between the groups, cannot be inferred from Derriford Appearance

Scale data.

Another issue which is likely to raise concern is the way in which the

categories in the first part of the analysis were arrived at. This

process is best described as phenomenological, inductive category

generation. It is possible that another researcher would read and

categorise the interviews in a different way. In fact, it would be very
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unlikely that another researcher would produce the same category

scheme. This could be considered a weakness in the design. The

opposite is in fact the case. The great strength of the design is that

although the categories have been created in the light of psychological

knowledge, it has been a process in which creativity and flexibility of

thought were inherent and specific. Even the most hardened

empiricist logical positivist passes through a phase of research in

which theory is generated for test before an attempt is made to

disprove it. The process by which this occurs is given very little

consideration in traditional scientific thought, and is generally

assumed to be a natural product of the preceding scientific thought in

the field. While this is undoubtedly part of the story, it is also true

that a group of traditional scientists would read the same set of

research papers and produce different sets of hypotheses to test.

Indeed, they would strive to do so. The inductive nature of the

category generation within this study is no more or less valid as part

of the scientific process than generating theory on the basis of a

literature review.

In conclusion, the series of three studies within this phase of the

research programme have been largely successful in providing a

theoretical direction for the subsequent hypothesis testing phase of

the research. The grounded theory study concluded that there was a

role for appraisal of situations, and the content, evaluation, and

organisation of self-knowledge. This was strongly supported in the

results of the semantic differential study. The final study in this

section of the thesis, the content analysis, failed to provide any

evidence that there would be more useful alternative approaches. In

the absence of a strong guiding theoretical literature, but a plethora of

potentially relevant approaches, this part of the research has been as

useful for directing the research away from potential hypotheses as



towards the ones chosen. The review of literature for the content

analysis in particular demonstrated the numerous possibilities for the

final part of the thesis. It is as relevant that theories such as social

comparison, attribution, et cetera have not been chosen as it is that

the appraisal of situations, and the key role of the content,

organisation, and evaluation of self-relevant information will form the

basis of the final stages described hereon. The basis of the theoretical

perspective which will be carried forwards will be the model

described in the discussion of the grounded theory study.

Future work may adopt the rejected candidate hypotheses and

methods. It is not possible to say here that they would not be

successful. It is possible to demonstrate, though, that the direction

chosen here is based on stringent and painstaking analysis grounded

in the accounts of the individuals with first hand experience of living

with differences of appearance, which is a necessary precondition for

progress.



Chapter seven

Interpretation of social feedback



Introduction

The previous two sections of the thesis have provided a point from

which hypothesis testing experimental work may be conducted. The

first part of the thesis demonstrated the efficacy of the Derriford

Scale, and showed weaknesses in the intuitive explanations of

adjustment. The second, interview stage provided guidance as to the

potentially most useful areas of further investigation. This chapter is

one part of the testing of the ideas developed in the interview study.

More specifically, it is an investigation of the role of appraisal of other

peoples' behaviour in social interactions. Before the hypotheses are

elaborated and related to social psychological theory, it is worth

recalling the rationale from the interview study.

The grounded theory analysis carried out indicated that differences in

the interpretation of social behaviour may be important. Poor

adjusters reported a greater number of incidents of other people

behaving in a hurtful way, together with an overall pattern of more

negative incidents and "problem behaviours". These did not

systematically differ in their nature, or in the type of situation in

which they arose, from those reported by the good adjusters. This

supports the argument that appraisal differences are worthy of more

careful investigation.

The idea that the social world is differently appraised by good and

poor adjusters to abnormalities of appearance is not a hypothesis that

has been previously tested. However, social anxiety is at least a

component of adjustment (not only do social anxiety measures load on

the Derriford Scale 24r, but one of the factors of the scale is social

avoidance and distress - clearly analogous to social anxiety). It is



therefore pertinent to examine what the work on social anxiety and

social phobia can contribute.

Cognitive therapists (e.g., Beck Emery, and Greenberg, 1985), mainly

from clinical impressions, describe the perception of others by the

socially anxious as critical evaluators. There is a developing body of

experimental work which supports the notion of social anxiety being

associated with biased perception of others' behaviour. Smith and

Sarason (1975) showed high and low socially anxious participants

contrived, poor written feedback about their behaviour and then

asked them to evaluate the feedback. Socially anxious participants

rated the feedback more negatively than the control group. More

recently, this work has been conceptually replicated. Winton, Clark,

and Edelmann (1995) compared students high and low in fear of

negative evaluation. The task involved interpreting very briefly

presented slides or video clips of behaviour. The results were best

explained by an overall negative bias in interpretation of behaviour.

Schroeder (1995) used the 'Interpersonal Perception Task', which

required participants to interpret a number of short vignettes of social

behaviour presented on video tape. Schroeder assessed shyness,

measured by the shyness sociability scale, and defined as 'one's

reactions of tension in social situations involving strangers or

acquaintances', (i.e., highly similar to social anxiety or poor adjustment

to a different appearance). The level of shyness was related to the

number of mistakes on the interpersonal perception task.

Unfortunately, the nature of the errors was not reported, so it is

impossible to determine whether this finding is consistent with a

negative bias, or a failure to distinguish between positive and

negative behaviour. Leary, Kowalski, and Campbell (1988) were

clearer in their results. High and low socially anxious participants

were required to imagine a series of social interactions. Imagined
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evaluations of the hypothetical interaction partner were more

negative amongst the socially anxious participants. Pozo, Carver,

Wellens and Scheier (1991) also found a general negative bias. In a

methodology which will be described in more detail below, they

showed that highly socially anxious participants systematically

assessed positive, neutral, and negative behaviours as more negative

than low social anxiety participants.

Only a study by Alden and Wallace (1995) contradicts this pattern of

results. High and low social anxiety participants were required to

interact with a research assistant, who had been trained to behave in

a positive/socially skilled, or negative/socially unskilled manner

towards the participant. The socially anxious group described the

behaviour of the stooge as more, rather than less, positive in their

behaviour towards them, in comparison to the low socially anxious

group. Alden and Wallace attempt to explain this by arguing that the

difference between their study and others is that their participants

were required to rate the behaviour of the interactant, whereas other

studies required participants to assess the feelings of the interactant.

If this was the correct explanation, it would suggest that people who

are socially anxious believe that positive behaviour by other people is

merely a mask for more sinister feelings. This seems possible, yet

unlikely. A more significant line of argument may be developed when

the population investigated is considered. Alden and Wallace used a

clinical sample of outpatients. It is possible that they are a more

extreme group than the non-clinical anxiety groups used in other

studies, and are therefore not equivalent. It is also possible that the

task involved in Alden and Wallace's study differs, in that the social

interaction is more protracted and with a real partner. The

complexity of social information available is greater, and perhaps less

liable to biases. If this was the case, the reverse bias still needs
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explaining. An obvious, but untested hypothesis is that where

participants are unable to interpret an interactant's behaviour as

more negative, they will be involved in social comparison. In this

case, the view of the other is partially guided by reference to a

negative view of self, and therefore elevated. Further speculation is

beyond the scope of this section; the overall impression of a negative

interpretation of others' social behaviour is robust, and therefore a

useful background for this study.

The approach used is based on a methodological paradigm developed

by Pozo et al (1991). In their study, they required participants to

engage in a question and answer session with a partner over a

television link. The partner was seen on a television screen, asking

questions and behaving in a positive, neutral, or negative way to the

participants' answers. The question and answer session was carefully

set up to make it appear that the 'partner' was really there. In

actuality, the 'partner' was a carefully constructed video tape

providing standardised feedback. This methodology is highly

appropriate as it allows controlled, identical feedback to be given to

participants. The construction of the video tape is open to

manipulation, to allow the order of presentation to be controlled. In

purely practical terms, the method is advantageous in that it allows

the replication of real interactions, increasing external validity,

without the constant need for an actor to be present.

It is hypothesised that the participants who score highly on the

Derriford Scale 24r will demonstrate a consistent negative

interpretation of behaviour in comparison to the judgement made by

the good adjusters.



Method

Pilot Study

The following methodology was tested on three in-patients in the

Plastic Surgery and Burns Unit at Derriford Hospital. As well as the

practical functioning of the method, the patients were asked whether

they objected to the element of deception involved. None of the

patients were concerned by this, and all felt it justified.

Design

The design of the study was a between subjects comparison of good

and poor adjusters, across three levels of a within subject variable, the

valence of the actors' behaviour (positive, neutral, or negative). The

order of presentation was randomly allocated to be either positive -

neutral - negative, or negative - neutral - positive. The order of

presentation was thus a second two level between subjects factor.

Participants

The participants were recruited in one of two ways - either through

Plastic Surgery and Burns, or Dermatology out-patient clinics or as in-

patients, in the Plastic Surgery and Burns Unit. All patients were thus

recruited through Derriford Hospital, Plymouth. In both cases, this

was in co-operation with patients' own consultant plastic surgeon or

dermatologist.

Out-patient recruitment

In an out-patient clinic, lasting half a day, approximately thirty

patients are seen. These are a combination of new referrals and

follow-up appointments. Clinicians were briefed as to who would be
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appropriate patients. The criteria were that participants be adult

(that is, aged 18 or over), be able to read and write, not be dementing

or psychotic, and have an objectively identifiable feature with an

appearance different from normal. Clinicians were asked to invite

patients to talk to the researcher, making it clear that no commitment

to participate was required at this stage. Patients who agreed were

then shown to the room set up for the study by a nurse.

The initial intention was to recruit all patients through this route.

Unfortunately, the number of people from each clinic assessed as

suitable by the medic made the task extremely time intensive and

impractical. The decision was taken to move instead to in-patient

recruitment.

In-patient recruitment

An overview of the background, purpose, and procedure for this study

was given by the thesis author to the medical staff in the Plastic

Surgery and Burns Unit. Following this, agreement was given by the

consultants to approach directly pre-operative in-patients. To fit in

with the administrative procedures of the ward, this meant that the

study was run during the evenings. An average of three patients per

evening were included in the study. Patients were introduced to the

researcher by the ward sister.

Participant characteristics

Twenty-eight participants were included in the study. Of these,

twenty five were through the in-patient route.

Eight were men, and twenty women. The mean age was 41.2 years,

with a standard deviation of 16.95 years.



It was necessary to divide the sample into good and poor adjuster

groups. Ideally, the groups of good and poor adjusters would have

comprised only the extreme high and low scorers on the Derriford

Scale 24r (at least a standard deviation from the mean). However,

with a total of 28 potential participants, excluding participants who

scored within a standard deviation of the mean would have left a

working sample which was too small. It was therefore decided to

divide the whole sample of 28 participants into two groups. The

closest division to a median split was chosen, resulting in a group of

high scorers with scores between 47 and 76, and a group of low

scorers with scores between 11 and 45.

Materials
Three blocks of three questions (nine questions in total) were

recorded. In the positive block three questions were asked. After

asking each question, the actor maintained a positive demeanour -

looking into the camera, leaning forward, and smiling. In the negative

condition, the actor avoided looking into the camera and slumped back

into the chair. The behaviour in the neutral condition was half way

between the positive and negative behaviours.

Two versions of the tape were prepared from this filming. In one

version, the three segments were edited together in the sequence

positive, neutral, negative, and in the second version, the segments

were edited in the reverse order.

An introductory sequence was also filmed, in which the actor stated

that he understood what he had to do, and was ready to begin.



A remote controlled video player and unconnected microphone were

used during the study.

Procedure

Patients were tested individually in a room in the hospital. The

instructions were given verbally

"My name is Tim Moss. I am a researcher working on a project

investigating communication patterns in hospital patients. I will

describe to you now what is involved, and will then give you a chance

to ask any questions. If you decide to go ahead, you will also be given

a chance to ask any questions at the end.

We are investigating various things that affect communication styles

in hospital settings, some high tech, some low tech. The one we are

looking at at the moment is the effect of communication through a

television link - like they use on the news for interviewing people in

other countries, for example.

Basically, I will be with you in this room, and someone else is with

another patient in another room. He will ask you a few questions.

After each question, you answer into this microphone.

The way it works is like this. The other patient has been given a list

of simple questions. A buzzer will sound, and he will then have five

seconds to ask you the first question. After 5 seconds, the buzzer

sounds again, and you have 30 seconds to answer the question. Try

and talk for the whole 30 seconds, until you hear the buzzer again.

The questions are fairly easy, (like, "what do you do in your spare

time?") so it isn't difficult to talk for the whole 30 seconds.
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From time to time as we go along, I will ask you both to stop, and

answer a few questions about how you feel things are going.

Before we start, I would just like to reassure you about a few things

that people sometimes worry about. For a start, none of this has any

impact on the course of your own medical treatment. Secondly,

everything is kept anonymous and confidential. Also, you have the

absolute right not to take part if you don't want to, and to pull out at

any point. This also has no effect at all on your medical treatment.

Is all that OK? Do you have any questions before we proceed?"

If the patient was happy to continue, s/he was given the consent form

at this point, before the following further instructions:

"Ok, could you now turn and face the television and microphone? I

am now going to connect us through to the other room, where they are

waiting. I will check the sound and picture, and then we will start

straight away. So, just to re-cap, he will ask a question, and after you

hear the buzzer sound at the end of the question, you have 30 seconds

to answer. Stop talking when you hear the next buzzer, and he will

ask you the next question, and so on. OK?"

From the point of view of the participant, the experiment involved

talking to another patient over a video link. Actually, the other

"patient" was an actor filmed on video tape, demonstrating

standardised behaviours.

After the instructions described above had been delivered, and any

questions answered, a microphone was turned on, and the
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experimenter started the video tape using a remote control device.

Turning the microphone on had no effect other than to illuminate a

small red light on the microphone itself, as the microphone was no

more than a prop to add plausibility to the set-up. The researcher

was seated behind the participant, so his behaviour (controlling the

video by remote control) was not visible to the participant during the

question session. Once the tape started, a fade up from black showed

the actor sitting in a room with a consent form identical to the one just

completed by the patient, clearly visible. He scratched his head,

which was a cue for the experimenter to say "Can you wave if the

sound is coming through?" The actor would then be seen to wave.

The researcher would then say, "Are you clear what you have to do?",

which would be followed by the taped recording of the actor saying

"yes, I think so." This short interaction was designed and rehearsed in

order to add credibility to the scenario, that this was a two way

interaction in real time.

The first block of questions followed the above sequence. The actor

asked a question, and a buzzer sounded. The appropriate behaviour

was seen on screen for thirty seconds, before a second buzzer

sounded, prompting the next question. During this half minute period,

the participant answered the question. Three questions were asked,

before the screen faded to black. This allowed the experimenter to

surreptitiously pause the video tape.

Following each block of three questions, the participant was given five

questions, with a Likert-style response category for each. The

questions related to the degree of liking of the questioner (actor),

perceived liking and interest by the questioner, perceived relaxation

of the questioner, and relaxation of the participant themselves.



This sequence of three questions on video, followed by five written

questions about the interaction was repeated three times.

At this point, the patient was asked to complete the Derriford Scale

24r, and the About Your Appearance form (as used in the multi-

centre trial).

This was the end of the data collection part of the study. De-briefing

was taken very seriously, as not only was deception involved in the

study, but the client group is potentially vulnerable, particularly when

seen in hospital preoperatively. During the debriefing, the true nature

of the study was explained to the participants. The reasons for the

work, and for using this methodology were explained. Participants

were encouraged to ask questions, offer suggestions relating to the

work if appropriate, and express any worries or concerns regarding

their participation or the work in general. None of the patients

showed any negative reaction to their involvement in particular, or

the research in general.



Results

Four dependent variables were considered. Each was analysed in a 3 x

2 x 2 ANOVA. The three levels were the within subjects variable

reflecting the three different behaviours expressed by the actor on

the video (positive, neutral, negative). One of the two level factors

reflected the experimental groups - good or poor adjusters. The final

factor was the order of presentation of the positive/neutral/negative

behaviours - either positive first, or negative first.

The dependent variable was a score of 1-5 on a Likert scale, in

response to the relevant question in the response booklet.

The results are presented below for each of the four dependent

variables.

Interest variable

The question asked, "How interested in you do you think the other

person is?"

Table 7.1 below describes the cell means for the analysis. It can be

seen that there is not a great deal of variability across the scores.

GROUP	 ORDER	 ATTITUDE

Positive 2.571429
Neutral 2.714286
Negative 2.714286
Positive 3.166667
Neutral 2.333333
Negative 2.000000
Positive 2.833333
Neutral 2.666667
Negative 2.500000
Positive 3.222222
Neutral 2.222222
Negative 1.722222

POOR	 POS_1ST
POOR	 POS_1ST
POOR	 POS_1ST
POOR	 NEG_1ST
POOR	 NEG_1ST
POOR	 NEG_1ST
GOOD	 POS_1ST
GOOD	 POS_1ST
GOOD	 POS._1ST
GOOD	 NEG_1ST
GOOD	 NEG_1ST
GOOD	 NEG_1ST

Table 7.1: Cell means for interest variable
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The cell means have been plotted in figure 7.1 below.

3.5

3.25

3

2.75

2.5

2.25

2

1.75

1.5

3-way interaction
p<.9710

Variable:	 Interest

ii
GROUP POOR

GROUP GOOD

•
•

)11

ORDER:
POS_1ST

NEG_1ST
POS_1ST	 POS_1ST

NEG_1ST	 NEG_1ST

ATTITUDE:	 Positive	 Neutral	 Negative

Figure 7.1: Mean scores for "interest" variable by actor's attitude and

order of presentation

The analysis was carried out as described at the beginning of this

section. The ANOVA table is shown in table 7.2 below.

summary of all effects; design:
1-GROUP, -ORDER, 3-ATTITUDE

df	 ME	 df	 MS
Effect	 I	 Effect	 Effect	 Error	 Error	 F	 p-level

1 1 .063063 24 3.173611 .019871 .8890743
2 1 1.009009 24 3.173611 .317937 .5780814
3 2 3.579151 48 .393849 9.087616 .0004499
12 1 .063063 24 3.173611 .019871 .8890743
13 2 .281853 48 .393849 .715638 .4940219
23 2 2.795367 48 .393849 7.097556 .0019936
123 2 .011583 48 .393849 .029410 .9710360

Table 7.2: ANOVA table for "interest by actor" variable



• • • •	 • • • •

• • • •	 • • • •

• • • •	 • • • •

There are several points to be made in response to these results.

Firstly, is it clear that there is no main effect or interaction involving

"group" - that is, there were no differences between the good and poor

adjusters. There was a highly significant main effect of "attitude" and

a significant interaction between group and order of presentation.

These are examined in more detail below. Table 7.3 is a table of

means across the three levels of "attitude", which are plotted in figure

7.2. The follow up analysis shown in table 7.4 (Tukeys HSD)

demonstrated that the difference was between the positive behaviour,

which was associated with more perceived interest in the participant

by the actor, than the other two levels (neutral and negative

behaviour) which were assessed as not significantly different to each

other.

I Means (unweighted) I

Depend.

	

GROUP	 ORDER	 ATTITUDE I	 Var.1
	 + 	

	

....	 ....	 Positive'	 2.948413

	

....	 ....	 Neutral I	 2.484127

	

....	 ....	 Negative 	 2.234127

Table 7.3: Means for "attitude" of actor factor on interest variable.

I Tukey HSD test; variable Var.1
I Probabilities for Post-hoc Tests
I MAIN EFFECT: ATTITUDE

I	 (1}	 I	 (2)	 I	 {3}
GROUP	 ORDER	 ATTITUDE	 I 2.948413 I 2.484127 I 2.234127

Pos	 {1}	 I	 I .0215150	 I .0003862
Neutral(2) I

1	
0215150	 I

1	
I .3045031

Neg	 {3}	 I
1	

0003862	 I .3045031	 I
	 + 	 + 	

Table 7.4: Follow up analysis of "attitude" variable scores on interest
variable.



ATTITUDE main effect

3.5

3.25

3

2.75

2.5

2.25

2

Variable: Interest

Positive
	

Neutral
	

Negative

ATTITUDE

Figure 7.2: Plot of main effect of actor's attitude on interest variable

The interaction was examined in the same way. The cell means are

shown in table 7.5 below. From the plot of these scores (figure 7.3) it

can be seen that when the positive behaviour was shown first,

followed by the neutral and then the negative behaviour, scores

remained moderate and stable across the three trials. However, when

the behaviour started negative and became increasingly more

positive, the level of perceived interest also increased each time. The

positive behaviour elicited higher levels of perceived interest when

preceded by negative and neutral behaviours then when it was

presented "cold".



2.702381
2.690476
2.607143
3.194444
2.277778
1.861111

---------

....	 POS_1ST	 Positive

....	 POS_1ST	 Neutral

....	 POS_1ST	 Negative

....	 NEG_1ST	 Positive

....	 NEG_1ST	 Neutral

....	 NEG_1ST	 Negative

Means (unweighted)I

GROUP	 ORDER	 ATTITUDE

Table 7.5: Means for order x attitude of actor interaction on interest
variable

2-way interaction (unweighted means)
p<.0020

Variable:	 Interest
3.5

I. ORDER POS_1ST

3.25 *** 6. ORDER NEG_1ST

I

3 N---

2.75

2.5

2.25

2

1.75

1.5 Negative
Positive	 Neutral

ATTITUDE

Figure 7.3: Plot of order of presenation x attitude of actor interaction

on interest variable

There was no difference between the two experimental groups, good

and poor adjusters, relating to the level of perceived interest across

the three levels of behaviour. This is seen in figure 7.4 below.



I..„, GROUP POOR

vi. GROUP GOOD

3.5

3.25

3

2.75

2.5

2.25

2
Neutral

ATTITUDE

Negative
Positive

3.000000
2.714286
2.571429
2.833333
2.833333
2.666667
2.666667
2.333333
2.166667
3.333333
2.166667
2.333333

POOR	 POS_1ST	 Positive
POOR	 POS_1ST	 Neutral
POOR	 POS_1ST	 Negative
POOR	 NEG_1ST	 Positive
POOR	 NEG_1ST	 Neutral
POOR	 NEG_1ST	 Negative
GOOD	 POS_1ST	 Positive
GOOD	 POS_1ST	 Neutral
GOOD	 POS_1ST	 Negative
GOOD	 NEG_1ST	 Positive
GOOD	 NEG 1ST	 Neutral
GOOD	 NEG_1ST	 Negative

2-way interaction (unweighte d means)

p<.4940

Variable: Interest

Figure 7.4: Adjustment group x attitude of actor interaction on interest

variable

Liked analysis

The question asked, "How much do you think that the other person

likes you?"

Table 7.6 below describes the cell means for the analysis. Again, it

can be seen that there is not a great deal of variability across the

scores.

GROUP	 ORDER	 ATTITUDE	 Mean

Table 7.6: Table of cell means for "liked by actor" variable

These cell means were plotted, as displayed in figure 7.5 below.
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Variable: Liked

IGROUP POOR

GROUP GOOD

MS
Effect

df	 MS
Error	 Error	 F	

I p-level

summary of all effects; design:
1-GROUP, 2-ORDER, 3-ATTITUDE

df
Effect	 Effect

1
2
3
12
13
23
123

1
1
2
1
2
2
2

1.487773
.289575

2.177928
.217503
.677928
.128378
.556306

24	 1.494378 I	 .995580 I .3283367
24 I 1.494378 I	 .193776 I .6637310
48 I	 .412037 I 5.285758 I .008420
24 I 1.494378 I	 .145548 I .7061838
48	 .412037	 1.645308	 .2036478
48 I	 .412037 I	 .311570	 .7337661
48 I	 .412037 I 1.350137 I .2688701

3-way interaction
p<.2689

Positive

POS_1ST
ORDER:

NEG_1ST

3.5

3.25

3

2.75

2.5

2.25

2

ATTITUDE:

POS_1ST
NEG_1ST

Neutral

POS_1ST
NEG_1ST

Negative

Figure 7.5 : Mean scores of "liked by actor" variable by actor's

attitude and order of presentation.

This was analysed using an ANOVA as described at the beginning of

this section. The ANOVA table is displayed in table 7.7 below.

Table 7.7: ANOVA table for "liked by actor" variable.

From the ANOVA table, it can be seen that again, there are no effects

involving experimental group (good vs. poor adjusters). The only

main effect was again the attitude factor. Cell means are displayed in
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Means

2.958333
2.511905
2.434524

table 7.8 below. The Tukey HSD follow up analysis (table 7.9) shows

that the positive attitude evinced greater perceived liking of the

participant by the actor, when compared to both the neutral and

negative behaviours. There was no difference between the neutral

and negative behaviours. This result was similar to the perceived

interest effect reported above. These results are plotted in figure 7.6

below.

+ 	 +
I GROUP	 ORDER	 ATTITUDE I

+ 	 +
I ....	 ....	 Positive'

I ....	 ....	 neutral I

I	
....
	

•...	 negativeI
	 +

Table 7.8: Means for "liked by actor" score by actor's attitude factor.
	 + 	 +

I Tukey HSD test; variable Var.1 	 I
I Probabilities for Post-hoc Tests I
I MAIN EFFECT: ATTITUDE	 I

+ 	 + 	 + 	

I	 (1)	 I	 (2)	 I	 (3)	 I

	

GROUP	 ORDER	 ATTITUDE	 I 2.958333 I 2.511905 I 2.434524 I

	 + 	 + 	 + 	

	

....	 ....	 pos	 (1)	 I	 I .0324419	 I .0102252	 I
........ neutral(2)	 I .0324419 I	 I .8942382	 I

	

....	 •...	 neg	 (3)	 I .0102252	 I .8942382	 I	 I
	 + 	 + 	  	 +

Table 7.9: Tukey HSD follow up analysis of main effect of actor's
attitude factor on "liked by actor" variable.
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3.25

3

2.75

2.5

2.25

ATTITUDE main effect

Variable: "Liked"

Positive
	

Neutral
	

Negative

ATTITUDE

Figure 7.6: Plot of main effect of actor's attitude factor on "liked by

actor" variable.

There was not a significant interaction involving the attitudes and

groups. This has been plotted in figure 7.7 below.

"Liked" by group and attitude Mean plot
3.5

3.25

2.75
41*

'aft

2.5 .114.
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411., 1,11,

2.25

POOR	 GOOD

GROUP

L.

....1, LIKED_PO

ii. LIKED_NT

....LIKED_NG

Figure 7.7: Plot of interaction between adjustment group and actor's

attitude



me moyirrsn0.. ......

,

"Liked" by order Mean plot

POS_1ST NEG_1ST

Also, unlike the "interest" variable, there was no significant

interaction between the order of presentation and the attitude of the

actor. This has been plotted in figure 7.8 below.

3.5

3.25

3

2.75

2.5

2.25

2

4444%. LIKED_PO

Is. LIKED_NT
n.4N, LIKED_NG

,	

ORDER

Figure 7.8 Plot of non-significant interaction of order of presentation

and actor's attitude variables.

"Questioner relaxed" variable

The question asked, "How relaxed do you think the questioner is ?"

Table 7.10 below describes the cell means for the analysis. Again, it

can be seen that there is not a great deal of variability across the

scores.



Means

Depend.
GROUP	 ORDER	 Attitude I Var.1

•	
IGROUP POOR

Ili. GROUP GOOD

POOR	 POS_1ST	 Positive 4.000000
POOR	 POS_1ST	 neutral 4.000000
POOR	 POS_1ST	 negative 3.857143
POOR	 NEG_1ST	 Positive 4.000000
POOR	 NEG_1ST	 neutral 3.500000
POOR	 NEG_1ST	 negative 3.666667
GOOD	 POS_1ST	 Positive 3.000000
GOOD	 POS_1ST	 neutral 2.500000
GOOD	 POS_1ST	 negative 2.833333
GOOD	 NEG_1ST	 Positive 3.777778
GOOD	 NEG_1ST	 neutral 3.000000
GOOD	 NEG_1ST	 negative 3.555556

Table 7.10: Means scores for "questioner relaxed" variable by actor's

attitude, adjustment group, and order of presentation.

The cell means have been plotted, and are displayed in figure 7.9

below.

3-way interaction
p<.9699

4.5

4.25

4

3.75

3.5

3.25

3

2.75

2.5

2.25

2

ORDER:

Attitude:

Variable: Q.er relaxed

POS_1ST
NEG_1ST

Positive

POS_1ST	 POS_1ST
NEG_1ST	 NEG_1ST

Neutral	 Negative

Figure 7.9: Mean scores for the "questioner relaxed" variable by

actor's attitude, adjustment group, and order of presentation..
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Means

3.837301
3.111111

The ANOVA described at the beginning of this results section was

conducted in the "questioner relaxed" variable. The ANOVA table is

shown below in table 7.11.

+ -	 _____________________________________
summary of all effects; design:
1-GROUP, -ORDER, 3-Attitude

+----------+ 	
df	 MS	 df	 MS

Effect	 Effect	 Effect	 Error	 I Error	 F	 I p-level

1 1 10.77510 24 1.9308861.930886 5.580389 .0266123
2 1 .97329 24 1.930886 .504066 .4845606
3 2 1.34567 48 .697090 1.930407 .1561874
12
13

1
2

4.10843
.38621

24
48

1.930886
.697090

2.127743
.554028

.1576179

.5782608
23 2 .26909 48 .697090 .386020 .6818482
123 2 .02134 48 .697090 .030617 .9698659
	  _	 __	 _+----------

Table 7.11: "Questioner relaxed" variable 2 x 2 x 3 ANOVA table.

The only significant effect is of experimental group, distinguishing

between the poor and good adjusters. The means for this are shown

in table 7.12 below. It is clear from this that the poor adjusters

believed the questioner to be more relaxed than did the good

adjusters. This main effect has been plotted in figure 7.10.

I GROUP	 ORDER	 Attitude
+ 	
IPOOR	 ....	 ....
IGOOD	 ....	 ....

+ 	

Table 712.: Mean scores for "questioner relaxed" variable by
adjustment group.
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GROUP main effect

Variable: Q.er relaxed
3.9

3.8

3.7
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3.5
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3.1

3
POOR
	

GOOD

GROUP

Figure 7.10: Main effect of adjustment group on "questioner relaxed"

variable.

There was no main effect of attitude of the questioner, which

distinguished the "questioner relaxed" dependent variable from the

other dependent variables.

Like questioner

The question asked, "How much do you like the other person?"

Table 7.13 below describes the cell means for the analysis. Again, it

can be seen that there is not a great deal of variability across the

scores.



POS_1ST
	

POS_1ST
	

POS_1ST
NEG_1ST
	

NEG_1ST
	

NEG_1ST

good°

•

•

•

4.5

4.25

4

3.75

3.5

3.25

3

2.75

2.5

ORDER:

I"°•II., GROUP POOR

• It. GROUP GOOD

GROUP	 ORDER	 ATTITUDE I Means

POOR	 POS_1ST	 Positive 4.285714
POOR	 POS_1ST	 neutral 3.857143
POOR	 POS_1ST	 negative 3.714286
POOR	 NEG_1ST	 Positive 3.666667
POOR	 NEG_1ST	 neutral 3.333333
POOR	 NEG_1ST	 negative 3.000000
GOOD	 POS_1ST	 Positive 3.333333
GOOD	 POS_1ST	 neutral 3.000000
GOOD	 POS_1ST	 negative 2.833333
GOOD	 NEG_1ST	 Positive 3.444444
GOOD	 NEG_1ST	 neutral 2.888889
GOOD	 NEG_1ST	 negative 3.000000

Table 7.13: Mean scores for the "likes questioner" variable by
adjustment group, order of presentation, and actor's attitude.

These were plotted, and are displayed in figure 7.11 below.

3-way interaction
p<.8223

Variable: "Like q.er"

ATTITUDE:	 Positive
	

Neutral
	

Negative

Figure 7.11: Plot of "Likes questioner" mean scores by adjustment

group, order of presentation, and actor's attitude..

An ANOVA was carried out on these data as described at the

beginning of this results section, which is summarised below in table

7.14.



I GROUP	 ORDER	 ATTITUDE

I POOR
I GOOD

Mean

3.642857
3.083333

+
I

summary of all effects; design:
1-GROUP, -ORDER, 3-ATTITUDE

df	 MS	
I	

df	 MS
Effect	 Effect	 Effect	 Error	 Error	 F	

I p-level

1 1 6.396718 24 1.412368 4.529074 .0437909
2 1 1.621943 24 1.412368 1.148386 .2945457
3 2 2.205384 48 .495040 4.454964 .0167987
12 1 2.324646 24 1.412368 1.645921 .2117667
13 2 .079258 48 .495040 .160104 .8525083
23 2 .007186 48 .495040 .014516 .9855937
123 2 .097276 48 .495040 .196501 .8222580

Table 7.14: "Likes questioner" variable 2 x 2 x 3 ANOVA table.

Two results were significant. There was a main effect of experimental

group, and second main effect of attitude. Table 7.15 demonstrates

that the poor adjusters reported liking the questioner more than the

good adjusters. This is shown in figure 7.11. Table 7.16, the cell

means relating to the attitude variable, and the subsequent Tukey

HSD follow up analysis, (see table 7.17) demonstrate that the positive

attitude was associated with greater liking of the questioner than the

negative but not the neutral attitude. The negative and neutral

attitudes were not significantly different from one another in the

elicitation of liking. This is shown in figure 7.15

Table 7.15: Main effect of experimental group on perceived liking of
the questioner



• •
POOR GOOD

3.682540
3.269841
3.136905

GROUP main effect

3.7

3.6

3.5

3.4

3.3

3.2

3.1

3

Variable: "Like q.er"

GROUP

Figure 7.11: Plot of main effect of adjustment group on perceived
liking of the questioner

+ 	 + 	

I GROUP	 ORDER	 ATTITUDE I	 Means
+ +

I
•••• •••• Positive'

I
•••• •••• neutral I

I
•••• •••• negative'

+

Table 7.16: Cell means for attitude and "likes questioner"

	 + 	

I Tukey HSD test; variable Var.1
I Probabilities for Post-hoc Tests
I MAIN EFFECT: ATTITUDE
+ 	 + 	 + 	

I	
{1)	 I	 {2)	

I	
{3)

	

GROUP	 ORDER	 ATTITUDE	 I 3.682540 I 3.269841 I 3.136905
	 + 	 + 	

	

....	 ....	 positive {1) I	
I	

0824032	 I
1 

.0152580

	

....	 ....	 neutral {2)	 I .0824032	 I	
I 

.7606628

	

....	 ....	 negative{3)	 I .0152580	 I 7606628	 I[
	+ 	

Table 7.17: Tukey HSD follow up analysis of "likes questioner" analysis
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Figure 7.12: Plot of actor's attitude and "likes questioner" variable

Summary of results 

Four variables have been investigated in relation to adjustment (good

or poor), attitude/behaviour of the actor (positive, neutral, or

negative), and the order of presentation of the behaviour of the actors

behaviour (positive to negative or negative to positive). There were

no main effects of adjustment for the perceived interest of the actor,

or perceived liking by the actor. The remaining two dependent

variables did demonstrate main effects for adjustment group, the poor

adjusters showing larger scores than the good adjusters for both liking

of the questioner and perceived relaxation of the questioner. There

were three main effects for attitude/behaviour of the actor, relating to

perceived interest, perceived liking by the questioner, and liking of

the questioner. In these cases, the positive behaviour by the actor

was reported as more favourable in all cases than the negative

behaviour, and more so than the neutral behaviour in the first two of

these cases.
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One interaction was found. For the interest variable, there was a

significant interaction between the attitude/behaviour of the actor

and the order of presentation (F(2,48) = 7.0975562; p<.00199). The

high degree of significance and large effect size suggests that this is

more than simply a type one error. It must be explained why this

result occurred for the interest variable, and not for other variables.

Some other questions raised by these results that must be addressed

include the reason for the difference in the good/poor adjusters for

the perception of relaxation of the questioner and the liking of the

questioner, but not the perceived liking by the questioner or the

perceived interest. This pattern of results must also be compared to

the results of the original Pozo et al study.



Discussion

The hypothesis that poor adjusters would interpret the behaviour of

others towards them differently was not supported - there were no

main effects of adjustment for the perceived interest of the actor, or

perceived liking by the actor. The remaining two dependent variables

did demonstrate main effects for adjustment group. The poor

adjusters assessed more positively their liking of the questioner and

perceived relaxation of the questioner. The experimental

manipulation of mood was largely confirmed by the three main effects

for attitude/behaviour of the actor, (perceived interest, perceived

liking by the questioner, and liking of the questioner).

One interaction was found. For the interest variable, there was a

significant interaction between the attitude/behaviour of the actor

and the order of presentation. When negative behaviour was shown

first, followed by the neutral then positive behaviour, an initial

impression of disinterest on the part of the actor was replaced by an

impression of greater interest. However, when the order of

presentation was reversed, the positive behaviour was assessed as

reflecting a moderate degree of interest, and this was maintained

despite the increasingly negative behaviour of the actor. The liking

variable did not follow this pattern, behaving in a much more

intuitively predictable manner - positive behaviour was related to

more perceived liking than the negative behaviour, whichever

direction was used. This finding is interesting, and worthy of further

investigation in relation to the impression formation literature. It

seems as though perceived interest is more easily maintained than the

more malleable perceived liking, which is more easily 'disproved'.



However, the failure to distinguish between the two groups, the good

and poor adjusters, makes this beyond the scope of this thesis.

Implications for interview study findings

The hypothesis that there would be differences between the

adjustment groups was not shown. The poor adjusters did not rate

the actor as behaving in a more negative way towards them. There

are at least two explanations of this discrepancy. It is possible that

the hypothesis generated from the interviews is not correct.

Alternatively, the paradigm could be inadequate to test the

hypothesis. It is premature to reject the hypothesis out of hand. The

grounded theory analysis was a systematic and thorough process. It

would be consistent with the findings of the qualitative analysis,

however, if rather than differently interpreting identical social

stimuli, and therefore viewing the world as a more threatening place,

(i.e., an encoding bias) that the poor adjusters attend more to

threatening stimuli. The necessity of operating within the confines of

the methodology forced the participants to attend to the actor, thus

removing the opportunity to detect attentional bias. The notion of

hyper-attention to threat has been demonstrated in trait anxiety, (see

Matthews and Wells, 1994, for a discussion).

A discrepancy between the predominant view from the social anxiety

literature, which predicts a negative bias towards the social behaviour

of others, and the current findings, must be resolved. In particular,

the contradictory findings of Pozo et al (1991) using the same

paradigm, are problematic. Pozo et al report a general negative bias

in the interpretation of the actor's behaviour, whereas in this study,

no bias was identified. Other than minor methodological differences,

the most important difference lies in the subject population. The
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social avoidance and distress sub-scale of the Derriford Scale 24r,

although appearing similar to social anxiety, is only so in terms of the

behavioural and affective symptomatology. The aetiology and

maintenance of these problems need not be the same. A

methodological issue which may also play a part in explaining the

difference between these results and the general literature, is the

closeness of the two groups of participants here. They were divided

by a median split of scores, rather than by taking extreme groups of

high and low scorers on the scale. However, if the explanation was

this simple, a non-significant trend would have been evident. A

second sampling problem may also be problematic. By recruiting in-

patient participants pre-operatively, it is possible that both groups

were experiencing elevated and similar levels of pre-operative

anxiety which masked any more stable differences between them.

This study was designed to investigate the interpretation of

standardised social stimuli, to determine whether the same processes

that have been identified in social anxiety also operated in poor

adjusters to differences of appearance. It may be that the failure to

replicate the social anxiety findings is due to the one-sided nature of

the interaction. The participants' appearance was not visible in this

methodology. While in these circumstances, the participants did not

display interpretations different from the socially anxious group, had

their appearance been "visible" to the actor, the assessment of the

actor's behaviour would have been made in a new light. That is, when

the behaviour of the actor cannot be in response to the appearance of

the participant, they do not have any interpretational bias. Although

appealing, this line of reasoning is flawed. We know from the multi-

centre trial that actual visibility is not related to adjustment.

Additionally, in normal interaction, the current sample population



included people whose differences of appearance would not be visible

in normal social interaction.

Before the results are dissociated entirely from the findings evident in

social anxiety, it is pertinent to recall the findings of Alden and

Wallace (1995). In their clinical sample of social phobics and controls,

using an in vivo encounter, they also did not find a general negative

bias. Furthermore, as in this study, they found that the experimental

group rated the confederate more positively than did the control

group. In this study, the poor adjusters believed the actor to be more

likeable and more relaxed than did the good adjusters. This argues

for a self-deprecatory social comparison element to poor adjustment,

and social anxiety.

Clearly, the current situation is somewhat contradictory. This study

and the Alden and Wallace study stand against the findings from

other social anxiety work. Without specific further research, it is not

possible to further unravel the differences. There are thus several

possible routes for further research. The differences between social

anxiety and adjustment could be developed. An investigation into the

attentional style of poor adjusters against good adjusters is an obvious

candidate for further work. However, the strongest findings from the

interview studies (chapters four, five and six), together with the

implied social comparison evident from this study, suggests that the

most pressing area for more work lies in the area of self-knowledge.



Chapter eight

Organisation of self knowledge in relation to
adjustment



Introduction

Summary of position from previous chapters

The purpose of this section of the thesis is to investigate the role of

the organisation of the self-concept in relation to adjustment to

perceived abnormalities of appearance. The rationale for this is the

evidence obtained in the multi-centre trial, and in the interview

studies. It is necessary to summarise here the relevant issues raised

which served to orient the work in this direction.

Multi-centre trial. The purpose of the multi-centre trial was not to

specifically test hypotheses related to the levels of adjustment of the

participants. However, some elements of the multi-centre trial did

provide useful information beyond the scale validation. The principal

component analysis produced, among the four factors, one which was

labelled 'Shame/self esteem'. The presence of this factor, which is

constructed of self-referent and self-descriptive statements, serves to

demonstrate the importance of at least the content of the self-concept.

A second result of the multi-centre trial which has proved relevant is

the analysis of the 'severity' scores in relation to adjustment. It will

be recalled that although objective differences in appearance were not

related to adjustment, self-perception of difference was strongly

related. This suggests biases in self-perception, in that poor

adjustment is associated with an over-rating of difference from

normal. This again implies a difference in the content of the self-

concept.

Grounded theory The grounded theory study in the interview phase

of the research demonstrated a greater incidence of negative self-

concept categories being used in the interviews with poor adjusters.

This is consistent with the 'feature' aspect of the self-concept being



more salient or accessible for poor adjusters. The finding was not

replicated for non-feature specific elements of the self-concept. This

is consistent with the hypothesis of different organisation of the self-

concept in poor adjusters. It would suggest that 'feature' self-concept

aspects are closer to the central self-concept, and would be rated as

more important, and more central than other aspects.

Content analysis The content analysis of the interview study

demonstrated a more prominent belief among the poor adjusters that

others have more negative thoughts about their appearance. This is

consistent with the appearance self-aspect being more negatively

evaluated, and more accessible.

Self-discrepancy study The self-discrepancy study produced two

relevant findings. Firstly, that poorer self-views were evident in poor

adjusters, arguing an overall more negative view of self in the poor

adjusters. Additionally, it was shown that there was a greater

discrepancy between the 'actual' and 'ideal appearance' self-views in

poor adjusters than there was in good adjusters. This is further

evidence for the value of examining the self-concept as a multifaceted,

rather than monolithic entity. It also argues strongly that greater

importance is placed on physical appearance by the poor adjuster.

The results of the studies described above suggest that a productive

theoretical route to follow to explain the differences between good

and poor adjusters would be the content and organisation of the self-

concept. At this stage, it can only be argued that the self-concept

would include more negatively evaluated self-aspects which would

include the appearance-self as an important self aspect. In order to

be more specific, it is necessary to review the relevant literature

relating the self-concept to overall well-being.



Review of self concept organisation literature

Undeniably, the emphasis on examination of the content of the self-

concept has been associated with effective and widespread

therapeutic approaches (e.g., the role of maladaptive beliefs about the

self in the cognitive behavioural therapy of Beck, 1987). This belies

the fact that a body of work does exist on the organisation of the self-

concept. It has been approached from a number of perspectives,

including psychoanalytic , Kellyan personal construct theory, as well

as more traditional social psychology.

The approach taken from the 1950s (e.g., Kelly, 1955) hypothesised

that functionally separate attributes are the basis of interpretation

and appraisal. The diversity and richness of the attributes, as well as

the extent to which they are independent, represents the complexity

of the cognitive system'. Bieri (1955) demonstrated the value of this

approach experimentally. His study demonstrated that complexity of

the cognitive system in the domain of interpersonal perception was

related to more accurate interpersonal perception. That is, an

individual who was able to use a number of independent attributes to

assess someone was able to make more accurate predictions about

their behaviour than someone who used a smaller number of more

highly correlated attributes. Practically, for example, this would mean

that if I were able to use, say, the concepts of assertive, successful,

intelligent, cunning, and extroverted as the measures by which I

assessed someone in a work context, and believed that these five

concepts were unrelated, I would be better able to predict the

1 It must be said that Kelly originally conceived this in a much more
Gestalt/Rogerian framework than presented here, and that the cognitive
perspective on these finding is essentially a modern re-framing of his work.
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behaviour of the other person than if I used only assertive and

intelligent, and also believed that these two traits covaried. Two

measures of complexity were therefore posited - the independence of

attributes, and the number of attributes used.

The growth of social cognition over the past decade provides a modern

framework in which the basic ideas of complexity can be applied to

the self, particularly in relation to well-being and adjustment

problems.

The view of the self from a social cognition perspective has been

described by Markus and Wurf (1987). It is conceived of as an

information processing network, which is multi-faceted (i.e., contains

several or many self views, including hypothetical and future selves),

dynamic (i.e., adaptive over time through experience), and

hierarchical. It acts to guide behaviour through self-regulation, and

guides information processing in relation to self-relevant information.

The self-concept is a product of this system, and is therefore itself far

from the monolithic stable entity it was once presumed to be. The

work which has been carried out examining the organisation of the

self-concept, as well as the contents, clearly reflects this. The ideas of

complexity, as described above in relation to social perception, can

equally well be applied to the self. Several strands to this work can

be identified, differentiated both by the conceptualisation of self-

concept organisation and complexity. All of the approaches have in

common the understanding that the self is comprised of self-aspects,

which might take the form of social roles, relationships, attributes,

traits, et cetera. These self-aspects are components of the larger self-

concept. Each aspect varies in the degree of internal elaboration

(lather' might be an extremely elaborated self-aspect. 'Goalkeeper'

might be much more simple), as well as the closeness of its relation to



other aspects ('father' might be closely related to 'worthy', 'successful',

etc., whereas 'goalkeeper' might be relatively isolated). From this

basis, various methods of looking at organisation and complexity have

been used, which will be discussed below. They include the relative

importance of the self-aspects (e.g., Pelham, 1995), the degree to

which positive and negative elements are grouped or

compartmentalised, (e.g., Showers, 1992), and the number and

distinctiveness of the self aspects (e.g., Linville, 1987).

Importance of self aspects. It follows from the notion of a multi-

faceted self-concept that the self aspects will not all be evaluated in

the same way. More specifically, some of the self-aspects will be

perceived as more central - that is, more fundamentally similar to the

overall way people perceive themselves (Markus and Wurf, 1987;

Sedikides, 1995). Greater centrality of self-aspects increased the

speed of information processing of information relevant to those self-

aspects. Central aspects are also more resistant to change.

Importantly, central self-aspects are also more accessible, and

therefore more often present in the working self-concept, than more

peripheral self-aspects (Sedikides, 1995). Highly available self-

aspects are also more likely to be used to interpret ambiguous stimuli

(Bargh, Lombardi and Higgins, 1988). One of the most intuitively

obvious ideas regarding central self-aspects has been one of the

hardest to experimentally demonstrate. James (1890) argued that the

importance of particular self views has implications for overall self-

worth. That is, if valued self-aspects are seen as inadequate, this will

have a greater impact on overall level of esteem than if less important

aspects are valued. Practically, for example, my sense of esteem will

be more damaged if I evaluate my 'psychologist' self as inadequate as

this is an aspect which I value, compared to a negative evaluation of

'footballer', which is a more peripheral and less valued aspect of my



self. Latterly, Pelham (e.g., Pelham 1993; Pelham 1995) and Marsh

(e.g., Marsh 1995) have engaged in a debate over the value of

evidence claiming to demonstrate James' hypothesis, as well as the

theoretical underpinning of the studies. Marsh argues that his own

work and evaluation of the literature show "overall support [for the

James' hypothesis] is weak and may be limited primarily to specific

traits or sub-groups" (Marsh, 1995, p.1159). Essentially, the

difference between Marsh and Pelham seems to be the use of

nomothetic importance of self aspects, as opposed to ideographic

importance. Whereas James' hypothesis clearly implies an

ideographic evaluation of self-aspects, much of the literature has

conceptualised importance as a nomothetic variable - that is, assessed

average importance to a group, rather than the importance given to

self aspects by each individual. Ultimately, both measures of

importance have been shown to relate to self-esteem. The

contribution of idiographically assessed importance of aspects has

been shown to be significant, although the effect size is smaller than

might be expected. Marsh and Pelham agree that one reason for this

may be the difficulty of measuring the importance of self-aspects.

Harter (1988) has however demonstrated James' hypothesis very

clearly in children aged around 10 years old. It is not obvious why

this was achieved, when contrasted with the difficulty other

researchers have experienced attempting to demonstrate the effect.

Methodologically, some of the criticisms which Marsh has levelled at

Pelham would seemingly also apply to Harter, and should reduce her

ability to demonstrate the effect (most notably, that the group

perception of importance of self-aspects was not controlled for, and

could account for at least some of the variance). The fact that despite

this, Harter was able to demonstrate support for the Jamesian view

suggests that there may be other, as yet unexplained reasons for the

failure of others to reliably show the predicted relationship between



self-esteem and self-aspect importance that James predicted. It may

be argued that the unique method of assessing self-concept attributes

used by Harter is influential. Nevertheless, the value of examining the

importance of self-aspects is supported.

A second feature of self-concept organisation that has been considered

is compartmentalisation. Heider (1946, cited in Stein and Markus,

1987) described the concept of structural balance. This is the

tendency to group similarly valenced items together. Scott (1963; also

cited in Stein and Markus, 1987) related structural balance to

cognitive organisation in social perception, finding that greater

flexibility in cognition was associated with greater levels of mixed-

valence encoding of information. Latterly, Showers has applied this

concept to the organisation of self-knowledge. This can be thought of

as the extent to which self-aspects are comprised of similarly

valenced elements. When examining the positive and negative

content of an individual's self-aspects, it is possible that some aspects

would be mainly positive, and others mainly negative. Alternatively,

the self-aspects might each contain a balance of both positive and

negative information. The extent to which positive and negative

information is clustered within self-aspects has been described by

Showers as compartmentalisation or evaluative differentiation

(Showers, 1992a, 1992b, Showers and Kling, 1996; Showers and Ryff,

1996). Showers and colleagues have investigated the relationship

between compartmentalisation of positive and negative elements

within self aspects, in relation to the importance of the self-aspects,

and the impact on self esteem. The rationale for investigating this

relationship is as follows. The most important self-aspects will be

more easily and more often accessed than less important ones, and

hence have a greater effect on general mood. If the self-aspects

which are more easily accessed are mainly negative in content, the



resulting self-evaluation will be more negative than if the aspect also

includes some positive content to 'buffer' the negative impact. For

example, if my 'academic' self-aspect is one of the most important to

me, and it has mainly negative content (isolated, peripheral, bored) it

will have a more negative impact than if it has a mixed content

(isolated, challenged, worthwhile). A series of studies has

demonstrated support for the hypothesis. Individuals with high

compartmentalisation and negative self-aspects as the most important

have low self esteem compared to those with high

compartmentalisation and positive self-aspects as the most important,

or those with low compartmentalisation. The evidence for the value

of this approach implicitly adds further weight to the usefulness of

the concept of self-aspect importance. This can be seen as an

elaboration of the James' hypothesis. Simply examining the

relationship between importance of aspect and overall self-esteem is

simplistic; by demonstrating the utility of investigating the interaction

between the organisation of content and importance, Showers has

helped explain why the work of Pelham and Marsh was not more

productive.

A different, although not theoretically unrelated, approach to looking

at organisation of the self-concept has been taken by Linville and

subsequent investigators (e.g., Linville, 1987). She has related a

spreading activation theory approach to the representation of the self-

concept. The spreading activation theory position argues that

concepts are represented as nodes within a network, and related to

each other semantically. Activation of one concept/node primes

semantically similar concepts/nodes. Linville argues that the self-

concept is such a network, and that the self-aspects are related to

each other in this way. Activation of one self-aspect activates other

similar aspects. She suggests that if the self-concept is made up of a



small number of self-aspects, a threat to one self-aspect will easily

and quickly prime a large proportion of the others; a large proportion

of the self-concept becomes involved. If, however, the self-concept is

a more complex organisation with many self-aspects, which are not

strongly related to each other, it is possible to bear damage to one

self-aspect without a large effect on the overall self-system, as a

relatively smaller proportion of the contents of the self-concept will

be involved. In practical terms, this would mean that if my self-

concept were made up of a relatively simple pattern of highly similar

self-aspects, which co-varied (i.e., were closely related semantically), a

threat to one aspect would quickly threaten my whole self. If a

person was to see themselves primarily in terms of father,

breadwinner, husband and competent person, four highly correlated

self-aspects, a threat to one of these threatens them all, and the

person's whole sense of self is threatened. If, on the other hand, this

person included many other self-aspects in their overall sense of self,

including, perhaps, cricketer, psychologist, youthful, independent,

political, and intelligent, as well as the other aspects described above,

and considers all of these aspects to be relatively unrelated, a threat

to one of them will have a less devastating effect upon the whole

sense of self. To evaluate this hypothesis, Linville adapted a card-sort

paradigm developed originally by Zajonc (1960). In this method,

participants use a pack of cards each labelled with a potentially self

descriptive adjective. They sort the cards into personally meaningful

groups, each group representing one aspect of themselves. Blank

cards are included to allow adjectives to be used in more than one

group if necessary. Using these groups of adjectives, a measure of

self-complexity was calculated using a measure from information

theory. The complexity measure produced for each participant

accounts for not only the number of groups produced by each

participant, or the number of adjectives within each group, but also



accounts for the increased complexity of having non-redundant

groups (that is, groups which are sub-sets of another group, or greatly

overlap with another group).

This measure of complexity has been the basis for investigating mood

variability, as well as overall level of mood. Linville (1985, 1987)

found that participants with low self complexity experienced greater

mood changes in response to feedback than high complexity

participants, and high complexity served to decrease the impact of

negative life-events. Campbell, Chew, and Scratchley (1991) also

assessed complexity of the self-concept in this way. They found

rather less strong results, finding that the overall degree of difference

between high and low moods - mood extremity - was not related to

complexity. Neither was frequency of mood change, once overall

levels of self-esteem were accounted for. This finding is in contrast to

the Linville finding. Overall self-esteem did, however, positively

correlate with self complexity.

The understanding of the relationship between complexity and overall

self-worth has been advanced by considering it in conjunction with

measures of self-concept organisation described above. Morgan and

Janoff-Bulman (1994) have, as did Showers (see above), taken account

of the separate positive and negative evaluative elements within the

self-aspects. They required participants to generate self-aspects,

which were then each assessed as being positive or negative, based on

the adjectives used to form the self-aspect groups. Complexity was

then calculated separately for the positive and negative groups. The

participants in the study were either good or poor adjusters to

trauma. High complexity for positive-self aspects was strongly related

to good adjustment. High complexity in the negative self-aspects was

related to poor adjustment to trauma. Good adjustment for



individuals who had not experienced a trauma was related to an

absence of negative self-aspects. Gara, Woolfolk, Cohen, Goldstone,

Allen, and Novalany (1993) made a conceptually similar investigation.

They compared depressed and non-depressed participants on the

organisation and content of their self-concepts. Based on a cluster

analysis of adjective checklists, Gara et al were able to calculate

measures of positive and negative self-complexity. They found that

high negative complexity and low positive complexity were associated

with depression.

One study (Jordan and Cole, 1996) has investigated positive and

negative complexity, compartmentalisation, and differential self-

aspect importance alongside measures of depression and anxiety in

children. Unlike the studies described above, their sample consisted

of children. They found that compartmentalisation, and overall self-

complexity was related to depression. Differential importance was not

related to depression, failing to replicate Harter's work described

above. Furthermore, the value of examining separately positive and

negative complexity was not replicated. As yet, it is not clear why

this set of results offers a different pattern. It is possible that in the

development of the self-concept, children process self-relevant

information in a less complex way. As one of the reasons self-aspects

become complex is experience, the lack of accrued experience could

perhaps explain why examining the positive and negative elements

separately was not worthwhile. Although interesting, speculation on

this is outside the realms of this thesis.

To summarise the literature described above, it has been

demonstrated that the internal organisation of the self-concept system

has influence on the well-being, additional to that of the content.

Specifically, three areas of organisation have been shown to be



relevant - the relative importance of self-aspects, the

compartmentalisation of positive and negative content of the self-

concept, and the overall complexity of the self-concept. In

understanding how the self-concepts of people with perceived

abnormalities of appearance are involved in the adjustment of these

individuals, these features of organisation need to be examined.

Self-concept organisation and adjustment to perceived

abnormalities of appearance

The above discussion has clarified the potential impact of self-concept

content and organisation on adjustment. Before specific hypotheses

can be described, the relation of physical appearance to the self, and

adjustment, must be clarified.

In the initial literature review within the thesis, the current attempts

to describe and explain adjustment in terms of 'body image' were

discussed. It was suggested that the concept has largely been used in

an atheoretical framework, and would be more usefully implemented

within the framework of the self-concept. In recent work not directly

examining abnormalities of appearance, but body-image, it has been

usefully re-conceptualised within the context of Markus and Wurfs'

self-schema theory. Altabe and Thompson (1996) have produced

evidence that they argue shows that body image acts as a component

of the wider self-schema. More specifically, they have shown that

exposure to stimuli which are perceived both as important to the self,

and representing a desired bodily characteristic, elicits a negative

mood change. Within the same paper, they report a conceptual

replication of this finding, showing that exposure to visual body

stimuli elicited a negative mood if the stimuli was perceived as

important to the self. This effect was exaggerated under conditions of

social comparison. They argue that this shows the body image works



as part of the self-schema, because priming important self-aspects

(desired bodily characteristics) has an effect on mood. While it must

be accepted that this is not earth-shattering, it is at least consistent

with the schema theory, and a welcome move for the body image

literature.

How, then, can the understanding of adjustment be increased by the

integration of the ideas generated thus far in the thesis with the self-

concept literature described above? The self-concept is herein

conceived of as an associated network of elements, each grouped into

self-aspects, which together make up the whole self-concept. From

this perspective, several features can be examined. The individual

elements can be evaluated both as positive or negative, as well as

either appearance relevant or irrelevant. The organisation of the

elements within self-aspects, and the organisation and evaluation of

the self-aspects themselves can all be investigated in relation to

adjustment.

It was suggested at the beginning of this section that the previous

studies in the thesis demonstrate that appearance is a highly salient

and accessible concept in poor adjusters. The literature on differential

importance of self-concept aspects subsequently described provides a

theoretical context in which to frame this idea. It can be hypothesised

that poor adjusters will have self-concepts that include more negative

appearance-relevant information. Furthermore, it can be argued that

this increased negative content will be particularly evident in their

most important self-aspects. In other words, the ways in which they

can most easily and most often think of themselves will be both

negative, and associated with their appearance.



The remaining literature on self-concept organisation can also be

brought to bear. The compartmentalisation of the self-concept was

shown to be relevant to adjustment. Within the context of

appearance, an argument can be developed that negative and positive

self-aspects will be highly compartmentalised in poor adjusters, and

that the negative aspects will be viewed as most important. However,

this would not explain the crucial feature of adjustment related to

appearance itself, and appearance self-aspects. It is possible then to

go beyond the work of Showers et al (e.g., Showers, 1992a, Showers

and Kling 1996) and suggest that in some cases, appearance-relevant

and non-appearance relevant elements, rather than positive and

negative elements, will be compartmentalised ('appearance

compartmentalisation'). This is, in effect, arguing that some

individuals will have a more discrete and homogeneous appearance

self-concept than others. Compartmentalisation has never been

investigated in these terms before, and it is necessary to consider two

alternative hypotheses relating appearance compartmentalisation and

adjustment. One hypothesis would suggest that poor adjusters will

have high appearance compartmentalisation - than is, a self-aspect in

which a lot of the appearance elements would be contained. This will

be the most important, and thus most accessible, self-aspect.

Alternatively, it is possible that poor adjusters would have low

appearance compartmentalisation. In this case, the appearance

elements would be spread across the range of self-aspects. Under

these circumstances, whenever other self-aspects were primed, the

appearance self-aspect would also be primed through the appearance

elements. Consequently, the hypothesisesd relationship between

appearance compartmentalisation adjustment can be argued to be in

either direction, and practically, this implies the need for a two-tailed

test.



The level of self-concept complexity, as conceived by Linville, can also

be investigated. It is anticipated that the poor adjusters would have a

more complex array of appearance-relevant self-aspects than good

adjusters. One of the clearest findings from the grounded theory

analysis of the interview study was the greatly increased quantity

and detail of discussion related to the participants' own physical

appearance amongst the poor adjuster group. This suggests that

appearance information is more readily accessed, and exists in a

richer schematic representation. This is consistent with increased

complexity, which has been shown to be associated with greater

experience within any specific realm. Consequently, the increased

frequency of appearance awareness would develop a more complex

appearance self-concept. As Linville found negative self-complexity

was associated with poorer adjustment, it is reasonable to hypothesise

that the increased complexity in poor adjusters will be in negative

self-aspects.

The above descriptions are in cognitive-psychological terms. It is

perhaps helpful to re-present them in a more human way. It is

expected that a 'poor adjuster' will think of herself in a different way

to a good adjuster. Her experience of living with an appearance of

which she is highly aware has led her to develop a very detailed way

of thinking about the way she looks. As much of her experience of

being aware of her appearance has been in situations in which she has

felt badly about herself, either because she has been teased, or felt

unworthy compared to others with a different appearance, many of

the ways that she thinks about her appearance are associated with

this bad feeling. Thinking about her appearance now makes her feel

bad even when she is alone. She does not find it easy in these

circumstances to recall other parts of her life about which she does

not feel so unhappy, to alleviate her distress. Also, when she feels



bad for any other reason, she finds herself becoming aware of her

appearance and physical presence. Because in the past, she has

thought about her appearance so often, it is now almost habitual, as it

is associated with so many situations and circumstances. Each time she

is reminded of her appearance, it makes it more likely that she will

think of it again in the future.

The following study is an investigation of all the ideas described

above - the positive and negative content, and the appearance and

non-appearance content of the self-concept, the relative importance of

the aspects which comprise the self-concept, the degree of

compartmentalisation, and the complexity of the self-concept. The

application of the self-concept organisation literature to an area other

than general self-worth is novel, and hypotheses must be couched in

an appropriately circumspect manner. Having completed the first

section of the test booklet (described fully in the method below),

participants will have primed appearance schemata. It is therefore

hypothesised that the overall self-descriptions produced by the poor

adjusters will be more complex - that is, have a larger number of

independent elements and aspect within their self-descriptions. It is

also hypothesised that there will be differences in the differential

importance of self-aspects which contain a higher proportion of

appearance relevant content in the poorer adjusters. That is, the poor

adjusters will have self-aspects high in appearance content and

assessed as more important or central to them. Finally, it is argued

that it is valuable to investigate compartmentalisation. It is possible

that either of two hypotheses described above are relevant. Poor

adjusters may cluster appearance relevant aspects within specific

self-aspects. This would suggest the existence of some well

established specific appearance self-aspects, which is consistent with



the development of a physical appearance schema. Alternatively, if

appearance elements were spread throughout the set of self-aspects, a

spreading activation model would suggest that when any particular

self-aspect was primed, appearance would also be more easily

activated. Chronic activation of the appearance schema was a feature

of poor adjusters in the grounded theory analysis. Consequently, the

compartmentalisation tests must be conducted without prejudice as to

the direction of the results.



Method

Pilot study

The purpose of the pilot study was to establish the ease of use of the

method, particularly the comprehensibility of the test booklet. Two

versions of the test booklet were prepared. The pilot study also

attempted to determine whether there was any practical difference in

their use, or the results which were obtained using them.

Procedure

Participants were tested in groups of between four and six people.

Each participant was seated in a separate booth, with at least one

empty booth between them and the next participant. Normal ethical

procedures were observed by informing participants of their right to

withdraw, that their test data would be treated with anonymity, and

provided with a brief overview of the study - namely, that it was a

study to examine the ease of which people could use a set of test

booklets designed for a study investigating the way people think

about themselves. An opportunity to ask questions was provided

before the session started. It was explained to the participants that

all the instructions should be contained within the booklet, but if

there was anything which did not seem clear, they could ask the

investigator for assistance. Participants were then asked to work

through the booklets.

Specific instructions contained within the booklet are detailed below

in the main study procedure.



As each participant finished, they were again offered the opportunity

to ask questions, and if they were interested, a more detailed account

of the study was given.

Participants

Participants were 20 first year psychology undergraduates at the

University of Plymouth. Two sets of data were not usable through no

fault in the design of the booklet or the study in genera1 2 , resulting in

18 sets of usable data. The 18 usable participants were aged between

18 and 44 years old (mean of 22 years 6 months). Fifteen were

women and three were men.

Materials

The data for this study were collected through a test booklet.

Initially, two versions of the test booklet were created, in order to

make a comparison of the card-sort complexity task against a more

simple adjective checking task. The final version (post-pilot study) of

the booklet is shown in self-concept organisation appendix 1. The

important details of the booklets are described below.

Booklet version - 1 This comprised several self-contained sections.

Page one is a general instruction. Pages two to seven are adjective

check lists. The adjectives were derived from two sources. Linville

(personal communication) provided the set of 33 adjectives used in

her self complexity work (e.g., Linville, 1987). These were screened

for suitability for the sample. In addition to these words, further

adjectives were selected from the relevant parts of the grounded

theory analysis of the interviews (chapter three). The next section of

the booklets was concerned with the identification of self aspects. In

2 One participant took part in two experimental sessions, clearly intent on
maximising income from subject fees rather than assisting in progress of the
study. His data were excluded as unreliable.
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this first version, the traditional Linville card sorting task was used.

Participants were provided with a set of cards, each card having one

of the adjectives printed on it, along with 10 blank cards. A page with

blank columns was included, in order to write the results of the card

sorting task. The final section of the booklet contained a battery of

established psychometric measures - the Derriford Appearance Scale-

24r, the PANAS, the Buss and Fenigstein private self consciousness

scale, and the 'About My Appearance' self descriptive page used in the

Patient Survey Booklet in the Multi-Centre Trial. After this part of the

booklet, a final page thanked the participants, and included the

researcher's address and telephone number for further information

about the research project, or in case of distress related to completing

the booklet.

Booklet version 2 The booklet was identical to the first version except

for the section aimed at self-description elicitation. Instead of having

a set of cards for a sorting task, participants were provided with a

sheet of paper on which to list self-descriptions. The last section of

the booklet consisted of 20 pages, each page containing the full list of

adjectives. Each adjective was placed next to a 'tick-box'. The name of

each self description was then written on a separate list of all the

adjectives, and the adjectives relevant to that self description were

ticked. In this way, adjective groupings for each self description were

obtained which were comparable with the adjective card-sorts in the

other version of the task.



Results

The booklets proved understandable to the participants, who were

able to complete them without help. The concern regarding the use of

the adjective lists, rather than the strict card sort method as

previously used, is that the increased likelihood of duplication of

adjectives across the self-descriptions would affect the complexity of

the sorts produced. In order to determine whether this was the case,

the measure of complexity, H, was calculated for each of the two

versions of the booklet. H is defined as log2n - (Einilog2ni)/n. This

measure, along with other measures of self-concept organisation, will

be discussed more fully in the results section. Additionally, a more

basic measure, the number of sorts produced, was recorded.

A t-test showed that there were no differences between the methods

used (t=1.21, df=16, ns) in regard to overall complexity of the sorts.

The t-test to compare the gross number of sorts produced for each

method was also non-significant (t=2.04, df=16, ns).

Conclusion

Both versions of the booklet were usable. The adjective checklist

version - booklet version 2 - provided comparable data to the method

used by Linville. It was decided to use the adjective checklist version

of the booklet for two reasons. Firstly, it was felt that the use of a set

of cards, even with the blank cards included for repeated adjectives to

be written on, was more likely to artificially decrease the apparent

overlap in the use of adjectives across self descriptions. On a more

pragmatic note, it was also preferred as it was easier to administer by

post.



Main Study

Participant recruitment

Participants were recruited through two self-help organisations and

the plastic surgery and burns unit at Derriford Hospital, Plymouth,

and contacted by post with a booklet of paper and pencil tasks. These

were returned by post to the University of Plymouth for analysis.

There are therefore several sections to the procedure.

A number of self-help groups were considered for potential access to

participants. These groups were typically organised on a semi-

professional basis by a combination of member-participation and paid

staff. Some groups were rejected as having confounding factors

within the diagnosis (e.g., Lupus). Initial contact was made with the

remaining groups by telephone. At this point, the details of the

project were not entered into. The aim of this contact was merely to

obtain initial 'in principal' agreement to assist. Four organisations

agreed at this point. They were the Vitiligo Society, Let's Face It,

Changing Faces, and the Acne Support Group. These groups were then

sent a copy of the booklet, along with a more detailed letter explaining

the protocol and nature of the study, and the ethical procedures to be

included to protect participants. At this stage, Let's Face It were

unable to proceed due to the concern that it would not be possible to

send booklets to members without the experimenter seeing the

addresses of the participants, which was felt to be a breach of

confidentiality of the Let's Face It membership list. It also became

impossible to proceed with the Vitiligo Society, as they were currently

involving all members in another research project. The experimenter



agreed with the Vitiligo Society that it would not be possible to

continue.

The Acne Support Group were happy to proceed with the study. In

order to ensure that the membership of the Acne Support Group was

kept confidential, the experimenter visited the office of the group.

One hundred and fifty 'packs' containing the booklet, a covering letter,

and a freepost envelope for the return of the booklets were addressed

and posted from the office. In this way, no record was kept of the

names of addresses of the participants of the study. The free-post

envelopes for the return of the booklets were addressed to the

University of Plymouth, ensuring that the data was returned to the

experimenter without further inconvenience to the Acne Support

Group. The ethical procedures of informed consent, the right to

withdraw, and follow-up support are elaborated upon within the

letter to the participants. The Neurofibromatosis Association also

helped with participant recruitment. They advertised for volunteers

in their newsletter. Again, to protect anonymity, it was agreed that

the researcher should not have direct access to the names and

addresses of the volunteers. The Neurofibromatosis Association

agreed to post on to each of the volunteers a 'pack', consisting of the

booklet, a similar covering letter, and freepost return envelope.

Eighteen participants agreed to receive booklets.

The remainder of the target sample, 100 people, were contacted with

the agreement of their consultant plastic surgeon. These participants

were all waiting list members for treatment at the plastic surgery and

burns unit at Derriford Hospital, Plymouth. They received a similar

'pack' of materials and explanation to that sent to the support group

members, as described above.



Return rate

Over all, 264 booklets were sent out. Ninety nine (37.5%) were

returned. Of these, 29 had failed to complete the booklet fully (usually

by either missing a page, or failing to rank the self-aspects). This

meant that the usable sample size was 70.

The booklet was large and complex. Coming to people 'cold', a large

response rate was not anticipated. In similar research using a much

simpler measure (the normative studies of the Derriford Appearance

Scale, Carr and Harris, personal communication), a response rate of

over 25% had been obtained. In this case, it was hoped a priori to

reach a 25% response rate, which was achieved. Often in social

psychological research, this rate would be considered too low. The

reason for this is that the sample would not necessarily be considered

to be a representative random sample. Within this research, however,

this difficulty is guarded against by the inclusion of the Derriford

Appearance Scale as a criterion measure of adjustment. It is possible

to compare the DAS scores with known clinical and non-clinical

populations in order to assess whether the experimental sample is

representative. In table 8.1 below, means and standard deviations of

the DAS scores from the experimental sample are compared to the

known scores. From this table, it is clear that the current sample,

overall, demonstrates a higher mean score, and similar spread, when

assessed on the DAS 24r. The sample is similar enough to the multi-

centre trial sample to consider them a representative group of good

and poor adjusters.



Sample group n Mean Standard
Deviation

Multi Centre Trial 535 47.70 17.87
Self-concept study 70 55.27 17.03

Table 8.1 - Comparison of DAS 24r scores between clinical norms and

current sample.

The total number of participants recruited was 70. Of these 70, 56

were women, and the remainder men. The age range of the sample

was from 19 years to 93 years, the mean age being 36 years 7

months.

Materials

The test booklet used has been described in the pilot study above.

The final version is included in self-concept organisation appendix 1.

Procedure

Booklets were sent to participants through the post with a covering

letter. Participants were able to complete booklets in their own

homes, and return them anonymously and directly to the researcher

using freepost.

The tasks required of the participants are detailed below.

Valence rating of adjectives. Participants were asked to rate each

adjective as being generally positive or generally negative.

Self-appearance general relevance. Participants were asked to

indicate whether each adjective was associated with the way that they

saw their appearance. The specific instructions are given below.
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After you have rated all the adjectives as positive or negative,

turn to the next listing of the adjectives below. Please indicate

whether each adjective is a word that you think of in relation to

the way you see your own face/body, by circling the My

Appearance or Not My Appearance next to each adjective. Don't

think yet about how other people see your face/body (that will be

on the next page) - just answer thinking about how you see it

Indicating that a word is related to the way you see your face/body

doesn't necessarily mean that the word has to be a description of

your face/body - just a word that seems to 'fit' with how you see it.

Don't worry if some words on the list seem irrelevant to the way

you see your face/body.

Other appearance general relevance. Participants were asked to

indicate whether each adjective was associated with the way that

other people saw their appearance. Instructions were very similar to

those above, with the relevant words changed.

After this section, participants were asked to identify any area of

their face or body about which they were self conscious. This was

named as their 'feature'. The instructions were

The two tasks above asked you to rate the adjectives if they were

related to the way you or other people see your face/body. The next

couple of tasks are very similar. However, instead of answering

thinking about your face/body in general, I would like you to first

think whether there is any aspect of your appearance, however



small, that concerns you or about which you are sensitive or self

conscious. If there is, please write what it is below.

I am sensitive/self conscious about 	

Self-appearance feature relevance. Participants were asked to

indicate whether each adjective was associated with the way that they

saw their identified feature, if they had one. Again, the instructions

were similar to those above described for the self appearance -

general.

Other appearance feature relevance. Participants were asked to

indicate whether each adjective was associated with the way that

other people saw their feature, if they had one. The instructions were

again similar to the ones above described for the self appearance -

general.

The next part of the booklet was concerned with identifying the main

self-aspects which comprised the participants' self-concept. These

were listed, then ranked in terms of importance and centrality, and

then as to being generally positive or negative. The exact instructions

were as follows.

Well done for getting this far! Completing those lists of adjectives

isn't easy. If you want to have a break for a few minutes before we

go on, go ahead.

This next section involves a bit of creative thinking on you part. It

is not like the lists you have completed so far, where the words were
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provided for you - in this part, you have to come up with the

descriptions.

The next page of the booklet is headed 'Ways I See Myself'. What I

would like you to do is to write down some of the different ways you

see yourself. This list will be different for everyone, and there are

no right or wrong ways of doing it. People come up with all sorts of

descriptions of themselves. In the past, some of the descriptions that

people have used have been very varied. Some examples taken

include 'Brother, sociable self, working class, teenager,

environmentalist, hard worker, party animal, private self, teacher,

Irish, successful self, macho,'. Some of your self descriptions might

be similar to this - or they might be completely different! Some of

the descriptions that you come up with might even be how you used

to be in the past, or how you want to be (or think you might be) in

the future. Take your time coming up with this list. Only you know

which are the important ways in which you see yourself.

Remember, it is only the important ways that you describe yourself,

not how other people describe you, that matter for this task.

With enough time, you could probably come up with many different

kinds of self description. Don't get too bogged down, though. Just

produce as few or as many self descriptions as are most

meaningful and relevant to you. Write these down in the

column marked "Self Descriptions". For now, ignore the other

columns. When you have finished, turn over for the next part of the

instructions.

On the next page was written:-

Now I would like you to think about how important each self

description is to the way that you think about yourself; that is, how
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central is that self description to your overall concept of

yourself. In the column marked "rank" next to your original

listing of the self descriptions, put '1' next to the most important,

'2' next to the second most important, and so on until you have put a

number next to all the self descriptions. For example, someone

might have included 'Old person', 'grandparent' and 'cricketer' in

their self descriptions. If this person thought that 'cricketer' was

the self description most important to them, and most like their

'real' self, then it would be given the rank of 1.

The last part of the tasks involving self descriptions is easier.

Indicate whether each self description is generally positive or

negative by putting a `P' or an 'N' in the column marked 'Pos/Neg'.

When you have done this, please turn over for the next part of the

task.

The participant was then required to write the name of each self-

aspect on a separate page in the booklet. Each of these pages

contained the full list of the adjectives. The adjectives that comprised

each of the identified self-aspects were ticked on the page for that self

aspect. Each page thus became the equivalent of a separate pile in the

card sorts used by Linville. The exact instructions in the booklet were

are follows: -

Congratulations for getting this far and sticking with it! It takes a

bit of staying power to get this far!

Ok, we are nearly finished now. Now you have identified the self

descriptions that are meaningful to you, write the name of each one

on the top of one of the remaining lists of adjectives (they are on the
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yellow pages at the back of the book, headed "Adjectives for self

descriptions". There should be plenty - don't feel you have to try

and use them all!). On each yellow sheet, tick all the adjectives that

apply to the self description named on that page - in other words,

the adjectives that go together to make up that self description.

Don't worry if you tick the same adjectives for different self

descriptions. For example, you might use the adjective "Quiet" in

more than one self description.

It is important that you complete one yellow page for

every self description you listed.

Grouping the adjectives for each self description may make you

think of other meaningful descriptions of your self that you had

not identified before. If so, simply add this one to the list of self

descriptions you had made, and treat it in the same way as the

others.

When you have completed all the lists of "Adjectives for

Self Descriptions", you are almost at the end - the last

task of all is to complete the questionnaires on the

following pages. When you have done that, you have

finished.

After this, the participants filled in a series of questionnaires,

described in the pilot study. Like the pilot study, the final page of the

booklet included thanks and an address and telephone contact point

should the participant wish to discuss the study, or require support.



Results

Calculation of variables

The self-concept variables were calculated as follows.

H-Complexity. This was the statistic used by Linville and others, as a

measure of self-concept complexity. It is defined by the equation H=

log2n - (Einilog2ni)/n.

Compartmentalisation: The degree to which the types of content were

clustered into self aspect, or spread across the self-aspects, was

determined by the compartmentalisation calculations on each set of

self-aspects. Compartmentalisation was calculated for each of the five

ways in which the elements had been assessed (positive/negative,

self/appearance relevant, etcetera.) The basis for this measure was

Cramer's 0 (phi). This is a measure based on the x 2 (chi-square)

statistic. This was calculated in several stages. The following

description applies to positive/negative compartmentalisation, but

obviously, the system applies also to the self/feature

relevant/irrelevant words, et cetera. Firstly, for each self-aspect, the

total number of positive and negative elements (adjectives) was

assessed. These were summed to produce the total number of

positive and negative elements within the whole sort, and thus the

proportion of positive to negative words. The expected frequency of

positive words in each self-aspect was then calculated on the basis of

the total number of elements within that aspect, multiplied by the

proportion of positive words in the whole set of self-aspects. A

similar process was conducted for each of the self-aspects, and then

repeated for negative elements. This method of calculating expected

frequencies was used, rather than the standard method in chi-square.

The purpose of this was to overcome the assumption within chi-



square that a random distribution of the elements would be a 50:50

split across positive and negative words. With differing proportions of

positive and negative words in the total set of aspects, this was clearly

not the case. For example, if a participant had chosen 70% positive

adjectives, a random (non-compartmentalised) distribution would

show 70% positive elements within each self aspect, rather than the

50% assumed by chi-square. Following the calculation of expected

frequencies in this way, the chi-square statistic was calculated in the

normal way. In order to standardise the statistic across all

participants, it was important to account for the differing number of

adjectives selected. Failure to do this would lead to apparently higher

compartmentalisation for participants with a larger number of

elements within their set of self-aspects. The standardisation was

achieved by converting the chi-square scores into a phi statistic, by

dividing the chi-square value by the number of elements in the sort.

This produced a value between zero (no compartmentalisation at all,

the equivalent of a random selection of elements within each self-

aspect) and one (totally compartmentalised - no positive and negative

elements within the same self-aspect.).

Differential importance: Each of the self-aspects produced by the

participant was ranked. Also, the proportion of each type of content

was calculated for each self aspect (that is, the proportion of negative

words, the proportion of words that were related to self perception of

their general appearance, the proportion of words that were related to

the participants' view of others' perception of their general

appearance, the proportion of words that were related to self

perception of their 'feature', and finally, the proportion of words that

were related to the participants' view of others' perception of their

`feature'). Five correlations were then carried out for each participant.

The proportion of the five types of content for the aspects (as



described above) was correlated with the ranks of that set of self-

aspects. In this way, it was possible to determine whether aspects

with a specific type of content were viewed as differentially

important compared to the other aspects in that participant's set of

self-aspects.

Descriptive Statistics

The descriptive statistics for the Derriford Appearance Scale 24r were

shown in the method section. It is possible to examine descriptively

the measures of self-concept organisation (see table 8.2 below).

Min	 Max	 Mean	 Std.Err.	 Std.Dev.
Variable

PSC 70 .00000 50.00000 36.05714 1.354982 11.33660

HCOMPLEX 70 .64140 5.66450 3.08436 .118511 .99153

POSNEGPHI 70 .13674 1.00000 .58530 .026704 .22342
SELFAPPPHI 69 .09200 1.00000 .40715 .022117 .18372
OTHAPPPHI 69 .08149 1.00000 .44482 .023931 .19879
SELFFEATPHI 63 .12324 1.00000 .51341 .024971 .19820
OTHFEATPHI 64 .07509 1.00000 .42673 .025269 .20215

PNDIFFIMP 67 -.91833 .92656 -.10367 .058088 .47547
SAPPDIFFIMP 67 -.83045 1.00000 -.08696 .058074 .47536
OAPPDIFFIMP 67 -.89443 .95080 -.14725 .056074 .45899
SFDIFFIMP 64 -.90211 .96077 .00292 .061631 .49305
OFDIFFIMP 64 -.86824 .89391 .01210 .056470 .45176

Key: PSC - Private Self Consciousness. HCOMPLEX - H statistic. POSNEGPHI -
Positive/negative compartmentalisation. SELFAPPPHI - Self/appearance
compartmentalisation. OTHAPPPHI - Other/appearance compartmentalisation. SELFFEATPHI
- Self/feature compartmentalisation. OTHFEATPHI - Other/feature compartmentalisation.
PNDIFFIMP - Positive/negative differential importance. SAPPDIFFIMP - Self/appearance
differential importance. OAPPDIFFIMP - Other/appearance differential importance.
SFDIFFIMP - Self/feature differential importance. OFDIFFIMP - Other//feature
differential importance.

Table 8.2: Descriptive Data for self-concept organisation variables

The range for the H statistic is slightly larger than has been found in

previous studies. This is to be expected with a larger pool of available

adjectives. The mean score, 3.084, is astonishingly similar to that



found by Linville (1987), who reported a mean of 3.089. This further

validates the alternative method for collecting self-aspect information.

The compartmentalisation (phi statistic) scores, with a theoretical

range of 0 - 1, demonstrated degrees of compartmentalisation close to

this. Some participants, with a maximum score of 1.0, showed

complete compartmentalisation, while others with scores close to zero

showed an almost random pattern. Mean scores of close to 0.5 show

that the participants did tend to compartmentalise elements in their

self-aspects across all of the ways in which the elements were

categorised (positive/negative, et cetera).

The differential importance scores represent the correlation between

the ranked perceived importance/centrality of each self aspect, and

the proportion of adjectives in that self-aspect which were

positive/self appearance relevant/other appearance relevant et

cetera. As the highest ranking (most important self-aspect) was

ranked at one, and decreasing importance was marked by increasing

ranks, a strongly negative correlation would indicate a high level of

association between centrality, and, for example, the proportion of

elements self-appearance relevant. A strongly positive correlation

would indicate the reverse - that the self-aspects with the highest

proportion of appearance relevant elements were the least important

aspects. It is clear from the descriptive statistics that virtually the

entire range of correlations coefficients from -1.0 to +1.0 was

calculated for each of the five types of element description.

Correlation amongst the variables

The first way in which the organisation of the self-concept can be

investigated is to examine the intercorrelation of the variables. In



particular, it is useful to examine the relationship between the self-

concept variables and the measures of adjustment (DAS 24r, and

positive and negative affect). These are shown in table 8.3 below.

The DAS 24r correlates as expected from the previous work with

positive and negative affect. It is interesting to note that the

anticipated relationship with self-focused attention was not evident.

Complexity, as measured by H, did not significantly correlate with the

DAS 24r, or either of the PANAS variables.

Compartmentalisation was calculated for positive vs. negative,

relevance vs. irrelevance to self/ overall appearance, relevance vs.

irrelevance to other people/overall appearance, relevance vs.

irrelevance to self/feature, and finally relevance vs. irrelevance to

other people/feature. Of these five types of compartmentalisation,

only self/feature was related to adjustment, being positively

correlated with both the DAS 24r and negative affect.

Private self-consciousness correlated significantly (p<0.05) with

compartmentalisation of the feature elements (both self/feature and

other/feature) within the self aspects. It is not clear why

introspection should be related to categorisation of self-aspects

according to relevance to specific physical features.

Differential importance The relationship between adjustment and

differential importance was stronger than for compartmentalisation.

A significant positive correlation between positive/negative

differential importance and overall adjustment indicates that,

unsurprisingly, aspects with greater negative content were ranked as

more important in participants with adjustment difficulties (high DAS



24r scorers) and those high in negative affect. Positive affect

demonstrated a significant correlation in the opposite direction.

The differential importance for others' assessment of the overall

appearance was significantly related to both DAS 24r and negative

affect scores. Interestingly, the correlation was in the positive

direction. This implies that the lower the ranking of aspects high in

other/appearance elements, (that is, the less important these aspects

are), the higher the DAS 24r and NA scores. In other words, the more

central aspects which represent the self high in other/appearance

elements, the better adjusted the participants are likely to be.

The reverse pattern was shown for aspects high in self/feature

elements. A significant negative correlation shows that the higher

these were ranked, the higher the adjustment score. In other words,

when the participant included self-aspects which were high on

elements judged as self/feature relevant as close to their

important/central self, they were likely to be more poorly adjusted

according to the DAS 24r, and be higher on negative affect.

There was not a significant relationship between the proportion of

elements relevant to the overall appearance as self-assessed by the

participant or the specific feature, as assessed by others, and the

importance of those aspects.



Correlation
Displaying only correlations significant at p< .05 I

	 + -

DSCALE	 PA	 NA	 PSC
	 + -

DSCALE 1.00000 -.45297 .61649
PA -.45297 1.00000 -.35259
NA .61649 -.35259 1.00000
PSC 1.00000
HCOMPLEX
POSNEGPHI
SELFAPPPHI
OTHAPPPHI
SELFFEATPHI .31159 .39197 .38081
OTHFEATPHI .33333
PNDIFFIMP .34199 -.30027 .29520
SAPPDIFFIMP
OAPPDIFFIMP .26965 .28201
SFDIFFIMP -.30397 -.26094
OFDIFFIMP

Key: DSCALE - Derriford Appearance Scale 24r. PA - Positive Affect (PANAS). NA -
Negative Affect (PANAS). PSC - Private Self Consciousness. HCOMPLEX - H statistic.
POSNEGPHI - Positive/negative compartmentalisation. SELFAPPPHI - Self/appearance
compartmentalisation. OTHAPPPHI - Other/appearance compartmentalisation. SELFFEATPHI
- Self/feature compartmentalisation. OTHFEATPHI - Other/feature compartmentalisation.
PNDIFFIMP - Positive/negative differential importance. SAPPDIFFIMP - Self/appearance
differential importance. OAPPDIFFIMP - Other/appearance differential importance.
SFDIFFIMP - Self/feature differential importance. OFDIFFIMP - Other/feature
differential importance.

Table 8.3: Significant (p<0.05) correlations between adjustment

variables and self-concept variables

Analysis of variance

Multiple correlations are not an ideal way of interpreting the effect of

self-concept organisation on adjustment, as it leaves open the

possibility of type one errors (false positive effect). It is useful as it

gives an initial overall impression of the data. A second method of

investigating the data, which may make clearer some patterns not

immediately obvious from the correlations, is to view the level of

adjustment as an independent variable, and calculate analysis of

variance using the self-concept variables as dependent variables.

Below, one-way ANOVAs have been calculated in this way. The DAS

24r has been converted into a categorical, quasi-independent variable

with three levels, by splitting the population at two points - the
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standard deviation either side of the mean score - and using these as

cut off points to produce good, moderate, and poor adjustment groups.

This was done, rather than a simple median split, to maximise the

difference between the good and poor adjustment groups, thus

avoiding a pitfall discussed in the 'feedback' study (chapter seven) of

too similar groups.

Initially, as can be seen from the mean scores, (see table 8.4), it is

clear that there are trends across the high, low, and moderate DAS 24r

scores on the self-concept variables.

DAS
Group

PSC H
complex

PosNeg
Phi

Self
App
Phi

0th
App
Phi

Self
Feat
Phi

0th
Feat
Phi

-0.341Good 31.7 2.627 0.477 0.442 0.470 0.392
Moderate 37.9 3.110 0.591 0.405 0.422 0.507 0.435
Poor 39.7 3.510 0.610 0.380 0.531 0.669 0.471

DAS
Group

PN
Diff
Imp

SA
Diff
Imp

OA
Diff
Imp

SF
Diff
Imp

OF
Diff
Imp

Good -0.243 -0.280 -0.301 0.246 0.098
Moderate -0.122 -0.031 -0.137 -0.028 -0.012
Poor 0.147 -0.109 -0.010 -0.106 0.033

Key: DAS Group - Derriford Appearance Scale 24r group. PSC - Private Self Consciousness.
HCOMPLEX - H statistic. POSNEG PHI - Positive/negative compartmentalisation. SELF APP
PHI - Self/appearance compartmentalisation. OTHAPPPHI - Other/appearance
compartmentalisation. SELF FEAT PHI - Self/feature compartmentalisation. OTHER FEAT
PHI - Other/feature compartmentalisation. PNDIFF IMP - Positive/negative differential
importance. SA DIFF IMP - Self/appearance differential importance. OA DIFF IMP -
Other/appearance differential importance. SF DIFF IMP - Self/feature differential
importance. OF DIFF IMP - Other/feature differential importance.

Table 8.4: Adjustment groups compared on self-concept variables

Clear trends can be seen in several of the variables when presented in

this way. Private self consciousness, complexity, positive/negative

compartmentalisation, self/feature compartmentalisation,
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other/feature compartmentalisation, and all of the differential

importance variables other than other/feature show systematic

change from poor to good adjustment. However, before more is made

of this, it is important to examine the significance of these differences.

One way ANOVAs were conducted on each of these variables, with

follow-up least significant difference (LSD) tests. This is reported in

table 8.5. Private self-consciousness, H-Complexity and the

differential importance variables were assessed with one-tail tests, as

the direction of the predicted differences was determined a priori.

The compartmentalisation variables were assessed with two-tailed

tests, as an argument can be made for differences in either direction.

At first sight, only compartmentalisation of the self/feature elements

within the self aspects appears to be related to the level of

adjustment. Each level of the adjustment variable was associated with

a significant increase in the level of compartmentalisation of the

self/feature elements across the self aspects. Increased

compartmentalisation was associated with poorer adjustment.

df	 I	 MS	 df	 MS	 Hypoth.	 Good vs
Variable	 Effect 	 Effect	 Error	 Error	 F	 P	 test	 poor LSD p

Priv Self Con 2 193.75 67 126 1.53 .112 1-tail 0.087
H Complexity 2 2.1748 67 .947 2.29 .054 1-tail 0.019
Pos Neg Phi 2 .09568 67 .048 1.97 .147 2-tail 0.161
Self/App Phi 2 .01035 66 .034 .300 .741 2-tail 0.450
0th/App Phi 2 .04958 66 .039 1.26 .289 2-tail 0.481
Self/Feat Phi 2 .17605 60 .034 5.06 .009 2-tail 0.003
0th/Feat Phi 2 .04342 61 .040 1.06 .351 2-tail 0.018
Pos Neg DI 2 .43880 64 .219 1.99 .071 1-tail 0.028
Self/App DI 2 .29743 64 .223 1.32 .135 1-tail 0.200
0th/App DI 2 .23830 64 .209 1.13 .164 1-tail 0.071
Self/Feat DI 2 .37437 61 .238 1.56 .108 1-tail 0.057
0th/Feat DI 2 .05245 61 .209 0.25 .390 1-tail 0.374

Key: Priv Self Con = Private Self Consciousness. Pos Neg Phi = Positive/Negative
compartmentalisation. Self/App = Self/Appearance 0th/App = Other/Appearance .
Self/Feat = Self/Feature. Other/Feat = Other/Feature. Phi indicates
compartmentalisation variable. DI indicates differential importance variable.

Table 8.5: ANOVA results for main effects of self concept variables



In addition to the effect described above, however, least significant

difference tests were carried out across the three levels on all of the

dependent variables. P values for this are shown in the final column

of table 8.5. This demonstrated that there were also significant

differences between the extreme groups (good and poor adjusters) in

terms of the overall level of complexity (p<.019, 1-tailed). Increased

complexity was related to poorer adjustment. A similar follow up

analysis on the positive/negative differential importance variable also

demonstrated differences between the extreme groups, with poor

adjusters ranking aspects with a greater proportion of negative

content in as more important than did the good adjuster group,

significant at p<0.028 (1-tailed).

To summarise, on the basis of the ANOVA tests, it was shown that

increasing compartmentalisation between self/feature and non-

self/feature elements, increased importance of aspects with a greater

proportion of negative content, and increased self-concept complexity,

were all associated with poorer adjustment.

Power analysis

The power of any analysis is the ability to detect a real effect, that

two (or more) sets of scores are from different populations. That is,

the ability of the test to avoid a type 2 error. This is based upon the

effect size of the phenomena under consideration, as well as other

factors such as the significance level (a) selected and the number of

participants. As the effect size was not expected to be large, and the

size of the experimental groups was also not as large as would have

been used under a less naturalistc setting, it is conceivable that a type

two error would occur. For this reason, a power analysis was carried

out. As power analysis has not yet become common in psychology, it



is worth elaborating a little on the method. This has been done in

self-concept organisation appendix 2.

It is possible now to comment on the confidence that we may have in

the findings of the ANOVA series described above. It is clear that for

most of the variables, the power was satisfactory. For all of the

compartmentalisation variables apart from self/appearance

compartmentalisation, there was less than 1% chance of a type two

error. For self/appearance compartmentalisation, the chance was still

only 7%. The power was less satisfactory for complexity. The chances

of missing a real effect for H were 58%. For the differential

importance variables, the power was also an issue. Although the

positive/negative differential importance test was acceptable (3%

chance of type 2 error), the remainder were all disturbingly high.

Self/appearance was 25%, other/appearance was 26%, self feature was

16%, and other feature was an extremely high 82%.

Interactions investigation

It was hypothesised also that increased importance of self-aspects

would increase the impact of compartmentalisation. That is, if

self/feature aspects were more important, the effect of self/feature

compartmentalisation would be exacerbated. To assess whether or not

this interaction was significant, it was necessary to re-conceptualise

the data. The DAS 24r was considered a dependent variable, and the

self-concept variables were considered as quasi-independent

variables. To do this, they were categorised. Phi scores were divided

into two categories (high/low compartmentalisation, based on a cut off

point of 0.5), and differential importance was divided into three

categories (negative correlation, no correlation, positive correlation,



based on cut off points of -0.33 and +0.33). For each of the five ways

in which the adjectives were rated (positive/negative, self-appearance

relevant, etcetera), a 2x3 between subjects ANOVA was conducted.

No interactions were found. The main effects are worth mentioning,

in order to compare them to the ANOVAs carried out above, in which

the DAS 24r was used as an independent variable. The other/feature

compartmentalisation test was significant(df=1,61 F= 4.26, p<0.05, 2-

tailed), demonstrating that higher compartmentalisation was

associated with higher DAS 24r scores. Positive/negative differential

importance was also significant (df=2,61, F=2.87, p=0.03, 1-tailed),

showing that negative correlations (i.e., high negative content aspects

ranked as important) were associated with higher DAS 24r scores than

no correlation or positive correlation groups. The other/appearance

differential importance variable was not significant overall (F=1.98,

df=2,64, p=0.14). Once more, however, the LSD follow up test proved

interesting. It had been hypothesised that 'appearance heavy' aspects

would be ranked as more important amongst poor adjusters. In this

case, the opposite was found - a positive correlation (indicating low

ranking of the appearance heavy aspects) was associated with the

poor adjusters. The one-tailed test would have been significant had

the prediction been in this direction (overall F=1.98, df=2,64, p=0.14;

LSD follow up between good and poor adjusters, p=0.076 (2-tailed)).

As it is, the test must be considered non-significant. Finally, the

self/feature differential importance variable showed significant

differences in the anticipated direction on follow up analysis. The

initial non-significant overall main effect was F=2.27, df=2,61, p=0.11.

The LSD follow up showed that a positive correlation (low ranking of

self/feature heavy aspects) was associated with significantly higher

DAS 24r scores than no correlation or negative correlation. DAS 24r

scores for positive correlation > DAS 24r scores for no correlation -



p=0.025 (1-tailed). DAS 24r scores for positive correlation > DAS 24r

scores for negative correlation - p=0.048 (1-tailed)).



Discussion

This study was conducted on the basis of converging evidence of the

importance of the self-concept from previous studies, as well as

evidence from independent literature. The pattern of results did not

emerge entirely as expected but, nevertheless, was interesting.

Three methods of studying the data were used - a correlation between

the DAS 24r scores and the other relevant variables, analyses of

variance using the DAS 24r as a quasi-independent variable, and

finally, analyses of variance using the DAS 24r as a dependent

variable.

Complexity, as assessed by the H statistic, differentiated the extreme

groups of poor and good adjusters. The size of this effect was such

that the chance of missing it altogether was high, at 58%.

Of the compartmentalisation variables, only one was related to

adjustment. A greater degree of self/feature relevant word

compartmentalisation was associated with poorer adjustment, when it

was examined using a correlation with DAS 24r scores, when the DAS

24r was used as a quasi-independent variable. When

compartmentalisation of the other/feature relevant words was

considered using the DAS 24r as a dependent variable, there were

again significant differences between the groups. The low

compartmentalisation was again associated with better adjustment.

The relationship between self-concept organisation and adjustment

was further clarified from the analysis of the differential importance

variables. It was shown that, unsurprisingly, poor adjustment is

associated with having self-aspects with a disproportionate degree of



negative information ranked as the more important self-aspects.

Furthermore, poor adjustment was shown to be related to having self

aspects with a greater degree of self-perceived feature relevant

information rated as relatively important, both from the correlation

and the ANOVA using the DAS 24r as a dependent variable. A trend

was also clear in the ANOVA using the DAS 24r as an independent

variable. The other/appearance and self/feature were also shown to

be related to adjustment through the correlations. These were in

opposite directions. The higher the score on the DAS 24r (the poorer

the adjustment), the greater the proportion of self/feature elements in

the important self aspects, and the lower the proportion of

other/appearance elements in the important self aspects.

To summarise the pattern of results, poor adjustment is related to

greater self-concept complexity, and an increased proportion of

negative and self/feature elements in core self-aspects, as well as a

reduced proportion of other/appearance related elements in core self

aspects. This finding elicits several questions addressed below.

Why were there differences between the different analyses??

Three different approaches were taken with the data to investigate

the same basic issue - the relationship between the self-concept

variables and adjustment. The pattern of results was not identical

across the methods, although, unsurprisingly as the same data set was

used throughout, the results were largely convergent.

In the case of the H (complexity) variable, the ANOVA (using the DAS

24r as an independent variable) was significant, but the correlation

was not. In this case, is it important to recall that the follow up

analyses found that the significant difference lay between the

extreme poor and good adjustment groups, and that there were not



significant differences between either of these groups and the

moderate adjustment group. It is therefore possible to hypothesise

that the relationship between complexity and adjustment is not a

linear one. From these results, it is possible that complexity is only

increased for the poor adjusters. This would suggest, in psychological

terms, that the poor adjusters (rather than the good or moderate)

were those with the most developed self-schema. Given the context of

the study, and the priming of the appearance schema during the first

part of the booklet task, this is highly likely to represent a more

complex appearance schema, rather than a more complex self-schema

per se. The second ANOVA testing the H variable compartmentalised

the sample into two, high and low complexity participants, and

compared their DAS 24r scores. Although the trend was in the same

direction as the previous analysis, this was not significant. The loss of

information involved in such a gross categorisation does not make this

a matter of concern.

The only other discrepancies that emerged involved two of the

differential importance variables. The other/appearance variable

would have shown a consistent pattern of results had the one-tailed a

priori hypothesis been in the right direction! The self/feature

differential importance variable was not significant on the ANOVA

using the DAS 24r as a dependent variable. However, with the

probability of a type-2 error at 16%, the chance of a false negative

should not be discounted. The strong effect from the other two ways

of examining the data allow us confidence in the finding relating to

the significance of self/feature differential importance.

Why differences between variables?

Having considered the pattern of results, it is now appropriate to put

them into a more psychological context, and interpret the findings in a



theoretical, rather than statistical way. Overall, the poor adjusters

produced more complex self-descriptions than did the good adjusters.

That is, number of self-aspects produced, and the sheer quantity of

non-redundant information within those self-aspects was greater in

the poor adjusters. Previous work (e.g., Linville, 1987) has suggested

a self-protective function for complexity. The proposed mechanism in

which complexity protects an individual is in providing alternative

views of the self to 'fall back on' when any particular self-view is

threatened. That is not born out by these findings. There are several

reasons that may be put forward to explain this. It is possible that

the protective effect of a complex self-concept depends on

characteristics of the information it contains. If non-threatened

aspects of the self are positive, then it will help to be able to use them

as a resource. If, however, they are no better than the working self-

concept under threat, they cannot help. A second explanation for

these results is that put forward in the introduction. Complexity of a

schema is a function of frequency of use and experience. Poor

adjusters are involved in a lot of self-referent cognitive activity,

continually elaborating their self-concepts. This will be particularly

true in the domain of appearance related information. A

methodological feature of the current study is the elicitation of the

self-descriptions, which was carried out after a series of tasks in

which the appearance was strongly primed. It is therefore likely that

the sets of self-descriptions produced by the participants were more

likely to contain appearance self-aspects. A measure of self-

complexity under these conditions is likely to detect the more complex

representation of appearance in poor adjusters.

The finding of greater compartmentalisation amongst poor adjusters

of the elements relating to self-perceived qualities of the 'feature' is

interesting. The implication is that being poorly adjusted is to have



more discrete parts of the self-concept system which contain

information about the 'feature' of which participants are self-

conscious. It is more likely that the poor adjuster will have self-

aspects which are dominated by feature relevant information. This

has its own consequences. By being represented in a discrete way, the

'feature' is more able to serve as an object of focus of self-directed

attention. Being able to introspect on the 'feature' and its qualities

seems a minimal criterion to experience affective reactions of self-

consciousness of appearance. This will be enhanced by

compartmentalisation of the feature characteristics. The findings can

be compared to that of Showers' (1992a; 1992b, Showers and Kling,

1996; Showers and Ryff, 1996) work on compartmentalisation. She

demonstrated the utility of investigating compartmentalisation of

positive and negative elements in relation to overall self-esteem. The

value of this approach was more evident when the relative

importance of aspects was taken into account. The interactions

between differential importance of aspects and compartmentalisation

did not replicate her findings, either with positive/negative ratings of

elements or appearance/non-appearance ratings. However, the

sample size for the interactions analysis was low, and cell sizes

subsequently small, which may have facilitated a type two error. It is

difficult to imagine a strong theoretical argument as to the failure to

replicate Showers' findings, and a second study, designed more

specifically to do this, would be valuable.

The differential importance findings were equally interesting. The

differential importance of self-aspects containing a greater proportion

of negative material in the poor adjusters was not surprising. Not

only are appearance elements likely to be the ones rated negatively in

the poor adjusters, adjustment anyway correlates with negative affect.

The previous work on differential importance (e.g., Pelham 1995)



leads us to anticipate this confirmation of the Jamesian hypothesis.

The differential importance of aspects containing self/feature relevant

information is again, consistent with the hypotheses. The poor

adjusters' self-concepts are organised in such a way that feature

information is more important and central to them. Important and

central information is that which is chronically accessed and usable as

part of the working self concept. Participants with higher differential

importance for self/feature information would include this

information in their working self concept more easily, and

consequently, more frequently - they will be more aware of the

feature. It will more easily be brought to mind in daily life, and more

easily primed. Furthermore, there is evidence (Sedikides, 1995) that

important aspects of the self are more resistant to change than other

aspects, and are used to interpret ambiguous situations. If feature

self-aspects are important, as this study argues is the case for poor

adjusters, this would suggest that they will be both stable, and used in

the interpretation of situations when individuals are unsure of how to

evaluate themselves - for example, when being looked at by other

people in social situations. An unexpected finding was the differential

importance of other/appearance relevant information, which was

likely to be ranked as less important amongst the poor adjusters.

The way that (it is believed) other people see the participants'

appearance is further away from the core self in the poor adjusters.

Firstly, this demonstrates the independence of participants' own views

of their appearance, and the perceived view of others. Secondly, it

may suggest a buffering effect associated with the other/appearance

self concept. Although surprising, it is conceivable that this could be

psychologically meaningful. If the individual believes that others'

view of their general appearance is positive, this could off-set the

impact of their own negative views of their feature. It may also mean

that social situations could act less as times in which negative self-



views would be primed. The current data do not allow further

investigation of this idea.

Why were the other variables not compartmentalised differently for

the good and poor adjusters, if compartmentalisation facilitates poor

adjustment? Why was self/feature differential importance the only

appearance related measure associated with poor adjustment? It is

easier to explain why self-perception, rather than assumed other-

perception of the feature elements were included. It has been argued

elsewhere in this thesis that the function of other people is to induce

introspection. It is not the specific evaluation of others that is

important, rather the fact that the presence and gaze of other people

induces self-consciousness. It is the ideographic evaluation of the self

and appearance that matter once this has occurred. The fact that it is

feature relevant, rather than more holistic appearance relevant

information that differentiates the good and poor adjusters is equally

important. It is sometimes suggested that poor adjustment is a

reflection with narcissistic concern over appearance. This is the

implicit message in work which relates adjustment to disfiguring

conditions to the work on attractiveness. The implication of the

emergence of the importance of feature specific, rather than

generalised appearance self-concept contents is to stress the role of

understanding the particular meanings of the feature for each

individual. The work carried out by Carr and Harris (personal

communication) has demonstrated the efficacy of surgical intervention

for reducing distress and dysfunction, without transference of the

distress onto another body part or 'feature.' This finding is consistent

with the results of this study, stressing the importance of the

conception of the 'feature', rather than the general appearance.

Methodological and other issues



It is important to consider the methodological characteristics of the

current study. The nature of applied work in this area is that true

experimental methods are not possible in the comparison of good and

poor adjusters. The quasi-experimental approach taken, using

naturally occurring samples of good and poor adjusters, is thus open

to the possibility of confounding variables. The multi-centre trial

investigated thoroughly the characteristics of good and poor adjusters.

There is no a priori reason to suppose any systematic difference

between the two groups on anything other than adjustment. The

design does give rise to questions of causality. This chapter has been

written from the position that differences in self-concept organisation

cause differences in adjustment. It is also possible that the reverse

could be true - poor adjustment, manifest by avoidant social

behaviour and negative affect, could itself change the way that self-

relevant information is organised. It would be interesting to test this

alternative view in a clinical setting. Under the hypothesis put

forward in this chapter, work on the self-concept of poor adjusters

would lead to improved adjustment. The alternative hypothesis

would suggest that this would be at best a short lived change if other

(unexplained) factors causing poor adjustment were not addressed.

These two explanations do not of course exclude one another;

adjustment and self-concept organisation could be mutually

influential.

One of the features of this study was the used of ideographic

techniques. One of the issues in approaching the concept of

'adjustment to differences in appearance' is the diversity of specific

problems united under this heading, as confirmed in the grounded

theory study. A danger, therefore, would be to use measures which

homogenised the group of poor adjusters. The choice of a quantitative

ideographic method was based on this issue. By allowing and



encouraging the participants to describe their self-concepts in their

own terms, using whatever adjectives from the list were applicable to

them, it was possible to have individualistic representations of the

self-concept which were still quantifiable and open to systematic

analysis.

An issue that must be discussed is the meaning of the ranking of self-

aspects. The instruction given to the participants before they ranked

the self descriptions asked them to rate "how important each self

description is to the way that you think about yourself; that is, how

central is that self description to your overall concept of yourself." As

participants did not indicate any particular difficulty in completing

the rankings, it is reasonable to assume that this instruction was

understood by the participants. The reason that this is being returned

to at this stage is to consider the wording of the question. It is an

assumption of the instruction that importance of self-aspects is the

same as centrality of that aspect to the overall concept of the self.

Within social-cognition models of the self, the concept of a singular

part of the self that is somehow more authentically representative of

the self than other aspects has largely been abandoned in favour of a

hierarchical organisation of self-relevant information (e.g., Markus,

1977). The hierarchy is based on the degree of personal

descriptiveness and relative importance each of the self-aspects

(Sedikides, 1995). It is not assumed that there is a 'true' self or 'core'

self to which the aspects are being compared. This distinction does

have some practical implications. If the effect of self-aspects are seen

relative to another part of the self-concept (the 'true' self), then

therapeutically, it would make as much, if not more sense, to try and

identify the characteristics of this fundamental self-conception, in

order to change it and thus change the relationship of other self-

aspects with the core self. If, however, there is not a core self, efforts



would be more usefully directed towards work with specific self-

aspects - most notably, in this case, the self-perception of the feature.

Within this thesis, the latter position is adopted. Although there is not

a definitive body of evidence to support or contradict this position, it

is increasingly becoming recognised in the literature. In general, it is

more plausible that information will exist on a continuum of

accessibility, relevance, resistance to change, and perceived

importance, rather than in a categorically different way. Further

work is needed to clarify and deal with these issues.

Further work using this data set

As with any large data set, the temptation to exhaustively analyse and

re-analyse must be resisted. Nevertheless, there are some analyses

which could be conducted on these data which would be extremely

interesting. The work discussed in the introduction has shown that

self-esteem is better understood by investigating the impact of

differential importance of self-aspects, compartmentalisation and

complexity differently for positive and negative self-aspects. With

this data set, it would have been interesting to categorise the set of

self-aspects produced according to the degree of self/feature

information, as either 'self/feature' aspects, or 'non-self/feature

aspects'. It is a logical consequence of the explanation put forward

above to interpret the results of the study that the degree of

complexity of 'self/feature' aspects would be greater than the 'non-

self/feature aspects' amongst the poor adjusters. Additionally, it is

possible to hypothesise about the relationship between the initial

categorisation of the words used to construct the self-aspects. One of

the hypotheses implicit within this study is that the content of the

feature self-aspect is more negative in the poor adjuster. This could

be evaluated by another use of the (1) (phi) statistic, for calculating a

correlation between dichotomous variables. It is hypothesised that



the relationship between negative content and self/feature relevance

would be greater in poor adjusters. For the theory to be robust, it is

ultimately better to expand on the analyses presented using new data.

There is a danger that theoretical complexities could be read into a

single data set on the basis of repeated and exhaustive analysis of the

data collected thus far. It is a matter of good research practice to take

hypothese generated from this data set to be more fully analysed in

future studies.

Further work

There are several strands to the further work which could be initiated

on the basis of the results of this study. One of the most obvious

candidates is a follow up replication using a similar methodology. The

confidence in new findings is naturally strengthened by a repetition of

the pattern of results. However, a conceptual replication, in which the

same issues are addressed using a different methodology would be of

more benefit. The repertory grid methods used within personal

construct theory research would provide an alternative method of

eliciting self-aspects, and evaluating the relationship between them.

A second strand to the potential further work which can build from

this study is to test the findings using experimental methods. It is

concluded in this study that the poor adjusters have chronic and easy

access to a negative schematic representation of the feature of which

they are self-conscious. There are established paradigms which have

been developed to investigate the use of schemata in experimental

settings, which would facilitate a test of this conclusion. For example,

schema are more likely to be used in the interpretation of ambiguous

stimuli. Schema also affect memory for new material. For example,

Bodenhausen and colleagues (e.g., Bodenhausen, 1988; Bodenhausen

and Wyer, 1985) have shown in mock jury scenarios that priming of a



racial stereotype before interpretation and encoding of evidence

facilitated stereotype-consistent interpretation and recall. With

regard to problems of appearance, we would anticipate that the

schema developed for the 'feature' in the poor adjusters, being more

easily primed, would lead to more feature-relevant interpretations of

the world. In social situations, they are more likely to interpret

events in a way which is consistent with their negative view of

themselves.

Finally, the ideas produced within this study are open to clinical test.

The clinical implications of the studies within the thesis are

considered in the final discussion section below.
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The purpose of this programme of research was to investigate

individual differences in adjustment to perceived abnormalities of

appearance. In order to do this, it was an implicit aim to identify and

develop a theoretical perspective which can be taken forward in

academic and practical settings. This final chapter will review the

extent to which those aims were met. Initially, the work which

comprised the research programme will be reviewed. An integration

of the findings will then be presented. The issues arising from the

research will be discussed in three strands - methodological,

theoretical, and practical. Future research direction will then be

considered.

Review of the studies

Existing literature.

Chapters one and two discussed the work that had been already

conducted into issues of abnormalities of appearance and

disfigurement. The area is fraught with difficulties, characterised by

the lack of standardised measures, application of measures in a

theoretical vacuum, and use of incomparable samples. The existence

of adjustment problems at all has even been questioned by some

researchers, (e.g., Clifford, 1983, 1988), although the collected

impression which remains from the diverse studies that have been

conducted is that there is something wrong, even if it is not entirely

clear what! Attempts to explain adjustment problems have been put

forward from many perspectives, although few stand close scrutiny.

It was concluded that the current state of research was not adequate

to offer a theoretical perspective to guide the research programme.



Multi-centre trial

The purpose of the multi-centre trial was to develop and refine a

measure of distress and dysfunction related to perceived differences

in appearance. The practicalities of this phase presented great

difficulties. Data was collected from hospitals across England and

Scotland, from out-patient clinics and from postal contact to waiting

list patients. Ultimately, over 500 patients were included in the

study, which was sufficient for a meaningful analysis of the Derriford

Scale 5A. There were two aspects to the results - the psychometric

analysis of the scale itself, and the relative characteristics of the

participants. The analysis demonstrated excellent properties of the

scale, both in terms of psychometric properties and face validity. This

meant that the principal practical aim of this phase of the research

programme, to refine and validate the measure, was successful.

Adjustment was not related to the age of the participant, raising some

doubt as to the validity of speculation as to an age based vulnerability

factor. Gender was identified as related to adjustment. Women,

typically, had more difficulty in adjusting than men. The location of

the 'feature' was important. Sexually significant areas - the breasts,

abdomen, and thighs - were particularly associated with difficulties in

adjustment. Against common assumption, everyday visibility of the

particular feature was not an issue in relation to adjustment. The

impact of severity was less straightforward. Objectively assessed

severity was entirely unrelated to adjustment. However, subjectively

assessed severity was strongly related to levels of adjustment, with

poor adjusters perceiving themselves to be more different from

normal.

The findings relating to visibility and severity contribute particularly

to the theoretical significance of this study. They indicate that in



understanding adjustment problems, it is crucial to work from the

perspective of the individual concerned, and the subjective self-

evaluation, rather than quasi-medical criteria such as the objective

severity of the 'feature'. It also casts doubt on approaches based upon

the behaviour of other people towards those with a different

appearance. By demonstrating that neither the objective perception

of severity of appearance differences, or even visibility, is related to

levels of adjustment, the supposed influence of other peoples'

behaviour is undermined. If someone can still be a poor adjuster

when other people cannot even see the perceived abnormality, it is

unlikely that their adjustment is in response to the reactions of other

people to 'abnormal' appearance. This is not to say that other people

have no role to play at all. The avoidant behaviour of the poor

adjusters will result in both active and passive exclusion from social

groups, with concomitant implications for the well being of the poor

adjusters.

A second important theoretical contribution from this phase of the

research arises from the use of a single, yet diverse, patient

population. The results showed that it was meaningful to examine

common problems of adjustment across different populations.

Previously, most research has used a single sample from a particular

diagnostic category, and thus experienced difficulties in external

validity. This study has shown that there are generalisable

dimensions in problems of adjustment to abnormal appearance, and

underlines the need for generalised theory.

Grounded theory study

The aim of this study was to contrast the experiences of identified

good and poor adjusters, to determine factors which may explain

differences between them. Using an open-ended clinical interview,



participants explored and described the experience of living with an

appearance that was different to normal. The method of analysis

chosen was based on grounded theory. As usually used,

methodologically, this can be described as a subjective, inductive,

approach designed to identify hierarchically organised themes within

unstructured data. A rich and complex pattern was produced, which

was integrated into a general phenomenological description of living

with abnormalities of appearance.

The good and poor adjusters were contrasted across the themes which

emerged. In many cases, the similarities were more striking than the

differences - particularly in the accounts of the behaviour of other

people, and in the coping strategies used to deal with these difficult

situations. Important differences did emerge, however. Poor

adjusters presented a picture of a more threatening and negative

appraisal of situations, and described a more negative view of

themselves, both generally and in relation to their appearance. This

was also hypothesised to be more salient in the poor adjusters.

This study was very important for setting the theoretical tone for

much of the rest of the research programme. The implication from

this study was that the cognitive representation of the self was a

potentially fertile further area to investigate. It was significant in

helping eliminate other areas - for example, coping - from extensive

subsequent inquiry. The epistemological basis for conclusions drawn

from grounded theory was also discussed, and will be returned to

below.

Content analysis study

The content analysis was designed as a test of candidate hypotheses

derived from general psychological theory. To design laboratory



based studies, or clinical trials to choose between the large number of

alternatives would have been costly in time and effort. However, with

no strong rationale to choose amongst the approaches, it was

necessary to conduct some test to both choose between potential

theoretical perspectives for the remainder of the work and to

consolidate (or contradict) the findings of the grounded theory

investigation.

The findings of this study were predominantly to reject candidate

hypotheses. Significant among these were the findings that the good

and poor adjusters were not differentiated on the basis of coping style

or repertoire, or attributional style. Both of these areas are theory

rich, and would have provided a good context for later empirical work.

Differences were observed on the degree of negative appearance

related thoughts, (more in poor adjusters), degree of negative

appraisal of situations (worse in poor adjusters), and thoughts of self-

consciousness (unsurprisingly, more in poor adjusters). It was shown

that the poor adjusters were more pessimistic about the future, and

had greater anticipation of negative events. It was argued that the

pattern of results showed that the impact of negative appearance

related events (being stared at, commented about, etcetera) was

emotionally more significant for the poor adjusters.

The main theoretical consequences of these results was to rule out

potential approaches. While a theory of differences based on

situational appraisal was still a potential candidate hypothesis, no

differences in causal attribution were observed. The rejection of

general hypotheses like this suggested an explanation would be both

more specific to the issue of appearance, rather than a general

perspective based on general stress or mental health differences, yet

must also be generalisable to encompass the melange of the problems



presented by this clinical group. Once again, the implication was that

self-concept differences, and especially appearance self-concept

differences, would be valuable.

Self-discrepancy study

The self-discrepancy study was included as an empirical exercise

utilising the same sample as the interview studies. The aim,

necessarily decided before the interviews were conducted, was to test

a hypothesis based on the self-discrepancy work - that affective

responses were associated with differences between the evaluations

of different aspects of the self. Participants were required to evaluate

four different self-aspects on a series of bi-polar dimensions. These

were the actual self, the self as perceived by others, the self if the

appearance was ideal, and the self as perceived by others if the

appearance was ideal. There were three particularly interesting

features of the results. As it may have been expected, poor adjusters

had a worse self-perception than the good adjusters. They also rated

their imagined 'ideal appearance' selves as more positive than did the

good adjusters. Finally, and logically, following the previous two

findings, they also reported a greater discrepancy between their

'actual' and 'ideal appearance' selves.

These results had theoretical significance in directing the programme

of research. Like the other two parts of the interview data collection

process, it can be argued from this study that important differences

lie in self-representations of the good and poor adjusters. The

increased score on the 'ideal appearance' evaluation by the poor

adjusters suggests that there is more 'at stake' for poor adjusters in

relation to their appearance than there is for good adjusters.

Feedback study



The rationale for including the feedback study was to investigate

differences in the interpretation of social feedback. It employed a

paradigm which had demonstrated differences between high and low

socially anxious people. It was therefore assessed as a worthwhile

approach to investigate whether there were concomitant differences

between good and poor adjusters to perceived abnormalities of

appearance in the interpretation of social feedback. Participants were

led to believe that they were participating in a question and answer

session with another patient (actually, a videotape of a stooge), who

could be seen across a video link. The reactions of the stooge were

therefore visible to the participant.

The pattern of results did not clearly differentiate the good and poor

adjusters' ratings of the perceived liking and perceived interest in

them by the actor. This is in contrast to the findings for high and low

socially anxious groups in previous research (Pozo et al, 1991).

Although various potential areas of methodological improvement were

identified, the significance of the study is in the difference with the

social anxious participants of previous work. One conclusion to draw

from the findings would be that the differences that are the subject of

this work may not be largely based on interpretational biases. It is

important, however, not to over-extrapolate from the results. Whilst

the important and anticipated differences did not occur within the

study, this may mean only that the conditions under which

interpretational biases operate were not present during the

experiment. More specifically, it is arguable that these biases only

operate when the appearance schema is primed. In this study, as the

participants did not feel that they were under observation, this may

not have been the case. Consequently, only a relatively weak

conclusion is possible, that there are no generalised interpretational

biases. The significance of this for the direction of the research was to



offer several avenues. Work could be conducted into priming and

biases. The hypothesised attentional, rather than interpretational bias

could be examined. The third option was to follow the strong lead

from the other studies and seek the main differences in the self-

representations of the good and poor adjusters.

Self-concept organisation study

The aim of the final study was to investigate the organisation of

information in the self-concept, and in what way this was related to

the level of adjustment. Specifically, the centrality or importance of

appearance related information, the compartmentalisation of

appearance and non-appearance related information, and the overall

complexity of the self-concept was investigated. Methodologically,

this was approached by recruiting participants through patients'

support groups and plastic and reconstructive surgery units. These

patients completed a series of paper and pencil tasks, adapted from

the work of Linville (e.g., Linville, 1987) and Showers (e.g., Showers,

1992a). Three principal findings emerged from the study. The

overall level of complexity was greater for the poor adjusters than the

good adjusters. There was more compartmentalisation of elements

(individual words within self-aspects) which were subjectively

assessed as 'feature' relevant. Finally, poor adjustment was also

associated with rating self-aspects which were proportionally more

related to the assessment of the 'feature' as more important.

The results were essentially in line with the hypotheses, and

theoretically important. They demonstrate that the level of

adjustment is related to more than valence of self-perception. The

organisation of knowledge about the feature which the individual is

self-conscious or sensitive of within the self-concept is related to

adjustment. This demonstrates that an approach based within the



social psychological field of social cognition is likely to be a source of

future development. The theoretical significance is better understood

by considering the integration of these findings with the results of the

previous work.

Overall theory

The research programme has moved through several distinct stages -

from the psychometric development of the Derriford Appearance

Scale, through the hypothesis development stage of the interview

studies, and culminating in two quasi-experimental theory-testing

studies. The purpose of this section is to attempt to integrate the

main findings of the research, in order to offer an explanation of

differences in levels of adjustment. This will be done by initially

reviewing the general operation of the self-concept, and then

demonstrating how the findings in this research programme can be

incorporated into this perspective.

The perspective taken here is that of a schema view of the self-

concept. It is seen as a complex knowledge structure incorporating a

multitude of roles and self-evaluation. It acts as both the structure

and the process of self - as Markus and Wurf (1987) describe it, at

once both the known and the knower. It is involved in self-regulation

and the perception, encoding and recall of self-referent and social

knowledge. The extensive, dynamic nature of the self-concept means

that not all the contents can be active, or present in working memory

at any one time. The operation of the self-concept is thus governed

by the working self-concept, (wsc), that element which is available to

working memory. The content is organised hierarchically, from

central elements of the self, to more peripheral aspects. It can be

conceived of as "the core self-conceptions embedded in a context of

more tentative self-conceptions that are tied to the prevailing



circumstances" (Markus and Wurf, 1987, P. 306). The self-concept is

also implicated in the regulation of affect. Under conditions of threat,

efforts are made to muster positive self-conceptions into the wsc as a

bolster.

It is clearly crucial to understand what determines access to the wsc.

It is clear that aspects of the self differ in this respect. Higgins and

King (1981) have identified five factors. These are the expectation of

likelihood that the stimulus will match the category, the current

motivation/goals/need states, the recency of activation, the frequency

of activation, and the distinctiveness of the attributes in the self-

aspect.

The long term effect of particular self-aspects will be determined by

their ability to meet these criteria, as well as their stability. Both

complexity of the overall self-schema, and centrality of self-aspects,

have been shown to be related to stable representations which are

resistant to change.

It is argued here that the findings of this research can be integrated

into this perspective. The appearance self-concepts, comprising those

elements subjectively assessed as feature-relevant will, in the poor

adjusters, form chronically accessible and stable self-aspects. The

expectations and interpretations of the social world will further

facilitate the activation of these aspects which, in a vicious cycle,

results in a greater likelihood of further appearance self-aspect

appraisal and interpretation. The negative content of these

chronically activated self-aspects, along with a lack of numerous

alternative positive self-perceptions to act as a buffer, result in poor

adjustment.



Firstly, the criteria for accessibility can be examined. There is a

wealth of evidence that is consistent with a chronically accessible

appearance self concept. The grounded theory study showed

increased salience of the appearance. The differential importance

analysis in the final study demonstrated that appearance self-aspects,

(particularly when 'appearance' relates to the specific feature, rather

than the general appearance), are rated as more central and important

in the poor adjusters. It is arguable that the greater self-discrepancy

between actual, and 'ideal appearance' selves in the poor adjusters

compared to the good adjusters, is consistent with a set of

motivation/goals/need states consistent with discontent with the

appearance. The existence of chronically accessed appearance schema

is self-reinforcing, as the increased access leads itself to conditions

under which it is more likely to be accessed again in the future - that

is, increased frequency of activation, and greater likelihood of recency

of activation. Finally, the increased compartmentalisation of the

'feature' relevant elements within the self-concept is consistent with

increased distinctiveness of the appearance self.

The increased complexity of self-concepts in the poor adjusters

suggests that they will be more stable, and resistant to change.

It is an extrapolation of the perspective above that there will be self-

concept mediated differences in social perception. The converging

evidence, principally from the interview studies, suggests that the

poor adjusters are more likely to make negative and appearance

related assessments of social situations. In the content analysis study,

differences were observed on the degree of negative appearance

related thoughts, (more in poor adjusters), degree of negative

appraisal of situations (worse in poor adjusters), and thoughts of self-

consciousness (unsurprisingly, more in poor adjusters).



A strength of this approach is that it allows an ideographic,

individualistic understanding of individual problems to be placed in

the context of a more generalised theory. The specific negative

content of the appearance schema will vary from individual to

individual, and diagnostic category to diagnostic category.

Commonalities in the organisation and complexity of the appearance

self-knowledge, rather than specific negative content, unite the poor

adjusters. From the base, the process by which the negative content

operates is similar, as it is founded on a general psychological theory.

The principal contribution of the thesis is to suggest a unified

approach to the problem of adjustment to abnormalities of

appearance.

Methodological issues arising

Causality

An implicit and unavoidable problem of working in this area is the

need for a quasi-experimental approach when contrasting good and

poor adjusters. Inevitably, this raises the issue of causality. It has

been proposed here that the differences observed between the groups

cause the differences in adjustment. Conceptually, it is possible that

the reverse is true, that self-concept differences are caused by poor

adjustment. In other words, there could be factors which predispose

people to being poor adjusters, and the changes in self-concept

organisation result from this. It is also possible that there is a third

variable explanation for the differences - that there is another

unidentified factor which explains both the differences in the levels of

adjustment as well as the differences identified herein. To unravel

the problem of causality, the most appropriate technique would be an

investigation of clinical intervention based upon the self-concept

differences observed. If the degree of adjustment remained



unchanged following such treatment, the most straightforward

explanation, that these differences cause the degree of adjustment,

would be cast into doubt. A longitudinal study (see below, pp. 405-6)

would also help clarify this.

Sampling

Sampling difficulty was a persistent problem in this work. Samples

are limited to three pools. A random sample of the general population

would be the most straightforward, but not economical in identifying

large enough proportions of good and poor adjusters. This means that

pre-existing samples must be used. Two sources are possible, and

have both been utilised in this programme of research. Hospital units

offering services to people with problems of appearance have been

the primary source. The participants recruited in this way are a

diverse sample, and have been shown to span the levels of

adjustment. Recruiting within the National Health Service also means

that the sample is not necessarily over-representative of a specific

social group. The problems arising from this sampling technique are

more practical. The NHS is established to treat patients, not provide

experimental participants. It is therefore (correctly) necessary to

demonstrate to the medical and nursing staff that the work can be

carried out without significant disruption to clinical activities. The

extent to which this is possible varies greatly across hospitals and

individual medics. Furthermore, the nature of the studies which can

be conducted are limited to case-by-case running, time limitations,

and difficulties in conducting research in a physical environment

which is not designed for such work. The remaining alternative is to

approach special interest and support groups. This presents its own

difficulties. Typically, like the NHS, these groups have not been set up

with research as a focus, and may not have the expertise or strong

motivation to involve themselves with research collaboration. While



often sympathetic in principle to research, there is also a degree of

perceived threat to the groups by allowing an external investigator to

become involved, and working with these client groups is simply too

impractical. Fortunately, not all groups are like this, and meaningful

research can be conducted with support groups. Practical restrictions

again, however, operate to limit participation to 'paper and pencil'

tasks, reducing the scope for experimental work.

Theoretical issues arising

The nature of adjustment

The question posed at the beginning of the thesis was whether the

concept of adjustment was a meaningful hypothetical construct.

Clearly, at a phenomenological level, there are both commonalities and

differences between, for example, living with burns scarring and

living with a broken nose. The grounded theory study suggested a

basic framework by which the experiences of the different

participants was able to be united meaningfully. Specific affective

responses are not predicted by the theory proposed above. The

nature of the particular response is influenced by many factors, but

particularly the content of the self-schema of the individual

concerned. In other words, the learned subjective meaning of the

'feature' (the self-concept content) will be involved in the

determination of specific affective outcomes. It is possible that

equivocal results from previous research can be explained by the

failure to recognise the diversity of potential affective responses that

may arise from having a different appearance. At the basic level of

the process as described above, the concept of adjustment is

generalisable. However, differences in self-concept content ensure

that it also operates at an individualist level.



The use of the Derriford Scale 24r as a measure of adjustment is a

highly suitable measure for assessing distress and dysfunction under

these conditions. It includes aspects which are common to all

problems of appearance (negative affect, self-consciousness, social

avoidance), but is not highly specified as to the particular nature of

adjustment within any one individual. It allows meaningful

comparison across, as well as between, individuals.

Self-concept formation

An area which is crucial to explore in further investigations is the

issue of self-concept formation - in particular, the development of the

characteristics associated with the 'feature'. The perspective

presented within this thesis hypothesises factors which affect the

maintenance of adjustment problems. However, the work has not

aimed at determining the way in which the organisation and content

of the self-concept occurs.

It was argued in chapter two, with evidence from Kenny and DePaulo

(1993) and Ichiyama (1993) that in adult samples, the symbolic

interactionist perspective on self-concept formation is flawed. Rather

than the perception of the self being based on the feedback one

received from others, the perception of feedback one receives about

the self is interpreted in line with pre-existing self-conceptions. In

certain circumstances, it is possible that the process may in fact be

more like that originally presented by the symbolic interactionists.

Firstly, it is important to note that the authors cited above worked

only with adult samples. Furthermore, in both sets of sample

considered by Kenny and DePaulo and by Ichiyama, the participants

did not undergo any experiences which may lead them to seriously

question their view of themselves. During childhood, when the self-

concept is in a state of flux during a series of developmental



processes, and under conditions of more extreme threat to the

integrity of the self-concept (for example, experiencing a significant

change in one's appearance), it may be that we rely more on the

behaviour and feedback that we receive from others in order to shape

our self-beliefs. The implication of this is that the initial meaning

which is given to the 'feature', during the time it is being

accommodated into the self-schema, the individual is particularly

vulnerable to making negative associations regarding their

appearance. The way in which the 'feature' becomes represented in

the self-concept is clearly critical, and, as has been argued above,

becomes a very stable aspect of the self in poor adjusters. At this

stage, discussion of the role of development and implications of the

self-concept development is based on speculation.

Implications for treatment

Medical Intervention

Medical intervention, be it through surgery or other means, has the

aim of correcting as far as possible (or as far as is desired by the

patient) the perceived defect. It is fair to say that this approach has

been exposed to criticism both within the National Health Service and

amongst the public, as well as from some theoretical perspectives.

Increasingly, access to plastic surgery is limited by hospital trusts

functioning on limited resources. This is sometimes argued to be

because plastic surgery is seen as dealing with issues which are not

perceived to be as serious for the patient as more traditional medical

interventions. It may also be associated with a more general lay

belief that those seeking surgery to alter their appearance are

motivated by narcissism and vanity. The findings in this thesis,

particularly from the multi-centre trial, repudiate this position.

Clearly, the patients are experiencing levels of distress and

dysfunction at levels which merit treatment. The development of the



DAS 24r, in addition to the pre-existing longer version of the Derriford

Appearance Scale, provide meaningful measures to assess the efficacy

of surgical intervention. Results so far show unequivocal

improvements following surgery (Carr and Harris, personal

communication)

The argument presented here can go some way to explain why

surgery is successful at improving levels of adjustment. The key

differentiating factor in the poor adjusters was a self-aspect for the

specific bodily feature which was distinct and important. By literally

removing the physical basis for the feature self-aspect, the individual

is forced to re-evaluate and reconstruct the self-concept. This is not a

simple change. Many of the underlying negative beliefs about the self

will be retained. However, as the 'feature' self aspect is removed, the

negative beliefs will no longer be so easily accessible. Before surgery,

the physical feature acted as a prime for these beliefs, making them

more accessible and more likely to be involved in the working self-

concept. After surgery, without the 'feature' self-aspect, they will be

less easily accessed and consequently, play a less significant role in

self-referent information processing.

Were psychodynamically oriented theories correct, (in which concern

about a particular body part symbolically represents an underlying

conflict), we would see the formation of a new feature self-aspect

following surgery, with similar characteristics to the previous one.

There is no evidence that this occurs.

Psychological Intervention

There are several reasons for examining psychological interventions in

the light of these findings. Limited access to surgical facilities may

result in patients who would otherwise have had medical treatment



being treated by a psychologist. Therapeutic approaches may be

preferred by an individual to medical intervention. Finally, it is

possible that for some patients, the limits of what is possible

surgically may still leave them in a position where they have a

physical feature of which they are self-conscious. The dominant

paradigm in clinical psychology is the cognitive behavioural approach,

most notably espoused by Aaron Beck (e.g., Beck, 1989).

This theory is essentially consistent with the theory that Beck

describes as the basis for negative thought. During childhood, it is

proposed that certain assumptions about the world are developed. As

an adult, these manifest as negative automatic thoughts, and cognitive

distortions in the view of the world. The parallels with this theory

and the proposed explanation of individual differences in adjustment

are easy to identify. Although not necessarily in childhood, it is

suggested that assumptions and beliefs about the self are developed -

specifically, about the meaning relating to a particular physical

feature. This is integrated as a discreet and chronically accessible part

of the self-concept. Consequently, it influences conscious thoughts

often - these may easily be called negative automatic thoughts. This

affects the interpretation of social situations, (or, in cognitive

behavioural terms, fosters cognitive distortions) in which when the

'feature' aspect is primed, ambiguous stimuli are attended to, encoded,

and processed consistently with this.

The focus of much cognitive-behavioural work is the identification the

negative automatic thoughts, and devising strategies by which these

can be modified. The perspective offered here has implications for

this basic process. The goal of therapy may be shifted, from

understanding the content of self-knowledge, to investigating its

organisation. This is clearly more difficult, as it is not possible to



directly articulate organisational properties. It may be decided that a

poor adjuster would be helped by 'de-compartmentalising' the feature

self-aspect. This would mean using techniques which would integrate

positive, non-feature relevant information into that aspect of the self-

concept. Secondly, it may be decided that a worthwhile strategy

would be to reduce the differential importance placed on appearance-

self aspects. This could be addressed by re-valuing alternative

aspects of the self, or working to make the 'feature-self less central.

Further research

The contribution of the thesis is to facilitate further research in a

theoretical context previously absent. There are numerous avenues

which are worthy of further investigation. The validation of the DAS

24r was successful in psychometric terms. To have even greater

confidence in the measure, it would be useful to have a behavioural

validation of the scale. There is scope for in vivo observational

studies of interactions, scoring participants on pro-social and avoidant

behaviour. The validation of the DAS 24r would be enhanced by a

demonstrable correlation between it and such observational measures.

Self-concept formation

The work described here has predominantly concentrated on adults

with experience of living with their difference of appearance. The

theory presented above, as discussed, deals with the maintenance of

the adjustment problems, rather than the onset. To investigate the

origin of problems, it would be necessary to conduct a longitudinal

study, following a series of patients after the onset of a condition

which caused a difference of appearance. The critical aspects of self-

concept formation could be identified, and the theory extended. It is

as yet not known whether poor and good adjusters are different due

to characteristics they possessed prior to the onset of the appearance



problem, or due to events which follow it as the appearance is

incorporated into the self-view. A study of this kind would help

elucidate this.

Schema and social cognition theory

As discussed towards the end of the previous chapter, it is

appropriate to investigate the self-knowledge of good and poor

adjusters using paradigms from social cognition research. Particularly

interesting would be work which investigated the ease and impact of

priming 'feature' selves, and looking more explicitly and under

controlled conditions at interpretational and attentional biases

hypothesised, but not clearly demonstrated, within this thesis.

Conclusion

This programme of research addressed the problem of individual

differences in adjustment to perceived abnormalities of appearance.

In an area of psychology which has not been characterised by

theoretical sophistication, this research programme has resulted in the

development of a theory which is relevant to the extremely diverse

population of people with problems of appearance, yet is also

applicable at an individual level. This was achieved by working

initially from first hand accounts of living with appearances which are

different from normal. However, the application of a quantitative

idiographic measure assessment of self-concept enabled the final

theory to be both individualistic and generalisable. There remains a

number of issues worthy of further discussion and investigation.

However, the main conclusion, that poor adjusters differ from good

adjusters in having negative appearance self-concepts which are both

stable and chronically accessible, provides a strong theoretical and

methodological base from which to do this.
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General Instructions 

The following booklet contains several questionnaires which are
designed to find out about different aspects of the way you
think, feel, and behave. Instructions are given at the beginning
of each of the questionnaires. Please be as honest as you can in
responding, and give as accurate a picture of yourself as
possible.

While we value your help in this important work, we will also
respect your right to withdraw if you so wish. It is unlikely
that you will be distressed by the experience of answering these
questions. However, if you are, the last page of this booklet
gives the name, address, and telephone number of someone
who may be able to help.

All the information collected in this booklet will be treated in
the strictest confidence. In the reporting of our findings, all
identities will be protected, and anonymity is guaranteed. 

Thank you for your contribution to our work.
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DERRIFORD SCALES 4A

NAME: 	  DATE-

D.O.B. 	  MARITAL STATUS- 	  SEX: M/F

OCCUPATION:

PART 1 Introduction and Backaround

Throughout the scale which follows, some of the statements refer to your 'feature'. This first part
of the scale is designed to find out if you are sensitive about the appearance of any feature of your
body, arms, legs, face etc.

Please indicate which statements apply to you by circling True,-False or "N/A ( Not Applicable)
and complete where requested.

NOTE: If you do NOT have a 'feature' of which you are sensitive, it is still important that you
answer the questions below AND complete Part 2 of the scale (overleaf). Please read the
instructions and respond to the statements as they apply to your fife in general. Use 'N/A' for
statements which include the word 'feature'.

a. I have a bodily feature about which I am sensitive 	 True	 False

b. I have only one feature about which I am sensitive 	 True	 False	 N/A

c. This feature is (please state) 	
.of

	  N/A

d. I have more than one feature about which I am sensitive 	 True	 False	 N/A

e. The feature about which I am most sensitive is my (please
state) 	

	  N/A

f. I feel self-conscious of my 'feature' 	  True	 False	 N/A

g. I was aware of my 'feature' before I became self-conscious
of it 	  True	 False	 N/A

h. I became self-conscious by comparing myself with other
people 	  True	 False	 N/A

i. I became self-conscious when somebody else pointed it
out to me 	  True	 False	 N/A

i-	 I have a relative who has the same 'feature' 	  True	 False	 N/A

k.	 My relative is also self-conscious of the 'feature' 	 True	 False	 N/A
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34 Other people stare at your 'feature' 	 1 2 3 4 5 N/A

35 Other people make remarks about your
'feature' 	 1 2 3 4 5 N/A

36 Other people ak about your 'feature' 	 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
37 You go to the beach 	 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
38 Others see you in a particular view (eg.

front, side) 	 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
39 You go to your school/college/wait 	 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
40 You travel on public transport 	 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
41 You see yourself in a mirror/window 	 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
42 You meet strangers 	 1 2 3 4 5 N/A

HOW DISTRESSED ARE YOU BY: 

43 Being unable to wear your favourite clothes 	 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
44 Being unable to change your hairstyle 	 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
45 Not being able to go swimming 	 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
46 Not being able to play games 	 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
47 Not being able to go to social events 	 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
48 Being unable to answer the front door at

home 	 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
49 Being unable to look at yourself in the mirror 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
50 Being unable to go to pubs/restaurants 	 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
51 Not being able to go out in windy weather 	 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
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52 How confident do you feel? 1 2 3 4 5
53 How irritable do you feel? 1 2 3 4 5
54 How secure do you feel? 1 2 3 4 5
55 How cheerful do you feel? 1 2 3 4 5
56 How normal do you feel? 1 2 3 4 5
57 How feminine/masculine do you feel? 1 2 3 4 5
58 How hurt do you feel? 1 2 3 4 5
59 How hostile do you feel? 1 2 3 4 5
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CROWN-CRISP EXPERIENTIAL INDEX

SURNAME 	 	 	 AGE 	

FIRST NAME(S) 	

TODAY'S DATE
	

SEX 	

Instructions
The questions overleaf are concerned with the way you feel or act. They are all
simple. Please tick the answer that applies to you. Don't spend long on any one
question.

Hodder and Stoughton



I-	 -1
25. Would you say you were a worrying person?

Very 	  Fairly 	  Not at all 	

26. Do you dislike going out alone? Yes 	  No 	

27. Are you a perfectionist? No 	  Yes	

28. Do you feel unduly tired and exhausted?
Often 	  Sometimes 	  Never	

29. Do you experience long periods of sadness?
Never	  Often 	  Sometimes 	

30. Do you find that you take advantage of circumstances for your own ends?
Never	  Sometimes	  Often 	

31. Do you often feel 'strung-up' inside? Yes 	  No	

32. Do you worry unduly when relatives are late coming home?

	

No 	  Yes

33. Do you have to check things you do to an unnecessary extent?
Yes	  No

34. Can you get off to sleep alright at the moment? No 	  Yes	

35. Do you have to make a special effort to face up to a crisis or difficulty?
Very much so 	 Sometimes	  Not more than anyone else 	

36. Do you often spend a lot of money on clothes? Yes	  No 	

37. Have you ever had the feeling you were 'going to pieces'? Yes	  No 	

38. Are you scared of heights? Very 	  Fairly	  Not at all 	

39. Does it irritate you if your normal routine is disturbed?
Greatly 	  A little 	  Not at all 	

40. Do you often suffer from excessive sweating or fluttering of the heart?

No 	  Yes

41. Do you find yourself needing to cry?

	

Frequently 	  Sometimes	  Never	

42. Do you enjoy dramatic situations? Yes 	  No

43. Do you have bad dreams which upset you when you wake up?

	

Never	  Sometimes 	  Frequently 	

44. Do you feel panicky in crowds? Always	  Sometimes 	  Never	

45. Do you find yourself worrying unreasonably about things that do not really
matter? Never	  Frequently 	  Sometimes 	

46. Has your sexual interest altered? Less 	  The same or greater 	

47. Have you lost your ability to feel sympathy for other people?

	

No 	  Yes 	

48. Do you sometimes find yourself posing or pretending? Yes 	  No
	 i

PLEASE CHECK THAT YOU HAVE ANSWERED ALL THE QUESTIONS

page two



Social Support Scale 

Instructions

People frequently experience different amounts of support in dealing with life

stress. The following questions ask about your relationships with various people

in your life, such as your spouse, relatives, and friends and the amount of support

you receive from them. PLEASE INDICATE THE EXTENT TO WHICH YOU 

AGREE OR DISAGREE WITH EACH OF THE STATEMENTS. 

For example if you strongly agree with the statement, circle number 5 in the

strongly agree column. There are no right or wrong answers. This

questionnaire is asking for your first impressions of the statements.

The questionnaire continues on the next two pages.



1. My friend is willing to
listen to me when I just
need to talk.

2. I feel comfortable
discussing my concerns
about my situation with
my friend.

3. Sometimes my friend
ignores or makes light of
my concerns.

4. My friend seems to
understand what! am
going through.

5. I often feel as if I should
put up a front around my
friend and pretend things
are better than they are.

6. I am feeling a great deal
of affection and warmth
from my friend.

7. I often receive credit
from my friend for my
attempt to cope with this
situation.

8. My friend helps me
put this experience into
perspective.

The following eight statements ask about your relationship with other people such
as a friend (neighbour, work colleague, etc.). Think about one friend who is
important to you as you answer these statements.

Strongly
Disagree Disagree Neutral 	 Agree

Strongly
Agree

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5



S.A.N.D. Scale

Please circle either True (T) or False (F) for each of the following
statements.

1. I feel relaxed even in unfamiliar social situations. T / F

2. I try to avoid situations which force me to be very sociable. T / F

3. It is easy for me to relax when I am with strangers. T / F

4. I have no particular desire to avoid people. T / F

5. I often find social situations upsetting. T / F

6. I usually feel calm and comfortable in social situations. T / F

7. I am usually at ease when talking to people of the opposite sex. T / F

8. I try to avoid talking to people unless I know them well. T / F

9. If the chance comes to meet new people I often take it. T / F

10. I often feel nervous or tense in casual get-togethers in which both sexes are
present. T / F

11. I am usually nervous with people unless I know them well. T / F

12. I usually feel relaxed when I am with a group of people. T / F

13. I often want to get away from people. T / F

14. I usually feel uncomfortable when I am with a group of people. T / F

15. I usually feel relaxed when I meet someone for the first time. T / F

16. Being introduced to people makes me tense and nervous. T / F

17. Even though the room is full of strangers, I may enter it anyway. T / F

18. I would avoid walking up and joining a large group of people. T / F

19. When my superiors want to talk with me, I talk willingly. T / F

20. I often feel on edge when I am with a group of people. T / F

21. I tend to withdraw from people. T / F

22. I don't mind talking at parties of social gatherings. T / F
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F.N.E. Scale

Once again, circle either True (T) or False (F) for each of the following
statements.

1. I rarely worry about seeming foolish to others. T / F

2. I worry about what people will think of me even when I know it doesn't make any
difference. T / F

3. I become tense and jittery if I know someone is sizing me up. T / F

4. I am unconcerned even if I know people are forming an unfavourable impression of
me. T / F

5. I feel very upset when I have committed a social error. T / F

6. The opinions that important people have of me cause me little concern. T / F

7. I am often afraid that I may look ridiculous or make a fool of myself. T / F

8. I react very little when other people disapprove of me. T / F

9. I am frequently afraid of other people noticing my shortcomings. T / F

10. The disapproval of others would have little effect on me. T / F

11. If someone is evaluating me I tend to expect the worst. T / F

12. I rarely worry about what kind of impression I am making on someone. T / F

13. I am afraid that others will not approve of me. T / F

14. I am afraid that other people will find fault with me. T / F

15. Other people's opinions of me do not bother me. T / F

16. I am not necessarily upset if I do not please someone. T / F

17. When I am talking to someone, I worry about what they may be
thinking of me. T / F

18. I feel you can't help making social errors sometimes, so why worry about it. T / F

19. I am usually worried about what kind of impression I make. T / F

20. I worry a lot about what my superiors thin of me. T / F

21. If I know someone is judging me, it has little effect on me. T / F
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DERR WORD SCALES 5A 

NAME- 	  DATE: 	

DATE OF BIRTH 	 - MARITAL STATUS: 	  SEX: M/F

OCCUPATION-

. PART 1 Introduction and Background

Throughout the scale which follows, many of the statements refer to your 'feature'. This first part
of the scale is designed to find out if you are sensitive about the appearance of any feature of your
body, arms, legs, face etc.

Please indicate which statements apply to you by circling "'True", "False" or "N/A" (Not Applicable)
and complete where requested.

a. I have a feature about which I am sensitive 	 True	 False

b. I have only one feature about...which I am sensitive	 True	 False	 N/A

C.	 This feature is (please stale) 	

N/A

d. I have more than one feature about which I am sensitive	 True	 False	 N/A

e. The feature about which I am most sensitive is my (please
state)

	  N/A

f. I feel self-conscious of my 'feature' 	  True	 False	 N/A

C.1992. A.T. Carr & D.L. Harris



Instructions: The following questions are concerned with the way you feel or act. They are all simple.
Please tick the answer that applies to you. If the item does not apply to you at all, tick the N/A (Not
Applicable) option. Don't spend long on any one question.

I. How confident do you feel?

Not at all .... Slightly .... Moderately .... Extremely ....

1 . How distressed do you get when you see yourself in the mirror/window?

Extremely 	 Moderately.... Slightly .... Not at all Distressed ....

3. My self-consciousness makes me irritable at home:

N/A .... Never/almost never .... Sometimes	 Often .... Almost always ....

4. How hurt do you feel?

Extremely .... Moderately .... Slightly .... Not at all ....

5. At present my self-consciousness has an adverse effect on my work:

Almost always .... Often .... Sometimes .... Never/almost never .... N'A

6. How distressed do you get when you go to the beach?

.... Not at all .... Slightly .... Moderately .... Extremely ....

Other people mis-judge me because of my feature:

Almost always .... Often .... Sometimes .... Neven'almost never 	 N!A

S. How feminine/masculine do you feel?

Not at all .... Slightly .... Moderately .... Extremely ....

9. I am self-conscious of my feature;

N/A .... Never/ almost never .... Sometimes .... Often .... Almost always ....

10. How irritable do you feel?

Not at all .... Slightly .... Moderately .... Extremely ....

11. I avoid getting my hair wet:

Almost always .... Often .... Sometimes.... Nevevalmost never ....

12. I adopt certain gestures (e.g. folding my arms in front of other people, covering my mouth

with my hand):

Never/almost never .... Sometimes .... Often .... Almost always ....

13. I avoid communal changing rooms:

Almost always .... Often .... Sometimes 	 Neverlahnost never . . NA 	

14. How distressed do you get by shopping in department stor448permarkets?

N IA .... Not at all .... Slightly .... Moderately .... Extremely .



15.	How rejected do you feel? Not at.all 	 Slightly	 Moderately
Very	 EXtremely

16	 I avoid undressing in front of my husband/wife: Almost never ....
Sometimes	 Often	 Almost Always	 N/A ....

17	 How distressed are you by not being able to play games? Extremely ....
A fair amount	 Moderately	 A little .... Not at all .... N/A ....

18	 I close into my shell: Almost Always .... Often .... Sometimes ....
Almost Never

19	 How distressed are you by being unable to wear your favourite clothes?
Extremely	 A fair amount .... Moderately .... A little ....
Not at all	 N/A ....

20	 How distressed are you by not being able to go to social events?
Not at All	 A little	 Moderately	 A fair amount ....
Extremely .... N/A

21	 How normal do you feel? Not at all 	 Slightly .... Moderately
Very	 Extremely

22	 At present I try to avoid going to work/school/college: Almost Never
Sometimes	 Often	 Almost Always	 N/A ....

23	 At present my self-consciousness has an adverse effect on my sex life:
Almost Always	 Often	 Sometimes	 Almost Never ....
N/A

24	 I avoid going out of the house: Almost Always.... Often
Sometimes	 Almost Never ....

25	 How distressed do you get when other people make remarks about your feature?
Not at all .... A little .... Moderately	 A fair amount ....
Extremely .... N/A ....

26	 I avoid going to pubs/restaurants: Almost Always .... Often ....
Sometimes	 Almost Never .... N/A

27	 My feature causes me pain/discomfort: Almost Never 	 Sometimes ....
Often .... Almost Always .... N/A ....

28	 My feature limits my physical ability to do the things I want to do:
Almost Always	 Often .... Sometimes .... Almost never .... N/A ....



/

MCT Appendix 2:
Histograms of Derriford Scale 5A total and items
from pilot study
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MCT Appendix 3:
Feedback on use of Derriford Scale 5A
questionnaire



Follow-Up About the Derriford Scale 5A

The last questionnaire that you completed was the Derriford Scale 5A. We need
to follow this up with a few more questions about the Scale itself, designed to
examine your opinion of it. These questions only refer to the very LAST
questionnaire you filled in.

In the first question, please circle one number.

1. The items/questions seemed;

Very	 Very
Appropriate	 Inappropriate

1	 2	 3	 4	 5

2. What are the best items/questions that were included? Why were they good?

3. What are the worst items/questions that were included? Why were they bad?

4. In which of the following settings do you feel that it would be suitable to use
the Derriford Scale 5A?

Sent through the post [ ]
Used in a one-to-one interview with a Doctor [ ]
Used in a one-to-one interview with a Nurse [ ]

Used in a one-to-one interview with a Psychologist [ ]
Given in the hospital while waiting to see the Doctor [ ]

Given in the hospital after seeing the Doctor [ ]
Not at all [ ]

(Please tick all, some, or none of the above)
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MCT Appendix 4:
Multi-centre trial data collection materials,
including Derriford Scale 5A within patient survey
booklet.
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PATIENT SURVEY BOOKLET

General Instructions

The following booklet contains several questionnaires which are designed to
find out about different aspects of the way you think, feel and behave.
Instructions are given at the beginning of each of the questionnaires. Please be
as honest as you can in responding, and give as accurate a picture of yourself as
possible.

While we value your help in this important work, we will also respect your
right to withdraw if you so wish. It is very unlikely that you will be distressed
by the experience of answering these questions. However, if you are, the last
page of this booklet gives the name and telephone number of someone who
may be able to help.

All the information collected in this booklet will be treated in the strictest
confidence. In the reporting of our findings all identities will be protected and
anonymity is guaranteed.

About You

YOUR NAME: 	
	

DATE. 	

YOUR DATE OF BIRTH: 	
	

SEX: Male / Female

YOUR FAMILY STATUS (please tick the option closest to your situation)

Married/Living with partner [I
Living alone [I
Living with relatives [	 ]
Living with friends [	 ]

YOUR ETHNIC GROUP (please tick)

Bangladeshi [	 ] Chinese [	 1
Black - African [	 1 Indian [	 1
Black - Caribbean [	 1 Pakistani [	 1

White [	 1

Black - Other (please specify

Other (please specify)

Your Occupation :

Partner/Spouse' Occupation (if applicable):

You will not need to repeat this information as you complete the rest of the Booklet
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YOUR NAME: 	 	 DATE: 	

YOUR DATE OF BIRTH- 	 	 SEX: emaje

YOUR FAMILY STATUS (please tick the option closest to your situation)
rnk'S

Married/Living with partner
Living alone	 H	 b4°C\

V

Li	
[

Living with friends
Living with relatives 	 42...] ./

_‘\S�5S

YOUR ETHNIC GROUP (please tick)

Bangladeshi	 [ ]	 Indian	 [ l
[ 1 ik•ie	 Pakistani	 [ ]Black - African

Black - Caribbean

11[C1114	

White	 [ l
Chinese 

Black - Other (ple s#'ffy

Other (plea4fy)

„0.4241

Your Ocotitoti-

PartnQouse' Occupation (if applicable): 	

DERRIFORD SCALE 5A

Introduction and Background

This first part of the scale is designed to find out if you are self-conscious or sensitive about the appearance
of any feature of your body, arms, legs, face, etc.

a. I have a feature about which I am self-conscious or sensitive
	

True	 False

b. The main physical feature about which I am most self-conscious or sensitive is 	

c. The thing I don't like about this feature is 	

P	 d. Are you sensitive about any other features of your body or

appearance?
	

Yes	 No

If you circled yes, please say what the other things are 	

© 1993. A..T. Carr & D.L Harris
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Instructions: The following questions and statements are concerned with the way you feel or act. They are
all simple. Please tick the answer that applies to you. If the item does not apply to you at all, tick the N/A
(Not Applicable) option. Don't spend long on any one question.

1. How confident do you feel?

Not at all .... Slightly .... Moderately .... Extremely ....

2. How distressed do you get when you see yourself in the mirror/window?

Extremely 	 Moderately.... Slightly .... Not at all Distressed ....

3. My self-consciousness makes me irritable at home:

N/A .... Never/almost never .... Sometimes .... Often .... Almost always ....

4. How hurt do you feel?

Extremely .... Moderately .... Slightly .... Not at all ....

5. At present my self-consciousness has an adverse effect on my work:

Almost always .... Often .... Sometimes .... Never/almost never .... N/A ....

6. How distressed do you get when you go to the beach?

N/A .... Not at all .... Slightly .... Moderately .... Extremely ....

7. Other people mis-judge me because of my feature:

Almost always .... Often .... Sometimes .... Never/almost never ...... N/A ....

8. How feminine/masculine do you feel?

Not at all .... Slightly .... Moderately .... Extremely ....

9. I am self -conscious of my feature:

N/A .... Never/ almost never .... Sometimes .... Often .... Almost always ....

10. How irritable do you feel?

Not at all .... Slightly .... Moderately .... Extremely ....

11. I avoid getting my hair wet:

Almost always .... Often .... Sometimes.... Never/almost never ....

12. I adopt certain gestures (e.g. folding my arms in front of other people, covering my mouth with
my hand):

Never/almost never .... Sometimes .... Often .... Almost always ....

13. I avoid communal changing rooms:

Almost always .... Often .... Sometimes....Never/almost never ..... N/A 	
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14. How distressed do you get by shopping in department stores/supermarkets?

N/A .... Not at all .... Slightly .... Moderately .... Extremely 	

15. How rejected do you feel?

Not at all .... Slightly .... Moderately .... Extremely ....

16. I avoid undressing in front of my partner:

N/A.... Never/almost never .... Sometimes .... Often .... Almost always ....

17. How distressed do you get while playing sports/games?

Extremely .... Moderately .... Slightly .... Not at all .... N/A ....

18. I close into my shell:

Almost always .... Often .... Sometimes.... Never/almost never ....

19. How distressed are you by being unable to wear your favourite clothes?

Extremely .... Moderately .... Slightly .... Not at all .... N/A ....

20. How distressed do you get when going to social events?

N/A.... Not at all 	 Slightly 	  Moderately 	  Extremely ....

21. How normal do you feel?

Not at all .... Slightly .... Moderately .... Extremely ....

22. At present my self-consciousness has an adverse effect on my sex life:

Almost always .... Often .... Sometimes.... Never/almost never .... N/A ....

23. I avoid going out of the house:

Almost always .... Often .... Sometimes.... Never/almost never ....

24. How distressed do you get when other people make remarks about your feature?

N/A.... Not at all 	  Moderately .... A fair amount .... Extremely ....

25. I avoid going to pubs/restaurants:

Almost always .... Often .... Sometimes....Never/almost never .... N/A ....

26. At present I try to avoid going to work/school/college:

N/A 	 Never/almost never 	  Sometimes 	 Often 	  Almost always 	

27. My feature causes me physical pain/discomfort::

N/A 	 Never/almost never .... Sometimes .... Often .... Almost always 	

28. My feature limits my physical ability to do the things I want to do:

Almost always .... Often .... Sometimes....Never/ almost never .... N/A 	
466	 © 1993 	  A..T. Carr & D.L Harris



CROWN-CRISP EXPERIENTIAL INDEX

• 1. Do you often feel upset for no obvious reason? Yes 	 • No 	

2. Do you have an unreasona6le fear of being in enclosed spaces such as shops,
lifts, etc? Often 	  Sometimes 	  Never	

3. Do people ever say you are too conscientious? No 	  Yes

4. Are you troubled by dizzyness or shortness of breath?
Never 	  Often 	  Sometimes	

5. Can you think as quickly as you used to? Yes 	  No 	

6. Are your opinions easily influenced? Yes 	  No 	

7. Have you felt as though you might faint?
Frequently 	  Occasionally 	  Never 	

8. Do you find yourself worrying about getting some incurable illness?
Never 	  Sometimes 	  Often 	

9. Do you think that 'cleanliness is next to godliness'? No 	  Yes 	

10. Do you often feel sick or have indigestion? Yes 	  No 	

11. Do you feel that life is too much effort?
At times 	  Often 	  Never 	

12. Have you, at any time in your life, enjoyed acting? Yes 	  No 	

13. Do you feel uneasy and restless? Frequently 	  Sometimes 	  Never	

14. Do you feel more relaxed indoors?
Definitely 	  Sometimes 	  Not particularly 	

15. Do you find that silly or unreasonable thoughts keep recurring in your
mind? Frequently 	  Sometimes 	  Never 	

16. Do you sometimes feel tingling or pricking sensations in your body, arms
or legs? Rarely 	  Frequently 	  Never	

17. Do you regret much of your past behaviour? Yes 	  No 	

18. Are you normally an excessively emotional person? Yes 	  No 	

19. Do you sometimes feel really panicky? No 	  Yes 	

20. Do you feel uneasy travelling on buses or the Underground even if they
are not crowded? Very 	  A little 	  Not at all 	

21. Are you happiest when you are working? Yes	  No 	

22. Has your appetite got less recently? No  •	 Yes 	

23. Do you wake unusually early in the morning? Yes 	  No 	

24. Do you enjoy being the centre of attention? No 	  Yes 	



25. Would you say you were a worrying person?

	

Very 	  Fairly 	  Not at all 	

26. Do you dislike going out alone? Yes 	  No 	

27. Are you a perfectionist? No 	  Yes	

28. Do you feel unduly tired and exhausted?
Often 	  Sometimes 	  Never	

29. Do you experience long periods of sadness?
Never 	  Often 	  Sometimes 	

30. Do you find that you take advantage of circumstances for your own ends?
Never 	  Sometimes 	  Often 	

31. Do you often feel 'strung-up' inside? Yes 	  No 	

32. Do you worry unduly when relatives are late coming home?

	

No 	  Yes 	

33. Do you have to check things you do to an unnecessary extent?
Yes 	  No 	

34. Can you get off to sleep alright at the moment? No 	  Yes 	

35. Do you have to make a special effort to face up to a crisis or difficulty?
Very much so 	  Sometimes 	  Not more than anyone else 	

36. Do you often spend a lot of money on clothes? Yes 	  No 	

37. Have you ever had the feeling you were 'going to pieces'? Yes 	  No 	

38. Are you scared of heights? Very 	  Fairly 	  Not at all 	

39. Does it irritate you if your normal routine is disturbed?

	

Greatly 	  A little 	  Not at all 	

40. Do you often suffer from excessive sweating or fluttering of the heart?
No 	  Yes

41. Do you find yourself needing to cry?

	

Frequently 	  Sometimes 	  Never 	

42. Do you enjoy dramatic situations? Yes 	  No 	

43. Do you have bad dreams which upset you when you wake up?

	

Never 	  Sometimes 	  Frequently 	

44. Do you feel panicky in crowds? Always	  Sometimes 	  Never 	

45. Do you find yourself worrying unreasonably about things that do not really
matter? Never 	  Frequently 	  Sometimes 	

46. Has your sexual interest altered? Less 	  The same or greater 	

47. Have you lost your ability to feel sympathy for other people?

	

No 	  Yes	

48. Do you sometimes find yourself posing or pretending? Yes 	  No

PLEASE CHECK THAT YOU HAVE ANSWERED ALL THE QUESTIONS



S.A.N.D. SCALE

Please circle either True (T) or False (F) for each of the following statements

1. I feel relaxed even in unfamiliar social situations
	

T / F

2. I try to avoid situations which force me to be very sociable
	

T / F

3. It is easy for me to relax when I am with strangers
	

T / F

4. I have no particular desire to avoid people
	

T / F

5. I often find social situations upsetting 	 T IF

6. I usually feel calm and comfortable in social situations
	

T /F

7. I am usually at ease when talking to people of the opposite sex
	

T / F

8. I try to avoid talking to people unless I know them well
	

T / F

9. If the chance comes to meet new people I often take it
	

T / F

10. I often feel nervous or tense in casual get-togethers in which both
sexes are present	 T / F

11. I am usually nervous with people unless I know them well 	 T / F

12.I usually feel relaxed when I am with a group of people	 T/ F

13.I often want to get away from people	 T / F

14.I usually feel uncomfortable when I am with a group of people 	 T / F

15.I usually feel relaxed when I meet someone for the first time 	 T / F

16. Being introduced to people makes me tense and nervous 	 T / F

17. Even though the room is full of strangers, I may enter it anyway 	 T / F

18.1 would avoid walking up and joining a large group of people 	 T / F

19. When my superiors want to talk with me, I talk willingly 	 T / F

20. I often feel on edge when I am with a group of people	 T / F

21. I tend to withdraw from people	 T / F

22. I don't mind talking at parties of social gatherings 	 T / F
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23. I am seldom at ease with a large group of people

24.I often think up excuses in order to avoid social engagements

25.I sometimes take responsibility for introducing people to each other

26.I try to avoid social occasions

27.I usually go to whatever social engagements I have

28.I find it easy to relax with other people

T/F

T/F

T/F

T/F

T/F

T/F



F.N.E. Scale

Once again circle either True (T) or False (F) for each of the following statements

1. I rarely worry about seeming foolish to others 	 T / F

2. I worry about what people think of me even when I know it doesn't
make any difference	 T / F

3. I become tense and jittery if I know someone is sizing me up 	 T / F

4. I am unconcerned even if I know people are forming an unfavourable
impression of me	 T / F

5. I feel very upset when I have committed a social error 	 T / F

6. The opinions that important people have of me cause me little concern 	 T / F

7. I am often afraid that I may look ridiculous or make a fool of myself 	 T / F

8. I react very little when other people disapprove of me 	 T / F

9. I am frequently afraid of other people noticing my shortcomings	 T / F

10. The disapproval of others would have little effect on me 	 T / F

11. If someone is evaluating me I tend to expect the worse 	 T / F

12. I rarely worry about what kind of impression I am making on someone T / F

13. I am afraid that others will not approve of me
	

T / F

14. I am afraid that other people will find fault with me
	

T / F

15. Other people's opinions of me do not bother me
	

T / F

16. I am not necessarily upset if I do not please someone
	

T / F

17. When I am talking to someone, I worry what they may be thinking of me T / F

18. I feel you can't help making social errors sometimes, so why worry about it T/ F

19. I am usually worried about what kind of impression I make
	 T/F

20. I worry a lot about what my superiors think of me
	 T/F

21. If I know someone is judging me, it has little effect on me
	 T/F
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22. I worry that others will not think I am worthwhile	 T/F

23.I worry very little about what others may think of me 	 T/F

24. Sometimes I am too concerned with what other people think of me	 T/F

25.I often worry what I will say or do the wrong things 	 T/F

26.Iam often indifferent, to the opinions others have of me	 T/F

27.I am usually confident that others will have a favourable impression of me T/F

28. I often worry that people who are important
to me won't think very much of me 	 T/F

29. I brood about the opinions my friends have abou t me	 T/F

30. I become tense and jittery if I know I am being judged by my superiors T/F



The PANAS

This scale consists of a number of words that describe different feelings and emotions.
Read each item and then mark the appropriate answer in the space next to that word.
Indicate to what extent you generally feel this way, that is, how you feel on average. Use
the following scale to record you answers.

1	 2	 3	 4	 5
very slightly or	 a little	 moderately	 quite a bit	 extremely

not at all

interested	 irritable

distressed	 alert

excited	 ashamed

upset	 inspired

strong	 nervous

guilty	 determined

scared	 attentive

hostile	 jittery

enthusiastic	 active

proud	 afraid
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DERREFOF/D SCALE 4A

NAME . 	
p,GP*.‘1

DATE-	
cWP"Ii

D.O.B. 	 wals'AtIsT-
o
ATus- 	 	 SEX: M/F

OCCUPATOC- 	

no

PART 1 Introduction and Background

Throughout the scale which follows, some of the statements refer to your 'feature'. This first
part of the scale is designed to find out if you are sensitive about the appearance of any feature
of your body, arms, legs, face etc.

Please indicate which statements apply to you by circling "True", "False" or "N/A" (Not
Applicable) and complete where requested.

Note : If you do NOT have a 'feature' of which you are sensitive, it is still important that you
answer the questions below AND complete Part 2 of the scale (overleaf). Please read the
instructions and respond to the statements as they apply to your life in general. Use "N/A" for
statements which include the word 'feature'.

(a) I have a bodily 'feature' about which I am sensitive
	

True False

(b) I have only one 'feature' about which I am sensitive
	

True False N/A

This feature is (please state) 	

	 N/A

(c) I have more than one 'feature' about which I am sensitive 	 True False N/A

The feature about which I am most sensitive is my

(please state) 	

	 N/A

(d) I feel self-conscious of my 'feature'

(e) I was aware of my 'feature' before I became self-conscious
of it

(0	 I became self-conscious by comparing myself with other
people

(g)	 I became self-conscious when somebody else pointed it
out to me

(h) I have a relative who has the same 'feature'

(i) My relative is also self-conscious of the 'feature'

True False N/A

True False N/A

True False N/A

True False N/A

True False N/A

True False N/A

© 1993. A.T. Carr & D.L Harris
	

Please turn over
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PART 2
Please read each statement carefully and then circle the appropriate number on the right hand side. If a
statement does not apply to you, circle N/A. Please be sure to answer the whole scale: do not miss out
any items.

7
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dl	9.‘

I	

6.‘ $ 

t

t.	
`;')	 ‘Po.4	 %P

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3	 4

3	 4

3	 4

	

3	 4

	

3	 4

	

3	 4

	

3	 4

	

3	 4

	

3	 4

	

3	 4

	

3	 4

	

3	 4

	

3	 4

	

3	 4

	

3	 4

	

3	 4

	

3	 4

	

3	 4

	

3	 4
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1 I am self-conscious of my 'feature' 	 1 2

2 I avoid children in the street 	 1 2

3 I find it difficult to make friends 	 1 2

4 I avoid undressing in front of my spouse/partner 	 1 2

5 At present I try to avoid going to my school/college/work 	 1 2

6 I avoid going to pubs/restaurants 	 1 2

7 I avoid going to parties/discos 	 1 2

8 I take a special interest in what other people's 'feature' look like 1 2

9 I avoid communal changing rooms 	 1 2

10 I avoid having my photograph taken 	 1 2

11 I avoid getting my hair wet 	 1 2

12 I have been hurt by other people saying things about my 'feature' 1 2

13 I avoid shopping in department stores 	 1 2

14 I avoid going out of the house 	 1 2

15 I raise the subject of my 'feature' in conversation before

other people do 	 1 2

16 I close into my shell 	 1 2

17 My self-consciousness makes me irritable at home 	 1 2

18 Other people misjudge me because of my 'feature' 	 1 2

19 In the past I have tried to avoid going to my school/college/work 1 2

20 I feel an embarrassment to my friends 	 1 2

21 I feel a freak 	 1 2

22 I worry about my sanity 	 1 2

23 My self-consciousness has an adverse effect on my sex life 	 1 2

24 My self-consciousness has an adverse effect on my marriage ..... 1 2

25 My 'feature' causes me pain/discomfort 	 1 2

26 My 'feature' physically limits my ability to do the things I want to do 1 2

27 My 'feature' makes me feel unattractive 	 1 2

28 My 'feature' makes me feel unlovable 	 1 2

29 My 'feature' makes me feel isolated 	 1 2

30 My 'feature' makes me feel embarrassed 	 1 2

31 My 'feature' makes me feel inferior 	 1 2

32 My 'feature' makes me feel rejected 	 1 2

33 My 'feature' makes me feel useless 	 475	 1 2

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

4 N/A

4 N/A

4 N/A

4 N/A

4 N/A

4 N/A

4 N/A

4 N/A

4 N/A

4 N/A

4 N/A

4 N/A

4 N/A

4 N/A
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5

5

5

5

5

5

5
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HOW DISTRESSED DO YOU GET WHEN:
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34	 Other people stare at your 'feature'	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5

35	 Other people make remarks about your 'feature'	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5

36	 Other people ask about your 'feature' 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5

37	 You go to the beach	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5

side) 1 2 3 4 5

HOW DISTRESSED ARE YOU BY:

38	 Others see in a viewyou particular (eg. front,

39	 You go to your school/college/work

40	 You travel on public transport

41	 You see yourself in a mirror/window

42	 You meet strangers

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

43	 Being unable to wear your favourite clothes

44	 Being unable to change your hairstyle

45	 Not being able to go swimming

46	 Not being able to play games

47	 Not being able to go to social events

48	 Being unable to answer the front door at home

49	 Being unable to look at yourself in the mirror

50	 Being unable to go to pubs/restaurants

51	 Not being able to go out in windy weather

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

t
7-

IN GENERAL:	 7*

*

t PI-	 'LI à a

52 How confident do you feel? 1 2 3 4

53 How irritable do you feel? 1 2 3 4

54 How secure do you feel? 1 2 3 4

55 How cheerful do you feel? 1 2 3 4

56 How normal do you feel? 1 2 3 4

57 How feminine/masculine do you feel? 1 2 3 4

58 How hurt do you feel? 1 2 3 4

59 How hostile do you feel? 1 2 3 4

© 1993. A.T. Carr & D.L Harris
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DIRECTIONS: Below is a list of statements describing feelings or experiences
that you may have from time to time or that are familiar to you because you have
had these feelings and experiences for a long time. Most of these statements
describe feelings and experiences that are generally painful or negative in some
way. Some people will seldom or never have had many of these feelings. Everyone
has had some of these feelings at some time, but if you find that these statements
describe the way you feel a good deal of the time, it can be painful just reading
them. Try to be as honest as you can in responding.

Read each statement carefully and circle the number to the left of the item that
indicates the frequency with which you find yourself feeling or experiencing
what is described in the statement. Use the scale below. DO NOT OMIT ANY ITEM.

SCALE

0 1 2 3 4

NEVER SELDOM SOMETIMES OFTEN
-

ALMOST
ALWAYS

SCALE

0 1 2 3 4 1. I feel like I am never quite good enough.

0 1 3 4 2. I feel somehow left out.

0 1 2 3 4 3. I think that people look down on me.

0 1 2 3 4 4. All in all, I am inclined to feel that I am a success.

0 1 2 3 4 5. I scold myself and put myself down.

01 34 6. I feel insecure about others opinions of me.

0 1 2 3 4 7. Compared to other people, I feel like I somehow never measure up.

0 1 2 3 4 8. I see myself as being very small and insignificant.

0 1 2 3 4 9. I feel I have much to be proud of.

01 34 10. I feel intensely inadequate and full of self doubt.

0 1 2 3 4 11. I feel as if I am somehow defective as a person, like there is
something basically wrong with me.
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SCALE

0 1 2 3 4

NEVER SELDOM SOMETIMES OFTEN ALMOST
ALWAYS

SCALE

0 1 2 3 4 12. When I compare myself to others I am just not as important.

0 1 2 3 4 13. I have an overpowering dread that my faults will be revealed
in front of others.

0 1 2 3 4 14. I feel I have a number of good qualities.

0 1 2 3 4 15. I see myself striving for perfection only to continually fall
short.

0 1 2 3 4 16. I think others are able to see my defects.

0 1 2 3 4 17. I could beat myself over the head with a club when I make a
mistake.

0 1 2 3 4 18. On the whole, I am satisfied with myself.

0 1 2 3 4 19. I would like to shrink away when I make a mistake.

0 1 2 3 4 20. I replay painful events over and over in my mind until I am
overwhelmed.

0 1 2 3 4 21. I feel I am a person of worth at least on an equal plane with
others.

0 1 2 3 4 22. At times I feel like I will break into a thousand pieces.

0 1 2 3 4 23. I feel as if I have lost control over my body functions and my
feelings.

0 1 2 3 4 24. Sometimes I feel no bigger than a pea.

0 1 2 3 4 25. At times I feel so exposed that I wish the earth would open up
and swallow me.

0 1 2 3 4 26. I have this painful gap within me that I have not been able to
fill.

0 1 2 3 4 27. I feel empty and unfulfilled.

0 1 2 3 4 28. I take a positive attitude toward myself.

0 1 2 3 4 29. My loneliness is more like emptiness.

• 0 1 2 3 4 30. I feel like there is something missing.
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Thank you for completing the questionnaires. Your help
is very much appreciated. If completing the questionnaires

has left you feeling distressed then you may call
Mr Tim Moss on 0752 233180
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Patients Name:

Date of Birth:
Use sticky label

if available

Out Patient Clinic Assessment Form

Details of the Patient's Problem of Appearance

Please circle the site(s) of ALL the patient's abnormalities of appearance, and
underline the main one.

Primary Primary Primary Primary
Feature Feature Feature Feature

Scalp Cheeks Male Genitalia Hip

Forehead Neck Female Genitalia Buttock

Ears Chest Shoulder Thigh

Eyes Breast(s) Upper arm Knee

Nose Abdomen Forearm Lower leg

Mouth Back Hand Foot

Is this patient pre-op [ ]	 or post op [ ]?	 What is post-op interval? [ ] months.

Please indicate the original cause of the main problem of appearance.

Congenital [ ] Pregnancy [ ] Developmental Growth [ ]
Trauma [ ] Breast Feeding [ ] Obesity/Weight Loss H
Burn [ ] Ageing [ ] Abnormal fat deposits [ ]
Disease [ ] Please give further details Other (please describe) 	

What operation is proposed/has been done on this patient? 	

Degree of abnormality of appearance

How abnormal do you judge this patient's main problem of appearance to be?

Not at all	 Moderately	 Extremely
Abnormal	 Abnormal

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7

Overall s how abnormal do you judge this patient's appearance to be?

Not at all	 Moderately	 Extremely
Abnormal	 Abnormal

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
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About Your Appearance

Please circle any areas of your body which you are sensitive about, and underline
the main one.

How different from normal do you judge the area of your body underlined above to be?

Not at all
	

Moderately
	

Extremely
Different
	

Different

1
	

2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7

Overall, how different from normal do you judge your appearance to be?

Not at all
	

Moderately
	

Extremely
Different
	

Different

1
	

2
	

3
	

4
	

5
	

6
	

7

What is the original cause of the main problem of appearance which you are
sensitive about?.

Congenital (born with it) [ ] Burn injury [1
Developmental Growth [ ] Non-bum injury [1
Pregnancy [1 Breast Feeding [1
Weight Loss [] Getting older [1
Fat deposits [1
Disease	 [ ] Please give further details	 Other (please describe)
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MCT Appendix 5:
Multi-centre trial protocols
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Protocol for Multi Centre
Trial of the Derriford Scale 5A

Aims
The Multi-Centre Trial (MCT) is part of an ongoing project investigating the

psychological processes involved in adjustment to disfigurement. The project was

conceived and developed .as a collaboration between the Plastic Surgery and Burns

Unit at Derriford Hospital, Plymouth, and the Department of Psychology at the

University of Plymouth. The broad aim of the project is to produce effective

measures of adjustment, and also to identify the underlying psychological variables

affecting adjustment. These findings will have several direct clinical consequences.

The benefits of reconstructive and aesthetic plastic surgery will be more objectively

demonstrable. Patients who would benefit most from surgical interventions,

psychological interventions, or a combination of both will be identifiable. A

psychological theory of adjustment to disfigurement will be developed, to facilitate

the design of psychotherapeutic interventions that specifically address the problems

arising from self consciousness of appearance.

The current phase of the research is focused on the development of the Derriford

Scale 5A. This is a measure of behavioural and emotional distress and dysfunction

related to self consciousness of appearance, designed for both clinical and research

use. It has been based on our own previous research at Derriford Hospital, Plymouth.

Pilot studies of the Derriford Scale SA at Derriford Hospital have indicated it's face

validity, and concurrent validity with other psychological measures. The use of a

wider patient base will allow the more thorough and rigorous testing of the measure

necessary for full validation.

Patients
Psychometric Phase

Our previous research using similar methodologies has demonstrated that over 70%

of patients contacted by post, and over 95% of patients contacted through out-patient

clinics return Patient Survey Booklets for analysis. We aim to contact at least 1000

patients in total - the number of patients contacted from each centre participating in

the multi centre trial would be negotiated with each centre, and will reflect the

characteristics of each centre. The fundamental requirement for patient selection is

that the final sample of patients should include a full range of patients, in terms of the

nature and origins of their problems. This means that the total patient sample should

include:
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A complete range of aetiologies (congenital, trauma, disease, etc.)

A complete range of body sites involved in real or perceived abnormalities of

appearance

A range of ages from 18 to 75 years.

No patients who are psychotic, dementing or unable to understand the instructions.

A typical patient in this part of the research is a male or female adult who is at least

18 years old who has a real or perceived abnormality of appearance.

Interview Phase

The interview phase is limited to a smaller number of patients. The aim of this phase

is to interview approximately 6 people identified by each centre. These patients are

not intended to be a random sample. Rather, the purpose is to identify exemplars of

the disfigured population, some of whom have adjusted well, and others who have

adjusted poorly. By interviewing patients at either end of the spectrum of adjustment,

the key psychological variables will become more apparent. Adjustment would be

indicated by the levels of distress demonstrated by a patient, and by the levels of

behavioural problems reported. Adjustment would not necessarily be related to the

degree of disfigurement and, providing that the patients have some detectable

disfigurement they could be included in the study. The identification of relevant

patients will rely on the knowledge of medical and nursing staff at the cent-es.

A typical patient for the interview phase fillfils all the criteria for inclusion in the

psychometric phase of the research (see above). In addition, his/her response to

problems of appearance will have been recognised by the hospital staff as an example

EITHER of someone who has adjusted well, OR someone who has adjusted poorly.

Materials
Psychometric Phase

A Patient Survey Booklet has been prepared, (enclosed) containing a series of seven

psychological measures, including the Derriford Scale SA. Piloting of the booklet has

shown that it takes approximately half an hour to complete. Outpatient Clinic

Assessment Forms (see enclosed example) will be bound together into booklets for

each outpatient clinic. These are for completion by the clinician with brief patient

details.
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Interview Phase

Materials for the interviews will be minimal, and provided from the Research Office

in Plymouth.

Procedure
Detailed procedural guidelines will be discussed and agreed with participating

consultants.

Prior to the collection of any data, to simplify the process of data collection, each

participating consultant would nominate a person to act as the principal point of

contact with the Research Office in Plymouth. The Research Office will deal directly

with this liaison person in all matters relating to participation in the trial, including

discussion of the arrangements for data collection.

Psychometric Phase

Two methods of contacting patients will be used - (i) direct contact in outpatient

clinics (ii) postal contact using patients identified from waiting lists. Specific

arrangements will be made at each centre and will depend very much upon existing

local organisation and procedures. After discussion, each consultant will be asked to

target an approximate number of patients through outpatient clinics. Waiting list

patients may also be used to make up a representative total sample.

Out patient clinics: - During an outpatient clinic, the patient will be asked to complete

the Patient Survey Booklet, and return it to an identified person in the outpatient

clinic. At the end of the clinic, all the completed Patient Survey Booklets will be

posted back to Plymouth in the pre-paid envelopes. If patients do not have time to

complete a booklet before leaving the clinic, they will be asked to take a pre-paid

envelope, complete the booklet at home, and then post it back to Plymouth

themselves. For each patient that agrees to participate, the clinician will need to

complete a very short checklist indicating relevant details about the patient (see the

"Out Patient Clinic Assessment Form" enclosed). These will be returned to Plymouth

along with the completed Patient Survey Booklets. It is hoped that approximately 5

patients will be targeted in each outpatient clinic.

Postal contact:- Relevant patient details will be noted from patient waiting lists and

medical records. Patients will then be contacted by post, with an explanatory

covering letter signed by the consultant. The Patient Survey Booklet and a pre-paid
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envelope will also be included. Patients contacted by post who have not responded

within a month will be prompted gently by letter or telephone as appropriate.

Interviews Phase

Identified patients will be contacted initially by letter asking them to participate.

Those who agree will be followed up to make arrangements for the interviews.

Ideally these will be held in outpatient clinics but, where necessary, they may take

place in the patients' homes. The interview will last about 45 minutes on average.

The questions will be designed to elucidate factors that are important in adjustment to

disfigurement (and will be the focus of more systematic investigation in a

subsequent, separate research programme). Typical questions would be "When you

notice people looking at you, what do you do? ... what do you feel?", "Do you think

that the way you feel about your appearance is likely to change over time? If so, in

what way?" With the consent of patients, audio recordings will be made of

interviews. Notes will be made during the interviews with patients who do not want

to be recorded.

Ethics
The programme of research will be carried out within the ethical guidelines of the

British Psychological Society, published in 1992. The essential elements of this as

they apply to the planned research are set out below.

Informed consent will be obtained from patients before any involvement in the

research. The front cover of the Patient Survey Booklets will provide all necessary

information to patients

Right to withdraw Patients may withdraw at any stage of the investigation,

including retrospectively, requesting that the data they have provided be destroyed.

The right to withdraw will be indicated on all correspondence and on the Patient

Survey Booklets.

Deception is not involved in this study. Patients are kept fully informed of all

relevant information.

Debriefing will be provided initially by ensuring that enough information is available

within the test materials to inform patients. In the structured interviews, opportunity

for debriefing will be provided immediately after the interview. For patients in either

the psychometric phase or the interview phase who require more than this, there will
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be a telephone contact point, and support from a Clinical Psychologist where

necessary and appropriate.

Confidentiality All data reported will, in its raw form, only be seen by members of

the research team. When it is finally reported, this will be in the form of group

results, protecting the identity of individuals. No information will be released that

would enable any particular patient to be identified. Names and test data will not be

stored together on the same databases. When the analysis of data is complete, all the

Patient Survey Booklets and written details about patients will be destroyed.

D. L. Harris MS FRCS

Senior Consultant Plastic Surgeon, Plastic Surgery and Burns Unit,

Derriford Hospital, Plymouth

(0752) 792111

A.T. Carr PhD Dip. Clin. Psychol., CPsychol

Consultant Clinical Psychologist, Dept. of Psychology, University of Plymouth

(0752) 233163

T. P. Moss BSc (Hons)

Research Assistant, Dept. of Psychology, University of Plymouth

(0752) 233180
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Multi Centre Trial in Plastic Surgery
(The Plymouth Project)

Key Points for Out-Patient Data Collection

Aims

To collect data using Patient Survey Booklets from a range of pre-operative, ongoing and post-
operative patients in order to standardise the Derriford Scale for use in Plastic Surgery.

Which Patients To Include

Ideally the patient sample should include:

A wide range of aetiologies (congenital, trauma, disease, etc.)

A wide range of body sites involved in real or perceived abnormalities of appearance

A range of ages from 18 to 75 years.

No patients who are psychotic, dementing or unable to understand the instructions.

In any given out-patient clinic, most patients will be self conscious or sensitive about some aspect of
their appearance, and could potentially be included in your sample. However, please try to ensure
that your sample includes a variety of aetiologies, body sites, and ages. For example, although 50
patients with cancerous lesions would probably each be individually suitable for inclusion, as a
group, they would not demonstrate the diversity necessary.

Who Does What
The Plastic Surgeon

* Asks selected patients to complete the Patient Survey Booklet.

* Completes an Out-patient Clinic Assessment form for each of thes patients.

* Ensures that at the end of the Clinic, all completed Patient Survey Booklets are put
together with the Out-patient Clinic Assessment form, and put in a "freepost" envelope for
return to Plymouth.

The Patient

Completes the Patient Survey Booklet at a Clinic or later at home. If completed at home, the patient
posts it directly back to Plymouth using a "freepost" envelope provided. If completed at a clinic,
they return it to a nurse.

The Nurse

Collects Patient Survey Booklets which have been completed by patients. Gives them to the Plastic
Surgeon at the end of the clinic.

Materials involved (all provided by Plymouth Research Office) 

Patient Survey Booklets (for completion by patients)

Out-patient Clinic Assessment Forms (for completion by Plastic Surgeon)

Freepost envelopes (to return the above to Plymouth).

Please check full protocol (sent previously) or telephone
Tim Moss on (0752) 233 1803,tpr more details.

Research Office: (0752) 233 184



IIACT Appendix 6:
Distribution of scores for DAS 5A items from
multi-centre trial
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Interview Appendix 1:
Interview schedule
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Interview Schedule

Section one - Introduction to patients. 
Hello, my name is Tim Moss. We spoke recently on the 'phone about the Plastic Surgery
Research Project, and when we spoke, you said that you would be happy to be
interviewed. Is that still alright?

(Small talk about getting to the interview, etc.)

Thanks for saying that you can help. It is some time since you received the original letter
from Mr. XXXXXXX about this work, so it may help if I explain a little more about it now.

We originally asked patients at random, from all of those who have attended plastic
surgery or bums clinics to complete a patient survey booklet. You were one of those people,
and you very kindly agreed to complete one of the booklets. We then chose another random
group of people from those people who had already filled in the booklets, to speak to in
interviews like this. The reason that we are interviewing people who have filled in booklets
is that we need to check how accurate and reliable the booklets are. In other words, we need
to find out whether the information that we have gathered using the booklets gives us a good
enough picture of peoples experiences - and the only way that we can do that is by going out
and talking to people like yourself, face to face.

Eventually, the things that you and other people say in these interviews will be used to help
in the treatment of future patients.

I am talking to people with a whole range of appearances. Some of them look pretty
similar to normal, some look quite different to normal. What we are interested in are the type
of problems that people who have attended plastic surgery clinics experience, and what they
do about them. Sometimes, people don't really feel that they have any problems
associated with their appearance, and other people find that their appearance causes them a
lot of problems . It is helpful for me to talk with the whole range of people, to get a complete
picture.

I would like to talk with you for about an hour; is that ok?. What we say will be
confidential - no-one not involved in the work will have any access to it. That means that
only you and I will know what you have said. Not even Mr. XXXXX gets to see
individuals interviews. When I come to write up this interview, I will not include your name
or address, or anything that could identify you. Does that sound ok?

I would also like to say that there is no obligation to take part in this work, and that you can
withdraw anytime; this is not connected to your medical treatment.

Could I ask you whether you have any objection to my taping the conversation, instead of
writing notes as we go on? That way, I can pay more attention to what you tell me now, and
make sure that I don't make any mistakes about what you have said. The tape would be
destroyed when I have checked through it - that will be between three weeks and two
months from now.

At the end, you can ask me any questions about the work or the interview, but is there
anything that you would like to ask me before we begin?
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Section two - Introductory Easy Questions 
First, could it would help if we could just clarify some basic information.

Confirm age, marital status, living situation, work situation, identify feature

Section three - Story Telling Questions 
Thanks for that. Can we now talk a little about your (feature) - about how it affects your
everyday life?

Can you tell me how your (feature) affects your everyday life at the moment?

Current Problems
Cause of concern, cause of feature, - (blame) discussion of main current
problems in work, home, social environments.

Time Course
Follow through the time course - physical origin of problem, onset of self
consciousness - life event involved?.

Probe - emotional, behavioural cognitive reactions across these situations.
Own & others. Shame?

Probe - What hasn't happened as a result of appearance - how would life
taken different course?

Clarify - what is the basic problem situation
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Section four - Standard Situation Scenario
We have talked about some of the difficulties that you face, related to your feature. Now I
think that it would help if we could discuss some particular situations

If you were to go shopping, where would you normally go? If difficulties, prompt a food
shop.

I'd like you to imagine a situation where you are in 	 shopping. Elaborate
situation, get them to elaborate it also. You notice a man/woman (opposite sex) obviously
looking at your feature and then turn and say something to his/her friend.

a - Would you say that that is that the sort of thing that has ever happened to you?
b-If	 Ok. Is that the sort of thing that you could imagine happening to you?

Could we talk a little about that situation?

c - Could you say what the man/woman might have been thinking and feeling when
they were looking at yourfeature ?

Can I ask, what do you think that the person probably said to his/her friend?

d - Is it possible to say what may be going through your mind in that shop situation?

e - I should imagine that that situation would leave you with a number of feelings. (i.e.,
probe emotional reaction , immediate and later).

f - How do you think that you might act in a situation like that? What about later on?

g - There are a number of things that someone could do in that situation, in the shop. Do
you think that you could tell me what other things you could have done in that situation,
even if they wouldn't have been very helpful?

h - And what about afterwards - what could people do when they leave the shop, feeling
(whatever).

Recap incident
i - When something happens like the shop incident we just talked about, can you say why the
man/woman looks and speaks to their friend, rather than simply carrying on with his/her
shopping as normal? Do you think that it is more to do with you, or him/her?

j - So, is there anything that you feel that you could do to prevent that type of situation 
occurring?

k - Can you say whether that incident is the sort of thing that would occur in many different
situations?

1 - So, have you any thoughts as to what it is about a situation that makes it likely for
something to happen?

m - Can I ask, then, whether this sort of thing, in the shop, happens often, sometimes, or
rarely in your life?
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Section five - Social Competency
It would help now if we could talk a little about some other situations, and how you find
them.

a - When you meet new people, would you say that you can get along with them? Is that
easy or difficult for you? Probe - if `no'fdifficult' investigate difficulties.

b - Do you find that sometimes, people ask directly about yourfeature? 

c - Can you say what you normally do in those circumstances?

d - What sorts of thoughts do you find go through your head when someone asks a direct
question like that?

Section six - Self efficacy/coping
Thanks. Feedback

a - When you look to the future, I wonder how you see things going. Better/worse

b - What do you think that it would it depend on?

When faced with difficulties in life, people do different things to cope and manage.
Sometimes they are successful, sometimes they aren't.

c - Could you tell me to what extent you feel you are able to cope with difficult situations? I
know that it depends very much upon the situation, but what I am asking is a very general
question; if you looked over your whole life, across all the difficult situations, would you
say, "I am the sort of person who generally copes pretty well", or "who copes less well?"

Section seven - Social Support
a - It would help now if we could talk about what you do in times when you feel upset,
anxious, or low - whatever it is caused by. In those circumstances, is there anyone that you
can turn to? Who else?

Probe who -family, friends, work colleagues. Establish range. Write list.

b - People can help in different ways, and some times, we want different things from them.
When you turn to 	 , for example, are you able to say how do you think that she/he can
help you?

c - Is that the same sort of help that you would hope to get from 	 ?

Continue until list of people has been exhausted, or it is obvious that there is not going to be
any different type of answer. Probe needs and availability of 'cognitive support
(information), 'social sanctioning' (is it ok what I have done), 'material help',
'companionship', and 'emotional support'.
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Section eight - Worry and Rumination 
Earlier, we talked a little about some of the things that happen in your life to do with your
appearance, including some things that you find unpleasant.

a - Could you tell me, how much do you find yourself anticipating unpleasant things
happening which are to do with your appearance?

Show card, indicating 7 Likert points between "Not at all - very much"

b - How much do you find yourself thinking about unpleasant things which have already 
happened, and are to do with your appearance?

Show card, indicating 7 Likert points between "Not at all - very much"

c - Can you say what the likelihood is that something like that will happen in any particular
day? Show card, indicating "Certain to happen - certain not to happen"

d - I'd like you to imagine that you are in a public situation - in a busy street, for example.
Get them to describe and elaborate. It is possible that something unpleasant, like a stare, or
a comment - will happen. When you are actually in that situation, how likely do you feel
that it is that something like that will happen? Can you indicate on this card? Show card,
indicating "Certain to happen - certain not to happen"

e - When you are not in the situation, you can think about it a bit more realistically, and give
a more objective judgement about how likely it is that something would actually happen.
Can you say how likely it realistically is that something will happen? Show card,
indicating "Certain to happen , probably will happen, may happen, probably will not
happen, certain not to happen" as categories.

Section nine - PTSD (with trauma participants only) 
When describe incident which caused problem of appearance occurred, I guess that it left
you with a few different feelings about what had happened.

a - Could I ask you, do you ever find that you think about the accident when you don't
mean to?

b - Would you say that you ever have trouble getting to sleep, or staying asleep, because
thoughts or pictures of the accident came into your mind?

c - Can you say whether other things sometimes set you thinking about the accident.

d - Can you say if it is true that you try not to think of the accident.

Thanks. That gives me an impression of the impact of the accident.
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Section ten - Positive Conse uences
We have talked quite a bit now about the potential problems and difficulties which you ma)
have experienced as a result of your appearance. I would like to finish off by talking about
any positive aspects.

a - Would you say that any good things have come from having an appearance that is
different from normal?

b - Do you think that you have learned anything positive that you could tell people who do
not understand what it is like to have an appearance that is different from normal?

Section eleven - Finishing
Are there any other things that you would like to talk about that we have not covered so far?

Thank, summarise purpose of interview, describe usefulness of exercise, debrief as
appropriate.

Check that they are okay.

Plug back into day.
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Interview Appendix 2:
Categories developed in grounded theory study
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Coping

The general category of coping consists of sub-categories describing

ways in which the individual reacts in response to perceived

difficulties associated with appearance. In the psychological literature

describing coping, categories have been produced on the basis of

psychometric analysis of psychological measures. The sub-categories

contained within the coping category here are not intended

necessarily to directly map onto these literature-based descriptions of

coping, although some overlap is evident. A distinction in the

literature exists between coping style, conceived as a dispositional

trait, and coping process, which is conceived as a coping response to a

specific event. Within the analysis below, the data were not

systematic enough to usefully explore this distinction.

Appraisal

Coping responses which are to do with the re-interpretation of

events.

Comparison

Coping responses which are to do with comparing the self to

others, or the ideal self.

Emotional suppression

Coping in which the emphasis is on controlling and hiding

emotional response.

Ignoring

Coping by deliberately avoiding attending to difficulties, often

with the intention of making it clear to others that provocative
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behaviour is not actually provoking, whether or not this is

actually the case.

Monitoring (in interactions)

Increased attention to potential changes in others' behaviour

which may have been in response to the difference in appearance

of the individual doing the monitoring. Alternatively, self

monitoring of his/her own behaviour in relation to exposure of

the abnormality of appearance.

Patient role

Coping by passing responsibility of management of appearance to

the medical profession.

Resignation to difficulties

Passive coping by accepting that difficulties will occur, and that

they are part of life.

Perceived social support (high/low)

The degree to which the individual feels that the support of

others is available to them.

Threat devaluation

Attempting to belittle the degree of difficulty experienced, either

by rationalisation, or interaction management with the intention

of reducing the amount of appearance relevant content (for

example, by changing the subject).

Wishful thinking

Desiring a quality of life enhancing change in reality.

Appearance management
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Controlling the appearance in response to difficulty.

Brazen it out

Accepting a difficult situation, and managing with a degree of

endurance.

Confrontation

Confronting the person perceived as the source of a difficult

situation, with either physical or verbal force.

Encounter avoidance

Avoidance of a situation anticipated as being potentially difficult.

It may be argued that if the situation is avoided, has the person

coped with that situation? This is a coping behaviour in response

not to the situation itself, but to anticipation, which can be a

difficulty itself..

Escape

Physically leaving a difficult situation or encounter. The situation

may be short in duration - for example, leaving a pub in which

someone had passed a comment, or it may be a more sustained

situation - for example, leaving home to avoid family teasing.

Exposure avoidance

Exposure avoidance is essentially any method of reducing the

chances of the affected body site being made visible to others.

Several types of exposure avoidance emerged.

Clothes: Clothing is used to conceal the body site. Although

strictly speaking, a semantic classification should include this

within the subcategory below, it is so frequent that for the



sake of pragmatism in the use of the category system, it is

worth noting this separately.

Concealing: Any method of hiding the body part other than

using clothing (for example, using make up, bandage,

adopting certain postures).

Sexual: Avoiding sexual encounters, or avoiding bodily

exposure during sex (using darkness, bedclothes, etc.).

Swimming avoidance: - Self explanatory.

Other

Interaction management

Includes attempts to manage the course of an interaction. Some

threat devaluation can also be classed as interaction management,

so for the purposed of coding, the sub-category interaction

management does not include ad hoc attempts to make the

interaction less difficult for the individual. Instead, it includes

care with others' feelings, the use of rehearsed coping strategies,

and attempting to please others. It is possible to make a case for

the combination of interaction management and threat

devaluation.

Playing along

Coping by joining in with an appearance based joke at the

individual's expense. It is related to brazening it out and threat

devaluation.



Treatment request

Coping by taking action to change the appearance by permanent,

medical means.

Conditions for difficulty

"Conditions for difficulty" is a somewhat awkward category name for

the single largest category. It is intended to encompass a range of

phenomena which mediate or describe the necessary conditions for

the experience of distress or adjustment problems related to

appearance. Three themes emerged - conditions of difficulty related

to other people, to the self, and to the situation. The nature of this

gross category will become more clear by examining the contents of

these principal sub-categories.

Other based

Other based conditions of difficulty is a principal sub-category

which describes a range of criteria which provides information

about the behaviour and importance of the other people in

difficult situations.

Characteristics of others

This set of sub-categories consists of the dimensions used to

describe other people involved in interactions in conditions

of difficulty.

Age



The age of the other people

Closeness

The closeness of the relationship with the other people,

varying along a dimension of family/friends, to

strangers.

Empathy

The degree to which the other person is perceived to

understand the experience, both practical and affective,

of having an appearance different from normal.

Gender differences in other

Whether the others were men or women.

Groups/individuals

Whether the 'others' are alone or part of a group.

Identity of 'other'

Whether the other is a specific known individual, or a

member of a category or class of others.

Motivation/intentionality of others

This set of sub categories refers to the perceived reasons

behind the behaviour of others.

Accidental: No intention to hurt, nor a joke.

Deliberate: Intending to hurt

Joke: Intending to make a joke at the expense of the

individual's appearance, without the specific aim of

hurting the individual.
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Normal - curiosity of others: Others' behaviour as

motivated by a natural inclination to attend to

novel stimuli.

Sexual interest: The motivation of others as sexual.

Other: Other motivations/intentions not described

above.

Valued judge

The extent to which the opinion or evaluation of the

other person is given importance or value by the

individual.

Emotional reaction of others

Not enough instances of this sub-category were

provided in order to meaningfully distinguish between

types of emotional reactions of others. Consequently,

this sub-category can only be investigated on a case-by-

case basis.

Other general characteristics of others

Other ways of describing others involved in conditions

for difficulty which have not been covered above.



Evaluation by others

Essentially, this category is about beliefs about others' beliefs

about the self, whether gathered from interpretation of

behaviour, extrapolation from comments, or learned

'knowledge'.

Ambiguity:

Uncertainty about others' opinions.

Appearance based evaluation:

Being seen as ugly, a sexual turn off, etc. This is similar

to 'self overshadowed' (below), but differs in that the

assessment is specific, and does not attempt to describe

the individuals' entire character.

Self overshadowed:

Instances in which the individuals feels that their 'real

self has been ignored in favour of a mistaken identity

inferred from their appearance.

No character assessment:

Describes occasions when other people did not make

assessments of them based on their appearance. The

polar opposite of the 'self overshadowed' sub-category

above.

Other evaluations:

Other comments from the interviews which referred to

the process of evaluation, but were not numerous

enough to form other sub-categories - for example, the



importance placed on the evaluation of others by the

individual.

Problem behaviour by others

This category is a description of the types of behaviour

which are problematic to the individual.

Comments

Verbal behaviour of others, which can be further

divided into several sub categories.

Causal questions/Curiosity: Questions about the cause of

the abnormality of appearance.

Identity: Questions about the identity of the

abnormality of appearance ("What is it?")

Insulting: Comments designed to tease or insult.

Comparison: Making comparisons between the

individual and others.

Other comments: Other verbal behaviour of others

which is not classifiable into any of the above categories.

Exposure to scrutiny

Describes the behaviour of other people based on being

scrutinised or evaluated.

Family teasing

More systematic than isolated comments.
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None:

If the interviewee described an absence of problems

occurring due to the behaviour of other people.

Rejection:

Any behaviour by others which can be classed as

rejecting the individual.

Relentlessness:

Descriptions in the interviews which referred to the

persistent and relentless nature of other people's

behaviour were classified here.

Teasing:

More persistent than isolated comments. Occurs

outside a family setting. Can also be indirect behaviour,

or non-verbal bullying behaviour.

Other

Other problem behaviour of others.

Self based conditions for difficulty

Self based conditions of difficulty is a principal sub-category

which describes a range of criteria which provides information

about the role of the self in difficult situations.

Anticipation

A sub-category comprising of the focus of personal

anticipation.
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Others' behaviour:

Anticipation of other people's behaviour in difficulty

situations.

Others' evaluation

Anticipation of other people's evaluation in difficulty

situations.

Situadon:

Anticipation of difficulties within a specified context.

Self based

Anticipation about the self (including, for example,

changes in the appearance, or level of difficulty in the

future).

Cognitive error

Includes descriptions of catastrophic interpretations of

situations or behaviours.

Emotional distress at recall

Emotional distress at recalling situations or behaviour of

others which was difficult. This recall is then a problem in

its own right.

Mediating factors

Mediating factors are the factors perceived by interviewees

to mediate the level of distress or difficulty of an encounter



or situation. The factors identified may or may not

accurately affect the situation.

Age

The interviewees own age.

Feature characteristics

Physical characteristics of the abnormality of

appearance which the individuals perceive to mediate

the degree of difficulty - for example, location or

`concealability'.

Gender

Being a man or a woman.

Mood

Categorised as good or bad.

Other

Any other factor which the individual believes to affect

the degree of difficulty experienced.

Other physical characteristics

The presence of secondary physical characteristics

which affect the degree of difficulty experienced (e.g., a

pretty face compensating for a birth mark on the arm).

Perceived control: - high/low

The degree of perceived control experienced by the

individual.
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Secondary difficulties

Other life difficulties concurrently experienced, not

associated with appearance.

Situation based

Situation based conditions of difficulty are the most common

situations described in which difficult situations occur. They are

a description of the physical or social setting of a difficult

encounter.

Family/friends

Self explanatory

Impression forming social encounter

A social encounter in which the individual is attempting to

make a good impression, usually a first encounter.

Relationships

Difficulty within the context of a marital or similar

relationship, whether related to sexual behaviour or

teasing/lack of empathy from the other partner.

School/work

Self explanatory

Scrutiny

Situations in which the individual experiences scrutiny, or is

open to observation by others.
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Hot weather:

Where exposure is more likely, as concealing clothing is

less appropriate

Public situations

Situations in which the person is in public, and the

purpose of their behaviour is not primarily social (for

example, shopping or walking in the street).

Social situations

Situations in which the person is in public or amongst

other people, and the primary purpose of being there is

social interaction.

Swimming

Self explanatory

Other

Any situation in which the individual feels that he/she

can be observed other than those outlined above.

Other

Any other situations which are assessed as difficult by the

individual.



Emotional reaction to difficulty

This set of categories is self-explanatory - it encompasses the self-

reported emotional reactions to the experience of living with a

different appearance.

Anger

Including frustration, irritation, anger, rage. etc.

Anxiety

Including worry, fear, anxiety, nervousness.

Boredom

This category is a difficult one. Several interviewees reported a

sense of boredom with repeated and relentless comments and

problem behaviour. For this reason, the category is included.

However, it is possible, and perhaps even likely, that this is not

accurate. A weary resignation is a more accurate impression of

the emotional reaction.

Calm acceptance/no emotional reaction to scrutiny

Positive or neutral emotional reaction.

Depressed

Including sad, miserable, unhappy, depressed, etc.

Disgust

At the behaviour of the other people involved.

General distress

Unspecified negative emotional reaction.



Helplessness

A sense of helplessness, lack of control, inability to act.

Hurt

Self explanatory

Jealous

Of those without a perceived abnormality of appearance.

Self blame

Self explanatory

Self conscious

Including embarrassment, ashamed, self conscious.

Duration

The duration of the emotional reaction.

Origin of difficulties

This category provides a framework for the descriptions about the

onset of problems arising from having a different appearance.

Age

Describes that age of onset of difficulties.

Comparison

Comparison with others, or an ideal self as the origin.

Emotional reaction to onset



Anger

Including irritation, frustration, anger, rage, etc.

Difficulty accepting abnormality of appearance

Self explanatory

Regret

At the onset of the abnormality of appearance.

Others' behaviour

Any behaviour by other people which distresses the individual in

relation to their appearance for the first time.

Origin of abnormality

Describes the origins of the occurrence of the 'abnormal' feature.

Age

Age of occurrence

Causal characteristics

Accidental cause:

Self explanatory

Congenital

Self explanatory

External blame



Blaming others, fate, etc.

Iatrogenic

Caused by medical profession or treatment.

Illness

Self explanatory

Pregnancy

Self explanatory

Self

Self blame

Trauma

Self explanatory

Uncertain cause

Self explanatory

Other

Self explanatory

Degree of Difficulty

This is divided into two sub-categories. Although logically, it might be

expected that individuals would only report themselves as being in

one of these two, in reality, this is not always the case. It is therefore

necessary to have two sub-categories.
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High

Problems in life which are reported as being of a high degree of

difficulty.

Low

Problems in life which are reported as being of a low degree of

difficulty.

Physical Implications

Pain/physical discomfort

Any reported pain or physical discomfort is put in this sub-

category.

Physical limitations

Instances of physical limitation (for example, not being able to

participate in sports for reasons other than concerns about the

appearance of the abnormality) would be placed in this category.

Life Context

This is a summary of demographic information and other information

about the general life context provided in the interviews.

Age:

Self explanatory



Other life stressors:

Includes problems in life which are not caused by the

appearance or concerns about the appearance of the abnormality.

Relationship

Whether the person reported being in a relationship, married,

single, etc. Existence of children may also be placed in this

category.

Work status

Whether the individual is working, and if so, in what capacity.



Interview Appendix 3:
Counts for categories

The following tables represent categories developed in the grounded

theory chapter, as they are distributed across the good and poor

adjusters. The first two counts represent the total number of

instances reported. The second two columns describe the number of

participants using that category.
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Interview appendix 4

Results of content analysis

This appendix contains the detailed results of the content analysis

conducted in chapter five. In the tables below, the first nine rows (gl

- g9) represent the responses of the good adjusters. The final eight

rows (Participants p1 p8) represent the responses of the poor

adjusters. The response categories were determined a priori in

relation to the hypotheses described in the method section of this

study.



Hypothesis one:

H I : Good adjusters and poor adjusters will differ in their beliefs about

the thoughts of others when being observed.

The categories below were developed by a blind coding of all

responses. Dominant themes were identified, before distinction

between good and poor adjusters' responses was made. The data are

shown in table IA4.1 below.

ParticipantOthers thoughts
gl
g2
g3
g4
g5
g6
g7
g8
g9

P 1

p 2

P 3
p 4

P 5
p6

P 7
p 8

curiosity
cause = injury
curiosity
curiosity
curiosity
there's an ugly bloke
feature	 characteristics
unpleasant looking	 scar
sexual	 desire

1.she is	 unattractive 2.
curiosity
what is she doing out
curiosity	 about	 cause
look at the state of her
horrible nose	 shape
curiosity
she's	 ugly
look at her chest

Table 1A4.1: Data for content analysis hypothesis 1.

Five of the poor adjusters (p 1 , p2, p4, p5, and p7) believe that the

other person is thinking negatively about his/her appearance. Two

(three, including participant 3) of the poor adjusters believe that the

others' thoughts are curiosity. This contrasts with the good adjusters.

Of these, five people believe that the others' thoughts are about the

cause, and only three ) believe that the other person is thinking

negatively about his/her appearance. 	 There is an interesting
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suggestion of difference within the data, allowing a rejection of the

null hypothesis. However, this effect was not strong, and should be

viewed tentatively.

Hypothesis two:

H2 Good adjusters will differ from poor adjusters in their beliefs about

other people's emotional reactions to observing them. The categories

were developed as above. 	 The data are shown in table IA4.2 below.

ParticipantOthers feelings
g 1
g2
g3
g4
g5
g6
g7
g8
g9

horror
none
pity
curiosity
not	 stated
nothing
normal
not	 stated
sexual	 feelings

p1
p 2
p3
p4.
p5
p6
p7
p 8

pity
not	 stated
causal	 curiosity
not	 stated
ugh
embarrassed/pity/ugh
curiosity
sexual	 feelings

Table IA4.2: Data for content analysis hypothesis 2.

It is not possible to clearly distinguish between the poor and good

adjusters on the basis of these responses. The null hypothesis is not

rej ected.



Hypothesis three:

H3: Good adjusters will differ from poor adjusters in their own

thoughts when being observed. The data are shown in table IA4.3

below.

Participanicelf -	 think	 (first	 thought) self	 -	 think	 (second
thought)

g 1

g2
g3
g4
g5
g6

g7
g 8

_	 g9

oh, someone's noticed me -
laugh it off
wish never had accident
unimportant
is	 appearance	 obvious?
this	 isn't	 happening
thinking	 about others	 causal
thoughts
treatment	 anticipation
need to cover up
what are you looking at

p 1
p 2

P 3
p 4
P 5
p 6

p 7
P 8

self	 as	 unattractive
why are they staring?

was he staring at me?
are they talking about me?
he was staring at me
control	 emotions

make sure they don't see
there is someone staring at
m e

what's wrong with
him?

are they talking	 about
me? 

Table IA4.3: Data for content analysis hypothesis 3. 

Differences were apparent between the two sets of responses.

Amongst the good adjusters, three responses were directly concerned

with being self conscious/being observed(g I , g4, and g9). From the

poor adjusters, five of the responses were concerned with being self

conscious/being observed (p2, p3, p4, p5, and p8), and one 'second

thought' fell into this category (p6). Negative feelings about the



self/appearance were reported by one of the poor adjusters (pl), and

none of the good adjusters.

Coping thoughts were also reported by two each of the good adjusters

(g5 and g8) of the poor adjusters (p6 and p'7).

Again, it is possible to argue for the rejection of the null hypothesis,

although the results are close enough to make this tentative.

Hypothesis four:

144: Good adjusters will differ from poor adjusters in their emotional

reactions to being observed. The categories were developed on the

same basis as described above. The data are shown in table 1A4.4

below.

Participantseu -	 feel

g 1

g2
g3
g4
g5
g6
g7
g 8
g9

self
conscious/embarrassed
anger
unoffended
self conscious
hurt
none
embarrassed
slight	 anxiety
anger

p 1
p2
p3
p4.

P 5
p6
p7
p 8

embarrassed
anger
anxiety
horrified
sinking	 feeling
embarrassed
ashamed
uncomfortable/self
conscious

Table 1A4.4: Data for content analysis hypothesis 4. 



Some differences emerged testing this hypothesis, although it is hard

to claim that this would be significant if it were possible to

statistically analyse the results. The primary emotional reaction

amongst the group of interviewees was self consciousness or related

affect, accounting for eight of the seventeen responses. Three of these

were in the well adjusted group (gl, g4, g7). The remaining five were

in the poor adjusters (pl, p4-, p6, p7, p8).	 There was not a clear

difference between the remaining responses.

Hypothesis five:

H5: The two groups of adjusters will differ in their immediate coping

after the incident, and in their coping after the incident has passed.

The data are shown in table IA4.5 below.

Par ticipan mmediate	 coping later	 coping

g 1
g2
g3
g4
g5
g6
g7
g8

g 9

ignore
confrontation
conceal
escape	 .
ignore
ignore
threat	 devaluation
threat	 devaluation	 /
emotional	 suppression

confrontation

conceal

self monitoring

self monitoring
nothing

wishful	 thinking

p 1
p 2
p3
p 4
p5
p 6
p7
p8

conceal
confrontation
ignore
escape
conceal
emotional	 suppression
conceal
conceal

social	 support
escape

Table IA4.5: Data for content analysis hypothesis 5



The immediate coping responses of the good adjusters were mixed,

with ignoring the situation being the most common response (gl, g5,

g6). Concealing was the main response by the poor adjusters (pl, p5,

p7, and p8). The other responses were essentially similar. Not

enough responses were given to the 'later coping' in order to make a

comparison.

Hypothesis six

H6: Poor adjusters would have a smaller coping repertoire than good

adjusters. This would be represented by describing fewer coping

options than the good adjusters. The data are shown in table 1A4.6

below.

Participantignore con-
front

conceal threat
deval-
uation

escape number
of	 coping
strategies

g 1 x x x 3
g2 x 1
g3 x 1
g4 x x 2
g5 x 1
g6 x 1
g7 x 1
g8 x x 2
g9 x 1

p1 x x 2
p2 x x x 3
p3 x 1
p4 x 1
P 5 x x x 4
p6 x x x 3
p7 0
p8 x 1

Table 1A4.6: Data for content analysis hypothesis 6. 

A two sample t-test was carried out to examine whether there was a

significant difference between the number of coping responses
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provided by the interviewees. 	 The t-test result is shown in table

14.7.

t-Test:	 Two-Sample
Assuming Equal Variances

Coping
repertoire

good poor

Mean 1.44 1.88
Variance 0.53 1.84
Observations 9.00 8.00
df 15.00
P(T<=t)	 two
tail

.0.42

Table 1A4.7: T-test data for hypothesis 6

The null hypothesis is not rejected - the t-test is not significant.

There is no significant difference between the two groups in terms of

their coping repertoires.



Hypothesis seven

H 7 : Poor adjusters would make more internal attributions for the

scenario than the good adjusters. The data are shown in table 1A4.8

below.

Particip an tint/external
g 1
g2
g3
g4
g5
g6
g7
g8
g9

external
external
external
external
internal
external
neither
external
internal
6	 external,	 2
neither

internal,	 .

p 1
p 2

P 3
p4

P 5
p 6

P 7
P 8

external
external
external
internal
internal
external
internal
internal
4	 external,	 4 internal

Table 1A4.8: Data for content analysis hypothesis 7. 

By observation, the well adjusted interviewees had more external and

fewer internal attributions.	 As these data are essentially categorical,

this was tested with a chi-square test.	 The power of this test is

reduced, as the normal criterion of an expected frequency of five

observations in each cell could not be met. The actual expected

frequency could be no more on average than 4.25 (i.e., 17

observations divided by 4 cells).



Manual calculation of chi-squared produced a test statistic of 1.07, df

= 1. This is not significant at the 0.1 level. The null hypothesis cannot

be rejected.

Hypothesis eight

Hg: Good adjusters would make more specific attributions than global

attributions. Poor adjusters would make more global attributions

than specific attributions. The data are shown in table IA4.9 below.

Participant Global/
specific
specific
specific
specific
specific
specific
global
not given
specific
global
2	 global,
6	 specific

specific
specific
global
specific
not given
specific
global
global
3	 global,
specific

4

g 1
g2
g3
g4
g5
g6
g7
g 8
g9

p 1
p 2
p3
p 4

P 5
p 6
p7
p8

Table IA4.9: Data for content analysis hypothesis 8. 



The chi squared test statistic, calculated manually, is 0.536, df = 1, not

significant at the 0.1 significance level. The null hypothesis is not

rejected.

Hypothesis nine

H 9 : Poor adjusters would make more stable attributions for the

scenario than the good adjusters. This would be reflected by more

'often' and fewer 'rare' responses. The data are shown in table 1A4.10

below.

Participant Stable/unstable
g 1
g2
g3
g4
g5
g6
g7
g8
g9

rare
rare
rare
not given
sometimes
rare
sometimes
rare
often
1	 often,	 2
sometimes, 4 rare

p1
p2

P 3
p4
p5
p6
p7
p8

rare
rare
not given
not given
rare
sometimes
sometimes
often
1	 often,	 2
sometimes, 3 rare

Table IA4.10: Data for content analysis hypothesis 9. 

The number of conditions in this table excludes the possibility of a

chi-square analysis, as the three response categories (often,
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sometimes, and rare) mean that there would be six cells in the chi-

squared table. The mean expected frequency would be below the

acceptable level to conduct the test. Examination of the results,

however, suggests strongly that the null hypothesis cannot be

rejected.

Hypothesis ten

H 10 : Poor adjusters would have less perceived control over the

situation in the scenario. This would be represented by fewer 'no'

responses and more coping mechanisms described in the good

adjusters group. The data are shown in table 1A4.11 below.

Participan Control
g 1
g2
g3
g4
g5
g6
g7
g 8
g9

control via impression management
control via concealment
no control
no control
no control
no control
control via medical treatment
control via avoid attention
no control
4	 control,	 5	 no	 control

p 1
p 2

P 3
p 4

P 5
p 6

P 7
p 8

control via exposure avoidance
control via confront
control via exposure avoidance
control via exposure avoidance
control via concealment
control via concealment
control via not given
no control
7	 control,	 I	 no	 control

Table 1A4.11: Data for content analysis hypothesis 10. 

The chi squared test statistic is 3.44, df = 1, this is significant at the

p<0.1 level, but not at the p<0.05 level. The result is in the opposite
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direction to the predicted hypothesis. 	 More poor adjusters reported

control strategies.

Hypothesis eleven

11 1i : More good adjusters will find it easy to get on with others,

compared to the number of poor adjusters. More poor adjusters will

be reserved with others compared to good adjusters. The data are

shown in table 1A4.12 below.

ParticipantEasy/difficull to	 get	 on	 with	 others
g 1
g2
g3
g4
g5
g6
g7
g 8
g9

easy
reserved
easy
reserved
reserved
easy
easy
not given
reserved
4	 easy, 4 reserved

p1
p2
p3
p4.

P 5
p6
p7
p8

easy
easy
reserved
easy
not given
easy
reserved
reserved
3	 easy, 3 reserved

Table 1A4.12: Data for content analysis hypothesis 11. 

The even distribution of 'easy' and 'reserved' responses between the

good and poor adjusters fails to disprove the null hypothesis.



Hypothesis twelve

H 12 : Poor adjusters will have a more pessimistic/less optimistic view

of the future than the good adjusters. This would be demonstrated by

more 'better' and fewer 'worse' responses amongst the good adjusters.

The data are shown in table IA4.13 below.

Participan tB e tter/w o rs e
g 1
g2
g3
g4
g5
g6
g7
g8
g9

better
better
unsure
same
unsure
worse
better
better
better
5	 better,	 I	 worse,
other

3

p1
p2
p3
p4
p5
p6
p 7
p8

same
same
worse
better
better
worse
worse
same
2	 better,	 3	 worse,
other

3

Table IA4.13: Data for content analysis hypothesis 12. 

The trend is in line with the experimental hypothesis. The good

adjusters reported more 'better' responses and fewer 'worse'

responses than the poor adjusters.

The mean expected frequency within the cells means that it is not

possible to statistically analyse this result.



Participant
g 1
g2
g3
g4
g5
g6
g7
g 8
g9

not appearance -	 self (strength)
appearance	 -	 self
not appearance - work
appearance
appearance	 -	 operation
not appearance - society
not appearance - self
not appearance - self (academic)
appearance
4	 appearance	 5	 not	 appearanc

P 1
p 2

P 3
p 4

P 5
p 6

p 7

p 8

appearance
not appearance - self (courage)
not appearance - physical decline
not	 appearance	 -	 self(thought
processes)
appearance	 -	 self
appearance	 -	 self(scars-
relationships)
appearance
not appearance - self (confidence)
4	 appearance	 4	 not	 appearanc

C

e

Hypothesis thirteen

H 13 : Poor adjusters would consider their future to be more dependent

on their appearance. The data are shown in table IA4.14 below.

Table IA4.14: Data for content analysis hypothesis 13. 

Observation of the results make it clear that the null hypothesis

cannot be rejected.

Hypothesis fourteen

H 14 : The good adjusters will have greater perceived coping efficacy

than the poor adjusters. The data are shown in table 1A4.15 below.
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Participant
g 1
g2
g3
g4
g5
g6
g7
g8
g9

good
mixed
good
good
poor
good
mixed
good
poor
5 good, 2 mixed,
poor

2

p 1
p2
p3
p4
p5
p6
p7
p8

good - mixed
mixed
poor
poor
good
mixed - poor
good
good
4 good, 2 mixed,
poor

2

Table 1A4.14: Data for content analysis hypothesis 15. 

Observation of the results make it clear that the null hypothesis

cannot be rejected. The number of conditions in the response

categories again makes it impossible to analyse this using a chi square

test.



Hypothesis fifteen

H15: Good adjusters would have more sources of social support than

the poor adjusters. The data are shown in table 1A4.16 below.

ParticipantList of
people

all	 +ve number	 of
supporters

3
0

g 1
g2

mu m
no-one

sister friends

g3 prayer friends doctor 3
g4 no-one 0
g5 no-one 0
g6 wife 1
g7 husband mother friend	 k friend	 w friend	 t 5
g8 mum friends school

teacher
3

g9 Friend dad grand
ma

3

MEAN 2.0

p 1 parents friend 2
p2 mu m sister friend 3
p3 boyfrien

d
1

p4 sisters friends 2
p5 no-one 0
p6 no-one 0
p7 Friend mum adopted

dad
3

p8 friend mum 2
MEAN 1.6

Table 1A4.16: Data for content analysis hypothesis 15. 



The data was analysed using a two-sample t-test, presented in table
1A4.17 below.

t-Test:	 Two-Sample	 Assuming	 Equal
Variances

Good Poor
Mean 2.00 1.63
Variance 3.25 1.41
Observations 9.00 8.00
df 15.00
P(T<=t)	 one-tail 0.31

Table 1A4.17: T-test data for hypothesis 15. 

The null hypothesis was not rejected. There was no significant

difference between the good and poor adjusters in the number of

sources of support.



Hypothesis sixteen

H16: The good adjusters would have access to a greater range of social

support. The data are shown in table IA4.18 below.

PartiCipantmateriaipractical
advice

social
sanction-

ing

symp-
athy

/emp-
athy

re-
framing

total
support

g 1 x x x 3
g2 0
g3 x x 2
g4 0
g5 0
g6 x 1
g7 x x x 3
g8 x x x 3
g9 x x x 3

MEAN 1. 7

p1 x 1
p2 x x 2
p3 x x 2
p4. x x 2

p5 0

p6 0
p 7 x x 2
p8 x x x 3

MEAN 1.5

Table IA4.18: Data for content analysis hypothesis 16. 

A t-test was carried out on the data, the data for which is presented
in table IA4.19 below.

Good Poor
Mean 1.67 1.50
Variance 2.00 1.14
Observations 9.00 8.00
df 15.00
P(T<=t)	 one
tail

0.39 

Table IA4.19: T-test data for hypothesis 16. 



The null hypothesis was not rejected. There was no significant

difference between the number of types of support used by the good

and poor adjusters.

Hypothesis seventeen

H 17 : Poor adjusters will have a greater sense of anticipation of the

occurrence of aversive appearance related events than the good

adjusters. The data are shown in table 1A4.20 below.

A higher score (maximum=5) represents a greater sense of

anticipation.

Participant

1 = not at
all

Antici-
pation

g 1 3.0
g2 4.0
g3 1.0
g4 3.0
g5 3.0
g6 1.0
g7 3.0
g8 4.0
g9 4.0

MEAN 2.89

p1 5.00
p2 5.00
P 3 3.00
p4 4.00
P 5 4.00
p6 5.00
P 7 3.00
p8 4.00

MEAN 4.00

Table 1A4.20: Data for content analysis hypothesis 17. 
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Observation of the data demonstrates a trend in line with expectation.

This was tested with a t-test, the data for which is presented below in

table 1A4.21

Good Poor
Mean 2.89 4.13
Variance 1.36 0.70
Observations 9.00 8.00
df 15.00
P(T<=t)	 one-
tail

0.01

Table 1A4.21: T-test data for hypothesis 17. 

The null hypothesis was rejected. Good adjusters anticipated less than

the poor adjusters.

Hypothesis eighteen

H18: Poor adjusters will ruminate more on negative appearance related

events than the good adjusters.

The data are shown in table 1A4.22 below. A higher score represents

more rumination about negative events (maximum = 5).



Participanlrumination

I = not at
all

g 1 2.0
g2 2.0
g3 1.0
g4 3.5
g5 2.0
g6 1.0
g7 1.0
g8 1.0
g9 5.0

MEAN 2.06

131 4.50

p2 3.00
p3 3.00

p4 5.00

p5 5.00

p6 5.00

p7 3.00

p8 5.00
MEAN 4.14

Table IA4.22: Data for content analysis hypothesis 18. 

Observation of the data demonstrates a trend in line with expectation.

This was tested with a t-test, the data for which is presented below in

table 1A4.23

Good Poor
Mean 2.06 4.19
Variance 1.90 1.00
Observations 9.00 8.00
df 15.00
P(T<=t)	 one-tail 0.00

Table 5.23: T-test data for hypothesis 18. 

The null hypothesis was rejected.	 Good adjusters reported less

rumination than the poor adjusters.



Hypothesis nineteen

1419: Poor adjusters will believe that negative events are more likely

the good adjusters.

The data are shown in table 5.24 below. A lower score indicates

greater perceived likelihood.

Participangikelihood
1	 =	 certain

g 1 4.0
g2 3.0
g3 5.0
g4 4.0
g5 3.0
g6 1.0
g7 3.0
g8 5.0
g9 2.0

MEAN 3.33 

p 1 not given

p2 1.00

p3 3.00
p4. 4.00

P 5 2.50
p6 3.00

p7 3.00
p8 2.00

MEAN 2.64

Table 1A4.24: Data for content analysis hypothesis 19. 

Observation of the data demonstrates a trend in line with expectation.

This was tested with a t-test. The relevant data are shown in table

1A4.25 below.



Good Poor
Mean 3.33 2.64
Variance 1.75 0.89
Observations 9.00 7.00
df 14.00
P(T<=t)
one-tail

0.13

Table 1A4.25: T-test data for hypothesis 19. 

The null hypothesis was not rejected. The good and poor adjusters

did not differ in their beliefs about the likelihood of negative events

occurring.

Hypothesis twenty

H20: Poor adjusters will differ more in their subjective (in situ) and

objective (post hoc) ratings of likelihood of an aversive appearance

related event than the good adjusters. Poor adjusters will over

estimate the likelihood in situ.

A lower score indicates a greater likelihood estimation in columns two

and three. A larger negative score in column three demonstrates a

larger overestimation of likelihood in situ. The data are shown in

table 1A4.26 below.



Participantsubjective
1	 =	 certain

happen

1	 =	 certain
actually
happen

Difference	 -
subjective/
objective

g 1 4.0 4.5 -0.5
g2 over	 estimate

compared to
objective

less	 likely	 than
subjective

-1.0

g3 5.0 5.0 0.0
g4 over	 estimate

compared to
objective

less	 likely	 than
subjective

-1.0

g5 2.0 3.0 -1.0
g6 5.0 5.0 0.0
g7 1.0 1.0 0.0
g8 3.0 4.5 -1.5
g9 1.0 1.0 0.0

MEAN 3.00 3.43 -0.56

p 1 not given not given

p2 2.00 2.00 0.00

p3 2.00 2.00 0.00

p4 3.00 4.00 -1.00
p5 2.00 3.00 -1.00

p6 3.00 4.00 -1.00

p7 2.00 3.00 -1.00

p8 2.00 3.00 -1.00
MEAN 2.29 3.00 -0.71

Table 1A4.26: Data for content analysis hypothesis 20. 

Observation of the data demonstrates a trend in line with expectation.

This was tested with a t-test. The relevant data are shown in table

1A4.27 below.

Good Poor
Mean -0.6 -0.7
Variance 0.3 0.2
Observations 9.0 7.0
df 14.0
P(T<=t)	 one.0.3
tail

Table 4.27: T-test data for hypothesis 20. 
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The null hypothesis was not rejected. There was no significant

difference between the good and poor adjusters in the difference

between their in situ and post hoc judgements of likelihoods.

Hypothesis twenty one

H21: More good adjusters than poor adjusters will experience some

positive benefit from having an appearance different from normal.

The data are shown in table 1A4.28 below.

Participant Benefit?
g 1
g2
g3
g4
g5
g6
g7
g8
g9
MEAN

no
no
perspective	 on	 life
no
sense of humour
no
self as coping
a	 little	 sympathy
no
4 no,	 5 yes

p1
p2

P 3
p4.
p5
p6
p7
p 8
MEAN

no
no
could have been worse
seen as kind
no
stronger
no
occasional	 confidence
4 no,	 4 yes

Table 1A4.28: Data for content analysis hypothesis 21. 
Observation of the data demonstrates that there are no differences
between the two groups.



Interview Appendix 5:
Describing Yourself measure
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Describing yourself 

For each pair of words in the list that follows, please place a cross
somewhere on the line, nearest to the word that best describes you
according to the instructions.
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Myself as I see me

	

•

GOOD 	 BAD

	

SELFLESS 	  SELFISH

	

SOCIABLE 	 UNSOCIABLE

	

KIND 	 CRUEL

	

CLEAN 	 DIRTY

	

GRACEFUL 	 AWKWARD

	BEAUTIFIR., 	  UGLY

	

SUCCESSFUL 	  UNSUCCESSFUL

	

IMPORTANT 	 UNIMPORTANT

	

REPUTABLE 	 DISREPUTABLE

	

WISE 	  FOOLISH

	

HEALTHY 	  SICK

	

RELAXED 	 ANXIOUS

	

HAPPY 	  UNHAPPY

	

UNASHAMED 	 ASHAMED

UN-SELF
CONSCIOUS 	 • 	 SELF CONSCIOUS
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GOOD

SELFLESS

SOCIABLE

KIND

CLEAN

GRACEFUL

BEAUTIFUL

SUCCESSFUL

IMPORTANT

REPUTABLE

WISE

HEALTHY

RELAXED

HAPPY

UNASHAMED

UN-SELF
CONSCIOUS

Myself as other people see me

	 BAD

	  SELFISH

	 UNSOCIABLE

	 CRUEL

	 DIRTY

	 AWKWARD

	 UGLY

	  UNSUCCESSFUL

	 UNIMPORTANT

	 DISREPUTABLE

	  FOOLISH

	  SICK

	 ANXIOUS

	  UNHAPPY

	 ASHAMED

	  SELF CONSCIOUS
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Myself as other people would
see me if! had an ideal appearance

	GOOD 	 BAD

	

SELFLESS 	  SELFISH

	

SOCIABLE 	 UNSOCIABLE

	

KIND 	  CRUEL

	

CLEAN 	 DIRTY

	

GRACEFUL 	 AWKWARD

	

BEAUTIFUL 	  UGLY

	

SUCCESSFUL 	  UNSUCCESSFUL

	

IMPORTANT 	 UNIMPORTANT

	

REPUTABLE 	  DISREPUTABLE

	

WISE 	  FOOLISH

	

HEALTHY 	  SICK

	

RELAXED 	 ANXIOUS

	

HAPPY 	 UNHAPPY

	

UNASHAMED 	 ASHAMED

UN-SELF
CONSCIOUS	 SELF CONSCIOUS
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Self-Concept Organisatio n Appendix 1:
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111111111111111111111M111/111111111111 DATE:

YOUR DATE OF BIRTH: 	  SEX: Male / Female

OCCUPATION: Yours 	  Partners/Spouse's 	

YOUR FAMILY STATUS (please tick the option closest to your situation)

Married/Living with partner
	

[ ]
Living alone
	

[
Living with relatives/friends

	
[

YOUR NATIONALITY: 	

YOUR ETHNIC BACKGROUND (please tick)

Bangladeshi	 [ ] Black - African [ ] Black - Caribbean	 [ ] Chinese	 [ ]
Indian	 [ ] Pakistani	 White	 [

Other (please specify) 	  Black - other (please specify)

THE DERRIFORD APPEARANCE SCALE (DAS 24)

This questionnaire is concerned with how you feel about your appearance

The first part of the scale is designed to find out if you are sensitive or self-conscious about any aspect of your
appearance (even if this is not usually visible to others).

(a) Is there any aspect of your appearance (however small) that concerns you at all?

Yes/No

If No, please turn to the next page
If Yes, please continue:

(b) The aspect of my appearance about which I am most sensitive or self-conscious is

From now on, we will refer to this aspect of your appearance as your 'feature'

(c) The thing I don't like about my feature is

(d) If you are sensitive or concerned about any other features of your body or your appearance,
please say what they are

Please turn over

©1996. A.T. Carr & D.L. Harris
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ructions: The following questions are concerned with the way you feel or .act. They are all simple. Please
:icx the answer that applies to you. If the item does not apply to you at all, tick the N/A (not applicable option).
Don't spend long on any one question.

a. How confident do you feel?

Not at all .... Slightly .... Moderately .... Extremely....

b. How distressed do you get when you see yourself in the mirror/window?

Extremely 	 Moderately.... A Little .... Not at all Distressed ....

c. My self-consciousness makes me irritable at home:

N/A 	  Never/Almost never .... Sometimes .... Often .... Almost always ....

d. How hurt do you feel?

Extremely .... Moderately .... Slightly .... Not at all ....

e. At present my self-consciousness has an adverse effect on my work:

Almost always .... Often .... Sometimes .... Never/almost never .... N/A 	

f. How distressed do you get when you go to the beach?

N/A 	  Not at all .... A little .... Moderately .... Extremely ....

g. Other people mis-judge me because of my feature:

Almost always .... Often .... Sometimes .... Never/almost never ...... N/A 	

h. How feminine/masculine do you feel?

Not at all .... Slightly .... Moderately .... Extremely ....

i. I am self-conscious of my feature:

N/A 	  Never/ Almost never .... Sometimes .... Often .... Almost always ....

J.
	 How irritable do you feel?

Not at all .... Slightly .... Moderately .... Extremely ....

k.	 I adopt certain gestures (e.g. folding my arms in front of other people, covering my mouth with my
hand):

Never/almost never .... Sometimes .... Often .... Almost always ...

I.	 I avoid communal changing rooms:

Almost always .... Often .... Sometimes....Never/almost never ..... N/A 	

01996. A.T. Carr & D.L. Harris
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m. How distressed do you get by shopping in department stores/supermarkets?

N/A 	  Not at all .... Slightly .... Moderately .... Extremely ....

n. How rejected do you feel?

Not at all .... Slightly .... Moderately ....Extremely ....

o. I avoid undressing in front of my partner:

N/A 	  Never/almost never .... Sometimes .... Often .... Almost always ....

p. How distressed do you get while playing sports/games?

Extremely .... Moderately .... Slightly .... Not at all .... N/A 	

q. I close into my shell:

Almost always .... Often .... Sometimes.... Never/Almost never ....

r. How distressed are you by being unable to wear your favourite clothes?

Extremely .... Moderately .... Slightly .... Not at all .... N/A 	

s. How distressed do you get when going to social events?

N/A 	  Not at all 	  Moderately .... A fair amount .... Extremely ....

t. How normal do you feel?

Not at all .... Slightly .... Moderately .... Extremely ....

u. At present my self-consciousness has an adverse effect on my sex life:

Almost always .... Often .... Sometimes.... Never/almost never .... N/A 	

v. I avoid going out of the house:

Almost always .... Often .... Sometimes.... Never/almost never ....

w. How distressed do you get when other people make remarks about your feature?

N/A 	  Not at all 	  Moderately .... A fair amount .... Extremely ....

x. I avoid going to pubs/restaurants:

Almost always .... Often .... Sometimes....Never/almost never .... N/A 	

y. My feature causes me physical pain/discomfort: :

Never/almost never .... Sometimes .... Often .... Almost always ....

z. My feature limits my physical ability to do the things I want to do:

Almost always .... Often .... Sometimes....Never/ almost never ...

© 1996. A.T.Carr & D.L.Harris
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Hip

Scalp

Forehead

Ears

Eyes

Nose

Mouth

Buttock

Thigh

Knee

Lower leg

Foot

Genitalia

Shoulder

Upper arm

Forearm

Hand

Cheeks

Neck

Chest

Breast(s)

Abdomen

Back

About Your Appearance

Please circle any areas of your body which you are sensitive about, and underline
the main one.

How different from normal do you judge the area of your body underlined above to be?

Not at all
	

Moderately
	

Extremely
Different
	

Different

1
	

2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7

Overall how different from normal do you judge your appearance to be?

Not at all
	

Moderately
	

Extremely
Different
	

Different

1
	

2
	

3
	

4
	

5
	

6
	

7

What is the original cause of the main_ problem of appearance which you are
sensitive about?.

Congenital (born with it) [ ] Burn injury H
Developmental Growth [ ] Non-burn injury H
Pregnancy H Breast Feeding fi
Weight Loss H Getting older H
Fat deposits H
Disease	 [ ) Please give further details	 Other (please describe)
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The PANAS

This scale consists of a number of words that describe different feelings and emotions.

Read each item and then mark the appropriate answer in the space next to that word.

Indicate to that extent you generally feel this way, that is, how you feel on average.

Use the following scale to record you answers.

1	 2	 3	 4	 5
very slightly or	 a little	 moderately	 quite a bit	 extremely

not at all

	  interested	 	  irritable

	  distressed	 	  alert

	  excited	 	  ashamed

	  upset	 	  inspired

	  strong	 	  nervous

	  guilty	 	  determined

	  scared	 	  attentive

	  hostile	 	  jittery

	  enthusiastic	 	  active

	  proud	 afraid
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In each group of six words below underline the word which means
word in heavy type above the group, as it has been done in the first

the same as the
example.

Do not use a dictionary. If you don't know the meaning of a word, underline the
option that you think is most likely.

13	 VIRILE 24	 SENSUAL

demanding familiar controversial careful
concise manly necessary crucial
vulgar barbarous rational carnal

1 RAGE
crease	 love
invite	 anger 
rain	 hoist

2 SQUABBLE
saw	 lift
bubble	 photo
mould	 quarrel

3 CONNECT
join	 field
lace	 bean
flint	 accident

4 PROVIDE
harmonize	 divide
hurt	 commit
annoy	 supply

5 BRAG
choose
	

boast
hope	 stone
lag
	

jerk

6 SHRIVEL
linger	 heed
volunteer	 wither
shiver	 haunt

7 MINGLE
interfere
mix
gamble

8 STANCE
partition	 fixed
glance	 slope
position	 grief

9 VERIFY
dedicate	 confirm
chastise	 change
correct	 purify

10 FORMIDABLE
unexpired	 ravishing
feasible	 orderly
tremendous	 remembrance

11 THRIVE
think	 try
thrash	 reap
blame	 flourish

12 DOCILE
meek	 passionate
dominant	 homely
careless	 dumb

14 SURMOUNT
mountain	 overcome
concede
	

descend
appease	 snub

15 SULTRY
instinctive	 solid
sulky	 severe
trivial	 muggy

16 CRITERION
superior	 critic
certitude	 standard
clarion	 crisis

17 LATENT
delayed	 discharged
potential	 overburdened
ingenious	 hostile

18 DWINDLE
pander
wheeze
compare

19 CONSTRUE
prophesy
	

interpret
contradict	 collect
scatter	 anneal

20 EFFACE
delete	 rotate
disgust	 mark
adjoin	 ascend

21 TRUMPERY
etiquette	 heraldry
worthless	 highest
amusement	 final

22 PERPETRATE
appropriate	 control
propitiate
	

deface
commit	 pierce

25 OBDURATE
formidable	 permanent
hesitant	 stubborn
exorbitant	 obsolete

26 PALLIATE
regenerate	 qualify
alleviate	 imitate
stimulate	 erase

27 ADULATE
increase	 waver
admire	 prosper
flatter
	

inflate

28 FELICITOUS
sincere
	

faithful
valedictory	 altruistic
voracious	 opportune

29 AMBIT
talisman	 confines
armature	 arc
camber
	

ideal

30 RECONDITE
brilliant	 effervescent
vindictive	 abstruse
indifferent	 wise

31 CACHINNAT1ON
guffaw	 succour
conclave	 conjunction
cunning	 controversy

32 EXIGUOUS
exhausting	 prodigious
indigenous	 esoteric
scanty	 expedient

33 PUTATIVE
punishable	 computable
supposed
	

worthless
aggressive	 reconcilable

press	 swindle
declare
	

linger
remark
	

diminish

23	 GLOWER 34 MANUMIT
scowl shine manufacture liberate
disguise gloat enumerate emanate
aerate extinguish accomplish permit
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Self-Concept Organisation Appendix 2:
Power analysis



Cohen (1988) describes the process of calculating the power of an

analysis. The first step is to calculate effect size, and then use tables

to look up the power of the analysis, based on the number of

participants and alpha.

The effect size (f) is calculated thus:

f = cym/a	 Equation 1

where

am = sqrt	 (mi  m)2)
	

Equation 2

i=1

a is the population standard deviation, k is the number of conditions,

m represents the mean of the group i, and m is the population mean.

However, in cases of unequal sample size, m needs to be weighted

according to the different contributions of each of the differently sized

samples. This is done by calculating it as follows:

m= E pi mi•	 Equation 3

pi represents the proportion of the total sample in condition i ( = "IN)

Further, the equation (2) described above must be modified, becoming

am = sqrt (I	 p iLm i _ m12)
	

Equation 4

i=1
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Using these guidelines, the following f values were manually

calculated. The process of this calculation is shown in table P below.

In the tables below, rows 1-3 describe the mean scores for each

group. Rows 6-8 represent the proportion of the sample in each of

the groups. Rows 10-13 provide the data for row 13, which is

effectively the solution for equation 3, and represents the adjusted

mean scores. Rows 15-19 represent intermediate stages in the

calculation of am , shown in row 20. f, the effect size, is shown in row

21. The next step, looking up the power on the basis of f, requires a

calculation of mean group size in each condition, shown in row 24.

Power is then determined from tables, and shown in row 26. Row 27

is (1-power), which is the chance of making a type 2 error.
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pn	 di sa di oa di sf di of di
1 Mean-Good -0.24 -0.28 -0.30 0.25 0.10
2 Mean

Moderate
-0.12 -0.03 -0.14 -0.03 -0.01

3 Mean Poor 0.15 -0.11 -0.01 -0.11 0.03
4 Overall	 mean -0.10 -0.09 -0.15 0.00 0.01
5
6 % G-MP 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.11 0.11
7 % M-GP 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.73 0.73
8 % P-MG 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.16 0.16
9
10 G-MP m -0.03 -0.04 -0.04 0.03 0.01
11 M-GP m -0.09 -0.02 -0.10 -0.02 -0.01

, 12 P-MG m 0.02 -0.02 0.00 -0.02 0.01
13 m	 weighted -0.10 -0.08 -0.14 -0.01 0.01
14
15 G-MP 0.003 0.006 0.003 0.007 0.001
16 M-GP 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000
17 P-MG 0.009 0.000 0.003 0.001 0.000
18
19 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00

20 am 0.11 0.08 0.08 0.09 0.04

21 fam icy 0.50 0.38 0.37 0.40 0.17

22
23 N 67 67 67 64 64
24 n	 for	 power

tables
22.3 22.3 22.3 21.3 21.3

25
26 Power 0.97 0.75 0.74 0.84 0.18
27 Beta 0.03 0.25 0.26 0.16 0.82

Table P: Steps in the calculation of power for the DAS 24r ANOVA.
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